By Najmi Zesdyzar
Design Concept:
At its core, IKEA is about accommodating the celebration of people. Hence, this
design depicts liveliness happening 'inside' Ikea; a frame for which Life takes place.

By Hazeeq Syahme bin Mohd Afzan
Design Concept:
When thinking about the design, there were two points that I wanted to tackle. The first one is (1) What is undoubtedly Malaysian and (2)
How do I incorporate animals into this? (for my love of animals). So, I was thinking of what do every Malaysian share/know of? I'm sure
every Malaysian knows the story of how Parameswara saw a Mousedeer/Pelanduk near the riverbank when he founded Melaka. That's it!
For many, this scene in a way is a start of the formation of Malaysia and the story has an animal in it. The piece is titled "Out of the Woods".
I went with a cartoony/sketchy style to capture the cuteness of the mousedeer and to appeal to younger audiences. I also like the use of
bold, unrealistic colours with it to compliment the art style.

By Paul Ching
Design Concept:
The design is combined Malaysia popular landmark, our national flower, hornbill, and Malaysia flag to show
Malaysia is truly Asia. For wording Y, I would like to introduce our culture, our spoken languages, food,
traditional game and our festival.

By Selina
Design Concept:
It's about races in Malaysia, which shows the unity in our nation which we're proud of it.

By Nik Amila binti Baszelan
Design Concept:
MALAYSIA is so unique, representing by so many details that made us, Malaysians. There is batik and Borneo motives
representing the local traditional crafts, Nasi Lemak as we all know is Malaysia sole food no other countries can claim, and of
course, we all proud for this land to be rich with Durian and mangosteen. A hint of Malaysia Ringgit note as our currency, the
exotic hornbills giving the state of Sarawak to be called "Bumi Kenyalang", our Petronas Twin Towers, proudly be the tallest twin
towers in the world since 1996, and never forget our very own national car, Proton. If you ask any Malaysia citizens, everyone
knows about Langkawi island as one of the top local tourist spot, hence the iconic eagle (Lang) statue. Red and white stripes
representing bits of Malaysia flag, supported by 3 racial ethniques as the symbol of Malaysians unity. Last but not least, Bunga
Raya or hibiscus as our national flower is highlighted; 2 in M and 5 in Y, because of IKEA 25th anniversary. I choose Bunga Raya to
decorate the logo as it has 5 petals, representing 5 Rukun Negara (national principles) of Malaysia, the most important essence
of what made Malaysia our peaceful country today.

By Nicholas Hoi
Design Concept:
Is a classic design with all the little furniture in the "MY" logo, The glitter on the border represents confetti to celebrate
IKEA's 25th Birthday in Malaysia.

By Thang Eng Hong
Design Concept:
Sejurus dengan reka bentuk dari model saya ialah mengandungi gambar berbentuk gif yang terbabit dengan
mengibarkan IKEA sebagai kedai perabot yang terunggul di malaysia.

By Nurul Dalilah Binti Nokman
Design Concept:
1) Border decorated with 14 flags.
2) The background colour for the letter M is blue and yellow, then the letter is decorated with several towers,
mosques, houses of worship and historic buildings in Malaysia.
3) The background colour for the letter Y is red and white, then the letter is decorated with several types of food
found in Malaysia, local fruits, rickshaws and also the national flower of Malaysia which is hibiscus.
4) The words 'IKEA 25th' are coloured alternately with the colours of the Malaysian national flag.

By Yasir bin Ahmad zamil

Design Concept:
Gabungan warna warni Malaysia, terdapat grafik motif tradisional Malaysia iaitu;
wau, sepak raga, bunga raya, nasi lemak & mencanting batik.

By Khoirun Nasehah Binti Mohd Kadiman
Design Concept:
Batik Pattern
- A tradition of making batik found in MALAYSIA Batik Color
- A touch of Scandinavian colour trends of 2021
- Hornbill & Rafflesia
- Malaysian local bird and flower and leaves
- To indicate Malaysia as a tropical country

By Hanis Nabilah

Design Concept:
This is my design for MY IKEA design contest .It was so simple and clean. The flower is one of my
wood carvings design that I made at school.

By Mohd Hanafi Bin Rahmat
Design Concept:
Design ini menceritakan tentang pengunaan batik dalam design tersebut ini
kerana batik merupakan pakaian tyang digunakan di MALAYSIA.

By Nurul Jasmine Binti Abdul Khair

Design Concept:
Design ini menceritakn tentang pengunaan bendera Malaysi didalamnya membawa maksud
IKEA terdapat di Malaysia sepanjang 25tahun..dan BUNGA RAYA membawa maksud bunga
kebangsaan MALAYSIA

By Yuko Dohi
Design COncept:
I am a Japanese who moved to Malaysia last year. My favorite flower has been hibiscus since I
was a kid. It is too easy to fell in love Malaysia where the hibiscus are blooming all over the
place. And this year is the year of ox, isn’t it?? I designed the 25th anniversary with the cow
pattern.

By Masashi Morimoto
Design Concept:
Night mode IKEA.
The Plough and the Milk Dipper.
Happy 25th anniversary.

By Chan Khuai Man
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country and made up of many different cultures. In this design I added Malaysia
know-well iconic buildings and animals such as KLCC and Malayan Tiger. At the same time, I added and brought
out art of multi-ethnic that shows how Malaysia is so colourful and harmonious. The colors that I put in KLCC
buildings and hibiscus flowers that show Malaysia and Sweden have the same color are blue and yellow that
means hopefully IKEA in Malaysia have good business forever and expert that a lot furniture come out to make
us easy in life. Wish IKEA Happy 25th Anniversary !

By Muhammad Hazmi Bin Abd Ghapar
Design Concept:
My design is about our symbolic of Malaysia independence day, which we celebrated it every year. Alphabet MY
represent " Jalur Gemilang ", the patterns inspired by our webbing technique, "tikar menkuang. Hibiscus, which
our national flowers and symbol of love elements represent our love of the Malaysia country. As well, the
silhouette of Tunku Abdul Rahman, Petronas twin towers as iconic elements with geometric patterns to add
simplicity and freshness of the design.

By Lim Shi Ying
Design Concept:
Happy 25 Anniversary!
Glad you are 25 years old in Malaysia! Due to the epidemic situation in the past two years, I cannot
patronize you often. I hope to visit again after the epidemic stabilizes! All the best! We will definitely
wait for the rainbow after the rain!

By Tasha Lee
Design Concept:
Malaysia is no stranger when it comes to wildlife and tropical rainforest. My design is based on a flora and
fauna doodle. Malaysian hornbill, Borneo elephant, orang utan and the tapir in a rainforest. The other side we
have our rich underwater sea creature the turtle and the dugong as well as our seasonal jellyfishes that pass by
our shores of rich coral reefs.

While we celebrate IKEA’s 25th year, let us remember that without the flora and fauna, there is no
ecosystem and also IKEA products 😉

By Pang Kah Yan
Design Concept:
1.Flower & leaves symbolize love and family. IKEA care about you.
2.Red roses carry meaning of passion and love.
3.Colorful rhombus is a geometric represent equality with Malaysia is multi-racial country to promote equality,
and harmony.
4.Ocean is a symbol of power, strength, life and hope. IKEA I care to provide all the best to our customers.

By Zulfandy bin Nordin
Design Concept:
M : Variety of food sell at Ikea Malaysia
Y : Malaysia National Flower (Hibiscus)

By Iza Sazanita

Design Concept:
When East meet West. Bright cheerful colour of hibiscus flower blended in soft pastel
colours by cross stich element.

By Mohd Izwan Bin Zainin
Design Concept
This design is about Malaysia famous tourist attraction, it’s showing
some iconic landmark in Malaysia likes KLCC, KL Tower, and more.

Design Concept
- This design is story about our Malaysian food culture from different races we
have in Malaysia, especially Malay, Chinese and Indian in background of our
country landmark like a KL tower and KLCC.
- Colour scheme that I use base on Malaysia flag as a main colour for this design.

By Nurul Jasmin Binti Zolhairi

Design Concept:
So what I did here was the beautiful pattern was actually inspired by this "swedish textiles" I found.
These colourful flowers symbolizes on how beautiful IKEA is. And I also added a little Sweden and
Malaysian flower (twinflowers) and (Hibiscus).

By Azman Manap
Design Concept:
The blending beauty of Malaysia and how throughout the years Malaysia developed into a modern country
and risen in such harmony and strong culture. It's the same with IKEA with a beautiful furniture system found
by Ingvar Kamprad, came into Malaysia 25 years ago with a strong will and great team they develop and
create a history of their own.

By Carsten Lim

Design Concept:
I used elements of IKEA building, multiracial staff, uniform, measurement tape, Malaysia flag and
SOP for prevention of COVID.
I would like to use this opportunity to send everyone a message, let's do our part, follow the SOP, so
that we can end this pandemic as soon as possible.
#kitajagakita #menangbersama

By Moy Soo Han
Design Concept:
Hibiscus ("Bunga Raya") - The flower is simple, colour is
bright and warm.....just like IKEA, its design is simple but
attractive and cosy. .

Design Concept:
Rhinoceros Hornbill is Malaysia’s national bird, dress in bright
colours, with absurdly bulky bill, it is the remarkable-looking
bird (just like the design in IKEA). Hornbills are family
oriented... the male hornbill brings food to the female as a way
to prove that he is capable of providing for her and their chicks
when they start a family together....HOME which IKEA believes
that it is the most important place in the world.

By Muhammad 'Abbas Shafiq bin Zairuddin
Design Concept:
My design is about to show the buildings in KL which consist of all furniture products
because most Malaysian or KL people use Ikea's products.

By Ammar bin Mohamad Riza
Design Concept:
The design is mainly a series of traditional Malay houses that can be seen across the country. The
reason why I choose this type of design is because I want to relate how Malaysians have evolved in
using and designing their houses by just a simple mat and a mosquito net to a more unique fusion
between modern and traditional furniture. To reflect the simplicity of life, the majority of IKEA's
furniture really shows how simple and easy it is to be built using minimal tools.

By Ally Lau
Design Concept:
There is no place more beautiful than our home, Malaysia with our unique culture and
heritage.

By Chong Chiu Shih
Design Concept:
Glorious lane of waving Malaysia flag with background of Ikea iconic colour.
Showed love from Malaysia wishing of another 25 years ahead.

By Muhammad Iman Hakimi Bin Hashim
Design Concept:
My design has a hot dog, an egg that is falling into a bowl and the words are
casting shadows, it is simple like the design of IKEA's furniture etc.

Design Concept:
Fun & Playful

Design Concept:
Colourful Geometry

Design Concept:
Jalur Gemilang

Design Concept:
National flower

Design Concept:
Celebrating Bunga Raya

Design Concept:
International progression

By David Lim

By Samuel Lee Chee Zin

Design Concept:
The design embrace the textile culture of both Malaysia and Sweden. The font M is filled with songket weaving
pattern, an intricate traditional fabric found in Malaysia. On the other hand, the font Y is filled with Swedish knitting
pattern. Although having different culture, the pattern are surprising similar in certain geometry and shape.
I applied the IKEA iconic blue and yellow as the main colour scheme in both pattern design. Meanwhile, the red
colour rug STOCKHOLM 2017 act as a common background. This is to emphasis the role of IKEA to connect the two
countries.

By Tan Shin Yi (mother) & Tay Yi Thang (5 years old daughter)
Design Concept:
IKEA concept painting

By Nur Hidayah Binti Abdullah
Design Concept:
This logo design is themed on cheerful and simple flora and fauna. butterflies symbolize
customers who come to IKEA to shop while flowers symbolize the various types of goods
available at IKEA.

By Loke Jee Ann

Design Concept:
My first impression of the words "MY" is Malaysia. Therefore, my artwork idea adopts
several Malaysia elements to represent the beauty of my country. The concept of colorful design is to
express the feeling of harmony from different races and cultures.

By Yap Kim Hong
Design Concept:
25 IKEA magazines, 25th IKEA Anniversary!

By Wong Jian Feng
Design Concept:
Inspired by the 'Jalur Gemilang' (Malaysia' national flag), using the corak of batik to represent
the identity of our unique patterns. The national flowers as a metaphor of 'historical moments'
store at the IKEA shelf as the shelve itself is timeless to keep all the moments.

By Dalbert Lee
Design Concept:
Iconic IKEA in Malaysia. who doesn’t know IKEA right?

By Manpreet Kaur
Design Concept:
My Design is a mixture of tradisional batik designs which is featured as the background, 4 specific colours representing
the Jalur Gemilang colours which are Blue ,Red ,Yellow and white . The [ M ] design portrays the things that represents
Malaysia and Malaysia's tourist attractions .The [ Y ] design is specially dedicated to the frontliners who are currently
fighting for Malaysians health .It's also a little of the current situation Malaysia is facing during the Merdeka season. That
is about my design . Overall it is a mixture of the tradisional, things that represents Malaysia as a whole and the current
situation.

By Lee Kho Sin
Design Concept:
My IKEA My Home

By Jon Tham Nam San
Design Concept:
My design is about IKEA, for 25 years, giving Malaysians a proud building experience.
Smiles ignite in the faces of the rakyat when we unbox our IKEA furniture, assemble it and
complete the duty.
Nation building starts from the home.

By Norhayati Binti Ali
Design Concept:
Peta dan Warna Bendera Johor - menunjukkan kebanyakan motif yang ditunjukkan dalam MY IKEA ini adalah dari negeri Johor.
Dan warna bendera negeri Johor adalah Putih, Merah dan Biru
Harimau - Selain kebesaran dan kegagahan harimau ini, ciri-ciri terpenting yang dimiliki harimau ialah corak belang menegak berwarna hitam
yang melapisi bulunya yang berwarna keputihan atau merah kejinggaan dan terkenal dengan gelaran Harimau Selatan di Johor.
Kuda Kepang - Tarian kuda kepang telah diiktiraf sebagai warisan kesenian rakyat khasnya masyarakat Johor.
Motif Lada Hitam dan Gambir - Menurut buku Adat Istiadat Diraja Johor, motif lada hitam dan gambir dipopularkan oleh Sultan Abu Bakar
sebagai tanda mengabadikan peranan yang dimainkan oleh kedua-dua tanaman itu dalam memajuman ekonomi negeri Johor.
Kerawang berwarna emas sebagai motif corak hiasan yang biasa digunakan pada hiasan dinding rumah - rumah tradisional.
Bunga raya - sebagai bunga kebangsaan Negara Malaysia yang menunjukkan bahawa Johor terletak di selatan negara Malaysia.

By Ong Yee Jun (8 years old)
Design Concept:
The beautiful Malaysia

By Fatimah Binti Abdul Razak
Design Concept:
I chose a simple and humble BATIK background with floral motif for my design.

By Cindy Poh

Design Concept:
I named my design as 'HOME25' to thank IKEA for serving Malaysians and being our happy home 🏡 for
25 years now. The images in the logo represent the vibrance & colours of this country with the pride of
our local fruits, animals, and a touch of modern lifestyle inspired by Swedish.
Happy 25th, IKEA Malaysia!

By Norazzatie Husna Rinase Binti Azmi
Design Concept:
My design is about Malaysia National Flower which is Hibiscus

By Shafeqah Binti Rashidan
Design Concept:
Since Malaysia Day are coming soon which is 16 September,
I decided to design a geography of Malaysia in the alphabet
M and Y. Together with small Malaysian flag at the bottom.

Design Concept:
Ketupat is one of the must have food during Islamic festival
which are Aidilfitri and Aidiladha. To make it, ones need to
be very skillful when making the ketupat. In order to make
it, coconut leaves is needed. Beside talking about the food,
this coconut leaves also used to make the aboriginal home;
the wall, rooftop and so many more. What I want to say
here is I try to combine the Malay's art and the aboriginal's
art unto 1 piece of art. Hope you enjoy the simplicity of the
design that I make.

By Mohammed Luqman-hakim Bin Mohammed Rosdi
Design Concept:
I'm using a simple design incorporated by 4 main colours from our country flag together with hibiscus
and wau as the symbolic of Malaysian heritage. As how the symbolic in this design capture Malaysian's
heart, same goes as how IKEA has reaches millions of hearts of Malaysian over these 25 years journey.

By Tan Guat Poh
Design Concept:
💜Inside alphabets "MY" representing MY HEART IKEA,everthing is in my heart.
💜Dots without a rope tights means Malaysia Free Covid.
💜Dots with ropes means WE ARE TOGETHER HAND IN HAND WE WIN THE BATTLE .

By Elaine Yap Yoong Ling
Design Concept:
My artwork concept is home sweet home. I used the color of IKEA with yellow and
blue to present IKEA giving us ideal live with a better place to stay at Home.

By Md Fitri Bin Md Yusoff
Design Concept:
This design tells about how the Swedish style and culture have been absorbed in Malaysian people
for 25 years in which it became synonymous and loveable especially in home furniture and food.
Combining the National flower of Malaysia (Bunga Raya) and National flower of Sweden (Blubell)
explains everything.

By Muhammad Suhairi Bin Fakri

Design Concept:
This design I use 'kain songket' in white color on the background because songket is the heritage of Malay in
Malaysia, I also used the signature of Malaysia such as durian, nasi lemak, rambutan, teh tarik, hibiscus and
rafflesia in the letters MY because it is the country's identity, as well as KLCC and Kuala Lumpur Tower are
tourist attractions and Malaysian national identity. Besides that, im used black color cause symbolizes
uniqueness and elegance. Overall I use the Malaysian identity in the artwork to be a symbol of this beloved
country MY.

By Mohd Norfitry B Md Yusoff
Design Concept:
As one of Java land and Malaysia’s oldest heritage, Batik has been an inspiration for many people
throughout many generations. It has so much part in our society that its importance goes beyond
a physical attire. It forms a tangible and intangible cultural heritage.
For that, I embraced the classic pattern of Malaysia Batik and poured it into this artwork.

By Marni Azlina Deraman
Design Concept:
Doodle of Malaysia Significant Identities & Landmarks

By Noraishah Che Ani
Design Concept:
MY Flora symbolizes a lasting happy life where all flowers' blossoms for their own joy.
May the flowers unfurl to greet you and make all people happier and better throughout these hard times.

By Lim Seng Seong
Design Concept:
To celebrate 25 years as one of Malaysia’s favourite stores,
I have placed the figures “2” and “5” at the center of MY IKEA logo.
If you focus on the yellow parts of the letters “M” and “Y”, you’ll see “25.”
The unusual zig-zag letters create a fun and playful mood for the logo.

By Liza Masrina Binti Ibrahim
Design Concept:
“Together in Everything” is the theme of my design. It combines all the elements that unite ‘Us’
together as a Proud Nation ; Our Tradition, Culture, Arts, Food and ke course IKEA!

By Muhammad Khairul Azmi Bin Ahmad
Design Concept:
IKEA My Style
Malaysian Tropica Concept with simply outline & IKEA signature colour

By Nur Qurratulaini Khaliesah Binti Hazmi
Design Concept:
The blue and yellow colour that stands for the M AND Y alphabet indicates the colour of the iconic of the IKEA itself where I instil in the alphabets to portray or
highlight the MY. The logo of the star and moon represent the Malaysia national flag logo showing the patriotism and correlate to represent our branch
Malaysia IKEA store and The Malaysia day itself. the M alphabet is basically designed specifically with design of flowers at the bottom that showing our culture in
terms of 'batik' design as implemented, the 'Bunga Raya' at the top symbolise the Malaysia day's remembrance, in addition, I added the design of the
traditional element of carving in gold, black and white as we could see in many Malaysia's traditional houses designs ,but here we try to imply into the artwork
The Malaysia flag as well as Sabah's flag indicated the meaning of 16TH SEPTEMBER DAY where the history is made,so here we could relate the day with the
design itself.
The Y alphabet on top is placed with Sarawak's flag also an indication of 16TH SEPTEMBER DAY,here the elements are more to Sarawak culture where the
craving designs of the flowers are enhance as well as it also can be the 'batik ' elements combincation representing that Malaysia is a unique culture ,there's
small 'Wau' which inserted and as we know it is traditional game that has been presenting the whole Penisular Malaysia,here the purpose to place it in middle
showing the synergy of Penisular Malaysia with Sabah and Sarawak to form Malaysia,the carving design is in blue with different tones as to represent the
iconic colour of IKEA and to contrast with the yellow of the alphabet Y. The overall element that is portrays shows the Malaysia's heriatge and culture,in the end,i
do hope that mrs and mr will be honour to consider my design logo as one of the 100 winners as we could show the WORLD that MALAYSIA has its own
uniqueness that we need to uplift in design especially logo

Design Concept:
The Malaysian experience is uniquely present in the stories we tell. It is not a
unified experience, but rather a patchwork of perspectives sewn together
towards the hope of unity. This mural of stories interwoven within MY
represents a glimpse at the bits and pieces of life we share — as Malaysians.

Design Concept:
My designs represent our responsibilities as citizens of Malaysia to respect our
differences during this Pandemic. It is a reminder to celebrate our collective
survival in this time of need as we strive to prove our love as good neighbours.

Design Concept:
Some of us may be slower, some may be faster, but like fish swimming
in the same sea, we move the waters by swimming together towards a
brighter future.

By Faith Foo

By Naomi Tan
Design Concept:
The design represents the wind of change we all hope for.
This wind brings life, a blooming to flowers and plants of all kinds, echoing a symbol where all
inhabitants of Malaysia flourish, regardless of cultural backgrounds.

By Mahkota Abdiana
Design Concept:
My design is about the beauty of Malaysia architecture that connected with history and culture.
The Beca & Wau Bulan is represent old time Malaysia & yellow background is inspired by IKEA.

By Ammar bin Mohamad Riza
Design Concept:
Shophouses is one of Malaysia's unique heritage that is still standing strong in most cities. The
facade may be different based on the year it was built but the purpose is still the same to be a
shop at the lower level and a house at the upper level. The design is to show 6 classical style of
shophouses in a grid formation to give the concept of longevity and relevance through
generations coming.

By Benjemen Wong
Design Concept:
Inspired by the Malaysia traditional games where I played with my friends at the kampung. About my
design: I'm an amateur mandala and floral artist so I included some mandala and floral elements, I
also tried some acanthus designs on the sides. For me, my design represents harmony of unique
elements and a beautiful blend of persian, arabic and indian designs. This is an intricate piece which
took me 5 hours and I do hope it gets the recognition it deserves.

By Sophia Anne Margarette De Vera
Design Concept:
We love going to Ikea Damansara since it is just a walk away from British Council. Before the pandemic we are there often,
a few years back we were there every Saturday. That is like our weekend place to go to. We love the items sold by Ikea
while our kids love the food... chicken wings, meatballs, mushroom soup, hotdog, and the soft serve ice cream and yogurt.
Sophia’s artwork is all about showcasing the beauty and famous landmarks in Malaysia. We have been to several tourist
spots in Malaysia and we look forward to explore more when the pandemic is over. But for now, my daughter is just happy
and contented in drawing iconic places in Malaysia and also wish to be back to Ikea again. Ikea is amazing store in Malaysia
and we are looking forward to be spending more time there... to savor the Swedish favorite meals and enjoy the
convenience of buying good quality products.

By Norfanty Shaarifin
Design Concept:
YEARS OF BRIGHTNESS
25 years is quite a journey! It must have been quite a ride to reach such a level but here we are. It is one of the biggest birthdays in Malaysia. Great visionary founder of
IKEA; Ingvar Kamprad (portraitoont illustration) from Sweden made a dream to create a better life for as many people as possible irrelevant of the wallet size.
Malaysia is rich in multi-ethnic cultures that have a common ground, namely batik art and wood carving. The only difference is the motif that represents each nation
such as the Bakawali Flower (Epiphyllum anguliger) which are carefully carved. It reflects the art that has not been taken away by time. The punching technique of
perforated and embossed flowers are very widely used in Malaysia's vernacular architecture. While the motif of Awan Larat – Moving Cloud are often associated with
longevity and immortality. This is the core that IKEA strives for around the world. Long-lasting trust and quality are always the criteria we hope to earn in every business
we attempt to run. Last but not least, the art of parsley leaves by using Daun Inai - Lawsonia inermis also plays an important role in special events such as customary
weddings in Malaysia.
The colour combination of the Swedish and Malaysian flag is indistinguishable from this artwork which also symbolizes the diverse culture and lifestyle yet the close
connection between both nations. The creation of furniture or collections available at IKEA has been designed with so much precision that it comes out as you had
visualised. It’s like you’re enjoying experimenting to solve the solution that makes IKEA pieces famous for its realism and sustainable R&D.

By Tong Chin Thing
Design Concept:
Taking inspiration from the lush tropical forest and the rich diverse wild lives in Malaysia, be it
on land and in water, the backdrop of the logo is set amidst a vibrant imagery of the evergreen
rainforest. Ten wild lives: the Malayan tiger, Malayan Tapir, Leatherback Sea Turtle, Bornean
Orangutan, Rhinoceros Hornbill, Asian Elephant, Sun Bear, Rhinoceros, Peacock, and Eagle Ray,
are presented in the form of origami to epitomise the fragility of the wild lives and precarious
balance of nature in connection with men and the manmade environment. What was given to
us can easily be taken away when we take things for granted.

By Muhammad Khairul Azmi Bin Ahmad

Design Concept:
Colorful Iconic IKEA Furnitures & Deco Item to joy
the celebration of 25th Anniversary.

By Chan Jian Jin (Nigel)
Design Concept:
To commemorate IKEA 25th years Anniversary and as one of Malaysia's favourite stores, the "MY IKEA" logo design is
inspired by the diversity of cultures in Malaysia, multi-ethnic and cultures are the unique identity of Malaysia. Thus, the logo
design is integrated with 4 significant culture elements from different ethnics in Malaysia, the first is the "Wau Bulan", it is
Malays' traditional kite and representing the Malay group ; the tradition Chinese opera model is representing the art and
culture of Chinese group ; the Diwali lamp which to symbolize the triumph of light over darkness and representing the Indian
group ; last but not least is the " Ketapu", it is the headgear of indigenous people and made of long feather, which
representing the Indigenous group in Malaysia. The 4 significant elements are circulated and bonded by Malaysia's
traditional flora motif, which can be commonly seen in Malaysia's traditional woodcraft furniture and batik design. The logo
is hand drawn and composed by digital software. It able to manifest and express the localism and traditional handcraft of
Malaysia by the combination of significant culture elements from different ethnic in Malaysia.

By Low Wai Ling
Design Concept:
Love for traveling is always in my blood. However, due to the covid-19 pandemic, all of our are grounded
and have restrictions on movement, not mention traveling either local or abroad.
In celebration of IKEA 25th anniversary, I would like to use my design to send the message to the whole
world that once border is opened and there's opportunity to travel again, please come to Malaysia. We
have the most beautiful rain forests, we have rich flora and fauna in the country. And most importantly,
Malaysia is a multi ethnic country, we have very diversified culture and we live harmoniously in Malaysia.
To all the Malaysians, please treasure what we have, and continue to love our country!

By Valerie Kuan Xiao Lin ( 9 years old)
Design Concept:
Malaysia stay strong day and night and Flower chain represent Unity. A better day going
forward with Ikea with strong bridge to bridge the success. Stay strong and journey together
Ikea and Malaysia. Happy 25th and more anniversary to come Ikea.

By Denise Khoo
Design Concept:
Set against the subtle sarong backdrop, these are the faces that represent Malaysia as
much as our art and people do. Our wildlife and environment are and always will be a
part of our culture and identity. They are the guardians of our forests; the heart of our
home. When they thrive, we do too.

By Fakhrul Anwar Bin Adnan
Design Concept:
Konsep Makanan Malaysia sebagai simbolik, Inilah Malaysia, walaupun berbilang
bangsa,agama dan budaya makanan banyak menyatukan rakyat Malaysia. Keunikan ini
merupakan antara akar umbi penyatuan kepelbagaian ini. Makanan dan rakyat Malaysia
berpisah tiada.
Latar belakang huruf M berwarna kuning dan Y berwarna biru simbolik kepada warna
IKEA.

By Lam Ken Me
Design Concept:
This is a Malaysian symbolize that introduce our lovely country to the world that
Malaysia speciality is combination of our beautiful National flower, hibiscus, our national
food is Nasi Lemak, our national flag, Jalur Gemilang, our national animal is Tiger and
our national spot is KLCC and our best Merdeka Day spirit.

By Andrea Justine
Design Concept:
For this design I try to draw things that represent Malaysia as a symbol and what people
think first when someone mention Malaysia. I have drawn the Malaysian flag, Bunga
Raya which is Malaysia's national flower, orang utan, tapir, the Malaysia prihatin symbol,
Petronas twin tower, Malaysia's first prime minister Tunku Abdul Rahman and the Malay
people

By Bethany Chan Shu Han
Design Concept:
In my design, I used a black fineliner and watercolour as the mediums. The concept behind my work was to create and share how
IKEA has been a place of creating memories and experiencing many 'firsts'. For some it may be the first place they go to, to purchase
furniture for their first ever home. For others, it may be the first place families go to for their first family outing. Personally, two of
my most fondest memories in IKEA are firstly, going to Smaland when I was younger and also the countless visits to the IKEA
restaurant with my family. A cloud/fog was drawn around the letters: M and Y to put more emphasis on how these were memories
coming from someone who is going shopping for some furniture. The trolley that the lady is also pushing is something that I
associate with IKEA. In all, this design was to commemorate how much IKEA has been not only a place of functionality but also of
creative expression and spending time with others.

By Yong Choong Kee, Jerome
Design Concept:
The vast majority of Malaysia's population are: Malays, Chinese and Indians. Malaysian
cuisine reflects the multi-ethnic makeup of its population.
Having malaysian foods and drinks or even dessert together with friends & family is equally
as fun as hanging out together at IKEA store.

By Jeffrey Yeong
Design Concept:
Yellow and blue beach with red hibiscus symbolizes the natural resources of Malaysia. A
hope to gain freedom to navigate the scenery of our country.

By Muhamad Asrul Bin Ahmed
Design Concept:
Synonymous with Malaysian's multi-racial identity and culture

By Parnikaa Basavanagudi Ramachandra
Design Concept:
I'm an amateur mandala and floral artist so I included some mandala and floral elements, I also
tried some acanthus designs on the sides. For me, my design represents harmony of unique
elements and a beautiful blend of persian, arabic and indian designs. This is an intricate piece
which took me 5 hours and I do hope it gets the recognition it deserves.

By Low Wai Fong
Design Concept:
The letter M is full of our local Malaysian famous and/or favorite
food eg satay, nasi lemak. ABC, prawn noodle, bubble tea,
donut, etc. The letter Y is showing our beloved national flower
Bunga Raya with some decorations, using tangling method.

Design Concept:
Using zentangling method to fill up the alphabets M and Y
with beautiful flowers.

By Lee Phui San
Design Concept:
Let the diverse races celebrate together with "NO MORE MASK", "NO MORE VIRUS" &
smile happily.

By Ain Manissyha Binti Zulkiflee
Design Concept:
To give an appreciation to our front liners and thank you for everything you are doing to help us all
since this pandemic.

By Kek Wei Ming
Design Concept:
- KLCC is one of the landmarks in Malaysia, and it is an unforgettable memory when I count
down for year end at KLCC there and watch the firework show with my family.
-Why do I put animals inside? This is because the 1st place my parents took me to have a tour
was the zoo when I was young. I hope all these good memories can be shared with IKEA and
celebrate the 25th anniversary with IKEA as well.

By Chan Qian Hui
Design Concept:
My design is about Malaysia great cultural diversity. There is Malaysia flag, mosque, KLCC,
rafflesia, bunga raya, nasi lemak and wau. It represent our culture and our nation. I also add
decorations make it look nice. Wish IKEA 25th Anniversary.

By Amir.A
Design Concept:
The main theme is Batik, a proud Malaysian Cultural Heritage.
The Hibiscus, because of their bright red, symbolize romantic love and affection.The color blue
represents both the Malaysia & IKEA for freedom, imagination & inspiration. The color
red represents wealth & spirit. The yellow represents sunshine, happiness and warmth. The IKEA
logo strip represents IKEA 25th Anniversary.

By Yew Soo Ying
Design Concept:
M was stitched together by different pattern textile and different colour of thread, just like
Malaysia is made from different culture and races and blends well together.
The bricks which is one of the main element to build a house symbolizes the strong base of
a country that connects two different textures which symbolize East (with more greens) and
West Malaysia (with more concrete).

By Nur Afini K.
Design Concept:
Design no.1 was inspired by IKEA's KALLAX Shelf that is
filled with IKEA's DRONA Boxes. The colours of the
DRONA Boxes represent the colours of the Malaysian
flag, Jalur Gemilang which is :- Red, Blue, Yellow and
White. The simplicity of the design is to indicate IKEA's
simple and flexible furniture designs.

Design Concept:
Design no. 2 is an illustration inspired by the Batik pattern.
The flower is a simplified / twisted version of Malaysia's national
flower, the Hibiscus. While the colours in the design were
inspired by none other than IKEA's iconic Blue and Golden
Yellow coloured logo.

By Low Chwee Hian
Design Concept:
My design is full of colourful. Meaning to say we must have a colourful lifestyles.

By Nur Yazreena Binti Mohd Yazmi

Design Concept:
My design concept is Base on Malaysian Songket. Songket basicaly represent our country it
self which is Malaysia and the flour all over the letter is representing Malaysian people who
have grown and bloom beautifully around it.

By Muhammad Adam Bin Azli
Design Concept:
Malaysia is popularly known as culturally diverse country. This can be seen from the food to
the clothing . So, the letters M and Y are decorated with Malaysian BATIK textile which is a
traditional clothing in Malaysia . Furthermore, we can see that there are difference between
M and Y which is blue and red respectively and they represent the Jalur Gemilang color.

By Ummar Affan bin Ilham Hanafiah
Design Concept:
Done by a 5 years old kid who doesn't even know how to pronounce IKEA. Ask him to do it
by bribing him with Cococrunch. "Ummar please help me put color on this letter".

By Khairunnisa Azman
Design Concept:
Textures Of Malaysia
When I think of Malaysia, there's more than meets the eye. It is given that Malaysia is a
country with diverse culture and background but it's the commonality and difference
between these cultures that I wish to highlight in this design. This design aims to capture
some of the many textures that Malaysia can offer. These are the beautiful treasures that
come from our nature, traditions and cultures.

By Ihsan Abdul Shakur bin Ismail
Design Concept:
Inspired based on Malaysia's iconic from the top of the world
to the streets. We proudly have our own airlines, we have got
our among the highest mountains in the world with the full
natural diversity. We also have two sturdy iconic structures in
the heart of our beloved Kuala Lumpur city centre and
landscaped with other iconic buildings and softscapes. Last
but not least, we have got our national car on the street that
connects us and brings us to a better nation. We LOVE
Malaysia!

Design Concept:
Inspired by Malaysia's Notes iconic figures (our
wau,turtles,palm oil, horbills and independence day post by
Tunku Abdul Rahman) that brings us together at home and
outside the world. The notes also generate the daily
expenditures before online transfer payment to come.
Merdeka!

By Jessica
Design Concept:
My design incorporates both Malaysia and IKEA theme in it. On the letter “M”, I drew all the
things that represent Malaysia or what Malaysia is famous for. For instance, the twin towers,
the tricycle, mosques, and famous heritage shop houses in Malaysia. On the letter “Y”, I have
Malaysians sitting on top of the letter “Y”, sipping coffee with IKEA cups. Below them are the
nature greenery in Malaysia with the healthy blue pea flower in popular IKEA tea set. There is
also Malaysia’s National flower hibiscus and the giant flower Raffesia.

By Luqman Hakim bin Kairul Annuar
Design Concept:
The dots represent festivities – celebration of diversity and harmony in Malaysia. And
celebration of IKEA’s 25 years of success in the country, as well as its existence since 1943 in
the world. Zoom in to the dots to learn more!

By Jayarathanam A/L Purumal
Design Concept:
The design celebrates Malaysian Indian heritages and the national flower of Malaysia, the
hibiscus. The floral and paisley pattern are commonly found on saree, a traditional Indian
clothing worn by ladies. The different colours that are used celebrates the different colourful
races and religion in Malaysia.

By Ruda Anak Juntang
Design Concept:
The design celebrates Malaysian Sarawak heritage, weaving together traditional Iban wood
carving/design and Sarawak hornbill, a proud symbol of people found in Sarawak. The colors
for the design are commonly used in Malay traditional batik. The design truly speaks
Malaysian.

By Nor Izyan Binti Saleh
Design Concept:
Malaysia flag and Sweden flag in the MY word to represent the economic relationship
between the two country for the cultural and economic growth.

By Vijaya Muniandy
Design Concept:
This design is inspired by the catalog. Now, since Ikea doesn’t print any longer, I thought
some cut outs from the magazine would justify the design. It is merely a collage. I really
enjoyed doing this as much as I enjoyed Ikea for the past 25 years.

By Jessie
Design Concept:
Use Ikea original products image to fill the 'M' and 'Y', to represent Ikea provide variety of
furnitures and products, one stop solution for all household needed, simple and cozy!

By Jasmine Chua Lee Ying
Design Concept:
Malaysia is known for our rich culture, food and multi-racial festivities. So I’ve incorporated
traditional Chinese lion dance, king and queen of Malaysia fruit: durian and mangosteen,
famous nasi lemak and satay, precious orang utan of Borneo, and traditional Gasing and
Wayang Kulit with our national flower Bunga Raya. The backdrop is painted with Malaysia
flag colours of red, blue, yellow and white with subtle batik design.

By Celine Ho Sin Lay
Design Concept:
This artwork is from my 5 years old daughter, she very like to go to IKEA very much every
weekend. When I told her about this contest, she was very excited & inspired to join. I ask her
why she wants to join? Her answer is I want to share my colourlife to IKEA.

By Khor Wan Ying
Design Concept:
Many festivals, celebratios, events and lifestyles in Malaysia but IKEA is the only store you
can get all the ideas stuff that you want at all times. IKEA will serve you on every day and
night even during the rainy season and public holidays.

By Chew Jie Yi
Design Concept:
My design idea came from how Ikea pack and deliver their goods to the customers. All goods
are well pack intactly in boxes and customers can bring them home easily without any
worrying of damage formed on the goods purchased. Then, customers can assembly the
goods they bought themselves immediately once they reached home. Unlike traditional
furniture sellers, they used to paid extra delivery fees and customers have to wait to receive
their goods. So, the green color is what my impression towards Ikea where on the other way
it helps reduce the waste of resources on the Earth.

By Nurul Shafina Izzati Binti Mohammed
Design Concept:
Food + Malaysia = Ikea di Hati

By Amir Farid Sabuddin
Design Concept:
Tradisi x (flora+fauna) + moden = IKEA

By Esther Wong
Design Concept:
The design of Malaysian flag of my country is to thank Ikea for being in Malaysia. I had 25
years of wonderful memories in Ikea with my family and loved ones. We had spent so much
of our fun times there. The Bunga Raya marks this moment I wish to celebrate with Ikea. May
Ikea also blossom like our national flower.

By Umair Fitri Bin Jamal Abdol Nasir
Design Concept:
My design is basically what most Malaysians love to do at Ikea which is shopping for simple
Ikea products and dine in simple foods at Ikea restaurant. Using only four colours that
represents the Malaysian flag which are red, white, blue and yellow while emphasising the
Ikea colours. Including Swedish slang "Hej" and Malay slang "Hai" to add final touches of the
design on how simple we can make connections.

By Teo Kai Yein
Design Concept:
Despite the pandemic challenges, unity among Malaysians is not shaken. We fellow
Malaysians continue to unite regardless of age, race and religion. In my drawing, the hands
of different skin tones coming together represent the unity among Malaysians of different
race & religion backgrounds. We stay united in our spirit even though we are physically apart
during this pandemic.

By Marvin Chew
Design Concept:
Over these 25 years, the iconic colour of Ikea has been a part of our
Malaysian culture. We recognize the colour of yellow and blue from afar.
It reminds us instantly of Home. Encompasses a traditional batik design
and our favourite Swedish brand's colours, it bridges these two
cultures into one. Happy 25th year anniversary.

By Lyla Somanatta
Design Concept:
從宏觀的吉隆坡城市天際線，象徵著ikea進軍大馬，豎立起ikea高高的招牌。
當我想去ikea時，看到這個高高的招牌，期待著到達目的地的那一刻。
進入ikea賣場的剎那間，看到精緻的、有質感的各種材質。
皮革，金屬，木製，還是融入大馬文化的rattan產品。
整個設計也響應ikea邀請的batik藝術家，加入batik元素。

By Nur Ilya Natasha Binti Md Safar
Design Concept:
- The IKEA store I always visit would be the IKEA Damansara. That place I could say holds a
special place in my heart. I am already 24 years old and until now IKEA is still my family's main
furniture store.
Tell us about your design:
- It shows how no matter what type of environment,culture and design your house is, IKEA will
always fulfill the best type of furniture and house decor for your home throughout the years.

By Tan Li Hwey (Jessline)
Design Concept:
25years ago....the games that we all Malaysians played

By Yap Zong Heng (11 years old)
Design Concept:
D.I.Y. concept.

By Wen Xuan
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country and is made up of many different cultures. The Malaysian flag
features primary colors of Blue, Red, and Yellow. Mixing these three primary colors generates
black whereby using black color to represent Malaysia as a multicultural harmony country. To
commemorate 25 years as one of Malaysia’s favorite stores by spotlight the IKEA ready-toassemble furniture using some tools such as spanners, saws, pencils, screws, measuring tape,
etc, and Malaysia distinctive elements. The design also spotlights iconic buildings KLCC merged
with a hand saw.

By Chang Shing Iee
Design Concept:
The most inspire Malaysian cultural art in my mind - wayang kulit Melayu & wau bulan.

By Rafika Dura
Design Concept:
My design is about Baba Nyonya, also known as the ‘Peranakan' house. It has a unique culture
heritage in history and can be found mainly in the cities of Georgetown, Penang and streets of
Melaka old town in Malaysia. This design and beautiful color reflects Chinese shop houses an
electic formal, traditional Malay house and Colonial English style splendor. The symbolic art and
design that can be seen in this architecture is one of the elements of chinese's 'peranakan'
culture heritage. Plants are also seen as symbols of prosperity and bring good luck.

By Lim Jit Wei
Design Concept:
When we think about IKEA, we will think about architecture as well. The design is decorated with
various heritage buildings in Malaysia from different cultures and ethnicities. The design is
painted with different colours to show the vibrant society in this country. As a Malaysian, it is
our responsibility to preserve our heritage and culture.

By Brenda Ng Hai Woon
Design Concept:
Malaysia is one of the unique countries because of the diversity of races, religions,
and cultures. So I want to show that through different floral types and textile patterns
that are commonly used to make traditional costumes for different races.

By Siti Farhana Nabila binti Roslan
Design Concept:
Malaysia, beautiful city at night and a place where dreams come true. The design is
inspired by modern tie- dye batik texture. On top of it, the blazing city lights that make
you play, dream & live better. Keep on believing IKEA & Happy 25th IKEA Anniversary!

By Mohd Hanafi Bin Faizal
Design Concept:
Saya hasilakan lukisan ‘doodle’ dan tumbuhan yang membawa lebih dekat dengan wanita
dan kanak-kanak.. Dan kebanyakkannya yang datang di IKEA adalah wanita dan kanakkanak.. Sekaligus ia menarik minat mereka untuk mengunjungi IKEA berhampiran diwaktu
hari minggu.. Happy anniversary to IKEA.. Semoga terus maju jaya..

By Nur Sabrina Bt Kairuddin
Design Concept:
This design shows a variety of Malaysian foods which come from different races.Every
races in Malaysia got special and unique traditional foods. Not only Malaysians but people
from other races also enjoy Malaysian Traditional Food.So, this is one of Malaysia
harmony symbol because our country has many different culture and religion but we also
need to learn and try something new from other cultures. I make a combination of
classical vintage and modern for the overall design as a hope this Malaysia unique culture
will never fade.

By Noramirul Asyraf Norhakim
Design Concept:
Tidak berlebihan dalam penghasilan bentuk dan warna. Konsep bungkusan ini yang
direka untuk lebih mudah diteliti dan difahami oleh semua pihak.

By Nur Angkyasa Al Firdous Bin Yusoff
Design Concept:
This design is all about the appreciation of ‘rakyat’ Malaysia to IKEA HQ in Sweden that manage to bring this
huge and quality brand to Malaysia.
People preparing ‘Jalur Gemilang’ - It illustrates a few people with multiple races in are preparing jalur
gemilang as Malaysia Day is just around the corner. It is shows how Malaysia can live and life together
stronger with multicultural races.
Hibiscus and Campanula rotundifolia flower - These two combination national flower for Malaysia
and Sweden illustrates how these two countries can merge and work together in order to improve economy
for the country.

By Chong King Siu
Design Concept:
When I think of IKEA, the first picture in my mind is a place full of happiness , warm, friendly stuff, cool
furniture & great food & snacks which all Malaysian families like to visit. So I would like to convey this
message in the design: IKEA is no a just a store, is a place full of love & memories for Malaysian. Thank you!
IKEA & happy 25th anniversary.

By Amanda Him
Design Concept:

Green, the 'leafy forest', shows that Malaysia is a tropical area. There are also some Hibiscus and a rafflesia. Hibiscus, which is our national flower, and Rafflesia, which is the biggest flower in the world. We are lucky that this rare
and valuable flower can be seen in Pulau Tioman and, if I'm not mistaken, Sarawak. It is definitely a need to include the flowers in the design because they are one of the first few things you would think about when we mention
Malaysia. Also, We can see an eagle soaring up high. The eagle reminds me of Pulau Langkawi. Although I did not have the chance to see it up close or even have special information about them, I have seen the performance
made by the eagles when feeding. They were first flying high, then zoomed down for food. It is definitely an unforgettable memory made when travelling at Pulau Langkawi
Then, Yellow. In our Malaysia flag, it represents royalty, that is why you can see a septher. But, I wanted to emphasize that we, ourselves, are the kings and queens of our own world. In this case, building, designing and creating.
That is why I thought that it may be a good idea to involve it as a design, since this is an IKEA 'event', and IKEA is well known for building, designing and creating your own world(home). Also, you can see a gold medal. This shows
that we are the winners of our own world. Others' opinions and comments can never defeat us and most importantly it does not matter. What matters most is our own opinions. That is why we are the winners of our own world
and that is why I included it in the design.
Moving on, Blue, if I'm not mistaken, in the Malaysian flag, it represents boldness. For this, I went with a simple design but this design took the most time because of the checkered background. I thought that the butterflies
are some special insects because they may be young and ugly when they were still a caterpillar but as you grow, people will see your true colours. The original you, unique, special and amazing. Now, allow me to explain the
hand. It shows a hand reaching out for another hand. This shows that we are never alone. We always have someone who can cover us if ever we are not as bold or in the process of being bold. And this brings me to the bottom
part of each letter, you can see that we Malaysians are always united, hand-in-hand.
At the iconic Twin tower, our capital city, we go hand-in-hand. We move forward together as one despite the different cultures and races.
Next, at 'Y', you can see different popular foods from Malaysia. The King of fruits, Durian, Pineapple, which I heard that it is very famous in Johor, Nasi Lemak, Prawn Mee, Pau and also Indian spices. I have purposely included
different food from different cultures and different races. Even though the food originated from different cultures and races, they are still equally delicious. Even if they are sold at a hawker stall, which explains the umbrella.
Then, you have the typical areca-nut palm tree, known as pokok pinang in Malaysia. Specifically Pinang because it's my hometown and I miss going there. The wind, the beach, the food and more importantly, Family.
Lastly, the purple, which actually does not have a literal meaning to it. I simply just thought that it would be special to add something new. We don't often see the colour purple on any country's flag but it is indeed a beautiful
colour. Based on Google, the colour purple represents royalty, nobility, luxury, power, weath, extravagance,creativity, wisdom, dignity, grandeur, devotion, peace, pride, independence and definitely magic. So I guess I can say that
you can see it as whatever you want because purple is magical and an extraordinary colour.
This is it. Thank You for allowing me to explain. I know the explanation is a bit long and may be boring, but I definitely typed with my heart and soul. Thank You for your time and I hope I have the chance to win the RM25000.
Thank You and Happy Birthday Ikea.

By Khalilah Ahmad Saifuddin
Design Concept:
This simple yet elegant design is inspired by
the Malaysian traditional weaving cloth;
Songket. The colour theme is based on the
Malaysian flag; blue, yellow, white and red. This
design consists of floral and geometric motifs
and patterns which are common elements
found in “Kain Songket”.

Design Concept:
This design is inspired by the native flora and
fauna found in Malaysia. It consists of the national
flower; Bunga Raya, Rafflesia, Elephant Ear, and
Mount Kinabalu on the letter “M”. Rhinoceros
Hornbill, Leatherback Turtle and Malayan Tiger
black stripes are found on the letter “Y”. All
elements in this design feature IKEA’s product;
Strandmon Wingchair and Footstool in anterior
and lateral views, arranged to form the Malaysian
native flora and fauna.

Design Concept:
This simple design is inspired by the “Kain
Pelikat”, a sarong with checkered or
“genggang” pattern. The colours used in this
design are taken from the Swedish flag; blue
and yellow. The white stripe is added to
resemble the look of “Kain Pelikat”.

By Syafa Sakinah Binti Mohd Mustaffa
Design Concept:
My design is a reflection of a songket pattern and pua kumbu pattern.The design comes with the intent of a
unified malaysia. Malayan tiger and hornbill were also used as a synonym to the songket and pua kumbu.
West Malaysia is represented by Songket and Tiger, whereas East Malaysia is represented by Pua Kumbu
and Hornbill. The background stripe represent the official color of Jalur gemilang. Only with both
representations can Malaysia genuinely be called Malaysia.

By Muhamad Hadri Bin Abdul Manan
Design Concept:
We are not Malaysian without our food. Colourful, Diverse & Tasty.
Let's celebrate IKEA’s 25th year, with local food

By Mohd Sahlan Shukor
Design Concept:
Among all the magnificent products brought by IKEA to Malaysia's shores, my all time favourite
will always be your delicious Meatballs! I'm taking this opportunity to commemorate and make it
the main concept of my submission, the Meatballs; a welcome addition to Malaysia's already rich
and wonderful gastronomical treasures.

By Khairunnisa Hana Afiqah Bt Khairul Helmi
Design Concept:
I choose a forest theme. Forests is a quiet place place and inhabited by flora and fauna.
It is the lung of the world that produces oxygen to life as well as being one of the
sources of human income.

By Muhammad Syahmi Bin Mohd. Rifangei
Design Concept:
A married between Malaysia's iconic duo of flora and fauna, which is Hibiscus
Flower and Malayan Tiger.

By Azimah Abd Kadir
Design Concept:
The design is described for the correlation of Malaysian and Scandinavian. Both are
celebrated peace (blue background), value tolerance (the patterns), love treasuring
mother nature (flowers, leaves and trees). Utmost of all, both experienced the world
of art culture wealth.

By Faizah Mohd Esa
Design Concept:
Melambangkan kecekapan,kesungguhan
dan berintergriti pekerja2 IKEA bagi
melaksanakan tugas menyantuni dan
menberikan layanan sebaik yang
mungkin untuk pelanggan. Bunga raya
pula merupakan simbolik bunga
kebangsaan untuk negara malaysia.
Kibaran bendera Malaysia melambangkan
bahawa IKEA Malaysia menjadi pencetus
untuk dekorasi rumah idaman kami
semua.

Design Concept:
Huruf M melambangkan *MENU* wajib
yang harus dinikmati di serata IKEA CAFE ,
Huruf Y melambangkan teguh berdiri IKEA
Malaysia sempena ikea 25 tahun.

Design Concept:
We proud to be Malaysian with peace no
war. IKEA tempat kami rakyat malaysia
menjadi tumpuan membeli produk dekorasi
rumah tanpa ragu ragu. Bunga Rafflesia
adalah bunga terbesar yang ada di Malaysia
bermakna besar harapan untuk
memastikan IKEA terus bertapak di Malaysia
di serata negeri❤️

By Vincent Teng
Design Concept:
Happy 25th Anniversary for IKEA! To celebrate IKEA's 25th anniversary in Malaysia.
My design concept is combined with Malaysia flag color(Red, yellow, blue, white),
National flower, Nyonya style pattern, and with IKEA famous furniture since 1996
until now.

By Muhammad Afzdzalnizam Bin Zakaria
Design Concept:
Reka bentuk logo pertama ini, saya ingin mengintrepretasikan karya saya
mengenai keistimewaan geografi,budaya, dan sejarah yang terdapat pada
negara kita 'Malaysia'. Anda boleh lihat kekayaan sumber alam semula jadi
seperti flora dan fauna yang bebas hidup di alam tropika Malaysia ini. Bunga
orkid (Orchid Flower) yang terdapat pada karya saya adalah satu penceritaan
bahawa Malaysia kaya dengan sumber alam yang eksotik yang mampu
menghasilkan tumbuhan yang unik sekali. Buah cempedak (Jack fruit)
membawa maksud rangkap peribahasa yang sering kita pelajari di sekolah
iaitu ''Buah cempedak di luar pagar, Ambil galah tolong jolokkan; Saya budak
baru belajar,
Kalau salah tolong tunjukkan. peribahasa ini sangat sinonim digunakan oleh
masyarakat Malaysia yang berbilang kaum. sebatang kayu dan kain batik pula
melambangkan budaya dan seni rakyat Malaysia yang harus kita pertahankan
dan diperkayakan bagi mengekalkan keindahan nilai seni tersebut.

Design Concept:
Karya kedua merupakan kesinambungan daripada karya pertama dengan
meletakkan ciri kelainan dari segi seni rekabentuknya. Sebagai contoh
perkataan 'MY' dihiasi bendera Malaysia (Jalur Gemilang) sebagai lambang
kebanggaan rakyat Malaysia yang berbilang kaum dan majmuk. Selain itu,
terdapat lampu diri (NOT) dan kerusi kanak-kanak (MAMMUT) adalah salah
satu memori indah saya bersama IKEA Malaysia dan kedua produk
tersebut merupakan produk pertama yang dibeli oleh keluarga saya di
IKEA Damansara ketika dahulu.Buah cempedak (Jack fruit) membawa
maksud rangkap peribahasa yang sering kita pelajari di sekolah
iaitu ''Buah cempedak di luar pagar, Ambil galah tolong jolokkan; Saya budak
baru belajar, Kalau salah tolong tunjukkan. peribahasa ini sangat sinonim
digunakan oleh masyarakat Malaysia yang berbilang kaum. Bayangan
(Shadow) Menara Kuala Lumpur melambangkan ikatan IKEA dan rakyat
Malaysia sudah genap 25 tahun menghiasi kehidupan bersama.

By Fatimah Aliaa Binti Osman
Design Concept:
Majestic Rose Mallow
Rose mallow or also known as hibiscus is a genus of
flowering plants in the Mallow family. The hibiscus genus
is quite large, comprising of several hundred species. The
hibiscus represents Malaysia, and its genus represents
the diverse and harmonious culture of Malaysia under
one nation. Therefore, the "MY" emblem of the batik
floral design reflects variety of Malaysia's unique culture
under one roof.

Design Concept:

Uniquely Malaysians
This IKEA MY design celebrates both IKEA 25th Anniversary and
58th Malaysia Day. The doodle design shows IKEA's staff which
consists of different races stick together in serving the best to all
Malaysians. The durian symbolises unity of Malaysian people. No
matter what race or religion, most people love durian and come
together in enjoying its delicious and unique taste. The background
of buildings is to show, despite Malaysia has developed towards a
modern country, its culture and heritage such as traditional houses
are still widely preserve until today.

By Lim Chi Nan
Design Concept:
Depiction of Malaysia's beautiful flora and fauna, and backdrop of modern Kuala
Lumpur city skyline

By Ling Shi Jia
Design Concept:
First, I want to celebrate Ikea 25th anniversary with the Ikea products. Thanks for Ikea bring the
Scandinavian style furniture into Malaysia, there are some IKEA signature collection, such as Billy,
Kallax, pegboard, cloud lighting...
In addition to this, I use IKEA products all in white color, not only these are the things we can find
at our home, but also this is a basic style which can fit many peoples' needs.
Last but not least, I corporate Sweden and Malaysia flag into it, showing how well Sweden culture
can blend into Malaysia culture by using the color and the stripes of the flags.

By Choy Lan
Design Concept:
The design takes a cue from the Malaysian traditional food namely, satay, nasi lemak,
and curry mee, etc which act as a catalyst to connect all the Malaysians , as saying goes
‘sharing is caring.’

By Muhammad Aizat bin Zakaria
Design Concept:
My design is a consolidation of national prides in traditions and developments. Even our
country are becoming a developed country, we will never forget what really make
Malaysia, Malaysia.

By Siti Sarah Binti Che Dan
Design Concept:
My design shows multiracial in Malaysia and aspects that are well known and popular
among us, Malaysian. These are the beauty that exist in our country. Our treasure. And
we are PROUD of them.

By Mohammad Rusyaidi Irfan Bin Tahir
Design Concept:
Design ini direka oleh saya sendiri, corak di dalam MY itu ialah corak batik dimana batik ialah tekstil
seni dari Malaysia terutamanya di negeri pantai timur iaitu Kelantan, Terengganu dan Pahang, batik
terkenal dengan corak bunga dan daun. Kemudian corak belang harimau di dalam teks IKEA 25th
ANNIVERSARY itu ialah melambang haiwan yang hanya didapati di semenanjung Malaysia.
Seterusnya, dua menara di dalam poster itu ialah menara KLCC dimana menara berkembar tertinggi
didunia dan ia juga menjadi mercu tanda Negara Malaysia, kemudia menara KL juga ialah mercu
tanda Negara Malaysia. Akhir sekali ialah bunga raya, bunga raya ialah bunga kebangsaan Malaysia,
bunga ini mempunyai lima kelompok bersamaan lima rukun negara.

By Mohd Naziman Bin Mohd Razali
Design Concept:
IKEA is all about sustainalbe living by focusing on to preserve precious resources. In this design I chose
to use blue colour for the letter „M“ and yellow for the letter „Y“ which are the colours of the famous
IKEA logo and at the same time the colours for Malaysia flag. On the letter „M“ modernization motives
such as Petronas Twin Tower and KL Tower (Malaysia‘s landmarks) can been seen while on the letter „Y“
nature motives such as our rainforest, Malayan tiger, rafflesia flower and not too forget our national
flower hibiscus were chosen. The message I am trying to deliver from my design is, despite the fast
growing of modernization in Malaysia, we must not let this modernization destroys our ecosystem and
endangers the species that we have in Malaysia.

By Muhammad Hanif Bin Badrol Hisham
Design Concept:
Design ini melambangkan bangunan yang ada di Malaysia yang menarik pelancong dari
setiap negara dan bungga rafflesia iaitu bunga terbesar di negara yang hanya berada di
Malaysia.

By Fong Kai Cong
Design Concept:
Where flowers bloom so does hope. This
design is inspired by the spirit of our
national flower. Although in the most
difficult moment, it still blooms and brings
joy to people.

Design Concept:
This design is inspired by traditional patterns and
elements from different races. It combines Indian
Kolam, Malay and Chinese geometric patterns. It
represents the diversity of Malaysia’s arts and
cultures.

Design Concept:
This design is inspired by the climate of
Malaysia. It combines the tropical plants and our
national flower into a vibrant and cheerful
design. It’s as diverse and colorful as Malaysia’s
culture.

By Rifai Aziz
Design Concept:
My design ( done in mirosoft paint) is an epitome of the moto 'yes I can' like the
Malaysian Cyclist Azizulhasni who got a medal at the olympics. I play with the word IKEA
N ( I CAN)
meaning IKEA also can attract a lot of customers with the multi choice they have. I include
the Hibiscus and 'pak belang' Tiger as main iconic symbols.

By Alicia Cheong
Design Concept:
Merging the beautiful BATIK into Malaysia flag , is just like IKEA beautify and colour our
Malaysia families' home of all races.

By Fong Wai Yee
Design Concept:

Design Concept:

Golden Batik

Wau Bulan

This design uses traditional patterns and elements of
batik to showcase the art of Malaysia. It marries the
batik patterns into royal blue and gold colours to
celebrate IKEA Malaysia turning 25!

WauBulan rises highest against the wind. Unity makes us
stronger and fight against the pandemic. This design takes
inspiration from the traditional moonkite. It combines the
stripes and key colours of our flag into a cheerful design. To
look forward to the victory.

By Jeannie Teo Chiang Wei
Design Concept:
The alphabets M & Y consist flags of 2 countries; Malaysia and Sweden respectively. For the
past 25 years and counting, IKEA a brand originated from Sweden which is a known provider
of affordable home furnishings with chic designs has become a part of Malaysians' lives
near and far. At the same time, Malaysians get to savour Swedish meals at IKEA Cafe without
having to travel far from their home country.

By Zoeyy Chan (10 years old)
Design Concept:
Towards a greener country and sustainable living, Malaysia for our next generation.

By Liew Ven Fung
Design Concept:
Malaysia is one of the countries in the world with multiple capital cities.
That mean there are many hidden gems and unique local communities
to be discovered in Malaysia. Therefore, I also hope to see more of IKEA
branches in each capital cities so that Malaysians can look for their
favorite ready-to-assemble furniture and not forget their world-famous
Swedish meatballs at IKEA! The colours of red, yellow, blue and white
represent flag of Malaysia, also known as the Stripes of Glory.

Design Concept:
Malaysia is one of the countries in the world with multiple capital cities.
That mean there are many hidden gems and unique local communities
to be discovered in Malaysia. Therefore, I also hope to see more of IKEA
branches in each capital cities so that Malaysians can look for their
favorite ready-to-assemble furniture and not forget their world-famous
Swedish meatballs at IKEA! The colours of red, yellow, blue and white in
the words represent flag of Malaysia, the Stripes of Glory.

By Wong Wey Wen
Design Concept:
The design celebrates the art and heritage of our country, inspired by the Peranakan tiles
and porcelain, which plays
an important role in resembling the melting pot of cultures in Malaysia. It also features our
national flower –– Bunga Raya,
the crescent and 14-point star emblem which represents the Malaysian flag –– Jalur
Gemilang.

By Putri nur Syaqireen binti Abdullah
Design Concept:
My design is About malaysian culture . Malaysia is A multi-racial, multi-cultural and multi-religious Country and our
clothing is one of the best example to portray this . The background represent different culture and religions.
The first design ‘M’ letter Represents Musical instruments to that Of traditional games such as congkak , each culture has
its own traditional And religious beliefs all of which are adapted to local influences and condition. For letter ‘Y’ it
represents Malaysian cuisine . Various ethnic group in Malaysia have their own dishes . There are a variety of food in
Malaysia that came from different nation but together into one .
For the second design is more basic at ‘MY’ it looks more plain

By Viloshinni Murali
Design Concept:
IKEA is my utmost favorite place to visit. I love how IKEA in Malaysia came up with a beautiful
idea to include Malaysian foods such as popiah, fried mee hoon, nasi lemak, and more. My
design reflects my desire to see more delicious Malaysian foods in the future at IKEA. It
would be fantastic for food lovers like me to see their dearest place serving their favorite
food under one roof.

By Fong Joo Yee
Design Concept:
My design is about Malaysia and IKEA working together in harmony and peace and all the
citizens here in Malaysia like IKEA very much, and their happy that IKEA can be in Malaysia.

By Fong Joe Teng
Design Concept:
Covid19 fast go away

By Koh Bee Yoke
Design Concept:
More customer for IKEA

By Aravin Murali
Design Concept:
My design emphasise on batik and flowers are that also represents Malaysia. Batik makes
everything better, like clothes, bags, stationeries and many more. I wonder how beautiful it
would be if IKEA is also incorporated with Batik prints for their tote bags, towels, cups, mugs
etc.

By Tan Heng Peng
Design Concept:
This design come with the background of Malaysia popular textile art, Batik. The M and Y with the blue and yellow
outline represent the symbolic colour of IKEA. As a Malaysian, all of us know that there are 4 IKEA stores located in
Malaysia. As in the picture top will be IKEA store at Batu Kawan which is located at North of Malaysia, Penang. In
the middle of 2 stores which are located at Selangor, IKEA Damansara and Cheras. The bottom picture definitely will
be IKEA Tebrau which is located in South of Malaysia, Johor. No matter these 4 stores are strategic located
separately in Malaysia but they are just like a ladder which are connect to each other. In this high-tech era, anything
you need for house renovation or decoration, what you need to do just one click in IKEA website, all your needs
come in handy. Of course, we Malaysian like to eat food in IKEA after a tired shopping. Meatball and karipap as
always become favourite choices of Malaysian. IKEA, happy 25th anniversary!!!

By Yasri Hisham Ahmad
Design Concept:

Cliche execution of Keith Haring inspired artwork in form of dancing transformation of
IKEA's Man in the celebration mood and feel.
The majestic icon of Malaysia (KLCC) and combination colors being
used to portray the diversity of Malaysian races and its cultures.
Yellow & Blue colors in alphabet 'M & Y', signifies colors of the
Sweden national flag. (IKEA's origin)

By Goh Suen Yean
Design Concept:

My design incorporated several elements of Malaysia, including Malaysia's popular
landmarks such as Petronas Twin Towers, KL Tower, Christ Church Melaka, Langkawi Eagle
Square and the National Textile Museum,one of the top museums in Malaysia. These
popular landmarks represent the pride of Malaysians. Besides, our cultures, food and
wildlife are also involved in my design to represent the speciality of Malaysia. Hibiscus, our
national flower and Jalur Gemilang, flag of Malaysia, represents the sovereignty of Malaysia
and the loyalty of Malaysians.

By Kok Yin Hui
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a beautiful country with different ethnics. Despite we are having different
culture, we are pursuing the same concept of BEAUTY, just like the Ikea's design. Ikea not
only provides superior home and office designs, it also celebrates every Malaysian's festive
season (even the best karipap can be found in IKEA). The lifestyle of Malaysian is
unbreakable with IKEA. Anak Malaysia loves IKEA.

By Aminahton Mustafa
Design Concept:
Portraying Kuala Lumpur 'beaming in delight' illustrated skyline, reflects its gratitude on this
special occasion. The national flag of Malaysia and Sweden geographically drawn signifies
the sense of mutual business and economic collaboration bondings being nurtured all these
years.

By Aimman Hafizal
Design Concept:
Kisah Sang Kancil menipu Sang Buaya dipilih sebagai inspirasi kerana mempunyai nilai moral
yang tinggi. Selain mengimbas kenangan silam, kisah yang menjadi penceritaan sejak kecil ini
sangat memberi kesan positif kepada kita. Di mana, dalam sesuatu tindakan, mestilah berfikir
dahulu sebelum bertindak dan sentiasa memilih jalan yang bijak.

By Caleb Lim
Design Concept:
- It is a basic design concept that was inspired by the flags of both countries Sweden and
Malaysia. Since IKEA is a furniture retail company that came from Sweden, I thought it would be
cool to include it. Also, it matched the colours of the Malaysia flags which IKEA Malaysia is
celebrating the 25th anniversary.

By Teo Wen Xuan Sabrina
Design Concept:
It's because Malaysia is a tropical country, so my idea is to draw tropical vibe arts. Well not
surprisingly, due to Malaysia's unpredictable weather, I made our 2 most common "seasons". (1)
Musim Hujan (2) Musim Panas

By Bukhari Bin Mohammad
Design Concept:
Di malaysia kita hidup dalam masyarakat majmuk, kepelbagaian kaum. Bunga & flora memberi
maksud "semua tumbuhan yang hidup di dalam sesuatu kawasan atau zaman", khususnya
tumbuhan yang asli. Konsep bunga raya ini sangat terkenal di kalangan rakyat malaysia. Saya
selitkan konsep kain pelikat.

By Sarmila Binti Shaikh A Rahim
Design Concept:
It shows inclusion of all culture in Malaysia that we share together despite
of what are our skin color.

By Hanime Naz
Design Concept:
MY design concept about 3 elements:
Beauty: The beauty of nature, flora and fauna, the islands found in Malaysia
Culture: Culture in food, fruits that unite all races in Malaysia. We enjoyed it!!
Landmark: Petronas Twin Towers, Putrajaya, Penang Bridge, Kinabalu Mount, National Flower:
Bunga Raya and IKEA carpet design on the letter M

By Nurazreena Azha Binti Hashim
Design Concept:
Inspired by the 'Distinctively Malaysia" designs of Third Series of Malaysian coins, that define Malaysian culture
and heritage. The coins reflects the diversity and richness of Malaysia' s national identity. The idea came during my
Standard 1 daughter's online Maths class, where the student were required to do research on the characteristic of
Malaysian coins.
The design motifs were crafted in the form of nature, flora and fauna and traditional handicraft from Malaysia. The
letter M is designed with 'Bunga Melur' which can be found on 20 cent coin. While letter Y is designed with motive
of 'Sulur Kacang' that can be found on 50 cent coin. The colours chosen represents Jalur Gemilang as well as blue
and yellow for Sweden's flag.

By Mohd Hanafi Bin Faizal
Design Concept:
My design is all about IKEA and JOHOR 😊 Thanks selama 25tahun dimalaysia terutama di JOHOR.
Terima kasih daun keladi :)

By Sandra Ho Cyn Yi

Design Concept:
When I thought about how I would like to design it, I wanted M and Y to represent something Malaysian and so I did.
M- Malay and other races
Y- YES to food!!
M represents the very rich and diverse culture that’s present in Malaysia and so I incorporate the largest group of Malaysians
into my design which are the Malays, Chinese and Indians. Along with that, I include the Malaysian flag as the background to
represent the unity of all the three races.
Y represents our love towards Malaysian food. What’s Malaysia without the love for food? I can’t answer that either. Anyways, I
include the very mouthwatering Malaysian food from different cultural backgrounds.
From the top left hand corner going down, we’ve got Asam Laksa, Nasi Lemak, Satay, Hainanese Chicken Rice, Roti Canai and
from there going up we have Cendol, Kuih Lapis, Medu Vada and Curry Puff.

By Giam Yik Dong (10 Years old)

Design Concept:
In Chinese tradition, we believe dragon will bring good luck and prosperity –”龙马精神“. It symbolized the spirit of
competitiveness and undefeatable. The head of the dragon are facing up to populate the upscale of Ikea revenue and market
demand. With Ikea is having its 25th anniversary in Malaysia, it worth a great celebration with plenty of fireworks and party
balloons, but during MCO period, we can only presume with a virtual e-celebration through graphical and images. The 25% off
sign advertised the discounted hot sales items.
The “MY” background is showing the perfect matching of Ikea products to all house owners as it fits exactly your budget with
dream designer’s furniture. The blue color tones are showing the variant of color codes available for all customer’s choice and
in all sizes – big, medium and small. So as Ikea suits your taste and it always become our favorite brand while in search for a
desired furniture.

By Ngoo Sze Jie

Design Concept:
Throughout the many years IKEA has been spurring the spirit of 'do-it-yourself' (DIY) among the community of makers, DIY-ers
and the hand-crafting community. I decided use the cross-stitch technique on this artwork to represent the local sewing
community and hobbyists.
This artwork represents us, especially those of us who never fail to make a stop at the fabric department each time we visit
IKEA, just to adore the many prints available on shelf, thinking about our next home project. I used to be one of the many (I
supposed), who scouts at the bargain corner looking for the pre-packed fabric remnants to be used for small craft projects.
The tapestry in this artwork represents the many layers of hard work and unity weaved over the years in building our beloved
country Malaysia. The use of different colours represents harmony in diversity. Though we are different, each of us in our
entities, plays a significant part in nation building together.

By Subasshani A/P Kunasegaran
Design Concept:
We are well known as a country of multi-ethnic and multi-culture. That makes Malaysia
stand out on the world map. This design symbolizes the diversity of races and cultures we
have in Malaysia. Wau and gasing represent the Malays traditional game, while lanterns for
the Chinese where else, Kolam and clay oil lamps by the Indians. MALAYSIA TRULY ASIA!

By Irfan R
Design Concept:
To commemorate 25 years as one of Malaysia’s favorite stores by designing the MY
IKEA using Malaysia's unique Heritage Peranakan tiles pattern.

By Casey Chong
Design Concept:
What makes Malaysia special are the various cultures and people in the country,
and combined, they create a special kind of language, which is the inspiration
behind this design.

By Shaun Chuah Cheng Jie
Design Concept:
Black and white to give a pen sketch type of vibe to the piece. Included Malaysia's
flora and fauna that are well known across the world such as Malayan tiger and
hibiscus. Congrats on 25 years.

By Ngoo Sze Min
Design Concept:
This collage resembling the Jalur Gemilang celebrates IKEA's special place in the
heart of Malaysians young and old in conjunction with Malaysia Day.
All cut-outs are from the 2020 & 2021 catalogues, featuring all things IKEA that make
home count - from sturdy sofas, space-friendly storage units, to cosy textiles and
energy efficient fixtures.

By Giam Xin Yuan (5 Years old)
Design Concept:
The 25 years of establishment and helping new house owner with fantastic and designer good
quality furniture definitely deserved plenty of fireworks and firecrackers during celebration. The
alphabet “Y” is surrounded by appreciation banners from many customer base and each colour
represents different races in Malaysia.
The butterfly signifies the natural and peaceful atmosphere in Malaysia that makes it a
wonderful place to spend the rest of our life, and with Ikea spanning through 25 years in
Malaysia, we together hope to celebrate again in the upcoming 30, 40 and 50th years of
anniversary. Thank you IKEA.

By Jarisah Othman
Design Concept:
LOVE IKEA, has made my life so colourful

By NG HUI PING
Design Concept:
This design is featuring IKEA product model names that
has been with Malaysian for decades. IKEA model
names are all unique and looks glamorous!

Design Concept:
This design is featuring IKEA brand name that has been with
Malaysian for decades. It has been fused into Malaysian culture
and heritage

By Jessie
Design Concept:
Colours of Malaysia's Jalur Gemilang, red, white, yellow and blue represent Malaysian and
Malaysia , MY IKEA one family with all Malaysian!

By Tan Jong Wei (Jonwaystan)
Design Concept:
To celebrate Ikea's 25 anniversary in Malaysia, we must toss a drink with our local favorites TehTarik.
The three elements of a good cup of teh tarik will resembles Ikea's marketing in Malaysia.
The foam: The dense foam resembles how Ikea incorporated and spread itself into Malaysian home.
The body: Non luxurious yet tasty, resembles affordable pricing yet strong sense of taste and design in
its products
The condensed milk: Sweet as if the after sales service from IKEA.

By Mohd Amin Bin Jaflus
Design Concept:
My design shows the images of Malaysia like;
1) Trishaw - Rickshaws were a common mode of transport in urban areas of Malaysia in the 19th and early 20th centuries
until gradually replaced by cycle rickshaws.
2) Durian - Musang King is the most popular durian breed from Malaysia, rendered in Chinese as "Mao Shan Wang"
3) Image of KL City - Image of KL City in Malaysia
4) Color in MY (Blue,Yellow, Orange) & Malaysia Maps - Malaysia consists of three distinct ethnicities and religions: Malay
Muslims, Indian Hindus, and Chinese Buddhists also Sabah & Sarawak.
5) Burung Kakak Tua / Cockatoo - A cockatoo is any of the 21 parrot species belonging to the family Cacatuidae, the only
century and is derived from Dutch kaketoe, which is from Malay kakaktua.

By Vijaya Muniandy
Design Concept:
I did a collage of plants (which I really love) with some toys from IKEA magazine. I think these two items
are the greatest products. and I am really amazed how these items are arranged in Ikea Cheras. For
many more years … IKEA !!!

By Lim Chay Feng
Design Concept:
Malaysia symbolic tropical floral hibiscus in simple design vignette with IKEA signature color
as background

By Nam Shi Yon
Design Concept:
25 Years purchase and shopping in IKEA with LOVE.

By MIQHAYL
Design Concept:
25 Years purchase and shopping in IKEA with LOVE.

By Peng Kok Seong
Design Concept:
A HAPPY FAMILY is a getting to love each other and feeling
happy Time with IKEA. IKEA create the home sweet home
all Malaysian.

Design Concept:
IKEA always shares creative ideas with Malaysia buyers.
4 lighting is present 4 outlets in Malaysia.

By Lee Zi Qian
Design Concept:
Iconic IKEA objects in Malaysian colors

By Albert Tan Ken Guan
Design Concept:
United within Malaysia, United with Sweden, United in IKEA

By Heng Yee Boon
Design Concept:
I love Malaysia ,
I love IKEA,
IKEA Family is for everyone,
Thank you IKEA Malaysia,
Happy Anniversary 25th.

By Crystal Tai
Design Concept:
Nature gives us everything; All nature asks of us is that we protect it.

By Syaza Azira Binti Azizan
Design Concept:
Design ini berlatarkan bayang-bayang KLCC serta mempunyai jalur gemilang dan bunga raya
yang ada di Malaysia. Happy 25th Anniversary.

By Kong Ke Ying(7 Years Old)
Design Concept:
M FOR SPACE
Y FOR EARTH
IKEA IS INSIDE MY.
MY HOME ALSO INSIDE MY.
HAPPY ANNIVERSARY IKEA.

By Yong Jia Xian
Design Concept:
Inspired by the spirit of IKEA, the classic black metal windows and brick walls in the design present
the basic elements of home, reflecting the functionality, aesthetics and design of IKEA.
The greens create a vibrant and fresh atmosphere with the concept of sustainability, expressing
IKEA's "sustainable development strategy", which aims to create a better life while reducing the
burden on the planet.
IKEA cares about the ecology of the earth.

By Nasri Hakimi (12 Years Old)
Design Concept:
Designed inspired by Småland @ IKEA with colorful shapes and sizes, bringing out the fun in you!

By Pong Zi Bin
Design Concept:
IKEA Malaysia maintains "tight & solid" in these 25 years and opened 4 stores in Malaysia
(Damansara, Cheras, Tebrau & Batu Kawan). Wish IKEA keeps expanding in the next 25 years and
more.

By Anis Suffia Binti Basri
Design Concept:
These designs are inspired by some of Malaysia's elements such as our local food, animals and
culture.

By Amira Iskandar
Design Concept:
My design represents the beautiful country of Malaysia with the flowing flag of "Jalur Gemilang"
and a map of Malaysia as the base. From the strong structure of the tallest buildings and landmarks
in Kuala Lumpur to the beautiful flowers of 'Rafflesia' and 'Bunga Raya' and some of the popular
food in Malaysia. Not to forget, the addition of a doctor with a mask on to signify the front-liner and
the pandemic that the country had gone through, which is a part of the journey of the 25th year of
IKEA in Malaysia. Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA Malaysia!!

By Eric Giam
Design Concept:
In Chinese tradition, we believed dragon will bring good luck and prosperity – as in Chinese wording ”龙马精神“. It
symbolized the spirit of competitiveness and being undefeatable. With Ikea having its 25th anniversary in Malaysia, it
is worth a great celebration with plenty of fireworks and party balloons, but during MCO period, we can only
presume with a virtual e-celebration through graphical and images.
The “MY” background is showing the perfect matching of Ikea products to all house owners as it fits exactly your
budget with dream designer’s furniture. The blue color tones are showing the variant of color codes available for all
customer’s choice and in all sizes – big, medium and small. So Ikea suits everyone's taste and it will always
become our favorite brand while in search of a desired furniture.

By Liyanatul Najwa Zakaria
Design Concept:
I am presenting the unique facets of Malaysian culture, which forms the backbone of this design.

By Mohd Amirudin Rasid Bin Abd Rahman
Design Concept:
Malaysian rural haven, this locally can be seen at
the Malaysian rural
outskirt that brings the nostalgia memory to
whom came with
this background, where the Malaysian represent
Truly Asia.

Design Concept:
Harimau Malaya refers to a subspecies of tiger that
is only found in Peninsular Malaysia, It is estimated
that there are only 200 of these tigers living in the
wild. The Malaysian football team has used
'Harimau Malaya' as its mascot and also the title for
the team. The main jersey of the Malaysian football
team is also adapted from the striped pattern
found on the Malayan Tigers.

Design Concept:
Malaysian flock of herd, the variant bird
symbolized the richness of colorful and
diversified flock in the Malaysian community that
represents Truly Asia country with all the people
from various part of Asia.

By Dahnah
Design Concept:
Amongst many other great design concepts submitted here, this design is more loose and explored
in IKEA famous bright colours. Each of these flowers, leafs represent its own personality which ties
back to how IKEA products have its unique touch and celebrate its own identity.

By Shirlyn Go
Design Concept:
With Ikea is having its 25th anniversary in Malaysia, it deserves a great celebration with plenty of
fireworks and party poppers.
The “MY” background is using Ikea logo and Ikea family as sticky tape to build a model. It represents
the family brand which suits everyone’s taste and it is our favorable brand while in search for a
dream furniture.

By Sulaiman bin Suriat @ Suriat
Design Concept:
"MY" with gold and blue colour shown how huge IKEA Malaysia to Malaysian people. At the
beginning until now, IKEA gave Malaysian inspiration and idea for home decoration, furnishing
strategy and many more.
All Malaysia cultures around "MY" shown the full of supported from Malaysian for IKEA. People all
around from Malaysia's international brand to Malaysian villages culture love IKEA. We hope IKEA
keep always inspiration us on furniture decoration world!

By Mohd Safwan Bin Salmi
Design Concept:
My design is inspired by our multi-ethnic and races country which I tried to represent in the most
familiar way that we can relate. Indeed, Ikea is a place where we can assemble all of the races under
one roof and that's what makes us Malaysian (flag & national flower;hibiscus). Wishing you a very
Happy 25th Anniversary Ikea.

By Andrea Filmer

By Hailey Chong (7 years old)

By Luke Chong (6 years old)

Design Concept:
What's more Malaysian than nasi lemak?
Regardless of race or religion, this
breakfast treat is everyone's favourite. I'm
fully vaccinated (+ two weeks) and can't
wait to try the new Nasi Lemak Pandan in
IKEA Batu Kawan this month!

Design Concept:
My design has many IKEA toys that I love.
My youngest brother's favourite toy ever is
the IKEA hare. I miss Smaland so much.
IKEA toys are the best!

Design Concept:
Tell us about your design:
My design has a hornbill and a rafflesia - one
of our country's famous birds and one of our
famous flowers. They are both found in
Sarawak. I have never been to Sarawak but my
mom says there is more than one IKEA there! I
hope to go one day.

By Thavamanii Muthusamy
Design Concept:
I have created the design based on common Malaysian identities which are batik, bunga raya & the
Malaysian flag on one part and the other part, I focussed more on unique Malaysian cultures
emphasizing that we Malaysians love a beautiful home and Ikea being our top inspirations for home
design & ideas.

By Zetty Hulwany Binti Mohamed Zahid
Design Concept:
IKEA dan Malaysia berpisah tiada.

By Muhammad Tirmidzi bin Daud
Design Concept:
Complete home ideas under one roof.

By Khairun Najwa binti Mohammad Radzi
Design Concept:
As a multiculture nation, Malaysia is blessed with
diversity in all form of either culture, food, celebration
and even in nature, the design i've made here is a
symphony of all that through an abstract composition of
if, the odd shapes and form, the lines and dots can be
seen as a mixture of that make us Malaysian. The
organic shapes represent amazing flora and fauna that
we have while the geometric shapes symbolized the sky
scrapper we are widely known for around the world.

Design Concept:
Even though Malaysia is not a country with 4 seasons, we are a
tropical climate country that thrives through our sunny, rainy or
even windy season. The abstract and flow of the design is to
celebrate the tropical season with shades of the of the sky, the
sun and the fun and squiggle lines that shows hopes and dreams
we have does not get broken easily because rain or shine, we'll
rise back together stronger.

By Alex Chea
Design Concept:
Inspired by Malaysian’s spirit - the Harimau Malaysia symbolizing bravery, courage, determination,
confidence and independence. Plus some iconic delicacies of Malaysia.

By Christina Hoon Siew Keung
Design Concept:
In my design, I used different elements and motifs from traditional textiles of various ethnic groups
in Malaysia such as batik, nyonya, sari, cheongsam and pua kumbu. It symbolises the unique,
blended multicultural nature of our own country and how we complement each other well.

By Nurul Fatihah Yahaya
Design Concept:
This design focuses on the symbolism of Malaysia showing us Malaysia heading toward glory
together with IKEA for 25 years IKEA was established

By Mohamad Faiz bin Abdul Khair Abrar
Design Concept:
My design is about the uniqueness of Malaysia.
As we can see, there have a different colour square means multiracial people of Malaysia. Even
Malaysia have multiracial and culture, they always unite as one,help and respect each others. If you
all can see there have one dot on letter I, means that our people are proud to be Malaysian.
These design also means that IKEA always be Malaysian 1st choice. (Square go to IKEA)

By Jenny Chan Yi Jin
Design Concept:
The simple and magnificent beauty of the hibiscus - the national flower of Malaysia.

By Chai Yan Qi
Design Concept:
The centre of hibiscus is representing the unity of multicultural nation, surrounding with the urban
city as landmark in the rapid growth of the history of Malaysia independence. Background colour is
Malaysia flag, consisting yellow, red, blue and white.

By Ellene Fadzillah Ahmad

Design Concept:
Every item on this design are from my garden. My first attempt at gardening was in May 2020. The pandemic changed
my outlook on life. It made me appreciate everything I had. The plot of land which was left barren for years started to
burst with life. Everything Malaysian and much more were curated into my garden. Everyday, I look forward to see the
variety of hibiscus bloom. The kitchen garden is providing the zing into the Malaysian dishes that I cook. From kunyit,
serai, kesum, pandan to bunga telang. The papaya tree is giving my family abundance of juicy sweet papaya and
hopefully the banana trees will be fruiting soon. We Malaysians are proud of our variety of kuih, dishes and fruits. The
process of gardening has also taught me to coexist with nature and to be a more responsible global citizen. I am proud
to be a Malaysian and the Malaysian flag is flying high next to my prized hibiscus and papaya tree.

By Mehar Banu Bt Mohamed Salib

Design Concept:
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, otherwise known as the Bunga Raya. Bunga (Flower) Raya
(Celebration) is significant of celebratory flower which mean celebration of unity as 1
Malaysian. Lets celebrate IKEA 25th anniversary as 1 Malaysian with unity and respect for
each other.

By Mohammad Rosyam Bi Iswand
Design Concept:
Design that I designed about the beautiful environment that exists in our country which
is malaysia.

By Angie Ng Mee Chee
Design Concept:
My design consisted the beautiful scenery in Malaysia , the Iconic building , the national
flowers and of course the famous food in Malaysia and IKEA that our people like it. I
used the colour of Malaysia and IKEA as a combination of friendship of both for the 1st 25
years and of course it will be keep going continuously with love.

By Yee Hao Zhe
Design Concept:
ROOF- The only similarity that I defined of one nation and Ikea is a “Home”. We live at a safe and peace land in
Malaysia, it’s like a roof, providing a shelter for us against from threats and danger in life. While, Ikea always
provides the necessary furnitures to allow everyone build their beloved home in creating our own style.
Three roofs at the picture defines the very different ways we present our religion, cultures, and food. Also,
the black and white colour is to show the toughness to achieve Malaysia Independence. In 1957, we just jumped
out from the fame(show in the bolded word of “MY” in a half way only) and now it has the signature colours, blue,
red and yellow, representing our country, Malaysia.
We can tell that Ikea and Malaysia shares the same blue and yellow colours in the logo as well.

By Amir Asyraf Bin Yusup
Design Concept:
Malaysia is very rich in ethnic and cultural diversity.There are several types of ethnicities in Malaysia.Among them are
ethnic Malays, Chinese, Indians, Kadazan- Dusun, Iban and others.
Each ethnic culture has a traditional dress code that is influenced by religion and can be adapted to local influences and
conditions.
Songket usually worn by ethnic Malays, especially during the celebration of the feast, while Cheogsam also famous
among ethnic Chinese during Chinese New Year celebrations.
Sari is usually wrapped to cover part of the wearer's body and is often worn during the Depavali celebration by ethnic
Indians.Marik Empang is a dress for the Ibans that symbolizes the state of Sabah and Sarawak.
each such dress, has its own pattern of heritage so as to give a particular identity referring to that ethnicity.

By Muhammad Irfan Naufal bin Mohd Izham (9 years old)
Design Concept:
I had many memories with IKEA. Before the pandemic Covid-19, I always played at IKEA Smaland, while
my parents went shopping. It was very fun. I also bought many toys from IKEA. In this MY IKEA Design,
I drew part of my IKEA toys which are carrot, beruang perang, orang glob, robot, Fabler Bjorn, Kramig
(panda) and Sara. I feel that my toys and I celebrate the IKEA 25th anniversary together. I also pray, one
day I will go and play at IKEA Smaland soon.

By Noor Sarah
Design Concept:
The art is inspired by the idea of collage but this time in Microsoft paint.
It takes quite some time to organise the pictures into one unified whole. Adjust the colours and hues but
with simple methods and painstaking manual work. I tried to provide some features of malaysian famous
cultural things like the flag, the tropical fruits,the petronas towers, the evergreen palm trees, the sun
ornamenting the blue skies and last but not least the famous hibiscus bunga raya. I use the different
languages to say thank you depicting also the multi-culturalism in Malaysia.

By Roharyati binti Zulkefli (mother) & Irsalina Sofea
binti Mohd Izham (daughter 7 years old).
Design Concept:
The design show about Malaysia iconic like Perdana Putra
at Putrajaya, KL Tower, KLCC, Jambatan Pulau Pinang,
Kinabalu Mountain, Wau bulan, Bunga Raya, Orang Utan,
Penyu, Harimau Malaya. The design impressed about the
uniqueness of Malaysia. We are proud to be Malaysian.
We also feel glad to celebrate IKEA's 25th anniversary in
our own country.

Design Concept:
The design describes what I feel about IKEA. Every single
word in the word 'M' and 'Y' shows what IKEA means to me.
Bunga Raya symbolizes Malaysia. Hopefully, IKEA is growing
like the Bunga Raya.

By Nurul Auni Binti Mohammad Yusuf
Design Concept:
The design concept is based on the heritage house in Malaysia where I used to grow up in Pahang.
Every year whenever my family and I travel to Kuala Lumpur, IKEA becomes one of the destinations to
visit. It’s not just about buying furniture but also regarding the engagement with the spaces provided
in IKEA for us to spend our time as a family. The minimalist designs make it easier for us to match with
the existing furniture in our traditional house. Thank you IKEA for the 25 years’ memories.

By Siti Maisarah
Design Concept:
The important thing about the design that i have
mad is about Malaysia culture,as you can see
hibiscus is the national flower for Malaysia and
the mosque is symbol to signify Malaysia is an
islamic country. To support , you can
see Malaysia tradisional clothes and additions to
malay traditional games.

Design Concept:
For the design that I made this time to show the culture of
malaysia, where you can see the mosque as a symbol of
malaysia islamic country. In addition, there are various
cultures that we can see such as Malays, Indians. There
are also the famous flowers in Malaysia which are hibiscus
and the largest flower which is rafflesia.

By Lee Zi Wei
Design Concept:
National animals of Malaysia and Sweden

By Khor Kwee Theam
Design Concept:
Incorporated the most iconic animals and plants in Malaysia to celebrate the country's diversity,
beauty, uniqueness which symbolises the everyday good life. Just like what the IKEA has to offer - a
wide range of choice to create a better everyday life.

By Zaeisya Amalin Binti Mahamad Zaihan

Design Concept:
The design features combination of Malaysia’s iconic elements; national flower: Hibiscus or ‘Bunga Raya’,
national bird: The Hornbill, Malaysia’s national treasure: Tropical rainforest and nature elements, Malaysia
signature landmark: KLCC Twin Towers, Kuala Lumpur Tower and Sultan Abdul Samad Building (Merdeka
Square), Malaysia national flag logo : The logo of the star and moon, Malaysia rail system and also Malaysia
airlines.
The color used for the design is based on Malaysia’s national flag, specifically Blue ,Red ,Yellow and White.
The background inside the letter ‘M’ and ‘Y’ are based on IKEA signature colors, which are Blue and Yellow
which also incorporates the famous ‘Batik’ pattern.

By Shamyl bin Yasri Hisham

Design Concept:
Title : 'IKEA MULTICULTURAL'
- Portraying the multicultural faces images of Malaysian in alphabet 'M' apart
from the combination colors of Yellow, Blue, Red and White used, which
reflects the colors used in the Malaysian flag.
- The jovial mood of the IKEA Man in alphabet 'Y' and the colors used
representing the colors of Sweden flag. (IKEA's origin)

By Aaron Gomez

Design Concept:
I want to do something simple and patriotic so i include our Malaysian flag and our national
flower.

By Nur Anis Najwa Binti Nazri

Design Concept:
90-an: Every Malaysian born in the 80s - 90s will surely
remember every Malaysia legends cartoon which is
Anak-anak Sidek, Kluang Man, Usop Sontorian and
many more. Also all the popular junk foods that
always bought after school.

Design Concept:
MALAYSIA: For the letter "M" represents an animals of some states in
Malaysia such as turtle for Terengganu, elephant for Pahang, tiger for
Johor and so on. For the letter "Y" represents the foods that are often
eaten by all Malaysian regardless of race, such as nasi lemak, roti
canai, durian, kuih-muih and many more.

By Hui Yan

Design Concept:
Wayang kulit 2021
There are four types of Wayang kulit, which is Wayang Kulit Melayu, Wayang Kulit Gedek, Wayang Kulit Purwa
and Wayang Kulit Kelantan. They are found in peninsular malaysian.

I have brought the Wayang Kulit to the era of 2021, celebrating the 25th Anniversary of IKEA. Teamwork does
make the world safe ! We are in this together !

By David Lee Keng Sing

Design Concept:
IKEA has been established in Malaysia for 25 years. It is not easy to meet the characteristics and
needs of the three major Malay, Chinese & Indian in Malaysia. But you did it! Congratulations
! In fact, what the work ultimately wants to show is Malaysia's unity and harmonious coexistence.
It's like living under one roof. Let Malaysians become a family！

By Mick Chua

Design Concept:
“Consider the varieties of the hibiscus, though differing in form, shape and colour, yet as much as they are
refreshed by the morning mist, revived by the breath of breeze, invigorated by the ray of light, this diversity
crescendoes their charm and add to their delicacy.
How inaesthetic to the eye if all the stigma, style, anther, filament, petal, sepal and receptacle of that
hibiscus garden were all of the same shape and colour! Diversity of hues, form and shape enriches and
adorns the garden, and heightens the effect thereof.
Likewise, when diverse spectra of ideas, disposition and character, are integrated under the power of a
fundamental agency, the appeal and magnificence of human refinement will be revealed and signified.”
- A personal optimistic synthesis for a contemporary Malaysia

By Tan Tze Xuan (David)

Design Concept:
IKEA is one of the most popular furniture stores in the country. It is a favorite place regardless of
race. My design mainly incorporates the Malaysia flag and the elements of the three major races in
our country.

By Liew Ven Fung

Design Concept:
Malaysia is one of the countries in the world with multiple capital cities. That mean there are many
hidden gems and unique local communities to be discovered in Malaysia. Therefore, I also hope to
see more of IKEA branches in each capital cities so that Malaysians can look for their favorite readyto-assemble furniture and not forget their world-famous Swedish meatballs at IKEA! The colours of
red, yellow, blue and white in the words represent flag of Malaysia, the Stripes of Glory.

By Loo Soo Nee

Design Concept:
3 color red, yellow and blue to represent Malaysia flag and IKEA logo color. During this difficult
period of the Covid-19, our people stay at home for the longest time. Besides that, IKEA still can
delivery to your house to make us more cheerful and evoke positive feeling.

By Goh Ming Tsuey

Design Concept:
To pay tribute to the founder of IKEA, Ingvar Kamprad. The colours of the dots are retrieved from our
national flag, Jalur Gemilang to represent Malaysians. The dots surrounding the founder represent
Malaysians who gathered around to honour the memory of the founder. Morever, hope Malaysians
will stay united and help each other by practicing Mr. Kamprad famous quote in their daily life, which
is to create a better everyday life for the many people in the current Covid-19 situation.

By Nurul Nadia Mohammad Yusuf

Design Concept:
The design is inspired by rattan furniture which is often seen in our heritage building in Malaysia.
Rattan derived from the Malay name rotan and historically known as Malacca cane. A greatest
diversity of rattan palm species found in Southeast Asia including Malaysia and traditionally used in
Malaysia for producing wickerwork furniture, baskets, canes, woven mats, cordage, and other
handicrafts. Over the years, IKEA has been designing a lot of furniture integrated with our natural
elements like rattan. The rattan furniture that IKEA has provided brought the feeling of nostalgia into
the community. Happy 25th Birthday IKEA!

By Ann
Design Concept:
25 – Hello sunshine, the best is still unwritten.
This artwork is inspired by the idea of repurpose, to give disposable items a new life.
Crafted with cut outs from IKEA catalogue, the vibrant colour of blue, yellow, red and white harmonize with one another.
The design focuses on the colour harmony, symbolizes a harmonious multicultural society in Malaysia. With harmony, the best of
the future is yet to be written with many innovative possibilities pushing Malaysia and IKEA forward.

Wishing IKEA Malaysia many great years ahead celebrating innovative design.
Happy 25th anniversary!

By Saza Adlina Mohd Zazali
Design Concept:
Malaysia is rich with culture and heritage. My artwork emphasises on the beauty of
rattans and our tropical climates, i choose these flowers as they symbolised
Malaysia. The colours used in the artwork are based on our national flag (blue,
white, yellow and red).

By Kang Su Xin
Design Concept:
I want to design it to be cute and creative.

By Nik Aimi Afiqa
Design Concept:
When I think about IKEA, I think of simple modern design, so I went with that approach in
this design. nothing too complicated, nothing too simple. Just floral batik with a plain
black background accompanying it.
Adding a bright butterfly adds to the very nature-like experience.

By Muhammad Amir Faiq bin Mohd Razip
Design Concept:
This design portrays the unity in Malaysia regardless of
age, race and religion. The logo resembles IKEA’s resilient
attitude in facing the COVID-19 pandemic and always strive
towards the best direction. Yellow colour was chosen to
depict an exclusive value yet reasonable for all walks of life.

Design Concept:
Hibiscus is the National Flower for Malaysia, thus was
chosen to be incorporated in this design. The two hibiscus
in the logo is to show that Malaysian and IKEA can not be
separated and the small white flower symbolises
Malaysian idea to always include IKEA in every room they
enters.

By Puk Zi Qing
Design Concept:
I created an old fashion nyonya batik with Bunga Kantan (Torch Ginger Flower) as my
main flower.

By Akma Idayu Bt Affandi
Design Concept:
Kuda Kepang is a symbol of beauty, happiness and harmony when it comes to symbolize
the culture of Malaysia. The shape and the colours play the important role of making it
lively. Malaysia is a unique country because of our togetherness as one. While Dalecarlian
horses are the same to symbolize Sweden's great living. To enhance the concept,
Malaysian Flag and Sweden Flag are being used to show the good relationship between
two countries.

By Kaisah Amnani Bt Mohd Khairuddin
Design Concept:
My design is about the friendship and unity between Malaysia and Sweden through ideas
from IKEA Store. It gives the mood of happiness and trust. As to support the concept, the
2 horses and 2 flags were applied to jive in the logo design.

By Wong Xin Ping
Design Concept:
When it comes to national pride, nothing unites Malaysians more than the love for our rich, diverse cuisine
that perfectly captures the essence of our country’s inhabitants. Different folks, different food, but same
table back to the good old days before the outbreak of COVID-19. MY wording is designed with a variety of
Malaysians’ favourite food with a blast of nostalgia - our childhood snacks. On the other hand, as IKEA
entered Malaysia in 1996, its anniversary wording was thus designed with the symbol of our unity, diversity
and resilience - Jalur Gemilang. The upper and lower borders are filled with cooking utensils, indicating that
IKEA got us covered with their exceptional quality of cooking utensils so that we can infuse our creativity in
making our favourite Malaysians’ food at home!

By Mohd Khairuddin Ab Aziz
Design Concept:

The logo design represents the beautiful and uniqueness of Malaysia. With bright and
contrast colours of Bunga Raya and Malaysia Hornbill, its jives with the two countries'
flags in harmony.

By Ng Mifaye (8 years old)
Design Concept:
IKEA brings color to our home.

Design Concept:
No matter which country you live in or move to,
IKEA is there.

By Hans Lim Han Leong
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a diverse and inclusive society that has created a rich historical tapestry of architectural aesthetics
and forms unique to each cultural group, and yet with a local narrative and symbolism that has become a
hallmark of Malaysia, especially in the everyday Malaysian home. This is what has inspired me to design this
celebratory logo that showcases the multicultural influences of Malaysia’s architecture and building designs—
from the intricate tiles of the Peranakans and the vintage lattices of the Chinese to the quintessential façade of
a Malay kampung house, Iconic staircase of Batu Caves and the bold bamboo flooring of a Borneo longhouse.
Each aspect is more than just a nuanced design element—together they represent eras past but are not
forgotten; what stays bears a strong foothold in all Malaysians’ hearts. (Kindly refer to the annotations of the
drawing as well)

By Pearly Lim
Design Concept:
MY IKEA design is inspired by the range of products offered at IKEA that goes beyond home furnishing and are illustrated in a
batik inspired theme.
‘M’ highlights food offered at IKEA. As a Malaysian, a trip to any IKEA is not complete without a stop at the Bistro and
Restaurant where the whole family can enjoy a diversity of food encapsulating both the Malaysian and Swedish heritage. It is
always amazing how IKEA comes up with food reflective of the local culture while offering Swedish delights. I can’t imagine
having Nasi Lemak Pandan with Chicken and Salted Egg Sauce or curry puff at other IKEA stores outside Malaysia!
‘Y’ highlights the wide range of well-designed home furnishing products at IKEA – from furniture, kitchenware, textiles,
storage solutions, lighting, rugs, outdoor products, plants and many more. The highlights are the STRANDMON wing chair
and the fiddle fig plant which is now native in many Malaysian homes-including mine!

By Brian Lai Poo Lim
Design Concept:
Bring Home for the 25 years of Malaysia Model Nanyang Traditional Style.

By Faizah Mohd Esa
Design Concept:
My Ikea inspirasi tercetus dengan kehidupan flora dan fauna negara Malaysia yang
penuh dengan kejadian alam semulajadi. Hargai alam,hargai flora&fauna untuk
mengekalkan kehidupan yang harmoni dan sejahtera.Almond cake pula merupakan
simbol makanan pencuci mulut yang amat terkenal diserata ikea store yang amat
sedap untuk dinikmati🤍

By Lau Chewvy
Design Concept:
This design is about to let the young generations to know more about our country's
unique Culture and heritage.
This design includes Wau, gasing, congkak,wayang kulit and more. And these thing
that has been forgotten by many of the youngster. I hope that, I can let many people
to remember that our country has varieties of culture and heritage through this event
and the design that I had submitted, thank you😁

By Mohamad Al-amin Bin Mohd Kamarudin

Design Concept:
Inspired by IKEA logo. Simply using two
main colours from the original logo.

Design Concept:
Presenting a doodle of Kuala Lumpur as the
heart of Malaysia and the hibiscus flower
which is our proudly national flower. Yellow
and blue colour on the font is to represent
the original logo colour of IKEA.

Design Concept:
Kids wearing their very own traditional outfit
showing the muti-ethnic that present in
Malaysia as well as our cultures. Hibiscus flower
is the symbol of our national flower. Yellow and
blue colour font shows the colour from IKEA's
symbolic logo.

By Kimberly Yong
Design Concept:
The story behind this design is about a Malaysia that has a very diverse culture of people and
so do the shoppers in IKEA! I love to see whenever people shop in IKEA, the IKEA staff always
try to accommodate to the different peoples. In the design, the group of the people on the
right represents the IKEA staff. Even they are all wearing a mask but the happy emotions
penetrates through the masks! They are the people we shoppers always see in the store. We
never know who they are personally and how they feel, be it tired, sad, happy, sick, they
always put on a smile nonetheless.

Design Concept:
The beautiful Malaysia Culture, it has many types
of places in Malaysia.

Design Concept:
The beautiful Flora and Fauna in Malaysia.

Design Concept:
It represents Malaysia's Food Culture. It has Malay
food, Chinese food and Indian food. And also, kuih
muih.

Design Concept:
IKEA's worker organize a IKEA Logo for 25th
Anniversary.

By Nur Qistina Binti Mohamad Harizal

Design Concept:
Malaysians celebrating IKEA's 25th Anniversary.

By Tan Shin Che
Design Concept:
My inspiration comes from Malaysian Islamic and Peranakan ceramic tiles. Whether decorated
buildings, houses, furniture and other surfaces with these colourful tiles, each ceramic tile has a
different shape, colour, design and aesthetics. In Islamic culture, the patterns are believed to be
the bridge to the spiritual realm, the instrument to purify the mind and the soul. However, the
story of the Peranakan tile who regarded them as an emblem of wealth and affluence. Instead of
addition to religious beliefs, it has traditional and diverse clan historical memories in
Malaysia. And also, Happy 25th Anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!

By Isma Rozaimie
Design Concept:
My design is about our first prime minister, Tunku Abdul Rahman.

By Nor Afzani Binti Embi
Design Concept:
This is about Malaysia which consist of multiracial citizen, proudly has hibiscus and Rafflessia as
most beautiful flower. Wau Bulan as national symbol of Malaysian tradition in Kelantan.
Background of MY shows we achieved Merdeka and was officially proclaimed on 31 August 1957,
by Tunku Abdul Rahman, the first Chief Minister of the Federation of Malaya. MERDEKA!!

By Alyssa Dhanya Tan (9 years old)
Design Concept:
Malaysia and IKEA, together forever

By Megat Nouril Iskandar Bin Noorel Annuar
Design Concept:
I'm using combination colour of IKEA blue and yellow and I add a bit off batik design to blend with
Malaysian culture

By Mohamad Danial Akram bin Mohd Nor
Design Concept:
My design represents Malaysia's national flower but I combined it with roses because it is a symbol of feeling comfortable,
relaxed and natural. This is suitable with all Ikea's products because it gives the comfortable value to their customer
satisfaction. Color that I used for this design is our national flag color which is blue, yellow, red and white.
Blue background- represent the base of national flag
Yellow bunga raya - represent the star in our national flag
Red leaves - represent the stripe in national flag
White outline - represent the stripe in national flag

By Tan Iro
Design Concept:
My artwork is based on my imagination scenery about IKEA’s production workflow. The blue tiny robots
are called IKEA bots. Starting from the letter M, the information counter is used to give orders to IKEA
bots. And next to the counter, there is a hole for IKEA bots to put products in it. It all goes to a long
conveyer belt and has been sent to the letter Y. IKEA bots send products into spaceships that sent
everything to all over the world.

By Azhani Izzah Binti Mat Alwi
Design Concept:
Despite Malaysia having differences in belief, ethnicity, and race, one thing in common is that they have at
least one item that is made from rattan or bamboo. Whether in furniture pieces, decoration item or even
the house itself was
made from the natural resource. My design is a homage to rattan and bamboo furniture piece that were
familiar in the heart of Malaysians. The ”M” alphabet was a wicker bamboo mat that are still in demand.
Meanwhile, the “Y” alphabet is a joinery of a typical rattan sofa or coffee table that are widely used in the
’50s to 60’s Malaysian furniture.

By Teng See Ling
Design Concept:
Colorful brings hope. For the people who going through tough time, I wish it will fill you with hope and
being positive. Never give up, Life is Colorful.

By Ismail Bin Hanafi
Design Concept:
Now, when we think about penang… it remind us of IKEA…

By Wong Min Yee
Design Concept:
I will say it "The Pattern Of Malaysia". Malaysia, with its multi-ethnic groups and their diverse cultural
backgrounds, so rich and so colourful, makes it a most distinctive nation. The Malays have
their kemban and baju kurung and head scarves. The men wear Baju Melayu with the sampin and
their songkok or the batik shirt. The Chinese ladies have their traditional cheongsam and samfoo. The
Indian women have their traditional sari and salwar kameez. The Peranakan or the nonyas wear
their colourfully designed sarongs and kebayas, tops made of sheer fabric with rich embroidery. There is
even greater colour and diversity in the traditional clothing of the many different ethnic groups in Sarawak
and Sabah. When we see the "patterns", we know straight away it's Malaysia!

By Puteri Anis Syafiqah Binti Megat Mosby
Design Concept:
Malaysia is known as a unique country as of its diversity of races, religions and cultures, the achievements
and many places of interest. My design is inspired by some of the pride of our nation. Kuala Lumpur
Tower and Petronas Twin Towers have been the major landmarks of our country with lots of amazing
attractions. Malaysia's national flower, the Hibiscus, symbolizes the courage, life, and rapid growth of
Malaysians. Along with the hornbill, it is not only known as the country's national bird, but also an
important symbol for tribes in East Malaysia. Wau bulan is an intricately designed Malaysian moon-kite
that is traditionally flown since times past. Added in the background, the map with East and
West (Peninsular) of Malaysia also with design inspired by tropical forest.

By Mien Tan
Design Concept:
The main element of the artwork, organic shape bubble embodies the continues spirit of “togetherness”. Malaysia is unique countries, among in the worlds,
because of the diversity of races, religions, and cultures. Malaysia a multi-cultural society: What keeps them together is not just a shared love for their
country, but the spirit of “togetherness” Various organic shapes are formed, and continue reformed in harmony flow, it embody the tolerate and
understanding, caring, empathy and kinship” spirit of this multi-cultural society. Brown and green are nature earth tone of soil, greens and orange as of
tropical country The layers of transparency when both forms are met yet holding each other colour, represent the unique diversity of the Malaysia. Yet we are
celebrating each other culturally and compliment to diversity and respectfully emulating. “This includes understanding each other’s origins, respecting and
accepting the culture, language, religion and way of life of each race,” The essence of Ikea blue is flowing from IKEA into world MY, presenting, the influence
Ikea sprit also part our Malaysian lifestyle too. In the other hand, salute to all the Ikea Foreigner staff, from Sweden, France and other country, who stay
in Malaysia as a second home, continuously reshape and adapt into this Malaysia Cultural, simply wanted to fit into their team culture and feel a sense of
belonging.

By Yasri Hisham
Design Concept:
Portraying 2 IKEA's man (representing Malaysia with 'tengkolok' and Norway with Viking helmet)
Supported by Malaysian 'Bunga Raya', besides Swedish 'Twin Flower' to indicate the continuous bilateral economic ties between the 2
countries.

By Pang Hui Pin
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multicultural country. A colorful and rich nature island.

By Teoh Wan Yi
Design Concept:
MY IKEA logo is designed with a heart-shaped Malaysia flag that represents the unity of a multicultural society. The blue and yellow
background is a symbol of IKEA logo, integrating with sketched art of batik and a variety of products' icons which could enhance the
brand recognition and uniqueness among Malaysians' favourite stores. Happy 25th Anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!

By Dinesh Pragasam a/l Nithiasabapathy
Design Concept:
The design is inspired by Malaysia's twin towers and the colors represent the Malaysia flag.

By Mdm Tham Oi Mei
Design Concept:
Is all about simplicity n details. IKEA stores designs are all about it.

By Nur Ainin Sofiya Bt Jasni
Design Concept:
The M letter was improvise by putting a picture of KLCC, which is the Malaysian Kuala Lumpur City Centre. I also added a little baby
blue flower below the letter as signature colour of peace and sky. The Y letter I only added a baby blue color and some
flowers surrounding it to make it look more prettier.

By Wong Huey Yiing
Design Concept:
25 years of Malaysia local delicacies and IKEA signature foods that shared the same love by all Malaysian and
IKEA furnitures representing Malaysia iconic landmarks and buildings.

By Chan Mei Lai
Design Concept:
Since The ‘MY IKEA’ logo is created with 2 meanings where MY represents Malaysia, thus red, white, blue and yellow
flag colours are adopted. MY also represents my favourite home furnishing brand, therefore the golden ratio is calculated to ensure
balance and good proportions in IKEA furniture design.

By Zakiah Binti Sayuti
Design Concept:
Ini ada lah design saya untuk pertandingan MY Ikea
..sesiapa sahaja yg melihat design ini pasti akan teringat Malaysia tetap di♥️gabungan kuih tradisional.bahulu .kerupat sebagai maka
nan wajib apabila menjelang hari raya ,permainan tradisional zaman kanak kanak iaitu gasing .dan bunga raya yg merupakan bunga ke
bangsaan malaysia

By Teh Hwee Chean
Design Concept:
This logo is representing "MY HOME". The furniture are placed inside the logo (home) which means that everyone may design their
own home as what they like with IKEA products. No matter how it's being decorated, it always the best home for any of us and we
deserve it ! Do not ignore the little kitten hiding under the cupboard, your pets do enjoy to stay as part of your family :)

By Mohd Hanafi Bin Faizal
Design Concept:
Rakyat dan Ikea berpisah tiada :) happy anniversary to IKEA 25th :) goodluck

By Joanna Thinn Mar
Design Concept:
I've always loved tigers ever since I could remember. It's cute when it's a cub and grows into a handsome and beautiful
adult. The tiger is our nation's symbol representing our tagline, Malaysia Boleh! It's on our nation's emblem, it's on a lot
of our national athlete uniforms, it's also unfortunately on the WWF's endangered species list. I thought I'd pay homage
to the king of the jungles using this platform.

By Rabi Atul Adawiyah Mansor
Design Concept:
MALAYSIA is so unique, representing by so many details that made us, Malaysians. My theme for this contest is Bunga
Raya or hibiscus as our national flower is highlighted; 2 in M and 5 in Y, because of IKEA 25th anniversary. I choose
Bunga Raya to
decorate the logo as it has 5 petals, representing 5 Rukun Negara (national principles) of Malaysia, the most important
essence of what made Malaysia our peaceful country today

By Lee Zi Qian
Design Concept:
Doodle consisting of various iconic Swedish and Malaysian things laid out in a Malaysian flag

By Jessica Chan
Design Concept:
A nation is nothing without its people and people are nothing without their culture and what the people celebrate is
what's held dear at heart. Malaysia is a multicultural country, that is what make us "US". So, my design is based on what
symbolizes the most significant celebrations in Malaysia and together we are Malaysians.

By Adora Chloe
Design Concept:
My design is inspired by Sabah's famous handicraft, traditional beads necklace design called Pinakol using the colours of
the Malaysian flag.

By Lim Ai Gnoh
Design Concept:
The playful IKEA tiger toy holding onto Malaysia Wau Bulan kite signifies the Malaysian Tiger spirit and strength
in diversity. While the cute toy Orang Utan with the Malaysia National flower (Bunga Raya) symbolically
represent IKEA’s brand awareness not only in Peninsular Malaysia but also extended to East Malaysia. The warm embrace
of the Orang Utan onto the famous IKEA bag shown that 25 years being in Malaysia, IKEA is growing from strength to
strength throughout Malaysia. The MY logo designed with original IKEA bag pattern represents the strong branding as
evidently IKEA bag can be found throughout everywhere in most of Malaysian household. There is a strong sense of
embedded trust in the IKEA products similar to the everlasting strength of the famous IKEA bag.

By Kevin Ong
Design Concept:
Inspired by the batik (baju kelewar) that my wife (and mum) enjoys wearing at home. Batik is a design synonym
to Malaysians and I always found the patterns and flowery motif to be very beautiful and unique.

By Yap Foong Chong
Design Concept:
The thick lines of red, blue and yellow are depicting the knitted fabric of Malaysia harmonious society. The colours are
also found in the national flag.

By Nur Sabrina Bt Kairuddin
Design Concept:
I've made this design related to the Ikea concept. As we know, Ikea is famous
for furniture items and interior design with original ideas from Sweden's style.
So , I make a combination of Malaysia's modern living style with Sweden's fine
style. There's classic Artwork of Sweden City and Malaysia buildings to
represent that Malaysia is a harmonious country. It's because Malaysia is
always welcoming different cultures to share their unique traditions. Despite
this , Malaysians also love interior design and furniture that are inspired by the
Swedish concept. Therefore in my opinion , this design not only shows the
major factor of harmony but it also could be a hope that intertwining
between Malaysia and Sweden will keep tightened.

Design Concept:
I've made up this design with Malaysian culture inspirations and traditional elements of
Sweden. First of all, the " Traditional Batik " background is to show that it is one
of Malaysia's traditional art and the colors are also inspired from " Jalur Gemilang " and
Sweden Flag for the overall theme. Next , I combine the beautiful flower from Sweden's
traditional artwork with " Batik " because through the combinations it could show the power
of compatibility . Despite this, it also can be a new art pattern that is different from the
others and relatable with the way Malaysians keep the harmony . On the other hand ,
there's a 2 women from a different races inside my design because I've try to tell that
although Malaysia is multi-racial country but the spirit of racism makes Malaysia got so
many unique cultures and always forge ahead.Hopefully my design
can shows the speciality of Malaysia and will keep be a developed country. I'm so happy to
participate in this contest because I want to show how proud I am as Malaysians represent
the harmonious through the art element and let the others know about this. I wish a happy
25th Anniversary to Ikea , all the best in future !

By Wong Jun Ho
Design Concept:
Keep to the basics. Reliable simplicity.
Furnishing life. Inspiring with hearts.
Nations unite with their people's hearts.
IKEA's role as the bridging of people and better living life.
IKEA always welcomes everyone with an open heart.

By U Mohd Yusof U Ismail
Design Concept:
FLORA, FAUNA, HAIWAN & BUAH-BUAHAN TEMPATAN.
Maksud
logo: Mengekalkan serta melindungi kehidupan alam sekitar dan habitat sebagai khazanah yang tidak ternilai untuk gener
asi akan datang. Lima kelopak BUNGA RAYA membawa maksud PRINSIP
RUKUNEGARA yang menjadi tonggak kekuatan & keamanan NEGARAKU MALAYSIA. Terdapat juga Warna Korporat IKEA
(Kuning & Biru). Kaitan konsep & IKEA menunjukkan perkhidmatan yang Friendly User & Multipurpose.

By Rachel Wong
Design Concept:
The four main colours of the Jalur Gemilang alongside festive decor and the one and only Bunga Raya. Beside those are
childhood snacks and some items I have bought from IKEA which I still own. I decided to put these two together because
both these categories bring me joy but in different stages of my life: snacks for when I was a kid, and furniture now

By Noreeda Akhma Bte Sahak
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a Southeast Asian county known for its multi-ethics and multi-cultural which half population is Malay followed by Chinese and Indian.
The design of MY is a combination of main racial life patterns in Malaysia which represents the identity of the racial itself.
Batik pattern in the logo is a pattern represent Malays known for their natural patterns and motifs such as leaves and flowers and commonly used in official
events.
While golden flowers pattern known as the Oncidium Orchid closely related to Chinese that is the symbol of luxury, wealth and prosperity especially on
Chinese New Year day.
Flame sharp shapes design is symbolic to Indian especially in Deepavali celebration along with colourful design on the floor from coloured rice
and coloured powder known as Kolam.
Blue background colour means unity through peace and obedience of all races which strongly harmonize and give peaceful blend of life to Malaysia.

By Wong Soon Yee

Design Concept:
Ordinary and beautiful feelings in life. These subtle life aesthetics can bring happiness.
Thanks to IKEA for being respectful and tolerant over the past 25 years, and constantly striving to integrate our culture and create a better life experience in this country, Malaysia.
Although different nationalities, languages and living habits are different, each other's recognition and practice of better life values.
We pay attention to diversity and realize this vision with common humanistic values.
We tolerate the foundation of a considerate, open and honest culture, the power of positive change.
Let us work together. When we believe in each other, move towards the same goal, and happily welcome the new day together, we will be invincible.
After countless days of isolation, it finally ushered in a little light, just in this 25th anniversary.
IKEA strictly abides by the new normal schedule and prepares hot meatballs greet us,
Thank you for your cultural tolerance, we will enter another historical journey together
Thank you Swedish representative: IKEA Man
Thank you Malaysian representative: Kampung Boy, Datuk Mohammad Nor bin Mohammad Khalid

By Brian Lai Poo Lim
Design Concept:
Various Malaysia Elements Symbolize the Wonderful Memories that IKEA Brought to Us for the Past 25 Years. I hope IKEA will
Continue to be Exciting in the Next 25 years...

By Azhar Shaari
Design Concept:
IKEA products has educate the Malaysian public to assemble their furnitures & homewares with it's flawless & easy to understand
system. The Ikea system is also quite similar to the Tanggam system, which is a malay traditional system of building houses without
nails.

By Ng Jia Yi

Design Concept:
In this design, the 'M' alphabet presents two different Malaysia, one is Malaysia at night and the other is Malaysia at daytime. Malaysia at night is
illuminated by moonlight, showing Malaysia's beautiful night scenes, including the Petronas Twin Towers and KL Tower in Malaysia. While the other half
of the 'M ' alphabet I presented Malaysian characteristics and Malaysian weather. There has a small sun in the upper right-hand corner, which means
Malaysia is a hot country, but because Malaysia is a hot country, Malaysia can produce speciality fruits (durian, mangosteen, coconut), as well as famous
food, scenic spots and dragon dance culture and so on.
On the other hand, the letter "Y" I designed is to express the feeling that Malaysia is a tropical rainforest. Among them are Malaysia’s national treasure
tiger, as well as Malay tapir and Malay bear. On the upper right corner have the traditional Malay kite 'Wau'. So in this alphabet consisting of "M" and "Y",
it shows that Malaysia is a multicultural country.

By Tien Wan Rou
Design Concept:
I believe IKEA has been a family go-to place for many family because of the affordable price in furniture, food and ICE CREAM...! So I
think to celebrate this memorable event with the customers who has been to IKEA would be a good opportunity to tie us together.

By Shazwana
Design Concept:
Malaysia famous attractions. It is quite difficult for me to travel to another country during this pandemic as well as for people from
other countries who wish to visit Malaysia during this time. When I go to another country, the first thing I do is eat their local food.
The first thing the tourists mention when they come to Malaysia is our culture, races, and, of course, our famous food and
fruit. So for my design, I include all the foods we have in Malaysia and my favourite flower ‘Bunga Raya’.

By Louisa Jane A/P Andrew Michael

Design Concept:
The design is a combination of various elements which represent Malaysia. IKEA will be celebrating its 25 years Anniversary and this design is based on how each element has its
own representation.
The term "MY" which is known as our country Malaysia consist of a batik texture to the word. Malaysian Batik is known for its bright hues and versatile patterns. In addition, it is
famous for its geometric designs influenced by the mystic Indonesian batik. The hibiscus which is our National Flower, called as "Bunga Raya" represents a vital factor to celebrate
the anniversary of IKEA, being one of the biggest store where every Malaysian runs to for their household items and exquisite foods such as meatballs and many more.

The butterfly represents the beauty of Malaysia which are filled with diversity and ethics of people. These special elements clearly show that in IKEA, people from all over the
states come together to sightsee the unique environment, purchase their goods and build a form of connection with one another.
"Love begins at home". This quote is a beautiful quote to represent IKEA's 25th Anniversary as the company makes Malaysians feel at home at their stores and fall in love with
their own homes by providing good ideas for home beautification, selling interesting household ornaments, decorations, furnitures for everyone.

By Ng Li Chin
Design Concept:
The design incorporates traditional folk art from Sweden and Malaysia. The font M filled with Scandinavian folk art seamless vector
pattern with flower, Nordic repetitive decoration with flower. The font Y filled with Malaysia blue yellow flowers Islamic texture, retro
Islamic pattern. In addition, IKEA’s blue and yellow are also used as the main colours, which is to emphasize the role of IKEA connecting two
difference country and cultures.

By Syed Fakhrul Afif Bin Syed Ahmad Faruz
Design Concept:
MALAYSIA STAND TOGETHER FIGHT COVID.

By Rebecca Lim Pei Ru
Design Concept:
My design was inspired by Malaysia and my unique art style of using nail polish to create colorful abstract artworks. As a Nail Polish Abstract
Expressionist Artist, I wanted to incorporate my style of art together with the beauty and uniqueness of Malaysia into one artwork so I used
colors like Red, White , Yellow, Blue to represent Malaysia’s National Symbols like the Red Hibiscus flower, the Malayan tiger, the Malaysian
National flag and the unique diversity of Malaysia as a multi-culture and multi-ethnic country.

By Chen Jia Wei
Design Concept:
Thank you for being with us for 25 years and still counting, Ikea. Value is not measured with just money, but Ikea has been providing us a lot
of Value from different aspects.

By Rachel Lim
Design Concept:
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA Malaysia!
Malaysians are always on a “jalan-jalan cari makan” adventure in search of the best food in town - which we, of course, find at IKEA!
Since 1996, every Malaysian’s go-to-place for tasty Swedish meatballs and exquisite curry-puffs are no other than IKEA! The IKEA-yellow
spotlight highlights the main gastronomical attraction of every trip.
The magnifying glass and lingonberry jam footprints represents our journey as we navigate through endless showrooms and warehouses in
search for innovative ideas to incorporate into our homes.

By Sharon Low
Design Concept:
Sunshine Sunflowers
Bright yellow symbols of optimism, stand tall and follow your dreams.
There's always Hope.

By Tan Chiew Hiang
Design Concept:
Malaysia’s national flower is Hibiscus. Coincidentally, IKEA has just launched new fabric-IDASARA that also has Hibiscus pattern. Therefore, I
used it in the “MY” font which is presenting IKEA products. In the same way I also used Hibiscus to embellish it and surrounding “MY” font. I
wish IKEA will bloom like Hibiscus in Malaysia and forever brilliant.

By Phan Kah Mun
Design Concept:
I was going for lunch at this restaurant called Ali, Muthu & Ah Hock and thought about the unity & harmony in Malaysia and how it would
represent this theme well with their respective cultural celebration clothes.

By LalitSai Venkatesan ( 9 Years old )
Design Concept:
Men and Women love IKEA in Malaysia, because it is creative with innovative and most trusted brand.

By GD Qian
Design Concept:
Malaysia’s TV culture: Family bonding time
In a collectivist culture of Malaysia, Malaysians value family bonding.
Regardless of race, Malaysians prefer to use their time to bond with their lovely family members, such as dining, traveling, and else daily
activities, the most common family bonding time in Malaysia culture is watching TV together.
Hence, in this design, I use the old TV cabinet (that comes with door) and modern TV console to link the TV time of good old days and
modern life. No matter what generation you are, TV time is still a magic box to bring family members together.
The ‘M’ designed with the ideas of vintage old TV cabinet, while ‘Y’ designed as modern TV console comes with modern living room deco.

By Tasnim binti Mohamad Naim
Design Concept:
The design is inspired by the beautiful batik design which is part of Malaysia's proud long-lasting cultural heritages.
The colorful nature-based design illustrates the abundance of greenery that is blessed throughout Malaysia. The
batik design surrounds all of the states in Malaysia along with the iconic national flower centered in the middle, the
hibiscus flower. Additionally, the design also intertwines with the crescent moon and star which is part of the national
flag, the Jalur Gemilang.

By Matthew Dass
Design Concept:
25 years of brilliance and radiance. Celebrating MY IKEA Malaysia, unity in diversity. There's a blessing in unity. We unite around the future,
positive principles and relationships (trust).

By Ahmad Munip Asrapi
Design Concept:
Doodle Batik

By Shaharuddin Hon bin Sulaiman Hon @ Simon Hon Kah Keong

Design Concept:
To Kenal IKEA Truly Is To Cinta IKEA. How can WE not? It was love at first sight the moment IKEA opened its floors at 1Utama,
Malaysia. The year was 1996, a great year for sofas, for beds, mattresses, wardrobes, kitchen cabinets, dining tables, chairs…a
great year to get married and inspire a family. Ours.
Fast forward 25 years on, never mind the piping hot curry puff at the end, my wife (girlfriend then), myself, two beautiful kids
(and a scratchy cat in mind) are still spending our whole day @IKEACheras jalan-jalan imagining how cool our home looks.
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA Malaysia. In OUR book of Happiness, you’re definitely in it. We
heart Fritilldea, Asyikin Abdullah. And, Tahniah!

By Pang Yee Chin

Design Concept:

My first impression of the word “MY” is Malaysia, but IKEA is from Sweden, so my design concept uses different
elements and cultures of the two countries. Also, blue and yellow are the main color of IKEA. I used blue to represent
Malaysia and yellow to represent Sweden. Therefore, two different colours express a sense of harmony from
difference race and cultures. The background is the national flag of Malaysia, because this year IKEA has opened
its 25th anniversary in Malaysia.

By Norfarizah Takkruddin

Design Concept:

The concept is based on UNESCO Heritage Sites in Malaysia including historic cities of Malacca and Georgetown, Mount
Kinabalu, Mount Mulu and Perak Man which is found in Lenggong Valley.
These Heritage Sites are very crucial for the sustainability of cultural and natural in Malaysia. It reminds us to appreciate
what we have achieved today as Malaysians.
The Heritage Sites design is integrated with the MY which is based on the colour of Sweden Flag, where IKEA originated
from. This shows the collaboration of IKEA and Malaysia.

By Wong Lup Meng

Design Concept:

I came up with this idea when I read about the description of the contest where Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country and
made up of many different cultures.
Malaysia flag is already whole and complete, I break up the colors, shapes and strips and collage them to make
them overlapping because as Malaysian, we consist of many different skin tones, most of us can speak more than
3 languages, eating different kinds of food and embracing each others' cultures, it has been in our blood since we
were born and it will still be the same in 25 years to come.

By J Kasturi A/P Jayapirakasam

Design Concept:

Letter "M" represents development for both IKEA and Malaysia in the last 25 years. Background colour is based on IKEA's
logo. The left bar of "M" highlights diversified IKEA products while Malaysia's iconic development such as MRT, KL Tower
and Twin Tower presented on the right bar of "M". The centre of the letter focuses on graphical representation of growth.
Letter "Y" represents Malaysia's multi-ethnicity and unity through its people, religion, festivals and richness of its flora
(national flower - hibiscus) and fauna (national bird - hornbill). Background colour is based on Jalur Gemilang.

By Suhana binti Jawahir

Design Concept:

The Bunga Raya and Rafflesia are weaved together in a Batik element in my 'MY' design to symbolize the beauty
of the Malaysian Peninsula and Borneo, two parts that represent Malaysia in terms of the flora. Not to forget the
orang utan and hornbill, which represent the fauna in Malaysia. Happy 25th IKEA Malaysia!

By Nur Liyana Binti Mohd. Ars
Design Concept:

My design is about the uniqueness of Malaysia's batik. This batik is also based on floral theme. Other than that,
this design also showing the simplicity and minimalist of a design with mainly use ikea color scheme in the
design.

By Khor Kwee Theam
Design Concept:

Incorporated the most iconic animals and
plants in Malaysia in my artwork to denote
the country's diversity, beauty, uniqueness
and resourcefulness which also portrays
a harmonious, peaceful good life that we
enjoy every day. Just like what IKEA has to
offer - a wide range of choices
for Malaysians to create a better everyday
life.

Design concept:
Light bulbs inside the 'MY' represent brilliant lifestyle
ideas brought by IKEA for Malaysians. Today, IKEA
turns 25 'a quarter-century of inspiring home
furnishings' to Malaysian families. For over the past
25 years, IKEA has made life in Malaysia
more colourful and beautiful.with its inspiring ideas.

By Nur Zulaikha Binti Mohd Saharul Hisham
Design Concept:
The most iconic building & colors of Malaysia

By Lo Kye Zi
Design Concept:
On the M alphabet design is represent people in Malaysia living in the harmoni social; Y alphabet design
is treasure in Malaysia. The three different color line across between two alphabet design is the color from
'Jalur Gembilang'. The tiger is Malayan tiger. In emblem of Malaysia is represent brave.

By Nick Chau Chee Hong
Design Concept:
BEYOND YOUR IMAGINATION, by using the abstract shape transforming into the "MY", representing IKEA
Malaysia achievement in the past 25 years, from the 1st IKEA store in 1 Utama, expending to IKEA Damansara, to
IKEA Cheras, to IKEA Tebrau, to IKEA Batu Kawan; expending from traditional retails channel to e-commerce by
not limiting the possibility in creative and flexible way.

By Nuur Ellina
Design Concept:
With what is going through right now, we are still a community that is strong and therefore
my design is about the people of Malaysia. And the people of Malaysia would love
to have Bunga Raya as part of IKEA catalogue :)

By Badzil Alif
Design Concept:
This design that I got inspired from malaysian batik. Batik can represent Malaysia well because of the unique
design of batik. Me also put Bunga Raya because of i proud to show world that this flower is our national
flowers and also each petal represent our rukun negara (principles).

By Chiang Zi Yi
Design Concept:
When speaking about Malayan Tiger, we will
automatically think of Malaysia as it is the national animal of
Malaysia. Even IKEA's superstar - Blahaj, is hugging the tiger
and celebrating IKEA MY 25th anniversary with us!

Design Concept:
IKEA's superstar - Blahaj, is celebrating IKEA MY 25th
anniversary with us!

By Jacqueline Molly Yong
Design Concept:
This is the Ikea I remembered. Always busy with a lot of ppl busy buying hotdogs and curry puffs, icecream and
drinks after finishing their shopping at IKEA. A mixed array of people, all from different backgrounds but all with
the same purpose: to experience IKEA. Congratulations for 25 years in Malaysia. Bringing in Swedish design
concept to every home here in Malaysia!

By Tan Guan Lin
Design Concept:
From ancient times to the present, from big cities to small towns, IKEA's design has met individual
needs. Everything is like my experience. I live in a small town. If I go to the capital, I will definitely go to IKEA and
buy some household goods.

By Tan Huey Chyin
Design Concept:
This design is based on the traditional batik style with imprints of flora and fauna which can be found in our
ancient and lush tropical forests.

By Lau Meng Yu
Design Concept:
IKEA brings me love to my house. The chairs are comfortable, the beds are cosy, the sofa is soft and the carpet is
perfect for yoga. I love Ikea furnitures.

By Toh Wei Tung
Design Concept:
MY design consists of IKEA's famous HJÄRTA - representing Malaysian's love for IKEA in bringing us quality home
furnishing products and being the favourite home furnishing brand in Malaysia for the past 25 years (and
more to come!) The design also features the simple minimalistic colours of blue and yellow,
marrying the colours of the Swedish flag and also the primary colours present in the Malaysian flag. Not to
forget our ever-trustworthy instruction manual guys who are ready to lend us a helping hand and to celebrate
with us and IKEA on the wonderful accomplishments achieved in the past 25 years!

By Lee Min Hui
Design Concept:
Malaysia is our home and IKEA gives us the feeling of home, incorporate the houses, symbolic colours of
Malaysia, with IKEA symbolic bag! Let’s together walk through the following anniversary.

By Chu Say Kuan
Design Concept:
Inspired from our common experience shopping in Ikea. 25 years of good times shopping at Ikea, 25 years
of good foods served on the table at Ikea Restaurant, too !

By Tan Ser Sze

Design Concept:
In my design, I have added a lot of houses and shops to display how IKEA changed our quality of life and city
holistically. All the houses I added have different designs to display the multi cultures of our country and different
design needs by our netizens with different culture and race. I would say IKEA always comes to everyone's mind no
matter who you are and how old you are when we need a household item because of the product quality and design.
Gradually, IKEA has become our main reference of our home / shop design and latest trend on household
items needs.
I am not good at explaining, but I hope I have expressed myself and shown you how the houses and shops in Malaysia
changed because of you. That's all from me. Thank you. :D

By Art Mar Galinea Marin
Design Concept:

The concept of my design is like a pop art and collaborate the tropical color blast and semi tribal batik
design that symbolize happy life of Malaysians despite of this pandemic. Colors stating that we should
have a positive vibrations during these times. This is a handmade design.

By Tan Jin Shan
Design Concept:

Inspired from the classic Ikea Assembly Instruction line drawn figure; Without a single letter of type,
but makes our assembly story easier for the past 25th years.
The design celebrates the small parts & accessories which are the details to hold the Ikea
fittings together.
(Imagine you just found out missing a part when assembling the furniture, by then you ll realize
how important it is =p )

By Nikki Chang
Design Concept:
My design has used some symbols of Malaysia including Malayan Tiger, Petronas Twin
Towers, Hibiscus and other elements. There are also elements from our national flag 'Jalur Gemilang'
which are the moon and star. Other than that, there's batik design in the background too!

By Cham Ji ji
Design Concept:
Being a Malaysian, it is known that Malaysia is rich in its heritage culture in terms of diversity in food,
languages, buildings, animals and forests as well as people. There are so many things could represent
this lovely country, just couldn't put everything in a drawing. All these adding up becomes a unique
and beautiful Malaysia - one and the only one in the world.
I would like to take this opportunity to thank IKEA for organising this meaningful contest. Also I thank
IKEA for bringing its unique concepts to us to make our life easier.

By Lim Eng Lye
Design Concept:
The flag of Malaysia is composed of a field of 14 alternating red and white stripes along the fly and a
blue canton bearing a crescent and a14-point star known as the Bintang Persekutuan (Federal Star).
The blue canton symbolises the unity of the Malaysian people; the yellow of the star and crescent is
the royal colour of the Malay rulers.
Malaysia = Home

By Shamala a/P Nadarajah
Design Concept:
I used the IKEA LOGO CLOURS orange and blue cause thats the unique trademark colour..THE
CIRCLES AND STRIPES are the vector and designs. we are all surrounded by circles and stripes
and theyre the best combination.
Blue:Peace, tranquility, calm, stability, harmony, unity, trust, truth, confidence, security, cleanliness,
order, loyalty, sky, water, technology, , appetite suppressant. Teal symbolizes sophistication.
Orange: Energy, balance, enthusiasm, warmth, vibrant, expansive, flamboyant, demanding of
attention.
Circles and Stripes :most flags have circles and stripes on them

By Najuwa binti Abd Latip
Design Concept:
Rekabentuk yang unik dan urban.

By Muhamad Zulfauzan Aiman bin Jamil
Design Concept:
“Pua Kumbu”. When talking about fabric design that we got here in Malaysia instead of Batik, we also
got “Pua Kumbu”, that originated from Sarawak. Since our country is made up of many races, we
should cherish and proud with all the art and design that we inherited from our ancestors that make
our identity nowadays.

By Lai Choon Chien
Design Concept:
" A smart furniture retailer "
A very honoured and grateful ikea malaysia has been well
branding recognised world wide.As malaysian we are blessing ikea
continue success and invention toward sustainable furniture.
Happy anniversary 25th to IKEA!

By Tan Khai Wei
Design Concept:
The "MY" symbol represents Malaysia. In 1996, Ikea opened a store in 1 Utama Shopping Centre, its
first outlet in Malaysia. Sweden is symbolized by blue and yellow. A variety of Ikea products can be
found in this poster, including the Sundvik cabinet, Dekad alarm clock, POÄNG armchair, and many
more!!

By Hamnee Binti Mod Zain
Design Concept:
Songket is one of identity that represent Malaysian culture. I’ve decided to put a songket motif to
be filled in MY IKEA logo because the uniqueness of patterns on songket is reflects the good identity
of Malaysia which is rich in cultural beauty. The blue and yellow color is in conjunction with IKEA
theme color. I put up some landmark symbols that symbolize the success of Malaysia as well as
the success of IKEA which has won the hearts of Malaysians

By Tham Soon Yew
Design Concept:
Malaysia Cityscape line drawing concept. It consists Petronas Twin Towers, Menara Kuala Lumpur,
Penang Bridge, Dataran Bandaraya Johor, and The Merdeka 118 & Exchange 106 which are currently
under construction. This design represents a significant milestone for both IKEA and Malaysia.
Happy IKEA Malaysia 25th Anniversary!

By Ng Xiaolan
Design Concept:
Malaysia ranks among the world’s most biodiverse countries, housing more than 15,000 species of
flowers, plants and trees. Some fill decorative gardens while others remain undiscovered in the 130
million-year-old rainforests covering vast areas of Malaysian Borneo. This design integrated
10 beautiful and iconic flowers and plants native to Malaysia - Hibiscus, Rafflesia, Orchids, Ixora,
Sabah Highlands Pitcher Plant, Bougainvillea, Begonia, Utricularia Aurea, Elephant Ears and Banana
Plant. Furthermore, the overall design is also dedicated to our Batik.

By Puteri Najihah Aida Binti Kamal

By Chew Kar Lok
Design Concept:
The design I created is simple, I use back the IKEA logo & branding color just to let everyone knows that
this is IKEA, the content inside talks about MY 25TH ANNIVERSARY & Malaysia flag in MY text to let
everyone know what MY means. So when you look into it you know that IKEA celebrating its 25th
anniversary at MY.

By Lai Cheng HuI(13 Years Old)
Design Concept:
"M" = We are MALAYSIA BABY (MALAY, CHINESE, INDIAN)
"Y" =25 MALAYSIA traditional food, 25 th IKEA Anniversary!!!
HAPPY BIRTHDAY IKEA, I LOVE YOU IKEA!!

By Noor Ain Yatiman
Design Concept:
Malaysia adalah gabungan daripada pelbagai etnik. Sebagai meraikan warisan Malaysia, reka bentuk lo
go menggabungkan motif floral dan geometri daripada etnik terbesar di
Malaysia iaitu daripada Melayu, Cina dan India. Manakala motif
fauna iaitu burung Enggang mewakili etnik di Sabah Sarawak.
Warna kuning dan biru yang mendominasi logo mewakili warna Ikea.

By Sara Siow
Design Concept:
The design is a weaving or ‘anyaman' pattern represented
in yellow, blue, red & white to reflect our multiethnicy weaved together to form a true Malaysian.

Design Concept:
A simplified expression of our flag in the primary colours in
an abstract style,with the same reduced, simple
geometric elements. The elements are so distinctive,
meaningful and basic that the principles can be broken up
and still remain recognisable. That what makes us
Malaysian, we are the same in principle but yet so different
as individuals.

By Hasseena Rahmi Jamal

Design Concept:
My design is insprired by my favorite flower which
is sunflower that brightens up the day and house. One
of my favorite product from ikea also is smycka flowers
that includes sunflower in 2 sizes

Design Concept:
A beautiful classic anniversary cake for ikea with
a joyful celebration mode.

By Sahira binti Saufi Anuar

Design Concept:
Warna melambangkan bendera Malaysia iaitu
Jalur Gemilang menandakan kewujudan Ikea di
Malaysia. Reka bentuk yang minimalis melambang
kan
konsep kebanyakan perabot yang dijual di Ikea.

Design Concept:
Warna kuning melambangkan Ikea

By Kycie Boo
Design Concept:
The 3 style of pattern are the traditional ethnic that represent 3 races - Malay/Chinese/Indian.
And with adding local symbolic icon (Teh-tarik/ Wau/ Hibiscus) to embrace the identity and culture of Malaysia.

By Ellie Tham Weng Yi
Design Concept:
As part of a multicultural community, we often focus on the differences that we have between each other,
such as race, background, and culture. However. what I truly think we Malaysians have in common are the
nostalgic memories that we've shared as kids. In my design, I drew 6 childhood snacks that I bet every
Malaysians are familiar with: Choki Choki, Nyam Nyam, Tam Tam, Haw Flakes, Super Ring, Apollo Pandan
cake, and Rocky (now known as Pocky). These snacks aren't just snacks that we've munched on when we
were younger, but also snacks that we still find ourselves craving for sometimes. This tells us about how
significant these snacks were in our lives as Malaysians. Furthermore, I've also included
the brand colours of the IKEA logo: Blue and Yellow, in celebration of our favourite furniture store's
25th anniversary. Happy 25th anniversary IKEA!

By David Hoe
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic and rich heritage country. WE celebrating Raya together, WE celebrating Chinese
New Year together, WE celebrating Diwali together and more. Let’s LIGHT UP and celebrating IKEA 25th
anniversary together! WE are one harmonious family, Malaysia!
马来西亚是一个多民族和丰富的遗产的国家。 我们一起庆祝开斋节，我们一起庆祝农历新年，我们一起庆屠妖节等
等。 让我们点亮并一起庆祝宜家成立 25 周年！ 我们是一个和谐的大家庭，马来西亚！

By Mike Tan
Design Concept:
Using modern textile style speaks Malaysia multicultural heritage motifs. Malaysia magnificent rainforests
are extremely rich support a vast diversity of plants and animals. Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, owing to its diverse
cultures through a number of arts, music, architectures, cuisines, languages and activities were made to bring the
unique country. Celebrated with IKEA 25th anniversary, the logo design is bright up with IKEA blue and yellow
which is an emblem to continue to create a better everyday life for Malaysians. MY Malaysia, MY IKEA!
使用现代纺织风格讲述马来西亚多元文化遗产的主题。马来西亚壮观的热带雨林极丰富，括种类繁多植物和动物。马来西
亚是一个多民族的国家，通过多项艺术、音乐、建筑、美食、语言和活动而造就了这个独特的国家。为庆祝宜家成立 25 周
年，标志设计以宜家蓝色和黄色为亮点，象征着继续为马来西亚人创造更美好的日常生活。我的马来西亚，我的宜家!

By Navin A/L Thinagaran
Design Concept:
The design in Letter M is representative Malaysian National
flower HIBISCUS (BUNGA RAYA), KLCC Famous place in Malaysia, I add some National Flag
colours: RED,BLUE,YELLOW,WHITE. On Letter Y representative SWEDEN Flag, foxs with the
Sweden patterns (SCANDINAVIAN PATTERN are famous in Sweden). And I used lot of colour into the Letter Y.

By Jabbar Sheq Bin Mohd Nasir
Design Concept:
Gabungan motif batik
dan songket yang melambangkan kehalusan seni yang ada di Malaysia. Diserikan lagi dengan bunga kebangsaan Mala
ysia iaitu bunga raya. Pemilihan warna biru adalah bersempena dengan warna tema IKEA.

By Ahmad Afif Bin Shamsul

Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multiracial country.It is rich in cultures and ethnics.The design concept is representing the Malaysia’s map on alphabet “M
and Y” with 4 yellow dots at a certain location to reflect that there are only 4 current main IKEA stores in Malaysia.The “WAU” is to
symbolize the top Malaysia’s heritage and to create a metaphor.The ‘WAU” is likely to be IKEA which will fly high and go all over Malaysia
to open many more outlets in future.Plus,there is also a design textile in both alphabet M and Y which combines both Sweden and
Malaysia textile culture which is songket and christmas normadic.The color blue,red and yellow are chosen to represent Malaysia and
Sweden as well as the IKEA logo.

By Jasmine Chen

Design Concept:
My design uses Sveriges flagga and Jalur Gemilang as the background of MY representing Ikea
and Malaysia respectively.
M - Iconic furniture, stuffed toys and food of Ikea. Happy 25th! ❤
Y - All about Malaysia

By Lee Zher Hsu
Design Concept:
The letter “M” in my drawing represents some of Malaysia’s significant icons, for example: the hornbill and the KLCC
Petronas Twin Towers. I’ve transformed the letter “Y” into the entrance of IKEA to Malaysia in 1996. It has Sara and
Bugbug in it, which are the famous mascot of Smales, and a book rack.

By Nur Izzah Lina Azaman
Design Concept:
Design MY saya bermotifkan flora, mercu tanda dan tiga bangsa utama di Malaysia.
Flora utama dalam karya ini ialah Bunga Raya dan Pakma(Rafflesia). Selepas mencapai kemerdekaan, Bunga Raya telah diisytiharkan sebagai Bunga Kebangsaan apabila Tanah Melayu bergabung dengan Singapura,
Sabah dan Sarawak untuk menubuhkan Malaysia. Manakala, flora Bunga Rafflesia ditonjolkan dalam karya ini adalah kerana keunikannya turut membawa Malaysia dikenali serata dunia. Bunga Rafflesia merupakan
spesies bunga yang terbesar dan mempunyai rupa bentuk yang menarik. Spesies bunga ini boleh dijumpai dalam beberapa kawasan hutan di negeri Pahang, Perak, Sabah dan Sarawak.
Seterusnya, Malaysia juga memiliki seni bina yang menakjubkan serta terkenal seperti Menara Berkembar Petronas (KLCC) dan Menara Kuala Lumpur. Berada di tengah bandar raya Kuala Lumpur, KLCC dan Menara
Kuala Lumpur menjadi simbolik kebanggaan rakyat Malaysia. Mercu tanda ini sering menjadi siulan para pelancong.
Malaysia juga merupakan salah satu negara yang mempunyai masyarakat berbilang kaum. Antara tiga kaum utama di Malaysia ialah Melayu, Cina dan India. Penduduk yang berbilang kaum ini menyambut pelbagai
jenis perayaan sepanjang tahun dalam keadaan yang meriah serta muhibah. Tradisi mengadakan rumah terbuka telah memberi peluang kepada pelbagai kaum untuk saling kunjung mengunjungi antara satu sama lain.
Bagi kaum Melayu, ketupat dimasak pada Hari Raya Aidilfitri yang menandakan akhirnya sebulan berpuasa di bulan Ramadan. Malah kelongsong anyaman ketupat sering dijadikan hiasan rumah ketika menyambut
perayaan tersebut. Sebaliknya, bagi kaum Cina mereka merayakan Tahun Baru Cina. Tarian Singa ialah sebahagian daripada tarian tradisional dalam adat warisan masyarakat Cina. Sejarah singa dianggap sebagai
pelindung dalam kebanyakan adat orang Asia, terutamanya bagi mereka yang berketurunan orang Cina. Dalam pada itu, bagi kaum India mereka menyambut perayaan Deepavali atau Perayaan Cahaya. Perayaan ini
menandakan kecerahan mengatasi kegelapan. Pelita yang dipasang dalam barisan dinyalakan di rumah penganut Hindu menandakan kemenangan oleh kuasa kebaikan terhadap kuasa kejahatan, secara simboliknya
ditujukan dalam erti cahaya yang menerangi kegelapan.
Tuntasnya, diharap kedamaian rakyat Malaysia hari ini terus kekal seindah pelangi. Berada dalam kepesatan ekonomi, bersama-sama meneruskan agenda nasional dimana secara tidak langsung memupuk ke arah
hubungan etnik yang harmoni dan bersatu padu. Perpaduan yang dikecapi pada hari ini perlu dihargai agar terus dirasai oleh generasi akan datang.

By Carmen Part

Design Concept:
It is a simple design, trying to mimic the minimalism of IKEA’s designs. The different colours forming the letters M and Y
is my representation of the different ethnic groups in Malaysia, while the red ribbon wrapping around MY is like a gift
ribbon you can see on presents. I am trying to say that although different ethnic groups can be like chalk and cheese,
but it form Malaysia to what is it today and it is a gift to Malaysia. It is what makes Malaysia unique.

By Raudhah Ja'afar

Design Concept:
My design concept are simple, unique and minimalist just like IKEA products design that create a better everyday life
for the many people. 25 words of IKEA in MY letters stand for 25th Anniversary of IKEA in Malaysia. The color of IKEA
words are red, blue, yellow with white background based on Jalur Gemilang colors and show that Malaysia is a multiethnic country.

By Liew Soo Hui
Design Concept:
1) Chat Box Icons : Malaysian Slang Words
2) Stickman : Malaysians people
3) Red, Yellow, Blue & White colours : Flag of Malaysia
As a Malaysian, I am proud of our language. Bahasa Malaysia is our National language. This language has unite us all
but we as Malaysians can get very creative with our word choices. We are used to speaking unofficial language known
as Manglish. It is a unique blend of slang and various words pulled from different vernaculars, which can result in a
single sentence that sometimes contains three or more languages!

By Khairul Nizam Bin Mohammad Arif
Design Concept:
You are now looking at the elements of Malaysia. Everything that makes us forever proud to call ourselves Anak
Malaysia.

By Ruebeline Sonia A/P Rueben Jayakumar
Design Concept:
The Malayan Tiger has been used as a symbol of Malaysia. Yet it is a critically endangered animal. A rarity just like
Malaysia, a country which has the most diverse cultures with rich bio-diversity. Malaysia is a true rarity in its beauty and
its people. The tiger is set in a jungle inspired by Ikea and Nordic designs that have been welcomed into the homes of
the Malaysian community. I hope to share that in this design.

By Muhammad Lutfi Bin Mohamad Salleh
Design Concept:
IKEA is a centre that connects all Malaysians with different spoken dialects, different practising cultures and beliefs. A
heavenly place that always welcomes and makes us feel like 'HOME'.

By Mardhiah binti Mohamad Yusof

Design Concept:
We as Malaysian can't wait to dine in and have IKEA Meatball after this long lockdown.
Since IKEA opening their branch, IKEA meatball always been in malaysian's heart.
Happy 25th Anniversary, IKEA!

By Jessie Tang

Design Concept:
Malaysia is truly a food paradise filled with different cuisines from all races . Therefore , I came up with the idea of
creating a digital illustration of Malaysia's famous food with the word MY .

By Chong Yuan Pin

Design Concept:
- I use yellow as the background because it's part of Ikea's corperate color.
- I use batik design as the texture because it's part of Malaysia’s heritage.
- I use items that can be found in Ikea to fill up M & Y.

By Lee Wei Kai

Design Concept:
I called it "Togetherness".
The diverse cultural background of each ethnic in Malaysia, has made Malaysia a multi-ethnic country, which has many
different cultures. Through this design, I would like to show that eventhough Malaysia has many differences in cultural
background, we are still One

By Imran Syafiq Bin Mohd Zin

Design Concept:
My design is about the famous things that tourists would try and visit if we were in Malaysia. It is like Ikea that people
in Malaysia will always choose to buy any kind of accessories and furniture to get the best quality and experience.

By Loo Chong Leong

Design Concept:
IKEA has been in Malaysia for 25 years, and
the group is expanding and growing like an
evergreen tree to meet the need of home
owners and others within the communities.

Design Concept:
IKEA being in Malaysia for 25 years has been a
great choice one-stop centre for household
products. It has been evergreen since then to
serve the local as well as the foreign
communities.

By Muhammad Afiq Saniy Bin Sahid

Design Concept:
The design is simple but very popular Flora and Fauna in Malaysia.

By Anissanur Nabilah Binti Syamsul Bakri
Design Concept:
Using a stylization flower in style of batik to celebrate Ikea 25th anniversary

By Chloe Kuik
Design Concept:
IKEA is the place I always want to be. 'M' signifies restaurant food and 'Y' resembles all the sumptuous food from the
Swedish food market. Being a Malaysian, I love the mixture of Malaysian food as well as delicious food from Sweden.

By Prisha A/P Duresh
Design Concept:
My design on the 'MY' is regarding on elements such as malaysian and swedish patterns. For instance, i designed 2
Wau, one of Malaysia,s national symbols. Not only that, i designed some batik with flower motifs as well with
mesmerizing colors. In addition, the butterfly,horse and bird are scandinavian designs from Sweden that are
characterized by simplicity,minimalism and functionality. My background for the letter 'M' is also based on swedish
element which is the scandinavian patterns. Moving forward to the letter 'Y', i have designed 2 batik with flower motifs
and scandinavian design at the bottom of the letter. The background of the letter 'Y' displays the swedish flag color
which is blue and yellow. Above all that,i have designed 2 rhinoceros hornbills and hibiscus flower at the top of the
letter 'M' and 'Y' as it is the national bird and national flower of my country, Malaysia. Thank you

By Ho Jia Syuen ( 4 years old)
Design Concept:
The idea of having my 4 years old daughter learn about the furniture of a living room and price tags. Using the
technique of cut and paste, find and match to make her interest of finding the furniture and the number from IKEA old
catalog and paste into the poster. She like to play(finding and cutting) and learn(knowing the furniture and numbers)
of the games and having notice many furniture at home were actually produced by IKEA. Some of the furniture are
older than her and will continue accompanying her growing journey.
Happy 25th Anniversary!

Design Concept:
My design is based on traditional games in
Malaysia, batik and a touch of Borneo elements.

Design Concept:
I used the Comic concept for this idea and put some types of
traditional music in Malaysia. Everyone needs music to keep
making our day more beautiful and fun! IKEA too!
By Akmal Binti Ahamed Kamal

Design Concept:
My design is based on traditional batik from Terengganu, I also added some
iconic animal from Ganu which is "Penyu". The color brown is used to show
the ground and basic elements of earth. The technique used is adopted
from aboriginal art.

Design Concept:
The same technique with IKEA 2 which is Aboriginal Art, a combination of
Sarawak elements and some patterns in this design to show the
uniqueness of Sarawak.

By Alya Iskandar
Design Concept:
My design shows the flag of the two country which is Malaysia and Sweden. IKEA connects the people from all around
the world, no matter who you are, where you come from, distance will not separate us. Just like the distance of 5733
miles from IKEA Malaysia to Sweden, everyone got the experience of assembling their own furniture with IKEA.
Together with the help of IKEA Man character, which is one of IKEA trademark that is always a part of everyone's
journey.

By Mohd Adli Hakim Bin Shahpri
Design Concept:
Malaysia is famous for its artistic, cultural and heritage treasures such as kuda kepang dance and wayang kulit
performances, originally from Indonesia. Meanwhile Wau bulan is traditionally flown that is the one of Malaysia's
national symbols. Every art in Malaysia has noble values, customs and traditions to maintain special customs for
generations to come.

By Tan Jia Ying
Design Concept:
Inspired from the IKEA iconic wayfinding plan; To celebrate we as buyer also walked through the same path and
enjoyed ourselves for the past 25 years!

By Ayu Syuhada Binti Basar
Design Concept:
The gold colour on MY means luxury, elegance, strength and richness. Red roses mean a simple classic colour and also
symbolize true love.

By Muhammad Khairul Azmi Bin Ahmad
Design Concept:
Who Doesn't Love IKEA "KARIPAP"?

By Tung Mooi Yean
Design Concept:
My work is mainly in the style of colorful batik. Mainly the characteristics of Malaysia tourism, I used specialty products and tourist
attractions to show the beauty of Malaysia.
When you see turtles, you will think of diving and watching turtles lay their eggs. The red and big safflower with green plateau can only
be seen in Cameron, Malaysia, it can be said to be a breathtaking beauty. The purple-red mature mangosteen tempted to jump out
proboscis monkey in the font Y to taste.
The hornbill is the national bird of Malaysia. It greets us from a high altitude and explores Mount Kinabalu in Sabah, which is the
highest mountain in Malaysia.
A tricycle with a coachman wearing IKEA clothes and a special durian umbrella takes everyone to the streets full of culture and art.

By Wong Ler Yao (12 Years Old)
Design Concept:
I like food, flowers, people in Malaysia, i also like shopping in ikea store.

By Low Wai Fong
Design Concept:
I am using the method of zentangling to finish this design. I also do some highlights on this design of mine using water
droplets concept. This piece of art resembles organic beauty.

By Luqman Abdul Razak
Design Concept:
Bunga Raya as my main subject to represent the Unity of Malaysia as multicultural nation. 'Raya' means celebratory or grand,
reflecting the 25th Ikea Anniversary. Wink-Wink!

By Mohd Jamil bin Mohd Isa
Design Concept:
My design for MY IKEA 25th anniversary is entitled " IKEA Together Preserves Our Ocean". The images of various types of very beautiful sea fish
matched with harmonious abstract backgrounds show the beauty of our marine nature which is the attraction of the world. I created this design
through my paintings that I painted myself using acrylic on canvas. Then processed into graphic form to match this MY IKEA template.
I am a teacher, painter and Coordinator of the Malaysian Nature Society School Nature Club of Pahang who is responsible in giving awareness to
the community and corporate bodies to jointly protect the environment, especially our sea which is increasingly threatened by destruction. The
design also coincides with the celebration of World Ocean Day which is celebrated on June 8 every year. World Oceans Day is an initiative of the
world community to recognize the function and role of the oceans to human life, marine life and flora and fauna on earth. ‘The Ocean: Life and
Livelihoods’ is the theme for the 2021 World Oceans Day celebrations.
Ikea is the largest global company in the world and well known in Malaysia. It contributes positively to the regional economy, in addition to being
responsible in preserving environmental sustainability through the design of furniture and goods that are environmentally friendly, economic,
leading to recycled materials, saving space and energy consumption, easy, modern, affordable with excellent quality. Ikea is a major leader in
preserving nature, especially our seas, from being destroyed by pollution.

Design Concept:
In this design, the 'M' alphabet presents two different Malaysia, one is Malaysia at night and the other is Malaysia at daytime. Malaysia at night is illuminated by
moonlight, showing Malaysia's beautiful night scenes, including the Petronas Twin Towers and KL Tower in Malaysia. While the other half of the 'M ' alphabet I presented
Malaysian characteristics and Malaysian weather. There has a small sun in the upper right-hand corner, which means Malaysia is a hot country, but because Malaysia is a
hot country, Malaysia can produce speciality fruits (durian, mangosteen, coconut), as well as famous food, scenic spots and dragon dance culture and so on.
On the other hand, the letter "Y" I designed is to express the feeling that Malaysia is a tropical rainforest. Among them are Malaysia’s national treasure tiger, as well as
Malay tapir and Malay bear. On the upper right corner have the traditional Malay kite 'Wau'. So in this alphabet consisting of "M" and "Y", it shows that Malaysia is a
multicultural country.

Design Concept:
In this design, I used the pattern of the Malaysian flag and the tiger
representing the national animal of Malaysia to design 'M' and 'Y'
alphabets. So in this design, I want to say, a Malaysian people's courage
and perseverance, as in this difficult during the outbreak of our people's
unity and the front line staff in Malaysia, like the red ribbon represents
people are united in Malaysia, no matter what difficulties will go along

By Ng Jia Yi

Design Concept:
Although this design seems to introduce Malaysian cuisine, in fact, what I want to express in this
design is Malaysian people's memories of cuisine. Do these delicious foods remind you of family and
friends you haven't seen in a long time? Or will you remember the smell of home? Or suddenly miss
the taste of your parents' cooking? and so on. Therefore, in this design, I want to wake up the
memories of Malaysian people and spend more time with your family and friends.

By Muhammad Faizal Bin Haji Hamid

Design Concept:
Menggunakan logo logo IKEA dari tahun 1951 sehingga sekarang.Bersama dengan warna
rasmi IKEA iaitu biru dan kuning.Juga di letakkan nombor 25 bersama logo logo sebagai
tanda 25 tahun IKEA di Malaysia.

By Mohd Hafiz bin Mohd Sehat

Design Concept:
Malayan Tiger is the national animal of Malaysia and symbolizes bravery and strength to
Malaysians. While Orang Utan is the native and most intelligent primate in Malaysia. Both
animals are categorized as protected species hence they are heritage to Malaysia.

By Leong Mei Yee
Design Concept:
Malaysian favorite food from different cultures which also can be found in IKEA
RESTAURANT.

By Nurul Naziera Huda Bt Misyan

Design Concept:
Malaysia terdiri pelbagai kaum , bahasa dan àgama .Kepelbagaian tradisi dan budaya
yang unik dizahirkan melalui pakaian traditional yang diperagakan pada hari perayaan
atau hari kebesaran. Walaupun terdapat perbezaan budaya, bangsa dan agama, rakyat
Malaysia tetap bersatu hati kerana kami anak Malaysia.

By Samantha Chong
Design Concept:
There is nothing more unique and distinct as the Peranakan houses we still have today.
The idea of conceptualizing the design of the houses with the blend of influences from the
oriental and Western architecture in history has inspired me to feature the affluent history
of the Peranakan houses.

By Teh Yi Mei
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multiracial and diverse country. We come from a plethora of backgrounds with many different races and religions. Yet,
despite our differences, we all stand united. We take immense pride in our strength as we not only accept our individual differences, but
embrace and celebrate them as well! From Uncles and Aunties giving out red packets to their neighbour’s children during Chinese New
Year to Appas and Ammas guiding their grandchildren and their friends on how to light up oil lamps for Deepavali to Pak Ciks and Mak
Ciks warmly inviting everyone to enjoy the annual feast during Hari Raya, we are Malaysia because together, we are one.
We live in harmony and come together to amplify the spirit of Malaysia that runs through all of us. We truly embody the spirit of love
and friendship! Millions of Malaysians come together to make a difference in bringing out the best in this country we call home. Each and
every one of them is instrumental in transforming our beloved country for our future generations so we can have a better and brighter
Malaysia for all. Lets salute the Faces of Malaysia as we give thanks for all their dedication, hard work and sacrifices, especially as they
double their efforts to help is in our fight against Covid-19!
From Doctors to Police to Teachers, Farmers, Scientists and more, I wanted to pay tribute to all our heroes through my work of art! Thank
you for making Malaysia a better and safer place for all of us. Not only have you touched our hearts, you have transformed our lives as
well. IKEA is well known for creating a place we can call home. Let our people be known for creating a country we can be proud of!

By Chin Pui Kay
Design Concept:
My idea for this design is to include the baba nyonya theme. When I think about baba nyonya culture, the first
element that comes into my mind is the very beautiful tile pattern. So I drew the patterns and combined it with IKEA
branding colours which are blue and yellow for the letter Y. As for the M I design with baba nyonya kiuh, one of my
favorite kiuh is pulut tekan/pulut tai tai! It's a glutinous rice dessert. Must eat with kaya! And the blue flower is called
butterfly pea, it's for the glutinous rice, that's where the blue color comes from! Happy 25th Anniversary Ikea!

By Muhammad Khairi Bin Basiran
Design Concept:
My design is about Malaysia National Flower and Synonyms of Malaysia.

By Muhammad Hayat Bin Hassan
Design Concept:
The design was inspired by the "Jalur Gemilang" colors which also contain Ikea colors (Light Blue & Yellow) and the
Malaysian heritage to indicate the identity of unique culture and 'historical moments'. The national flower represents
the identity of Malaysia. The alphabet ‘M’ consists of one hibiscus on its top left while the alphabet ‘Y’ consists of four
hibiscus on its top right which indicate the number 14 that comprises of 13 states and three Wilayah Persekutuan (WP)
or federal territories ( Kuala Lumpur, Putrajaya and Labuan)

By Azrul Firdaus Ramli
Design Concept:
I love that Malaysia has 14 states and they are represented by the amount of stripes in Malaysia flag. Hence the logo is
based on all 14 states' flags with their iconic signatures.
Kelantan : wayang kulit, Sabah : Mount Kinabalu, Terengganu : Sea turtle, Penang : Penang Bridge, Sarawak : Hornbill,
Kuala Lumpur : Skyscrapers, Negeri Sembilan : Minangkabau architecture, Johor : Kuda Kepang, Perlis : Harum Manis
mango, Kedah : Paddy field, Perak : Menara Condong, Pahang : Cameron Highlands (people go there for the
strawberries), Melaka : History of Hang Tuah, and Selangor : KLIA, the international airport where people can come
from and go to all over the world.

By Pun Hui Cui
Design Concept:
Malaysia is our home. [Use different language of "Home" to represent multiculturalism in Malaysia]. Home is where
we find love and happiness. Our home may not be perfect for everyone, but it suits us the most. [Just like how we find
the simplicity and functionality of IKEA products suit us.] Welcome to our home, our magical world with endless
imagination starts here!

By Fatimah Binti Lukman Yatimi
Design Concept:
The design emphasizes on traditional martial arts in Malaysia such as Silat, Wushu, Silambam, Kuntau and Gatka. The
setting at home is based on IKEA colour and theme style. Integration of both elements symbolizes that we can fight
the hard times such as the pandemic of COVID-19 by just staying at home as a responsible Malaysian. We all hope that
we can go through this together and visit IKEA again as we used to be.

By Law Hooi Poh
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi racial country. This design speaks all. The letter M and Y represent our
national flag. The peacock, Tabla, Bharatanatyam symbolizes Indian’s culture while the Wau,
Ketupat, Pelita and Tengkolok stands for the Malays. The dragon, lantern and traditional
calendar represent the Chinese culture. Not to miss that the “Proton” roaring tiger symbolizes
our national pride!

By Amirul Asraf bin Zulkefli
Design Concept:
Incorporating icons from both worlds, IKEA and Malaysia. The colour scheme of IKEA were
transferred onto the canvas full of elements of Malaysia, while carefully picking the pride from
Peninsular and East Malaysia in which the merger took is to where we are today

By Razin Barwin Bt Abdul Samad
Design Concept:
Monstera is a genus of 45 species of flowering plants in the arum family, Araceae, native to tropical regions of
the Americas. Basically the name of monster is refer to something abnormal/unusual leaves with natural holes in
the members of the genus have. Nowadays, this plants become one of the modern indoor plants which is perfect
combination in modern Scandinavian design space. The concept of modern Scandinavian refers to prioritized
democratic, affordable, and sleek furnishings and interiors. Clean lines, functional furnishings, and a neutral palette
were hallmarks of modernist style everywhere. IKEA is basically focus on modern Scandinavian design and
conceptual to create more comfy and stylish space. This design is to bring out perfect combination of greens
(monstera) plants represents nature with IKEA 25TH years of celebration.

By Muhammad Aliff Bin Ithnin
Design Concept:

Miss home. The wooden house is cool at night and windy during the day. Surrounded by large trees. Safe
during the floods. My late grandma would sweep the dry leaves and I would quarrel with my brother to play
on the swings in the evening. This was my house 25 years ago. I'm sure Malaysians share the same story.

By Suhana Oazmi
Design Concept:

I come up with a fun “puzzle” design that fits together represents the diversity of our culture and heritage.
Every piece of the puzzle is different yet we complete each other. We have so many unique local places
and hidden gems to be explored and discovered. We enjoy each other unique signature dishes, we learn
each other language and dialect, different traditional food and custom. We also have so many religious
festivals among different races, follow different faith and belief and yet we live in harmony and that makes
us truly Malaysian.
#keluargamalaysia
Happy 25th Anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!

By Nazriah Sheik Daud
Design Concept:

I choose one of the iconic architecture in Malaysia ie The Petronas Tower (KLCC) as a motive in my design.
Its a time to promote our beloved country Malaysia through IKEA branding towards the whole world. By
absorbing this design motive into IKEA platform, hopefully can be a free marketing to attract tourist to
come to our country MALAYSIA.

By Thow Hoi Shan

Design Concept:

I named my artworks design as “Reminiscence of Joyful Moment Together”. Malaysian traditional games, including Congkak (
filling the cupshaped holes of a wooden board), Gasing (spinning top), Wau (kite flying) and etc were one of our favourite ga
mes to play in childhood, but it was slowly disappear in society nowadays due to digitalisation. So, I decided to include the ele
ment of traditional games, outlined with the four colours of “Jalur Gemilang” in my version of “MY IKEA” logo, as to highlight t
hese unique heritage we have in Malaysia.
In the addition, I also wanted to stress the multicultural heritage we have in Malaysia, with three main group of races (Malay,
Chinese & Indian) in my version of “MY IKEA” logo. It is because I feel blessed and proud that I can have a chance to live in
Malaysia, a country with diverse cultural heritage, and be a Malaysian.

By Mohd Azhar Safwan Bin Mohd Zahari

Design Concept:
MY IKEA logo is created with a combination of MY favourite Malaysian arts and crafts (Kuda Kepang, Lion
Dance Costume and Tikar Mengkuang) and Swedish folk arts & crafts (Dala Horse and folk flowers design)
designed with Indian henna design style.

By Amirul Faiz Bin Anuar
Design Concept:
Batik, Hibiscus, Hornbill is one of the feature of knowing local culture in Malaysia. However, for some
reason these kind of thing lately had been missing out of nowhere, but with the existence like this kind of
competition make it fell better that some people still doing local art. For now the design of batik can be
modern without changing the artistic of it. It can be geometrical, or else related to. Hornbills is a rare
species where cannot be find anywhere. Thats how important it is to put in my design and of the hibiscus
plant of course it has to be Malaysian signature flower.

By Cheong Kok Hou

Design Concept:
Due to the pandemic of Covid19, everyone has to change in their own daily life. Nevertheless, it is time for
us to change our mind, and we need to start to unite against this situation. We should care about each
other, and try to be concerned and learn from each other.
My design is presented in Chinese Calligraphy which is mixed with the original English Title. Mixed with
these two languages which are mentioned, it is time to step across different races as we are human. The
Chinese word is pronounced as " Jian Chi Xi Wang, Zhang Sheng Yi". It means " Stay Strong. Fight against
Covid19 til victory!"

Design Concept:
I will have this idea because i thinking that IKEA staffs provide their best
service to us, thanks for their hard work and let's us share these joys and
celebration IKEA 25th anniversary together,Yeapiii.

Design Concept:
I used some plants and bracken ferns that are often seen in our country as
representatives. In M, you will see our Midin ,Paku and Nepenthes as a
representative. It is because I grew up in Borneo and Malaysia is a tropical Asia,
and these plants and bracken ferns seem like can represent our country culture.
In Y, I use our Malaysia transitional games WAU and our ringgit Malaysia to
represent and of course our national flower Big Red Flower are indispensable to
represent.

By Joychin Lee

Design Concept:
I use different types of grids to show reflections, opposites , and some
you may see non-reflective.Then i use the colors of our national flag to
echo and the numbers in the grid represent the 25th years we have
grown up together.

Design Concept:
I used the color of our national flag as a representative. The blue color
reminds me that we are a tropical rainforest country, just like sea is definitely
indispensable. The moon is like a sailboat floating on the sea. Everything in
night time is so peaceful.Then our national bird peeked out among the stars.
Hopefully everything peaceful and just like passed 25th years old,
and congrats IKEA MY 25th anniversary, together welcome another 25th year
old coming!

By Beh Paik Hoon
Design Concept:
I always think about natural and originality. Tat is why this piece I use hand drawing instead of computer program to bring our my imagination.
We have Malaysian in every foot of the world. They are very proud to called “MALAYSIA” in the local language which shown in my drawing. The yellow and blue
color represent the colour of Malaysia flag.
I use different languages from different countries to write down the name of Malaysia. I am proud to be a Malaysian. We are not just known to the world for the
variety of ethnics living harmony under same roof, we also programs to invite people around the world to move to our country to live with us. All our foreign
visitor will later be able to bring our good name back to their country and therefore we need to let the world 头know of our name “Malaysia” in their local
language.
The Yellow colour and blue colour drawn around the MY wording represent the colour of our Malaysian flag.
The cartoon drawing on top and at the bottom represent the variety of products choices available in the IKEA store to bring imagination to life. All IKEA store is
offering the same products no matter in which country that we stay. There is a feeling of back to home when we visited the IKEA store. Even though we are away
from home country, IKEA is always at home as it brings back the memories and familiarity every time we visited the store and this helps to reducing the feeling of
home sick.
The decoration flags represent the one big celebration not to be missed out

By Nurullasykin Ahmad

Design Concept:
IKEA had giving impact to malaysia , absorbing the Culture . Truly greatest way of showing us love ❤️. Happy
Birthday!

By Farah A. Yakob

Design Concept:
Featuring the number one sensation worldwide, Djungelskog! Using iconic IKEA colors, the background is modelled
after, that's right, Djungelskog bear barcode. At its core, IKEA is all about simplicity and one iconic item one after
another.

By Zainita Ahmad

Design Concept:
The design embraces the Intangible Cultural Heritage in Malaysia. Intangible cultural heritage is a practice,
representation, expression, knowledge, or skill as well as tools, objects, artifacts and cultural spaces related to a
place's cultural heritage.
Some of the elements chosen are Sirih and Songket. The Tepak Sirih refers to a container for storing ingredients
and tools to prepare betel leaves for chewing among the Malay, Indian and Peranakan Chinese communities.
The Songket is an exquisite, luxurious and prestigious traditional fabric, only worn for special occasions, religious
festivals, and traditional social functions.

By Rusyaidi Hilmi bin Ahmad Nazri

Design Concept:
My design is about the space of the House that are include from living to kitchen and open space like veranda for
the wind flow. Other than that the space of the house are comfortable for anybody to living in it.

By Lim Xin Yu
Design Concept:
This design is inspired by nature and wildlife in Malaysia and Swedish art . Therefore , for my design there's a few
elements of culture in Malaysia such as bunga raya , coconut trees , orang utan , hornbill and the backdrop for the
word M is batik. Besides , I also include Swedish culture such as the national flower of Sweden which is Campanula
rotundifolia , known as small bluebell and Dalecarlian horse which is a traditional carved, painted wooden statue of
a horse. Lastly , the backdrop for Y is Swedish folk art.

By Lurazahs Raunna
Design Concept:
My design is all about Culture/Unity. Where there is Culture,there is Festive, where there is Festive, there have
variety of food. Three main culture that i'm, showing here is Malay,Chinese and Indian. I'm using watercolor
media to represent my logo design, because watercolor shows a ''variety'' of color which can be related with all
culture here in Malaysia. A colorful of life where they live in. Culture bring unity to our society and that's why it
make Malaysia a Unique country with multi-ethnic and full of distinctive cultural identities.

By Nadiana binti dzulkifli
Design Concept:
The design is showing some iconic landland in malaysia like klcc and kl tower.our
national flower and national bird- hornbill malaysia.

By Sohwi Bae
Design Concept:
Traditionally, Tepak Sirih is a device that allows people to communicate, holding the meaning of welcome.
People will present this Tepak Sirih when a guest visits their house. Possessing symbolisms that are much like “welcome tea”, this is
used for not only close friends but to strangers as well.
Tepak Sirih is composed of Areca nuts and various spices wrapped in a Betel leaf. It relieves thirst and refreshes the mouth when bitten,
as well as providing a boost in energy.
It also alleviates the uncomfortable tension at the start of a conversation, making the atmosphere much more calm and natural.

As ideas of welcome, refreshment, bond, and communication are what came to mind when I thought of Ikea, I considered the
symbolism of Tepak Sirih to be a perfect match for its logo.
I included the nutcrackers that are in a Tepak Sirih set at the top and used some essential spices as my design motif to fill the logo.
Additionally, I incorporated Malaysia’s tropical colour scheme in my work to allow all my elements to express the welcoming open arms
that Ikea promises to their customers.

Design Concept:
The consonant M's doodle show us how unique
Malaysian people are. We are multicultural,
different race, religion, language, colour but we
share the same heart, We Are Malaysian.
The consonant Y's show us the minimalist concept
with the yellow background show us the
happiness of the couple shopping in IKEA.
Overall the design tell us about multicultural and
happiness of Malaysian. Happy Anniversary IKEA!

Design Concept:
"The Peacock" show us the IKEA interior
designer's decoration on show room. It shown the
beauty and the freedom of self-expression toward
interior design.

By Norzieha Binti Mohamad Ibrahim

Design Concept:
The September is a great month because we
celebrate Hari Malaysia and IKEA anniversary.
Therefore, design concept is "Malaysia Ku, IKEA
Ku". The MY's concept is minimalist and to
show Malaysian love shopping in IKEA.
Whereby, IKEA is the largest home furnishing
store in our country. The 14 Malaysia's flag
show the unity of Malaysian people. Happy
Anniversary IKEA!

Design Concept:
Blue represents introspective journeys and symbolizes
wisdom and depth of understanding. And the songket
means the art of Malay culture.

By Siti Nadhirah Binti Abdul Hamid
Design Concept:
• When you first saw the alphabet of MY in the template, definitely "Malaysia" would be popped-out of your head . So I drew the
Malaysia Map as the Background to show our location of Malaysia which is surrounded by the Andaman/South China Sea/Ocean etc.
• As we all know that Bunga Raya is the Malaysian National Flower as it symbolizes the courage, life and rapid growth of Malaysians
and the 5 petals represent the 5 Rukun Negara of Malaysia. So I added this element into my design.
• The 4 layers of "flag" in the MY word is to show that Malaysia is a multiracial country. So instead of drawing 'people', I decided to
represent it using the culture of each race.
• Which the major ethnicities in Malaysia are Malay (represented by the Batik Design), Chinese (represented by red colours, geometric
and cheongsam design), Indian (represented by the candle light and peacock element) and Borneo people (represented by "Terabai"
Design)

By Kok Yik Lerk

Design Concept:
I used four colours of our Jalur Gemilang in the design to represent our beautiful
country. The design is simple but beautiful just like IKEA furniture simple yet beautiful
and classy. I hope you like my design. Thank you.

By Norazlin Binti Mohamad Noor

Design Concept:
My design is contain wrench as tool to install IKEA's furniture , Malaysian flag , Hibiscus
because i love hibiscus and number 25 represent the years Ikea in Malaysia.

By Cathreena Chee Sue Fern
Design Concept:
Despite IKEA being in Malaysia for 25 years, I’ve never really got the opportunity to furnish a space with all-IKEA furniture and the closest I got to be is walking into
IKEA stores mind-blown, amazed and dazzled with all its inspiring décor and layouts.
With this dream being very close to reality now, and the meaning of ‘MY IKEA’ where MY representing MY favourite home furnishing brand, this logo design is inspired
by some of the items on my wish list from IKEA, and of course the ever-favourite meatballs!
Coming from the heritage line of Baba Nyonya, with regards to the meaning of ‘MY IKEA’ where MY representing Malaysia, this is depicted in the batik-inspired motifs
from the Chinese Peranakan community, where the pieces of lace patterns and swirls were inspired from the neckline of the Nyonya kebaya top, and the florals
representing the more prominent batik design, highlighted further with the use of our national colours – yellow, blue, white and red, with yellow and blue being the
main focus, taking into consideration the colours of IKEA, coming together as one to celebrate IKEA being in Malaysia for 25 years and counting.
The concept of doodle, which carries the meaning of simple drawings, is applied to enrich the idea of how IKEA’s products are always portrayed as simple yet
functional, going back to their vision, creating a better everyday life for many people.

By Ellie Shiaw Wei Chii
Design Concept:
Using the elements of Wau and batik to represent what Malaysia is - a harmony, beautiful country.

By Mel Chung
Design Concept:
In honour of IKEA Malaysia's 25th anniversary, I decided to use digital art to combine all the things that make Malaysia
the beautiful country it is. Happy birthday

By Jolene Teh
Design Concept:
My design depicts the concept of 'IKEA in Wonderland'. To me, entering IKEA feels like I'm in a completely different
space, surrounded by a huge variety of furniture and getting lost within while finding my way out. The intention of my
design is to allow you to visualise the same experience as well. Colour scheme is inspired by IKEA's logo, mainly
consisting of the different shades in blue and yellow. It is surrounded by tropical foliage to represent IKEA in Malaysia
as a tropical country.
Last but not least, let's play a game of counting how many IKEA items (and food) you are able to identify. 😃

By Ridzwana Zakhir Hussain
Design Concept:
The design is significant with Malaysia's amazing Batik feature. Ikea's trademark/logo color is yellow and blue,hence it
is used as the batik color for the alphabet background. In the middle of Malaysia abbreviation, another batik design is
used. In this design, the color red, blue,and yellow is visible. Synchronizing with the white background, the four main
colours in our Jalur Gemilang is incorporated together.

By Chuah Wei Ching
Design Concept:
Sara, Bugbug and friends from different ethnic groups (Malay, Chinese, Indian and others) celebrate the 25th
Anniversary of IKEA Malaysia together in a truly Malaysian spirit.

By Aislynn Lim Tze Wei
Design Concept:
Every time when we entered IKEA. we never come home with empty hand. Those thing are we always shop and eat
most the time. IKEA Kafferep biscuits is my favorite.

By Nurul Izzah Bt Md Zaki
Design Concept:
Reka bentuk saya adalah penyatuan 3 budaya di Malaysia. Batik mewakili bangsa Melayu, kipas mewakili bangsa Cina
dan burung merak mewakili bangsa India. Terdapat juga bendera Malaysia dan bunga kebangsaan Malaysia iaitu
bunga raya.Kartun lelaki yang memakai mask melambangkan keadaan covid 19 yang berlaku sekarang.

By Lok Jing Ning
Design Concept:
When I look into the word 'MY', the first thing that comes into my mind is blue and yellow. They are not only the colour
of IKEA but also the colour of Malaysia. The reason I drew a whale in M is because the whale symbolises good luck and
long lasting love. Just like every Malaysian loves our beautiful and unique country. Also, we hope that Malaysia can be
better and better in the future. For the word Y, it reminds me of my hometown Kedah. We all know that Kedah is the
'Rice Bowl of Malaysia'/'Periuk Nasi Malaysia'. It is the place which produces more than half of the country's home
grown rice supply. Therefore, I draw crops in it to appreciate the hard work of the farmers. Without them, we will not
be able to have delicious rice in every meal. In short, I feel proud of being a Malaysian.

By Yap Hana Muhibbah
Design Concept:
In conjunction with IKEA's 25th anniversary and Malaysia's independence day, I came up with this design which
celebrates IKEA's and also Malaysia's uniqueness. Elements of the three races were added onto the "MY" logo with the
roofs representing the Chinese, the scarf with a classic batik design representing Malays, and a simple mandala art at
the bottom to represent the Indians. I also added wooden textures and made it look like they were pieces of wooden
blocks combined together. This gives the design an "IKEA" touch with the minimalistic look and DIY elements. The
batik scarf looping around the letters were also put into the design with the intention of recreating IKEA's signature
maze-like interior. I mean, who never gets lost in IKEA going in circles! Overall, this design depicts my love for IKEA and
how I feel connected with their bright ideas of interior designing which also explains the vibrant colours used. I have
attached a scanned design and a camera captured design as comparison

By Sin Yee
Design Concept:
It emblems the Bunya Raya and Wau which conspicuously represents the strong cultures of Malaysia, and also by
adding the Scandinavian bird to represent Swedish heritage. Besides that, I also including the features of batik
element and the color of IKEA that has blue and yellow.

Design Concept:
The Kampung Boy
Bringing back our childhood memories with the animated
series The Kampung Boy which is adapted from a novel
by Lat who is an international figure and highly regarded
cartoonist in Malaysia. This artwork is suitable to be read
and watched by all walks of life regardless of race and
country when it is managed translated into various
languages such as Japanese, French, Brazilian, German,
Korean, and the United States. Successfully named as the
best book in several awards in Malaysia and outside
makes it one of the greatest works of Malaysian art that
we should be proud and appreciate.

By Nurnabilah Binti Mohd Zailani

Design Concept:
Langkawi Beach
Eagle Square landmark in Malaysia shows one of the
tourist destinations that focus on domestic and foreign
tourists. Langkawi Island, the jewel of Kedah, is a tourist
destination rich with the beauty of nature of flora. There
are more than 50 attractive places that can be visited
accompanied by exciting activities such as cable car rides,
water activities on the Cenang beach, and many more.
This natural heritage which is the pride of Malaysians
must be preserved so that it continues to be the legacy of
future generations.

Design Concept:
Screwpine Craft
Screw pine craft is one of the traditional handicraft arts
that developed without outside influence and has been
practiced since ancient times by women. Various
handicraft products can be produced from 'mengkuang'
leaves such as mats, food covers, clothing containers, and
others. The art of weaving is very popular and became
one of the sources of income in ancient times. Until this
day, the art of weaving is still actively carried out,
especially at the village level. Therefore, the art of
weaving must be preserved so that future generations of
the millennium era are aware and appreciate the art of
tradition.

By Ong Xin Qi
Design Concept:
IKEA is all about furniture. Furniture is the essential of every home that
makes your life easier. Just like food. People can't live without food.
In my design, you can find various types of traditional cuisines which
significantly represent Malaysia in an extremely colorful way. It reflects
the great diversity of culture in Malaysia which include 3 main groups of
ethnics: Malay, Chinese and Indian. Not to miss out, by blending in a
beautifully painted batik pattern in the background, it enhances the
element of unique heritage in Malaysia. That is what makes Malaysia
extraordinary in the world. We embrace all.

Design Concept:
For this one, by toning the overall look into the hue of blue, it blends
better with the IKEA color code and create a sense of unity and harmony
to the design itself.
At the same time it allows the mapping shape of Malaysia and Jalur
Gemilang to be emphasized and become the dominance in the entire
design.

By Nurul Najwa Binti Ma’aris
Design Concept:
The 'MYIKEA' logo is a story about Malaysia's traditional Handcraft. Batik, Carving, Pottery, Weaving, Embroidery, and
Tekat are among the handicrafts that have been practically used in Malaysia. Traditional Handcraft has been combined
beautifully with a Malaysian flag and landmarks like KL Tower and KLCC. Choices range from priceless authentic
antiques to exquisite modern handcrafted crafts, each offering an array of textures, sizes, colours and designs. It is the
same with the concept of IKEA that provides various products, sizes and designs for home living. Not only that, but it
also shows the sustainable material used in IKEA towards the development of product sustainability.

By Goh Mei Gar
Design Concept:
MY - Malaysia, My Country
Unite - A very important value in Malaysia

By Teh Boon Soon
Design Concept:
My design celebrates the ever expanding IKEA Family and the beautiful cultural exchange brought by IKEA to Malaysia
for the past 25 years. IKEA’s Swedish inspired “Democratic Design” makes it affordable for many Malaysians to furnish
our homes with designs that are not only functional, but also sustainable and of good quality. And this is why IKEA fills
the missing piece of the puzzle. My design celebrates the cross-cultural exchange that makes IKEA a household name
in Malaysia; and I’m proud to be part of the IKEA Family!

By Chiah Jean
Design Concept:
As IKEA is celebrating its 25th anniversary & entered Malaysia back in 1996. I would like to bring you to travel back time
to the good old days with a little fusion of '90s theme furniture. This nostalgic furniture theme is on the rising trend
decor with restaurants, cafes, boutiques, living rooms & others with its fun chic vibe. I hope the IKEA team finds my
artwork fun with its design & a mini activity of finding easter eggs of Malaysia's multi-culture elements.
Coming from a non-graphic designer, thank you for creating this program and I find it super duper fun! This program
prompts me to explore more on this designing hobby further.

By Lau Xin Ching (7 years old)
Design Concept:
As IKEA is celebrating its 25th anniversary & entered Malaysia back in 1996. I would like to bring you to travel back time
to the good old days with a little fusion of '90s theme furniture. This nostalgic furniture theme is on the rising trend
decor with restaurants, cafes, boutiques, living rooms & others with its fun chic vibe. I hope the IKEA team finds my
artwork fun with its design & a mini activity of finding easter eggs of Malaysia's multi-culture elements.
Coming from a non-graphic designer, thank you for creating this program and I find it super duper fun! This program
prompts me to explore more on this designing hobby further.

By Low Poh Ting
Design Concept:
This design are showing about the connection with Malaysia culture and IKEA. For alphabet M, I using batik texture to
be background of the twin tower to add national culture style, When zoom in to alphabet M has we can see have a
small traditional coffee shop inside the M, the TV and furniture in coffee shop are showing connection with IKEA. The
floor design are take idea from Baba Nyonya house.
For alphabet Y, I added elements about Malaysia, including the national flower, the father of independence and the
hornbill, Wau Bulan and Ketupat symbolizes the culture and customs of Malay nation in our country.

By Chai Min Foong
Design Concept:
IKEA 25 anniversary and had been in pandemic session and design is IKEA doing pretty well in combat pandemic and
all the IKEA Staff, frontliner like one family to help to combat covid19 to wish MALAYSIA free out of VIRUS.

By Yeoh Yee Theng
Design Concept:
The characters “M” & “Y” are designed with the Bunga Raya pattern fused in our cultural Malaysian Batik styling. The
usage of colour Red, Blue, Yellow & White further signify the image of Malaysia.
Constructed in 25 Blue & Yellow polygonal shapes creating the sense of space while presenting IKEA’s 25 years of
excellence in Malaysia.

Design Concept:
An abstract combination of prominent flora and fauna, the pride
of Malaysia’s Mother Nature. From left, orang utan, Malayan
tiger, peacock, hornbill, rafflesia and hibiscus. Together let’s join
hands with IKEA to become climate positive!

By Satheeshkumar A/L Arumugam

Design Concept:
The design depicts what truly makes Malaysia the greatest and
strongest nation- our diversity is our strength, a symbiosis of exotic
cultures, rich heritage and multi ethnicity of Malaysia which samples
to the world on how we stay under one roof peacefully . Let’s stay
united as ever and emerge as the epitome of unity!

By Kumuta A/P Arumugam
Design Concept:
Food unites Malaysians under one roof like no other! Wide array of food from different culture such as nasi
lemak, roti jala, char kuey teow, thosai and roti canai which have been filling our stomachs since childhood are
what truly make us Malaysians! This hunger inducing concept design captures Malaysias proud diversity that
binds us together!

By Mohamad Fariz bin Ahmad
Design Concept:
“Dirgahayu Negaraku” Wonderful Malaysia flora, fauna & batik pattern.

By Cheng Siew Wen
Design Concept:
My design concept is about malaysian food.The reason i choose malaysian food is because
food can unite people of different race.

By Yasir bin Ahmad Zamil
Design Concept:
IKEA finansiell dalam warna lokal seperti bunga raya, jalur gemilang,
dan negeri-negeri gedung ikea terletak di Malaysia, iaitu Selangor, Wilayah Persekutuan,
Johor & pulau pinang

By Michelle M Pádua
Design Concept:
I consider myself Malaysian by heart and my design aims to celebrate my fondness for
Malaysia’s food diversity.
I drew the much-loved King Durian fruit cropped in the “M”. For the “Y” I used my favorite
dessert Kuih Seri Muka that uses rich green pandan leaves and an intense blue that comes
from natural butterfly pea powder. In addition, the desert has a lovely translation: Kuih
translates to cake in Malay and Seri Muka means radiant face.

By Valerie Tan Ke Xuan
Design Concept:
My Design Ikea 25th Anniversary, My favorite place to eat, My favorite furniture to buy, My
favorite toys to buy and every Malaysian family favorite store to visit

By Mohamed Nazri Bin Mohamed Tahir
Design Concept:
The multiracial Malaysian celebrating 25 years IKEA in their colourful traditional clothing.

By Ong Chia Yong
Design Concept:
Many good things are not done in one go , we need to do it step by step . Just like
an assembly something .Surprises await us in the process.The same is true in our life.

By Samantha Tan
Design Concept:
"Sudah makan?" The one phrase we Malaysians have all said to one another at some point.
What is more Malaysian than our shared love and discussion of our local foods? Regardless of race, we
Malaysians never fail to bond over food and always want to share a meal.
This logo portrays a scene of typical Malaysians enthusiastically discussing local foods using the IKEA
manual's own iconic "IKEA Man".

By Lau Chun Woei
Design Concept:
The 'MY' consists of different parts/pieces means that ikea furniture parts that we buy and then we
assemble to form 'MY furniture'. Colour tone used are more to traditional/ancient with our national flower
element and also the alphabet 'M' is designed as a table lamp which represents IKEA that shines for 25
years.

By Haritharanee Rajah
Design Concept:
Doodles of Malaysia
My design is a doodle of our heritage, culture, and landmark structures, as well as national flowers and
foods from a variety of cultures and ethnicities. The colours of the Jalur Gemilang are represented by the
gradient background. All the Jalur gemilang colours which are red, blue and yellow and while lines blend
together to represent unity. At the bottom of the letter M lies a map of Malaysia.

Design Concept:
My design incorporates the motive 'IKEA ® 25th anniversary' and
the flags of Selangor, Johor, Penang, as the 4 branches of IKEA in
Malaysia are located in these three states. I also include the flag of
Malaysia in my design.

Design Concept:
My design includes some of my favourite products from IKEA and
some of the all-time classics. Just to name a few, Billy, Ribba,
Mammut and Frakta. IKEA also provide us affordable furniture
choices for 25 years and definitely more years to come.

By Gan Jeanven

Design Concept:
My design includes our Malaysia flag in the letter 'M'. The dots in
the letter 'Y' symbolises joy and happiness.

Design Concept:
I included the view of the 4 IKEA stores and also the Malaysia flag.

By Nur Asma Rafeeuddeen
Design Concept:
My design is an orchestrated explosion of flavour and colour palette in perfect symphony harmony and
balance resembling Malaysia’s colourful culture and traditions that makes us full of life and rich with
happiness and patriotism like none other. With this artwork I aim to focus and highlight the perfect
ecosystem we have achieved over the years and the dreams and achievements we have accomplished
together as a multiracial nation. Full of promise and history, Malaysia is the essence of unity in diversity in
all its glory and might.

By Liew Shan Liang
Design Concept:
To celebrate the Silver Jubilee of IKEA as the second home to all Malaysian families of different ethnics
from East to West Malaysia. The tapestries weaving with traditional elements of Malay, Chinese, Indian,
Kadazandusun , Dayak and Peranakan to symbolize the richness and cohesion of cultures and arts in
Malaysia.

By Aleena Qausar Mohd Faqrudin
Design Concept:
MY IKEA have designs that reflect my soul as a young Malaysian, and this is how I show it.

By Justin Chu
Design Concept:
The character “MY” is constructed in 3 distinctive architectures representing Malaysia’s multicultural
homes.
From here, you can find 25 IKEA items that have been inspiring us and beautifying our homes for 25 years
and counting.
It is also composed in IKEA’s significant colour scheme “Blue” and “Yellow”.

By Cassandra De'cruz
Design Concept:
A beautiful and harmonious combination of two beautiful countries becoming one to through
a beautiful company for 25 wonderful and memorable years.

By Lee Chee Hoe
Design Concept:
It's IKEA Birthday! Let's celebrate in Peranakan Way. Kuih Lapis as Birthday cake, Kuih Lapis
consists of many layer & colour, it will bring Good Luck ( Rainbow colour ), Business Stepping
Up ( Many Layer of Kuih Stepping Up ) & the nine layer of the kuih represent Longetivity or
Everlasting ( 9 (九 jiǔ) sounds like 久 (jiǔ) which means a long duration of time ).

By Goh Siew Kheng
Design Concept:
My design is based on the concept of the traditional gift associated with a 25th Anniversary - Also known as the Silver Anniversary. I
hand painted this artwork myself using my very own fingers!
While in the context of a relationship it is a testament to how a couple has stayed together for 25 years, in this event I’d like to
highlight how IKEA has been with us Malaysians for 25 long years.
Most Malaysian households have at least a few IKEA items, further strengthening the bond between IKEA and all of us Malaysians!
Everyone knows IKEA, old or young, near or far.
The outline of our country’s initials are colored in gold - The traditional color and gift of a 50th Anniversary. This is to represent the
future success of IKEA as we continue to look forward to IKEA being Malaysia’s Number 1 furniture shop in the years to come!

By Pink.Tung Li Chin
Design Concept:
My design concept is Peace of Malaysia. First, you will see the half face female with Chinese traditional opera
culture , which represents the Chinese culture of the three major races, and the second is the peacock, it
represents the Indians culture, Indians regard it as a symbol of happiness, auspiciousness and sacredness.
The last one is the traditional culture of Malaysia, which also represents the Malays. Wau is one of the
traditional games of the Malays since hundreds of years ago. The game contains elements of authentic
Malay culture.
Moto Malaysia : " Peace . Progress . Unity " ( Keamanan, Pembangunan, Perpaduan ).

By Farrah Wong
Design Concept:
It's about IKEA presence in Malaysia. Loved by Malaysians.

By Risabelle Roland
Design Concept:
Gacha life with celebrating with the Ikea person, Ikea 25th anniversary celebration

By Wern Xin Ying
Design Concept:
This design is playful and in sync with Ikea's value, simplicity because it is a simple design that only uses 2
primary colours, blue and yellow, which is the Swedish flag colour. The doodle incorporated Malaysia and
Sweden "flora" and "fauna". The 3 little humans at the M represent the 3 races in Malaysia.

By Goh Ah Nyah
Design Concept:
The design concept is using batik style to decorate the M and Y letters. Using some of Malaysia's famous
plants like Hibiscus, Rafflesia, Yellow Allamanda, Pitcher Plant, Orchids, Bougainvillea, Torch Ginger and
Rajah Brooke Butterfly. Show that Malaysia is a colorful tropical rainforest country.

By Laksheraa

Design Concept:
A combination of malaysian culture and IKEA products

By Laksheraa

Design Concept:
The main design is about the connection between Malaysia and IKEA.
The word M focused on the great outdoors of Malaysia; it has collages of the Petronas Twin Towers and various symbolic flora and
fauna. Red signifies the main colour of the Malaysia’s flag and Malaysians’ passion in life. 25th anniversary calls for a great
celebration, thus the strings of bright decorative lights which are available in IKEA.
The word Y emphasized IKEA's specialization in furniture and the warm ambience it created at home. Yellow was used as it’s one of
the colours used on IKEA’s logo and also found on the flags of both countries.
The border was inspired by Allen key which was often found in the flat packs and Malaysia’s Batik design. Besides, Allen keys
happened to look like the number 25!
As a whole, the design looks like a stamp which implies that IKEA could be found bringing happiness and the sense of belonging to
homes in different parts of the world.

By Nor Amira Binti Mohd Amin
Design Concept:
My MY logo is inspired by Malaysia building and also Malaysia independence. Background colour is
blue abstract to show some pattern from Swedish and Ikea furniture , infused with some batik
elements. Foods and is for the diversity of culture, race and some flora and fauna for the beautiful
Malaysia.

By Lim Hsien Leong
Design Concept:
Incorporating Malaysia's best to offer with Ikea as key partner, simple and focus.

By Noraziah Binti Mohd Amin
Design Concept:
MY stand for all our Malaysian Olympians . Even we are different race and culture but we are
Malaysian. We proud to be Malaysian and we brought Malaysia name to the world. Demi Malaysia.

By Nicole Ng Hui Ling
Design Concept:
Happy 25 Anniversary . Malaysia is a multi - ethnic country and make up .
( me 11 years old )
Thank You )

By Muhammad Habab bin Abd Halil
Design Concept:
- My concept for this drawing is to enhance some of the flora and fauna that can be found in
Malaysia. As we all know Orang Utan, Hornbill, Tiger as well as Turtle are among endangered
species nowadays
- Bunga raya means celebratory flower, which represent the unity of multicultural nation
- The 4 colour splash at the background of the M letter represent jalur gemilang flag colours
(blue, yellow, red and white)

By Tan Vincent
Design Concept:
This design is all about my first thought of IKEA.
My first time visit IKEA storehouse, I saw full of crates and boxes there.
So, I would like to made my first thought into this logo and present to you.

By Nurfarah Binti Mohamad Nasir
Design Concept:
‘IN FOOD WE UNITE’
In Malaysia there are various types of cultures, and each culture has its own
type of food.
Food can unite races, among the foods that Malaysians love, such as Nasi
Lemak (Malay), Tosai (Indian), Wantan Mee (Chinese) and many more.
Malaysians will love the food of other cultures with each other.

By Cinta Amyra Daniella Binti Fadir
Design Concept:
‘The pattern inside ‘MY’ are tiger fur, as tiger symbolizes bravery and strength to
Malaysian citizens. The yellow colour that comes with it resembles Ikea’s
original colour, which is the same as the flag of Sweden. There are 4 flags in the
background that each represent the locations of Ikea stores across Malaysia.
There is one Ikea store in Wilayah Persekutuan Kuala Lumpur, another in
Penang, Johor, and lastly, in Selangor.

By Eunice Od

Design Concept:
This design is about using batik elements and shows out Malaysia is having
batik design too .

Design Concept:
Malaysia's three major ethnic groups

Design Concept:
Flower design

By Ryan Chua Hsuan Lung

Design Concept:
IKEA concept

Design Concept:
Mosaic pattern & Flower

Design Concept:
Family Love

By NingShan
Design Concept:
I came up with this design because Malaysia has unique
fruits

Design Concept:
I came up with this one because I wanted to include nature,
food, and the Malaysian colours.

By Leong Chee Kin
Design Concept:
MY (Malaysia) IKEA home with full of love!

By Siti Nazurah Binti Mohd Kamel
Design Concept:
Selamat ulang tahun yg ke-25, IKEA.
25 tahun yang cukup bermakna.
Terima kasih IKEA, menjadi yang terhebat & terindah di hati rakyat Malaysia.
Rekaan saya berkonsepkan kombinasi 1) keunikan motif bunga tanjung dan
kaitannya dengan warisan tenunan songket, 2) kehalusan kraftangan seni batik
dan 3) megah Bunga Raya, bunga kebangsaan Malaysia.

By Ong Suh Lih
Design Concept:
My design is about flower. Actually , i want everyone be happily with family,
friends, and cousins during this pandemic when is unable to go out enjoy but it
also can enjoy between our family at house. I would like to tell everyone please
be safe, healthy and happy with the family and hope this pandemic end quickly.

By Noor Adlin Bt Mohd Saroni
Design Concept:
I use 4 colours of the Malaysian flag which are yellow, blue, white and red in my
design. The buildings and airplane show the growth of Malaysia nowadays. The
"kerawang" or swirls represent the elements in traditional Malaysian furniture
in any culture.IKEA brings designs which fit the needs and taste of Malaysians.

By Natallie Ong

Design Concept:
This design is about the advancement of technology in Malaysia over the years.
Always striving for the best for its citizens, Malaysia has progressed and
accomplished so much in order to build a modern and safe country for its
citizens.

By Tai Li Jianh
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multicultural and multiracial country, in which consists society of Malays,
Chinese, Indians, Kadazan, Iban and others. We all can coexist peacefully. If we have
country, we'll have family. IKEA is the best choice to create a better everyday life for us!

By Angela Wong Yieng Ling
Design Concept:
The design creates a small living spot filling with furniture where we could mix things,
make a space our own. The color palette of Ikea and Malaysia features a blend of fun
tones and natural textures. It gives a moment of coziness, characterized by warm tones.
To take the comfy vibes up a notch, a touch of nature inside with flowing patterns
makes every angle more calm and enjoyable.

By Lee Kai Jie (kj)
Design Concept:
Ikea have been accompany with Malaysian for 25 years. Ikea furniture is so convenient
and we can fit all the houses in Malaysia, from Kampung house to City. Ikea had making
our home become more style and interesting. The whole artwork is inspired by 50s
matchbox label art and combine with the colours of our National Flag - Jalur Gemilang.

By Janice Qi Hui
Design Concept:
To enjoy your life, nature is the most precious thing God has bestowed on mankind

By Michele Lee
Design Concept:
Malaysia is made of a multiethnic community of different races living in
peaceful harmony and not to forget its unique biodiversity.

By Tiew Hui En
Design Concept:
I attempt to incorporate traditional games, unique places, building, and other aspects
of Malaysian culture into my artwork. Besides, IKEA's major colour is likewise blue, thus
I'm using blue as my main colour.

By Mohamad taufik Morhaiji
Design Concept:
Inspired by the design of Ikea building in conjunction with the opening of Ikea in 1996 at
the heart of Malaysia. Ikea building is surrounded by Malaysia’s landmark miniature as
it is accepted by Malaysian community as part of malaysia (Of course most of Malaysian
have Ikea furniture at their home). Finishing touch with rafflesia and hibiscus flowers as
the national flower. Fireworks resemble Malaysia as a country rich in cultures and
diversity. Any celebrations sure got fireworks one lah ! I love Malaysia now and always

By Lim Ke Xin
Design Concept:
I use the IKEA logo color as the main color of my design, yellow and blue. Since it is
about Malaysia, I think of the three main races in Malaysia. Some of them are Chinese,
Indians and Malays. Now because of the epidemic, everyone must wear a mask when
going out, so I also emphasized the mask in my design. Everyone holding the national
flag of Malaysia in their hands is to express their hard work and hardships on the
frontline. Thanks to the nurses and doctors on the frontline for Malaysia, and they are
willing to help others even in such a dangerous situation.

By Eason Tang
Design Concept:
As Ikea celebrates its 25th Anniversary, one can’t help but think of Malaysia as a land of
celebrations! With it’s multi-ethnic cultures, we as Malaysians have the privilege to enjoy
the many sights, sounds and even scents of these wonderful festivals. Therefore, to
commemorate this moment, it is only fitting that this logo is designed as a joyous burst
of vibrancy that represents the many festivities of Malaysia.

By Inshiraah Binti Abdul Kader

Design Concept:
My design represent Malaysia's National animal TIGER and Jalur
Gemilang.

Design Concept:
My design represent Malaysia's national flower
Bunga Raya, Jalur Gemilang, Petronas Twin Tower
and Batik Design.

By Sheryn Tanya Speldewinde
Design Concept:
My design inspiration is a combination of IKEA as a home furnishing brand and
elements of our beloved Malaysia's flora and fauna. I have included a variety of
elements that highlight the uniqueness of our fauna and the flora elements that are
imbedded in Malaysian culture and the symbolism which can be seen via the "wau
bulan" that resonates with all Malaysians regardless of the area you're from. The design
is also littered with pieces of Swedish folk art that harmonise with the Malaysian
aesthetics.

Design Concept:
IKEA - LIKE A MALAYSIAN
Did you know that you cannot spell "LIKE A MALAYSIAN" without IKEA MALAYSIA in it?
This artwork involves placing the sentence "I Like IKEA LIKE A MALAYSIAN" on top of
the "MY". The colours scheme focuses on the 4 colours of the Malaysian flag. The
'Hibiscus' symbolizes our proud national flower. The red colour of the flower represents
courage while the 5 petals are for the 5 National Principles.

Design Concept:
IKEA - MALAYSIAN PATTERN PATCH
Malaysia is well known as a multicultural country. This artwork is made by patching together all
related patterns of the cultures in Malaysia. We have the 'Songket' pattern which is a type of Malay
fabric pattern, the cursive borneo pattern inspired by 'Dayak' ornament design, the 'Plum Blossom'
flower which is part of the important symbol during Chinese New Year celebration and also the
pattern inspired from the 'Rangoli' design commonly seen during the Deepavali festive season.

Design Concept:
IKEA - OUR ARCHITECT
Sophisticated and aesthetically pleasing architecture design is what both Malaysian and IKEA possess. Malaysia can definitely
be proud of the amazing structures which are the PETRONAS Twin Towers, the KL Tower, TM Tower and the Penang Bridge
showcase. While IKEA prides itself in producing high quality, comfortable and beautiful products.This artwork presents both
amazing architecture that Malaysia and IKEA produces. This year, Malaysia is celebrating their '64th Year of Independence' and
'25th Anniversary' for IKEA.

By Illi Earissa Aiza

By Nur Farhanah
Design Concept:
M represents the beauty of Malaysia which shows a combination of colors from the
Malaysian flag while Y represents our national animal Harimau Malaya.

By Chua Jing Xuan
Design Concept:
This design idea is comes from the furniture in IKEA. When you think of ikea, you think
of furniture. Add the necessary kitchen and living room at home to the word ''MY''.

By Adeleena Jesse Sebastian
Design Concept:
This design is about our major landmark of Kuala Lumpur and the well-known flora
and fauna in Malaysia. The blue and yellow in my design were inspired by Ikea's
logo color scheme and by adding them to my design, observers will know that this
design is relevant to Ikea at a quick glance.

By Yeong Shiau Mun
Design Concept:
Bebola Daging Lembu is one of the Malaysian favourite food and yummy IKEA
Swedish Beefballs been introduced and selling in Malaysia as if IKEA Swedish
furniture with ‘Democratic Design’ been introduced and selling in Malaysia by setting
up four stores in Malaysia at Damansara, Cheras, Tebrau and Batu Kawan with the
postcards made, which represents a milestones for IKEA Malaysia. There are some
meatballs rolling and wish they can stay stagnant with locations tagged for more new
stores to be set up in Malaysia.
Delicious Swedish Almond Cakes with lots of almonds are to celebrate the 25th
Birthday of IKEA Malaysia. The ‘25th årsdag’ cake toppers are in silver colour which
represents the ‘Silver Anniversary’. Silver is a very valuable and precious metals, it
symbolizes brilliance, radiance and long lasting, as well as represents an important
milestones. The cakes are placed on the new release of FÄRGKLAR Plates and wish
for more beautiful design, good function, sustainable, good quality products from
IKEA are coming in future.
KONUNGSLIG Wine glasses has been used for toasting a better future of IKEA
Malaysia as well as wishing everything goes well soon in Malaysia and globally.

Design Concept:
IKEA Swedish furniture with ‘Democratic Design’ been introduced and selling in
Malaysia by setting up four stores in Malaysia at Damansara, Cheras, Tebrau and
Batu Kawan with the postcards as background for 'MY' Words, which represents the
milestones for IKEA Malaysia.
The Hibiscus, Bunga Raya is known as the "celebratory flower" in Malay which is
dedicated for celebration of 'IKEA 25th Anniversary'. The red petals symbolizes
courage, life, and rapid growth of the Malaysia and wish this applies to IKEA Malaysia
for rapid growth.
The Hashtags in silver colour represents the ‘Silver Anniversary’. Silver is a very
valuable and precious metals, it symbolizes brilliance, radiance and long lasting, as
well as represent an important milestones for IKEA Malaysia.

By Tan Siew En
Design Concept:
I spent all my childhood in IKEA, and this activity reminds me of my childhood memories. I used to
love to play in that forest and exchange items with points. I really like the doll at that time,SARA, Every
time I see SARA arms I will hug SARA So this time I drew SARA's arms, and every time shopping IKEA
found those dolls are super cute, so drew a shark doll Because this is IKEA 25th anniversary in
Malaysia, so I added some representative in Malaysia Malaysia is a place that many different
cultures so I also added three great race.Besides that, when I say IKEA, people think of furniture, so I
definitely can't leave out the furniture! You can also see the blue and yellow above the M for
IKEA.Last,Happy 25th, IKEA Malaysia!

By Khairi Bin Anuar
Design Concept:
My design is all about things that you can get in Malaysia. From historic buildings (Sultan Abdul
Samad Building, stadthuys church ) to modern skyscraper (Twin Tower, KL Tower, Penang Bridge,
mosque and temples), Nasi Lemak and laksa, Malay, Chinese and indian girl shows that Malaysia is
multiracial country. Hibiscus (national flower), Raflesia (largest flower on earth), Orang Utan, Hornbill,
Wayang kulit, durian, wau is all about Malaysia and all this you can find in Malaysia Tanah Tumpah
Darahku.

By Ummi Syuhada Binti Abdul Aziz
Design Concept:
Reka bentuk logo ini memaparkan gabungan seni dan budaya dalam masyarakat pelbagai etnik dan
kaum di Malaysia. Konsep "EthniCity" ini diilhamkan daripada motif organik berunsurkan alam
semulajadi dan juga flora yang merupakan simbolik kepada masyarakat Malaysia. Gabungan warna
terang dan pastel juga memberi satu keunikan dan keceriaan yang sudah pastinya memberikan satu
impak 'keseimbangan'.

By Chong Sue Ning (10 years old)
Design Concept:
In Malaysia, IKEA is my favorite and frequent place. It satisfies all my needs and makes
me extremely happy

By Wan Nur Naimah Wan Mahmood
Design Concept:
This image truly represents Malaysia and all that it has to offer.
Everything from the city to the foods to the traditional games and
nature has been captured in a single poster.

Design Concept:
The background of the letters M and Y represents Malaysia's flag
colour, and the pictures in the alphabet represent of what we are
currently facing, which may be depressing, but we must deal and fight
it every day. Malaysia Boleh! Get vaccinated!

By Shirrene Koh
Design Concept:
The key concept of this design portrays IKEA’s role at helping many Malaysians
transform floor plans into reality. Today, every room or household in Malaysia has “a
piece of IKEA” in it. Aside from the prominent framework which outlines the letters,
‘MY’, the Rafflesia-shaped Jacuzzi pool is also uniquely Malaysian. The 25 window
panels symbolize the many design opportunities IKEA displayed and 25 doors signify
the many open minds filled with ideas over the years to make a house a home - MY
IKEA Home.

By Yek chin yun
Design Concept:
My IKEA [MY] logo design is inspired by Malaysia food , for example kuih-muih ,
Hainan chicken rice , teh c peng ikat tepi and etc . My design is want to let lot of people
know the delicious of Malaysia food , and love our country culture and show the unity
of Malaysian .

By Zutiqa Aqilah & Aisyah (5 yo daughter)
Design Concept:
We choose to style ours with fun and exciting crayon using Jalur Gemilang colors,
blue, red, white and yellow. My daughter done an amazing job with this part of fun
coloring.
The first design I draw Malaysian house from different time and location across
Malaysia. Ikea has change the way we reimagine our home and spaces, making life at
home so much more comfortable, organize and inspiring.
The second design we use one of many culture symbols of Malaysia, Wau Bulan.

By Nilanthi Ekanayake
Design Concept:
My design represent the simple designs and wonderful colours of things we
find at IKEA. It is also about hope during the pandemic.

By Juhari Bin Nor Badrun
Design Concept:
This Ikea MY design was inspired by our country’s popular national prides that have a profoundly impact in bringing
togetherness among Malaysians.

The red and white hues of Jalur Gemilang that are put together with blue and yellow colours of Ikea official logo are
complementing each other in a way that sets a joyful, simple yet elegant emblem.
Variation of Malaysia’s iconic treasures like Batik, Wau Bulan, Rafflesia, hornbills, Kuala Lumpur City, Dato’ Lee Chong Wei
are creatively woven together to complete the emblem in the most exquisite way.
Not to miss out the most important Ikea’s frakta bag design in the emblem which represents the preciousness and
closeness of Ikea engraved to our heart and home.

By Ong Leng
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country and is made up of many different cultures. Ecological culture is also one of the main
elements which make Malaysia unique. These lovely animals are special and well inspired. Exclusive creatures in Malaysia
as the elements of this design gained attention from people and so introduced the distinctive ecological culture of
Malaysia to the world through the Celebration of IKEA 25th anniversary.

By Nur Shafiqah Nadirah
Design Concept:
The letters 'MY' represents houses and buildings in Malaysia which can blend well with
IKEA products even for 25 years. IKEA is still there and will always be Malaysia's favourite
store.

By Cynthia Jimmy Jinikol

Design Concept:
MY Ikea 25th Anniversary design represents our multiracial country Malaysia lives harmony under 13
states and 3 federal territories. Hibiscus is our country's national flower that has 5 petals
representing the five Rukun Negara of Malaysia and also imprinted on the notes and coins of
Malaysia Ringgit. IKEA products is trustable and come with many styles and designs for home decor
that are long lasting. I believe every house in Selangor has at least 1 IKEA product in their house. I
love IKEA products and the latest product I bought is to decorate and transform my house balcony to
a very nice small minimalist garden! I wish IKEA would be like a hibiscus flower that is strong and
rapidly growing throughout the world. Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA!

By Nasrul Syahmi (8 Years Old)
Design Concept:
25 Emojis showcasing 25 years of colourful expressions and emotions @ IKEA Malaysia!

By Sheen
Design Concept:
This design is based on ‘Growing up with IKEA as Malaysian’.
Rule 1: Swedish meatballs & chicken wings (must go early, later no space)
Rule 2: Must take cargo trolley to sit in it (do it before you grow up)
Rule 3: Pencil. What the bear doing ah?
Rule 4: rm1 ice cream & curry puff after shopping is a must ~
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA MY!
Plus, the bulk bed I got from you nearly 20 years ago still strong and in service :P

By Goh Cai Ying
Design Concept:
I applied the colours from our national flag with an addition of green
that represents the peaceful ambiance portraying the Malaysian
spirit and added bunga raya . Batik design with a tone blue base for
the word MY with a '64' (6 in 'M' ,4 in 'Y' ) projects our unique
intangible cultural heritage and the birthday of beloved Malaysia. My
design mainly focuses on Malaysia tradisional delicacies namely, Ang
Ku Kueh, Muruku and Ketupat that are connected by a golden ribbon,
just like we all united regardless of our colours .Meanwhile ,those
sparks symbolizes the hope for a continued developing Malaysia .

Design Concept:
IKEA is one of Malaysia's well-known shopping and eating
destination, thus I added my favourite food ❲soya ice cream, chicken
wings, Swedish meatballs and hotdog❳ in the design. FAMNIG
HJÄRTA, which means love ,in this design symbolizes Malaysians fond
of the delicacies in Ikea. While the letter `Y' imitates the shape of a
rocket, that means the outstanding achievement for IKEA to open its
branch all over Malaysia. It is described the chicken wings as the
flame and the meatballs drawn according to Malaysia map. The base
of MY is painted with yellow as the colour of the IKEA logo.

By Goh Sin Chi
Design Concept:
I am designing this as a living place the particular reason for the circumstance I would like to show
non matter what kind of shape of the building, it is also possible to become a home when having a
good plan arrangement for the furniture. Besides that, Malaysia is always in Summer, green plants
can help to reduce the heat of the weather for the building, so can save from Air conditioning and
could have a solar system for the building; the particular reason for the circumstance is that Malaysia
always has a brighter sun above our head. Nowadays Earth is getting less green plants; I wish our
living place could have more green plants and hope it could save the earth a bit.

By Wafaey Azzahra
Design Concept:
Various sizes of palm represent Malaysia as a multi-ethnic country. Despite the differences, We, as
Malaysians are together to celebrate IKEA 25th anniversary.
IKEA Food is a Malaysian favorite. Everyone loves a nice plate and delicious IKEA Food. We love IKEA :)

By Mohd Izzuan Affendi Bin Roslan
Design Concept:
The design celebrates the past, present, and future of IKEA in Malaysia.
1. The baby blue on the left side represents the past - Simpler times that contains
wonderful sweet memories of us visiting IKEA
2. Ocean blue in the middle represents the present, and how it is just like the
ocean, contains many varieties which lead to many experiences we can discover
with so much possibilities to generate now
3. Royal blue - Represent the future, how IKEA will be stronger in this country and
penetrate deep within our heart as the centre of creation; for our home, for our
family and our life!

Design Concept:
The element of earth in the 'corak' represents Malaysian culture and heritage
while the vibrant color predominated by IKEA blue and yellow represent the life
and joy IKEA brought to this country in the last 25 years, thus shaping a blended
vibrant and harmonious history together.

By Tan Jia Yan
Design Concept:
The design featured the Malayan Tiger (the national animal of Malaysia) demonstrating its strength
and courage leaping towards the star (IKEA's vision: 'To create a better everyday life for the many
people.') stemming from Hibiscus (the national flower of Malaysia).
This art piece wishes to thank IKEA for helping Malaysians achieve their affordable dream home
through their vision. And that we can all continue to work together and realise even more dreams,
visions in the future to come.

By William Fam Swee Kian
Design Concept:
In conjunction with IKEA's 25th Anniversary in Malaysia, I have come up with my design proposal with
the 'floating' wording of 'MY' in IKEA blue with background images depicting the harmonious and
vibrant colours of some of our cultural performances, Thus, a celebration of multiracial & cultural
diversity of our beloved nation.

By Khoo Loke Yiu
Design Concept:
In Malaysia, Panthera tigris jacksoni is one of the symbols in our country. We can often see it
appearing in the logos of major public institutions. The tiger pattern represents itself and
Malaysian, symbolizes the spirit of Malaysia as well as the bravery and perseverance of Malaysians.

By Afizun Bin Sekof
Design Concept:
'The famous IKEA MAN wearing Malaysia Traditional Costume based on 3 most dominant races
(cultural) in Malaysia. That is what truly give meaning to our multiracial root where all Malaysians
choose IKEA as our number 1 spot not only for house related item, but for food, gatherings and
mingle around for the past 25th years as only Malaysian and IKEA can offer.'

By Peisun
Design Concept:
In my design, MY represents IKEA with a vision of passion for life at home and also represents MALAYSIA with the vision of
passion for life in our country. With passion, we raise our enthusiasm toward IKEA and MALAYSIA. This is the reason I add on the
word "LOVE" in this design. At the same time, it arises togetherness between Malaysians with both IKEA and MALAYSIA. Due to
this, I add on 2 hearts which hold together in this design and also blend several colours smoothly on it. IKEA emphasizes
functional products but at low prices so everyone can afford to have them. Meanwhile for Malaysia, emphasize "Malaysia
Prihatin" this year, where economic and resident welfare are the ones being emphasized. This is the reason I added on several
roses to this design. Roses are something beautiful, variety, pretty but with the thorns to protect themselves. Just like us,
Malaysians, beautiful in heart, variety in races and with the wisely thinking to protect ourselves in life. IKEA encourages DIY in life,
that's the reason I designed this logo with hand-drawing.
Lastly, with the colourful colour wishes IKEA a "Happy 25th Anniversary!"

By Antonio Atalig III
Design Concept:
My design features a traditional Malaysian batik that is decorated with a flower and flag of Malaysia.
Alongside are the national and popular elements of Malaysia, such as, the hibiscus, durian, teh tarik,
football, and the Petronas Twin Towers.

By Sara Siow
Design Concept:
A series of nostalgic illustrations celebrating the history, cultures and beauty of Malaysia, which
makes us truly unique and Asian.

By Ng Wei Pin
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic nation with many races and cultures. Tiger symbolises bravery and
strength to all the Malaysians which all the races in the one nation possess such character in their
cultures which bring all of them together and build a greater Malaysia today.
In celebration of IKEA 25th Anniversary, I would like to wish IKEA Malaysia continue to grow with
great strength and bravery with the tiger spirit in all the Malaysian.

By Faizah Mohd Esa
Design Concept:
Bendera Malaysia Teguh Berdiri,
Rakyat berbilang kaum di serata negeri,
Meatball dan almond cake pilihan hati,
Tak sah ke MY IKEA sebulan sekali.
Covid melanda negara Malaysia,
Face mask diguna janganlah lupa,
Ikea sudah di buka semula,
Jangan lupa scan My Sejahtera.
ZaynAisyaHome Di Instagramku,
Jangan lupa follow jadi temanku,
Pengguna tetap Oh MY IKEA ku,
IKEA TEBRAU destinasi istimewa ku

Design Concept:
The design that i am trying to show is the national
flower "Hibiscus' of Malaysia to be our pride. Malaysia also
a country with tropical rainforests. As well as
interesting about flora and fauna. My Malaysian national
landmark is located in the middle signifying KLCC is a point of
pride for Malaysians. Happy 25th anniversary IKEA.

By Muhammad Zur Faiezzuddin bin Zuraimi
Design Concept:
For this design, it is inspired by traditional houses in Malaysia. Each of them has their own uniqueness and strong
identity, hence the houses are united into one huge 'MY' house; House of Malaysia. These are the features of this
artwork:
•
Roof of 'M' - Rumah Minangkabau, Negeri Sembilan
•
Windows of 'M' - Rumah Peranakan Baba & Nyonya, Penang/Melaka
•
Post & beam timber of 'M' - Rumah Kampung Melayu
•
Roof of 'Y' - Rumah Serambi, Pahang
•
Front stairs of 'Y' - Tangga Batu Rumah Melaka
•
Shield hang on 'Y' - Dayak Shield Rumah Panjang, Sarawak
Overall, I have implemented the authenticity of traditional houses into my artwork to embrace the identity of my
beloved country, Malaysia.

By Emma Ng
Design Concept:
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA! Thank you for sparking so much
Magic to our lives, be it in our homes or workplace. You have
opened up so much creativity in us with your lifestyle designs!
We love you!

Design Concept:
IKEA is within us, in every home or workplace, enriching our
lives. A subtle link to make our space a happier one and with
that the lines are ingrained into the letters MY in our
Malaysian colour palette from Jalur Gemilang.
Happy 25th!

By Nabilah M Azmi
Design Concept:
My design celebrates the uniqueness of Malaysian Songket and Swedish Kurbitsmålning (kurbits).
Both of them are very beautiful traditional art and I would like to show to the public how vastly
different but enchanting both of them are. Hence I choose to put them in separate letter and
different colour scheme but still complimenting each other

By Por Yen Kai
Design Concept:
My design is inspired by traditional lanterns and as well as the bunga raya and rafflesia. Rafflesia
flower is unique and it's represent malaysia pretty well and i only seen it for a few decent time

By Nadhirah binti Nor Azmi
Design Concept:
My design represents the animals that lived in Malaysia and Sweden. These animals are significant to
both countries and are well known when mentioned abroad. I believe IKEA strongly agrees in the
importance of taking care of the environment and this shown in most of the designs of the products.

By Lim Hsien Yang
Design Concept:
The M and Y alphabets are red and yellow, part of the colours of Malaysia's flag, with an emphasis on
the 25th year anniversary ie Silver Jubilee. And a focus on all the IKEA branches in Malaysia at
present.

By Allen Lai
Design Concept:
Let’s have a Wayang Kulit as a bedtime story! Opp, don’t forget to have the projection of Chinese
Paper Cutting art, Indian Kolam art, and unique Borneo Corak in your bedtime story as well.
Malaysia's culture is enriched by the art of different races and cultures, we share the beauty of art
from each culture with each other, we love Malaysia.

By Teoh Jia Qian
Design Concept:
My design idea is that all natural ecology and wild animals are pieced together bit by bit, so I choose to use
triangles of various sizes to present my animals.
The tropical rain forests of Malaysia have a variety of wild animals. Most animals are facing ecological
threats, such as environmental changes and human hunting. These wild animals only live in the tropical
rainforest and have the most comfortable state. My design is to call on everyone to protect our wild animals.
I also want to present that IKEA is like our nature and can provide good furniture, then give us a warm living
environment.

By Megat Danial Hazim
Design Concept:
My design is basically a batik design form malaysia and bunga raya that is a flower that represent
malaysia.

By Teh See Yong
Design Concept:
I was inspired to create an artwork based on traditional Malaysian designs. I drew Batik patterns on my artwork to represent IKEA’s establishment in
Malaysia. It is to celebrate the successful and longtime presence of an esteemed international brand in our homeland.
Batik is a form of art made by drawing patterns with wax on a piece of white cloth, wherein colours are later filled in the drawings and the cloth is soaked in
boiling water to remove the wax. The cloth is then dried, sealing the colours in. Here I used just one colour to reflect the idea of simplicity behind all IKEA
concepts.
Batik motifs are inspired by a variety of sources, including floral motifs, geometrical patterns and even abstract designs. My artwork utilises floral patterns.
This is my wife’s favourite pattern so I decided to draw this as we always shop at IKEA together and she really loves anything and everything from IKEA!

Just like Batik, IKEA designs are simple and stylish yet elegant and chic. They are both a form of fine art, empowering minds, inspiring creativity and bringing
joy. Using Batik as my element in the IKEA’s 25th Anniversary creation allowed me to fuse traditional and modern art to bring out the best of both worlds.

By Chew Hung Nien
Design Concept:
The idea is to showcase the sketch floor plan of a house with all the IKEA furniture in place from
entrance to guest area, living area, dining area, dry and kitchen, bathrooms, outdoor deck, study
area, bedroom, wardrobe, office space to the outdoor rest area.
25 years of IKEA inspires and motivates all Malaysian designers to create livable spaces for a better
community.
" From Nothing, To Something, To Everything..."

By Lee Chee Yik, Ivan
Design Concept:
My design concept is came from the combination of pop art and animated imagery art with
brings out the elements of popular culture in Malaysia. The design showed out the
representative of multiethnic in Malaysia with their religion, festival, arts, food and also the
symbolic of building and infrastructure. I also added in some of the batik elements to
enriching the country’s sense of culture.
At the end, the IKEA logo added in the design representing the grow of IKEA together with
Malaysia not only in pass 25 years but also in future.

By Tan Hui Wen
Design Concept:
The main idea of the design is different ethnic. The reason of it is
because different people form a unique Malaysia and also Ikea
brand fit everyone's need. There have supporting elements such
as the national flag, map, national flower, and tropical as the
decoration that represents Malaysia.

Design Concept:
The main idea of the design is different ethnic. The reason for it is
because different people form a unique Malaysia and also Ikea
brand fit everyone's need. Ikea was founded in Sweden, so the
design has some Swedish patterns for the border. The design is
decorated with different kinds of furniture to show the variety of
Ikea's products. The background of M to Y has a yellow cross
which is the symbol of the national flag of Sweden.

By Kam Kai Wen
Design Concept:
Wood carving or 'ukiran kayu' is a form of traditional art known to us Malaysians and plays a
significant role in the Malay culture. I've decided to incorporate this stunning work of art that
requires much dedication into the design of this logo to celebrate the impact of cultural art
towards our country and community. It's crucial that we allow these traditions to live on, and I
hope to be able to instill a sense of appreciation towards these unique traditions from each
different culture through this design.

By Najuwa binti Abd Latip
Design Concept:
Jalur, pepejal, bentuk kombo warna klasik memberikan rasa segar dan bersih untuk
permulaan yang bertenaga setiap hari.

By Alex Z Loh
Design Concept:
It is representing the beautiful flora and fauna nature of Malaysia.

By Pua Si Rong
Design Concept:
My inspiration comes from the paper-cutting craftsmanship of Malaysia, so I use the threedimensional style of paper-cutting. This work also refers to the Malaysian craft artist Ceres
Lau. Her work is vivid and promotes Malaysian culture. So my work blends Malaysian culture
and cuisine. I use digital paper textures and 3D layers to highlight Malaysia‘s features. Among
them are Malay Tapir, Hornbill, Big Red Flower, Raffles Overlord Flower, Malaysia's iconic
building Petronas Twin Towers and Kuala Lumpur Tower, as well as Malaysian food Nasi
Lemak, Laksa, Kuih, Satay and so on.

By Nufah Hannan binti Abdul Latif
Design Concept:
My design is a combination of a beautiful color gradient with some doodles. The color
gradient and doodles represents the fantasy world, while the leaves and flowers represents
the real world. And Ikea is both of them.

By Lai Cheng Bong(12years old) & Liew Yee Vin
Design Concept:
The word"M"meaning is ikea furniture,the word"Y"meaning is ikea food and some drinks.

By Chong Yung Ning
Design Concept:
This beautiful earth gave us a chance to be able to visualise what we created. Without the
trees from the forest, there will not be products to be sold in IKEA worldwide stores. Without
the beautiful ocean, we will not have what we have to be who we are today. We shall be
thankful for being able to create, to build and to love. Happy 25th anniversary IKEA! :)

By ubaiubai
Design Concept:
My design focuses on the trivial stuff of our multi-ethnic and various culture differences which is our local
slang. By using the concept of word collage, I've arranged it all according to the 'MY' template shape and I am
also using the font that IKEA uses on the product tags. Some slang words written with letters with accents
that would make it seem like a strong reference to IKEA's Swedish language/writing style.
Further on the design inspiration, we get to know each other by greeting and talking and it all down to the
words we say over the times yet these slang comes from each of our different races and cultures. When we
hear it, say it, we can absolutely feel something neighbourly to it as it is like our own 'mother tongue'. Sure,
slang seems unsuitable but little things like these are the essence in our multiracial and cultural livelihood.
Wouldn't you agree?

By Siti Nazurah Binti Mohd Kamel
Design Concept:
Selamat ulang tahun yg ke-25, IKEA.
25 tahun yang cukup bermakna.
Terima kasih IKEA, menjadi yang terhebat & terindah di hati rakyat Malaysia.
Rekaan saya berkonsepkan kombinasi 1) keunikan motif bunga tanjung dan kaitannya dengan warisan
tenunan songket, 2) kehalusan seni batik dan 3) megah bunga raya, bunga kebangsaan Malaysia.

By Athirah Nabila Binti Asni
Design Concept:
The element I use in the IKEA logo design is the Batik element which symbolizes the wealth of Malaysia’s
diversity. Apart from that, the Batik element also gives an implicit meaning to the Dyslexia disease suffered
by the founder of IKEA, Ingvar Kamprad. Although the founder suffers from Dyslexia, it is not an obstacle to
create a great success in his life which elevate the dignity of his own country, portrayed by the beautiful Batik
pattern on the two letters. The letter M which is blue while the letter Y which is yellow, the colour of the
Swedish flag which is the origin of IKEA

By Ashley M Loh
Design Concept:
The element I use in the IKEA logo design is the Batik element which symbolizes the wealth of Malaysia’s
diversity. Apart from that, the Batik element also gives an implicit meaning to the Dyslexia disease suffered
by the founder of IKEA, Ingvar Kamprad. Although the founder suffers from Dyslexia, it is not an obstacle to
create a great success in his life which elevate the dignity of his own country, portrayed by the beautiful Batik
pattern on the two letters. The letter M which is blue while the letter Y which is yellow, the colour of the
Swedish flag which is the origin of IKEA

By Haryani binti Md Yunos
Design Concept:
4 hibiscus (Malaysia national flower) represent 4 IKEA
outlets in Malaysia.
These blooming hibiscus are in silver because we
are celebrating the SilverJubilee.
Weaved/rattan IKEA products are featured on the MY to
symbolize the unity and togetherness of Malaysians.
"It takes a lot of pieces to weave a mat".

Design Concept:
This design is about Malaysia being together with IKEA.
The hand drawn and manually painted MY is to express
the sincerity of having IKEA around for 25 years (and
still counting). The colors are adapted from Malaysia
flag (red, blue, yellow and white) to embrace the
Malaysian supportive spirit.
Our rich flora with different shapes and variety
represent the multi- ethnic with the same heart.

By Tay Shen Thuu
Design Concept:
The manual of "Bersama-sama We Built the Better Nation"

By Albert Ooi
Design Concept:
M: Culture, art and architecture in Malaysia; Y: Nature and wildlife in Malaysia

By Dicky Ryandi Bin Gunawan
Design Concept:
My design is about our main races in Malaysia , Melayu , Indian and Chinese while theres a flag on it .

By Tan Hui Yin
Design Concept:
My logo design incorporated the collaboration between Sweden and Malaysia plus featuring iconic symbols
for both countries respectively.

By Nicole Ng Hui Ling
Design Concept:
Happy 25th Anniversary

By Chong Sze Ting

Design Concept:
Hibiscus rosa-sinensis, national flower of Malaysia. In malay, Bunga Raya carries the meaning of celebratory
flower.
My design was inspired by the Malay batik textile art, Hibiscus as the main character surrounded with batik
pattern and brown batik colour as the background.
As if Malaysia (Hibiscus) is being supported by our lovely community.

By Phang Yves (9 Years old)

Design Concept:
My favourite game is AmongUs. Imagination throughout universe and space.

By Nor Syareen Liyana Binti Yusoff
Design Concept:
M Malaysia pride with Malaysian foods are served on Malaysia-Sweden 'tikar' on it. Plus the 'Nasi Lemak'
illustrates as bold in the design shows how important the food is for Malaysians.

By Chew Wen Dee
Design Concept:
Multiculturalism has been the foundation of this great Malaysia. The design was inspired by different ethnic
and cultural communities in Malaysia. Despite skin colour, culture and religion, throughout these 25 years,
IKEA has become a gathering hub for all Malaysians to stay united as one, providing interactive spaces for
communities to communicate and interact while having a great shopping experience.

By Sam Chin Sing
Design Concept:
IKEA’s ideas and designs are always bold, distinctive and with statements. The design of my ‘MY IKEA’ logo
aims to portray such qualities and significance. The outline of the KLCC twin towers complemented by colours
of the Jalur Gemilang (red, white, blue and yellow) brings out the unique identity of our beloved country,
whilst IKEA’s country of origin is symbolized by the Swedish flag colours (blue and yellow).

By Abdul Azim Bin A Azis
Design Concept:
Karya ini mengisahkan tentang ROTI BABU, Pasti sahaja Roti Babu akan
menggamit memori zaman 90-an dan awal 20-an kita, pemilihan ini
diangkat sebagai tema utama kerana ia sangat sinonim dengan rakyat
Malaysia , sudah pasti semua lapisan masyarakat dan bangsa di Malaysia
suka akan penjualan roti bergerak ini dan kita semua mengetahui
bahawa Roti Babu adalah salah satu lambang ciri khas Malaysia kerana
hanya negara kita sahaja yang masih mengekalkan penjualan Roti Babu.
Melayu , Cina dan India bersatu kerana Roti Babu. ;)

Design Concept:
KEGEMARAN MALAYSIA, sebut sahaja lambang perpaduan di Malaysia,
kita pasti akan terfikir makananlah yang mendorong kesatuan ini. oleh
itu, saya mengangkat tema Kuih Malaysia kerana kuih adalah salah satu
lambang makanan yang bukan sahaja ada pada hari biasa malah di
setiap perayaan pastinya ada kuih sendiri, seperti Hari Raya pastinya
akan ada kuih bahulu, perayaan Cina pastinya ada kuih pulut atau kuih
bulan, Deepavali pasti ada Marukku dan perayaan di Sabah dan Sarawak
pasti ada kek lapis, inilah keistimewaan Malaysia yang tiada di negara
lain, semua bangsa pun pasti sukakan kepelbagaian kuih-kuih di
Malaysia. Indah bukan ;)

By Anthon Ch'ng Chin Wei
Design Concept:
The design idea is about the floral & fauna of Malaysia, unique and diverse. It reminds me of the toy section
in Ikea, which brings good childhood memories for the kids. Happy 25th Anniversary Ikea!

By Norshahida binti Mohd Razali
Design Concept:
I always admire IKEA's design for its simple design and practical use. Songket is one of the Malaysian
traditional fabrics. Songket fabric design can be simple and look luxurious. It also has its own uniqueness
as anyone that wears Songket will look charming and elegant. The yellow color in the design symbolizes the
gold threads that are handwoven into these exquisite fabrics that translate the quality in IKEA's products.

By Mohamad Amin Bin Yusof
Design Concept:
Sebagai rakyat Malaysia, negara kita memang terkenal dengan pelbagai adat resam dan budaya. Salah satu elemen
yang melambangkan identiti negara kita adalah melalui pemakaian. Antara pemakaian yang melambangkan identiti
negara kita adalah batik dan songket. Memilih tema gabungan barangan Ikea bersama elemen Batik dan Songket.
Kita boleh menggunakan pelbagai idea seperti membuat dekorasi gabungan barangan ikea bersama Batik dan
Songket. Kita boleh menghiasi perabot ikea dengan menggunakan sarung bantal daripada kain batik, menggunakan
kain songket sebagai alas meja makan dan sebagainya. Keseluruhan warna dalam penghasilan logo ini terdiri
daripada warna-warna oren, kuning, coklat yang mewakili majoriti warna daripada daripada elemen batik dan
songket.
Happy 25TH Anniversary IKEA!!

By Stephanie Yap
Design Concept:
Truly Malaysian, the kain songket symbol of timeless elegance richness serenity and beauty

By Sadhana Devraj
Design Concept:
The design explains the notable infrastructures in our nation. The infrastructures are all designed in a manner
where the culture and heritage are preserved within them. Besides that , there is also a small village image in
the design to state that We as Malaysians have never forgotten our roots. That makes us special in our ways!

Design Concept:
Colours of our national flag - circles
depicting racial harmony

Design Concept:
IKEA's 25 years intertwined with Malaysians
from all "high fives" of life.

By Lim Ei-Leen

Design Concept:
Stripes of Harimau Malaysia symbolising
Ikea's 25 years contribution to our nation
building.

By Aimaan Shafieq bin Musa
Design Concept:
The colour of blue, yellow & red symbolizes the Malaysian flag & modern connecting lines represents the
varieties & connection of IKEA products in Malaysia. The outbreak lines demonstrates Ikea idea concept
whereby more and more new products to come.

By Yean Sem Yee
Design Concept:
The colour of blue, yellow & red symbolizes the Malaysian flag & modern connecting lines represents the
varieties & connection of IKEA products in Malaysia. The outbreak lines demonstrates Ikea idea concept
whereby more and more new products to come.

Design Concept:
Teddy bear in violet snowy night

By Tan Shwen Yin (6 years old)

Design Concept:
Teddy bear in mystery adventure

Design Concept:
Fruit salad platter in MY shape

By Ong Chiow Jie
Design Concept:
IKEA already blends in Malaysian daily life.
We can easily see IKEA tableware from cafe to restaurant and even on our home dining table! So, my design
is about the scene that happens everyday, Malaysia's unique food with IKEA tableware.

By Canie Peter Tan
Design Concept:
I’m designing MYIkea25 based on Malaysian currency notes which is RM 20 notes and RM 5 notes ( which
make up RM 25 )
I’m choosing this notes because of both iconic fauna Found in Malaysia.
It is also a symbolism of IKEA that conquered Malaysian Market from top ( hornbill high on the sky) to bottom
( turtle of deep sea ocean )
May IKEA Malaysia will continue to provide the best home furnishings!

By Gan Ee Joe (6 years old)
Design Concept:
Heart shape and spider cobwebs

By Alicia Tan
Design Concept:
Three empowered women despite race

By Yeo Su Faye
Design Concept:
The MY IKEA 25th anniversary design is hand drawn to capture the essence of tropical and multicultural
Malaysia. Paired with furniture as the society’s foundation (e.g. tables), the concept ties to IKEA’s tagline of
creating a better everyday life for many people. Four local animal characters of different age groups are
featured wearing the national costumes of East and West Malaysia. The letter ‘M’ represents city life whereas
the letter ‘Y’ represents the suburbs and rural areas. Together, they form Malaysia in unity and strength.

By Miky Tan
Design Concept:
Malaysia is multi-ethnic diverse in religions and cultures. Using modern line arts to illustrated Malaysia
heritage. Wau, Gasing, Beca, Guli, Batik, Rafflesia, Dholak, Lion Dance, Batu Caves, Bunga Raya, Ice Kacang,
Craft, Twin Tower, Mosque, Penyu, Diwali, Lantern, Nasi Lemak and more are the unique elements that made
our country remarkable. These unique elements are formed beautifully to the character ‘MY’, which
symbolised MALAYSIA and MY IKEA! The character is illuminated with Malaysia’s flag colours - yellow, red, blue
and white indicates royal, courage, unity and purity. Each culture is expressed and celebrated harmoniously,
creating a beautiful living! Let’s make our home special! We love IKEA!

By Thirunavukarasu a/l Nagandran
Design Concept:
My design about united with all culture in malaysia, be happy with other religion.

By Chuin Chee Khan
Design Concept:
The M design refers to the city of the Malaysia whereas Y design is representing the Malaysia Heritage in our
country. The design are drawn by oil paint which represent the batik fashion.

By Nor Fazirah Binti Masri
Design Concept:
Reka bentuk mengenai kemerdekaan dan bunga raya simbol perpaduan kepada rakyat malaysia yang
berbilang kaum, menara menunjukkan kemajuan terhadap Malaysia dan tentera bagi mempertahankan
negara.

By Shafiah Humaira Shamsul Annuar
Design Concept:
I added for the ikea letters to represent ikea in its best way. In my opinion, the best memory i had as a kid in
IKEA is when i played at the playground - it had a ball pit and soo many things. Thats why i decided to have
fun with the letter A by adding a slide and ballpit.
For the MY part, i tried to add elements of malaysia, starting with the klcc twin towers, my favourite malay
food and last but not least, the iconic and memorable moment tunku abdul rahman chang=ted ‘merdeka’

By Mharghesswary
Design Concept:
My design is basically about our Independence Day. We fought for our country and earned the name
Malaysia.

By Chak Song Yoon
Design Concept:
My design is about medical careers and coronavirus characters. Our medical careers protect our Malaysia and
IKEA for fighting COVID-19 until ending in the world. Stay at home and stay health.

By Queenie Wong Pei Yee
Design Concept:
Nostalgic Childhood Snacks
The inspiration of this artwork brings me back to the olden times where snacks were all I can think of back in
the '90s. What inspired me the most of this theme was although we are all different, snacks are the ice
breaker & always bring us together harmoniously by sharing finger lickin' snacks.

By Chin Wei Hom
Design Concept:
-The design of the top and bottom represent IKEA furniture and the country flag of sweden. The colour scheme that I use
is based on the sweden flag main colour for this design. And I added some of my doodle art that makes it more creative
and special.
-The design of "M" represents Malaysia's famous flower ( Rafflesia arnoldii, Bunga raya ). Flag represents Malaysia. The
famous tourist attractions in Malaysia ( KLCC, KL Tower ). Last but not least, Malaysia traditional malay Kite ( Wau Bulan )
and malaysia traditional knife( Keris ).
-The design of "Y" represents Malaysia's famous food from our culture. And a cute National bird of Malaysia ( Rhino
hornbills ).

By Foong Pooi Yuen
Design Concept:
-My design idea all about ikea. I wish to add all products in my design, unfortunately too many of it. All this
products it so meaning in our life time. Once you saw it, you will definitely knew it is a products from ikea that
has been with us for so long.

By Juana Saerah binti Jamaludin

Design Concept:
IKEA menjadi Gedung kegemaran ramai di Malaysia. Kini, setelah 25 tahun IKEA di Malaysia, ia telah mewarnai kehidupan kita yang
penuh dengan keunikan warisan yang pelbagai etnik. Dengan kemunculan pendemik Covid-19 yang melanda di seluruh dunia, telah
membuatkan lebih banyak masa dihabiskan di dalam rumah dan peranan ikea adalah besar dalam membantu memberikan idea dan
menyediakan keselesaan di rumah dengan pelbagai rangkaian perabot dan juga barangan keperluan harian untuk melengkapkan setiap
bilik di rumah bagi kehidupan yang lebih Lestari.
Logo yang dicipta ini, menggambarkan kehidupan seharian dengan kehadiran produk IKEA. Walau pun banyak masa dihabiskan di dalam
rumah, namun aktiviti perayaan, sambutan kemerdekaan dan Hari Malaysia, menikmati musim buah-buahan tempatan, kehidupan
bekerja dari rumah dan sesi pembelajaran anak-anak melalui PDPR masih dapat dilakukan dengan selesa. Ketenangan berada di rumah
ini mampu meredakan tekanan dan juga merapatkan lagi hubungan kekeluargaan dan semua ini diucapkan terima kasih kepada IKEA
kerana bersama-sama mengharungi pendemik ini bersama rakyat Malaysia.

By Choong Pei Wen
Design Concept:
- I still remember the first time I came to IKEA, I was deeply attracted by the curry puffs.
Those tastes have not changed. For so many years, from that girl's generation till now I am a mother.
IKEA curry puffs are still my favorite, and it’s also my love at first sight.
I am very grateful to IKEA for making our country’s food so delicious and improving it till it reaches the restaurant level.
My idea this time is very simple. 25 Dala represents IKEA, and 25 curry puffs represent Malaysia.
Connect these two most iconic things into a beautiful pattern.
After this long Lockdown, IKEA also coincided with its 25th anniversary in Malaysia.
Can't wait to return to IKEA for my only most beautiful curry puffs.

By Rachel Lew
Design Concept:
I chose Hibiscus because it is our Malaysia’s Bunga Raya. And the 5 petals represent IKEA Damansara, IKEA
Cheras, IKEA Tebrau, IKEA Batu Kawan and IKEA Online.
The yellow background resonates IKEA logo.

By Lim Ai Gnoh
Design Concept:
The playful IKEA tiger toy holding onto Malaysia Wau Bulan kite signifies the Malaysian Tiger spirit and strength
in diversity. While the cute toy Orang Utan with the Malaysia National flower (Bunga Raya) symbolically
represent IKEA’s brand awareness not only in Peninsular Malaysia but also extended to East Malaysia. The warm
embrace of the Orang Utan onto the famous IKEA bag showed that 25 years of being in Malaysia, IKEA is
growing from strength to strength throughout Malaysia. The MY logo designed with the original IKEA bag
pattern represents the strong branding as evidently IKEA bags can be found throughout everywhere in most
of Malaysian households. There is a strong sense of embedded trust in the IKEA products similar to the
everlasting strength of the famous IKEA bag.

By Nor Marlina
Design Concept:
Design Concept:
- Konsep batik
pada huruf "M" terdiri daripada dua reka bentuk berbeza iaitu satu adalah flora dan satu lagi fauna bagi kehidu
pan di laut.
Batik sinonim dengan Malaysia terutama di
Terengganu dan begitu juga dengan kehidupan marin yang terdiri daripada pelbagai spesies hidupan yang
sangat cantik dan unik.
Ia simbolik kepada tumpuan pelancongan bagi negara Malaysia.
-Konsep huruf "Y" terdiri daripada bendera Malaysia dan
juga bangunan ikonik Malaysia seperti Menara Kembar Petronas dan menara KLCC.

By Lam Pui Li
Design Concept:
My concept comes from the Vision of Ikea ``To Create Better Everyone Life For The Many People". As we all know
Malaysia is a multicultural country consisting of Malay, Chinese & India living in peace and harmony to create a
better life for everyone. The Malaysia Flag consists of 4 colours which are blue and yellow and are the same as
Ikea Logo colour. The dark blue represents the unity of multiracial Malaysians & The Yellow color symbolises the
sovereignty of the constitutional monarchy.

By Lee Jun Yi
Design Concept:
My design is about the traditional and history of Malaysia, it look simple but Malaysia has lot of traditional
and history in any area has own story.

By Subasshani A/P Kunasegaran
Design Concept:
We are well known as a country of multi-ethnic and multi-culture. That makes Malaysia stand out on the world
map. This design symbolizes the diversity of races and cultures we have in Malaysia. Wau and gasing represent
the Malays traditional game, while lanterns for the Chinese where else, Kolam and cl

By Ng Soon Kiat
Design Concept:
As the English idiom saying "don't judge a book by its cover", our fellow Malaysians can proudly shout out that
"don't judge Malaysia by its name". Our beloved Malaysia is full of beautiful multiracial culture, historical value
and nature. Here, my design illustrates another significant recognition of Malaysia — the vast variety of flora
and fauna in Malaysia

By Jasreen Rubeni
Design Concept:
The design showcases a view of a present-day Malaysian living space that is advanced leaps and bounds progressively with IKEA’s
iconic old favourites like STRANDMON wing chair, BILLY bookcase and STOCKHOLM rug that have also become hugely popular
here.
I have also subtly emphasised the beautiful Swedish-Malaysian identity merge through the country flags, Dala horse painted with
hibiscus motif, and with IKEA'S most-loved foods - Swedish meatballs and Malaysian curry puffs.
The Swedish identity has intertwined with our own Malaysian identity to form a uniquely beautiful heritage since IKEA first opened
its doors in Malaysia in 1996. The design I have illustrated in its essence; celebrates IKEA’s 25 years and counting integration into
Malaysian’s everyday life.
Other IKEA products in my design include; DJUNGELSKOG tiger and orangutan soft toy, LACK side table, ÅRSTID floor lamp,
RIBBA frame, ENEBY Bluetooth speaker, SÖSDALA memo board, TJOG storage boxes, IDASARA fabric and INGEFÄRA plant pots
with saucers.

By Lee Xiao Wen
Design Concept:
Keunikan Malaysia.
Berbilang kaum berkongsi budaya dari segi makanan, permainan, seni, agama, perayaan dan bahasa. Kehidupan masyarakat
bersatu padu mencipta komuniti yang harmoni dan rumah tangga yang bahagia.
IKEA Malaysia ‘membesar’ di situasi yang dikelilingi oleh pelbagai budaya kebangsaan. Perusahaan IKEA tekun bertanggungjawab
kepada masyarakat dengan membekalkan suasana membeli-belah yang selesa dan pelbagai barang yang berkualiti serta harga
yang berpatutan.
Kebanggaan anak Malaysia dapat meraikan Hari Ulang IKEA ke-25 bersama-sama!

By Saidatul Husna Binti Shamsul Anuar
Design Concept:
Common things that Malaysian will know which is food, Rafflesia flower, Tapir and I also insert Hibiscus flower.

By Muhamad Fahmi Arif Bin Md Yusof
Design Concept:
Melalui IKEA, rakyat Malaysia dapat mengenali serba sedikit gaya Scandinavian. Oleh itu, saya ingin
mengetengahkan identiti Malaysia melalui design ini. Rekaan ini terhasil dengan mengambil inspirasi dari motif
sulam Tekat dan olahan motif bunga pada Kebaya Peranakan dalam gaya Batik. Kepelbagaian warna dalam
rekaan ini melambangkan keindahan budaya, keharmonian dan kesejahteraan seluruh rakyat Malaysia.

By Sai Geerthanjaly
Design Concept:
This design is created with Malaysian food.This symbolizes Malaysia with different culture's food.

By Chau Lee Fong
Design Concept:
By using the traditional colourful glass window with batik motif represent how IKEA Malaysia have bring the
colourful to us for the past 25th years. Combination of traditional batik element on the glass showed IKEA
Malaysia not just only carry the western concept product, but also carry the local concept product which suitable
for the Malaysia multi festival like Hari Raya, Chinese New Year, Deepevali and also Christmas.

By Nadiah Faisal
Design Concept:
By using the traditional colourful glass window with batik motif represent how IKEA Malaysia have bring the
colourful to us for the past 25th years. Combination of traditional batik element on the glass showed IKEA
Malaysia not just only carry the western concept product, but also carry the local concept product which suitable
for the Malaysia multi festival like Hari Raya, Chinese New Year, Deepevali and also Christmas.

By Khairun Nabila
Design Concept:
2021 marks the 25th anniversary for IKEA Malaysia establishment. 2021 is also a challenging year globally,
including to us, Malaysians. This design highlights the appreciation to the front-liners that had been
continuously contributing to the country. This is also to remind all of us to play our part in ensuring the safety of
our country.
The design also incorporate the appreciation to our beloved athletes, that had been the symbol of our unity,
together as Malaysians.
Lastly, the Malaysia flag and important landmark of Malaysia is also included in the design to signify the
elements of Malaysia in the logo.

By Colin Lim Kai Ern (9 yrs old)
Design Concept:
The design centres around Malaysian landmarks , the petronas twin towers and the penang bridge. Also
features Malaysia national flower, the hibiscus and Malaysian national bird the rhinosorous hornbill.Sweden and
Malaysia are also featured in their flags.2 great countries coming together.Happy 25th anniversary IKEA.

By Muhammad Amir Amirul Bin Mohamad.
Design Concept:
My concept of the design is that I would love to portray the acceptance level of IKEA brand into every heart of Malaysian. The idea is on how we, as Malaysian, appreciate the existence of IKEA Malaysia through
learning and experiencing the next level of interior design and furniture design of IKEA’s catalog, culture, and campaign that has always been a monumental shopping experience.
My design narration as below:
The letter ‘M’ represents Malaysia Flag
The word M is being represented by the Malaysia Flag. The green-field investment made by IKEA Malaysia is a good business venture. It does not only boost the Malaysia’s economy but slowly changes the narration
of the living style and design ideas of every house in Malaysia.
‘Y’ represents the Sweden Flag
IKEA’s home country is Sweden. This is being shown by the high level of acceptance of IKEA products and living style by Malaysians. ‘MY’ is the acronym for MALAYSIA so I believe that ‘M’ is for the Malaysia Flag while
‘Y’ is for the Sweden Flag to show how we stand together in offering assimilation of both country’s culture and lifestyle.
Malaysia Maps (Peninsula, Sabah, & Sarawak)
The Malaysia maps are illustrated to show that every Malaysian needs a little piece of IKEA as part of their house. Even though IKEA has not opened in Sabah & Sarawak, but I believe that people in Sabah & Sarawak
would be happier if there are IKEA stores popping up around their neighborhood. It’s a good business market penetration as people in Brunei would also come to shop as they are big spenders.
Multiracial People of Peninsula Malaysia (Malay, Chinese & Indian)
The 3 major races in Peninsular Malaysia are illustrated on the lower part of both letters. If you look into everyone’s faces of the illustrations, it shows that they are truly happy in celebrating IKEA’s 25th anniversary
together by wearing their traditional costumes like Baju Melayu, Baju Kurung, Saree and Cheongsam.

25 Candles & Anniversary Cakes
I illustrated 25 candles in the design to represent IKEA’s 25th Years of Anniversary here in Malaysia. This also shows how IKEA’s brand has been sustained for 25 years in Malaysia. Since it is an important celebration,
anniversary cakes are IMPORTANT!
National Flower – Bunga Raya (Hibiscus), Coconut Trees & Orang Utan
I designed my entry by integrating the element of flora & fauna to promote the awareness of taking care of our planet and the green movement act. IKEA has been dedicating on creating eco-friendly and
sustainable products by minimizing everlasting harm to the planet.

Design Concept:
Layers of Malaysian Kuih : Kuih Lapis, Seri Muka, Kuih
Talam, Wajik and Kuih Sagu.

Design Concept:
The nostalgic Tikar Mengkuang

By Nur Hanani bt Md Salim

Design Concept:
Malaysian National Flower; Bunga Raya

By Gerrilyn Tiew Jing Rou
Design Concept:
Mandala and Zentangle

By Tan Hooi Yuan
Design Concept:
My idea is for the map of Malaysia. As for the color, I chose the color of JALUR GEMILANG. The yellow on the top
represents the stars and the moon， The red and white is the color of the JALUR GEMILANG. You can see that
some areas are colored by red,yellow,white, That’s because IKEA has set up a store here😍！These 3 color is
also the color of JALUR GEMILANG. That is all my idea and HAPPY 25TH ANNIVERSARY IKEA MALAYSIA!😘 Hope
it can be soon to visit IKEA！

By Puteri Shahdeena
Design Concept:
An impression of the Petronas Twin Towers and KL Tower represents the firmness of Malaysians united. The
four colors of the Jalur Gemilang hold different meanings and the way it tangles between both letters
resembles togetherness. I include foods from the Ikea restaurant and combine it with roti canai and nasi lemak
to show how much people love it, people don't just go there to shop for furniture but also to get their signature
Swedish meatballs.

By Wan Nazirah
Design Concept:
In celebrating IKEA Malaysia 25th Birthday, this design is dedicated specially to IKEA and to Malaysia. The design
was highly influenced by the layout of IKEA showroom and the layout of Malaysia itself. The continuous flow
within the layout has always been the prime signature of the IKEA showroom. Each of the showrooms in the
design are represented by the Malaysian state, with the shortcut door, because we know how handy the
shortcut door is, in order for us to go straight to the check-outs, and the bistro, and the delicious food market.
Afterall, going to IKEA is about exploring the space and admiring each corner of the showroom.
Happy Birthday IKEA Malaysia! ♡

By Saw Zi Qian (10 years old)
Design Concept:
Letter M is all about furniture of IKEA; Letter L is represent we must love our Mother Earth

By Phoebe Loke Poh Yee
Design Concept:
MY, as a Malaysian, represents the country of Malaysia. Therefore, I adopted the logo that symbolizes the shape
of Malaysia's heart, along with the map and the buildings that win honor for Malaysia.

By Liew Hooi Feng
Design Concept:
My design is to show that Malaysia is a multiracial country. Different ethnic groups work together in different
fields, and they all play important roles. This is a country where we live in harmony.
In the crowd, I drew four friendly Ikea's staff. They represent that there are four Ikea stores in Malaysia.

By Sharon Chee
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, multicultural, and multilingual society. Malaysia is also known as a Food Paradise.
Foods such as nasi lemak, satay, kuih-muih, durian, and more are the most iconic food in Malaysia. Foods are
drawn in white outline. The background color of 'MY' is blends in yellow and red. Overall, the color scheme of
the artwork represents the flag of Malaysia.

By Izzuddin Asyraf
Design Concept:
Just be a kid and enjoy”. That is the exact feeling most kids at Ikea (In fact most adults too). I myself
grew up with traditional toys, while kids nowadays expose themselves to so many toys available at
IKEA.

By Tara Fukagawa
Design Concept:
The first thing that comes to mind when I think of Malaysia is the diversity of scrumptious food we
have here. Because of this, this design features a wide array of Malaysia's most beloved foods from
different cultures. From nasi lemak and roti canai to kaya toast and ais kacang, you can find a
number of famous foods in Malaysia incorporated into this design. The design of the letter M
consists of savoury foods, while the letter Y showcases the sweeter side. It is a little peak into the
mouthwatering and diverse cuisine available in Malaysia. Also, happy 25th anniversary to IKEA,
Malaysia is so glad to have you :)

By Isaac Z Loh
Design Concept:
It represents the beauty of traditional Malaysia with the sepak takraw game and building structure
of villages.

By Tham Oi Mei
Design Concept:
Spring is here .
Beautiful ,Bountiful ,Happiness,
Balance, Best to all ….

By Rachel Sow Wei Ling
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multiracial country that is rich in unique culture and heritage. I want to showcase our
beautiful culture from our landmarks, various types of food to flora, fauna and ethnics. I want to
show that Malaysia is famous for both its city states and also its holiday travel destinations, hence
the combination of both in one piece.

By Khong Jer Yi, Chia Yi Qin
Design Concept:
We love Malaysia,we stand united on a beautiful flora and fauna country.

By Sharifah Zorina
Design Concept:
The design of the logo integrate the map of Malaysia within the shape of the letters. The reason
behind it is to commemorate the 25th anniversary of IKEA establishment in Malaysia. The colours of
the map was carefully selected to represent the identity of IKEA into the logo design. Meanwhile, the
'water' pattern (also imitate batik repetitive pattern) around the map shows the strands that connect
us Malaysians to the nearest IKEA whenever is possible. Although IKEA is limited to certain places,
they are known locally around Malaysia.

By Kenny Fu

By Evaleez Voo Lian Yun
Design Concept:
I lived abroad for a short while before coming back to Malaysia last year. During my stay there, I remember how
much I craved Malaysian food, and turns out it wasn't only me! Almost all of my Malaysian friends there were craving
for some good Roti Canai, Nasi Lemak etc, no matter what their race was. This made me realize how much food can
connect people and help build relationships, because who doesn't like good food?

Hence, my design is centered around the various delicacies of Malaysia, including Nasi Lemak, Roti Canai, Dim Sum
and Satay. They represent the multicultural lives we live and how much food influences our lives.

By Shawn Soon
Design Concept:
I believe we can all agree that FOOD is what ties us multiracial MALAYSIAN together. That is
because we have different cuisines from different cultures and ethnicities to comfort us
whenever we are facing any hardships. This illustration therefore depicts the TOGETHERNESS
of MALAYSIANS from the beginning, at present, and in the future.

By Muhammad Afiq Najmi bin Rozemi
Design Concept:
The design that i put into the logo were some of culture that we have in our lovely country,
Malaysia. I’m using blue colour as a based and a little flower with dotted line in yellow colour
as a trademark of IKEA’s colour.

By Norhasnida Azmi
Design Concept:
25 years old ; keep blooming

Design Concept:
Batik represents the colors of Malaysia.

By Penny Chin Mun Yee
Design Concept:
Hibiscus, the national flower of Malaysia, the flower than blooms all day long and it is so
vibrant. The five red petals are always outstanding and its vibrant colors stand out among all
other flowers. This depicts the Malaysia is always a vibrant country which made up of all the outstanding people of different ethnics.
Hibiscus is "Bunga Raya" in Bahasa and it means "Celebratory Flower" reflecting the
celebration of unity in a multicultural nation.

By Aishah Azman
Design Concept:
The design is to embrace the colourful of both traditional batik and contemporary and
minimalist geometry essence in the texture designs. There are 25 layers behind the MY
indicating the years of Ikea's anniversary.

By Chan Mei Fa
Design Concept:
Since MY represents Malaysia, thus hand sketching iconic buildings are well identities that
represent Malaysia. The idea is quite direct and simple, showing the skyline of Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia, with the Petronas Twin Towers in the background and Putrajaya Bridge to develop a
unique (& memorable) Malaysian identity.

By Sally Wong
Design Concept:
This design seeks to represent the abundance of biodiversity as the pride of Malaysia as a
whole. It celebrates and emphasises the importance of sustainability and the continuity of the
cycle of ecosystem that complements both human and all other living organisms.

By Yap Peng Peng
Design Concept:
To commemorate 25 years as one of Malaysia’s favourite stores, I created 2 meanings where “MY” represents Malaysia.
Malaysia is a multi-cultural society. The main ethnic groups are the native Malays as well as large populations of
Chinese, and Indians.
Witnessing a local festival is a great way to experience the culture of Malaysia. Most world religions are prevalent in the
country including Islam, Christianity, Hinduism and Buddhism. All major festivals from Eid, Chinese New Year, Diwali,
and Christmas are celebrated, as are several Malay festivals such as Hari Raya Aidilfitri, and etc.
“MY” combined Malaysia theme colours, popular landmarks, local art, local festivals, local foods, national flowers,
national animals, and Malaysia flag.

By Siew Chew Yue
Design Concept:
Incorporated a wonderful essence of a peranakan soul filling up the space with his/ her own imagery perception
towards Malaysia's nature through a matured yet thick and garish medium: color pencil or crayon strokes.

By Ruween A/L Benedict
Design Concept:
My Design is basically related on the origin country of Ikea which is Sweden and our country Malaysia . We are really
proud that our country there is many branches of Ikea stores. Design been important part of brand marketing and
brand indentity to grow business as well. and also honest impression of Ikea business.

By Fatin Nur Rabiah binti Mohamed Shah
Design Concept:
I usually visit IKEA store in Cheras
Tell us about your design: For my design, I liked to keep it simple, also the gradient color of the header and footer is to
show the color of diversity we have in our Batik Design. I've also inserted the hornbill since it's a national bird of
Malaysia. However, I also wanted to promote our flag in the letter "M" while keeping the color range of Malaysia's flag.
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA!

By Batrissyia Myesarra
Design Concept:
My design is inspired by IKEA’s logo. Since the contest is about the 25th anniversary of IKEA, my design is the colour of
the logo IKEA.

By Lee Hew Cheng
Design Concept:
This design was inspired by the Malayan tiger, a
national animal for Malaysia. It symbolize &
celebrate bravery and strength.

Design Concept:
Traditional tropical batik background match with Ikea logo
iconic blue color + neon design hibiscus flower. A modern
look with a touch Malaysia traditional element.

By An Qi Low
Design Concept:
My design emphasizes on the three main cultures and the flag for different states in Malaysia.

By Mohd Nizam bin Othman
Design Concept:
Home is where every person would be happy and comfortable to stay in, no matter big or small. The
variety of doors on MY represent the multicultural people with different backgrounds in Malaysia who
just love the IKEA brand.
Since we are now encouraged to stay home, the delivery service to our doorstep has made it easier to
own precious items from IKEA. As for that, the crates and boxes are in the image to visualize.
Blue and yellow are applied as IKEA corporate colors.

By Tan Song Lin
Design Concept:
I using jalur gemilang and something objects represent Malaysia to do logo

By Chong Chin Lee
Design Concept:
Background I use the Malaysia flag, it represents Malaysia. Malaysia
is multi ethnic and different cultures, I draw out many different
faces with different culture's clothing to show Malaysia is multi
enthic. IKEA Malaysia 25 years served all of us for 25 years. Thank
you.

Design Concept:
I use flora and fauna to commemorate IKEA's 25 years in
Malaysia. IKEA is like the unique tropical flower and green
leaves that stay strong in Malaysia.

By Lau Sze Kay
Design Concept:
I As a kid, I always visits to Ikea store while mesmerized by all the nice furniture displayed on shelf.
Grow up as an adult , i not only able to afford the furniture but also able to create my dream home
with all the my beloved IKEA product make my feel not only grateful but also be blessed by living in
my peaceful country - MALAYSIA .Hence , i elaborate my experience into the design and hope
everyone able to create their own dream home with IKEA.

By Hii Ai Ying, Love
Design Concept:
The Malayan tiger painted in the colours of our national flag signifies the bravery of all Malaysians
fighting against covid. Despite the situation, we will still stand strong against the enemy. The
exagerrated use of the colour blue reminds us to keep calm and not lose faith even in these trying
times. Stay strong!

Design Concept:
My logo represents the East & West touch of Malaysia. 'Bunga Raya' is
the National Flower of Malaysia with a blend of Borneo Batik design in
'MY' which means 'Tradition' - Malaysians are lavish with multiracial
tradition. 'Rajah Brooke' butterflies can be found in the rainforest of
Peninsular Malaysia & Borneo. This birdwing represents the history of
Malaysia trades which was back in 1855 founded by the legendary
explorer & naturalist Alfred Russell Wallace. With this, my iconic logo is
also an aspiration for IKEA to open an outlet at Borneo to provide the
same awesome home touch to the East Malaysians.

Design Concept:
MY logo represents classic Borneo Batik

By Nur Syafiqah Binti Abdullah
Design Concept:
MY logo represents Malaysian stamps even before Merdeka. This
connects IKEA which is celebrating its 25 years anniversary in
Malaysia which gives a strong community affectionate just like the
Malaysian tradition in the stamps.

By Hii Wang Lin Hope
Design Concept:
Get vaccinated to prevent the spread of COVID-19.Protect yourself and others.

By Jeffry Lai Yun Xiang
Design Concept:
Malayan Tiger and Hornbill is an animal that can represent Malaysia. They are precious and valuable
in Malaysia. Ikea in Malaysia already have 25 years, it grows up with us and all the memory is as
treasures as Malayan Tiger and Hornbill. So, I hope the relationship between Ikea and all Malaysian
can keep on going forever and lasting.

By Abigail Wong Enci
Design Concept:
When I look at the Wayang Kulit or the Dayak Shield, I love how much attention to detail they put into
it. I also used Malay woodcarving corbels to frame my design and make IKEA part of Malaysian
tradition. As for the flowers, I took inspiration from the Baju Kurung my teachers wear. Whenever I see
a flower pattern on clothing, it gives me an idea of Malaysia.

By Goh Chan Weng
Design Concept:
Kuala Lumpur City Center, the heart of Malaysia, the fruit of perspirations of all the Malaysians,
celebrating the IKEA 25th Anniversary with splendid fireworks and wishing both IKEA and Malaysia to
have a bright and splendid sustainable future.

By Daniel Muhammad Alif Bin Nor Akmal
Design Concept:
I picked 4 of the Malaysian favourite products of IKEA: BRIMNES Wardrobe with 2 doors, LINNMON
Table, MALM chest of 4 drawers, and RASKOG Trolley. As for the typo i put the painting style of
Malaysia flag "Jalur Gemilang" in the capital M to represent Malaysia and for the Y letter i used yellow
brush style background to indicate IKEA and to consolidate the 2 letter to together both i used
paint/brush style to make it look great and pleasant to the eyes.

By Nur Alylia Binti Shahrulrizal
Design Concept:
As we know that, that are the colours that represent our Malaysia’s flag. The combination of those
colour shows that our Malaysia are so colourful with races, traditions, culture, foods and many more.
Hoping that all those listed will forever represent what is Malaysia all about. Happy 25th Anniversary,
IKEA!

Design Concept:
The design doodle combine the heritage between races
in Malaysia. There is food, tradisional game and
celebrations.

Design Concept:
Doodle of some products and foods that really love by
Malaysian. The colour based on iconic IKEA colour.
By Mohd Saffiq

Design Concept:
The typical interior design illustration inside IKEA and
interior showcase.

By Huda Binti Mohd Raidzoh
Design Concept:
In a quarter of a century, IKEA has grown into a place where multigenerational Malaysian families
from diverse races and backgrounds fondly visit to purchase not only beautiful furnishings but also to
spend time together in a space full of ideas, inspiration and comfort.

By Najmul Islam Sammy
Design Concept:
The MY part of the logo is enveloped in Malaysian national flag, which is appropriate since MY is the
short abbreviation of Malaysia. and the rest of the text have the smooth and glossy texture that we
can see in any IKEA furniture

By Chloe Tan Yi Rou
Design Concept:
All those furniture and soft toys are Ikea's signature products and I love Ikea meatballs! Also the
hibiscus flowers represent our beloved Malaysia as Ikea has already been in Malaysia for 25
years already which makes Ikea like a Malaysian!

By Fairuz Fadhilah Ibharim
Design Concept:
Blue and yellow in the middle symbolize IKEA as the Malaysian focal point for home ideas. IKEA in
Malaysia is surrounded by various beautiful and unique patterns of culture. Sharing memories of 25
years together and many more!
(the design: IKEA in the middle-Mandala pattern-Chinese pattern-batik Melayu)

By Lim Mei Joo
Design Concept:
When I see the M and Y, I think of Me and You. I say Hi and you say Hej! The relationship between
Malaysians and IKEA has gotten stronger each year for 25 years. We are more than your customers.
We are like family. Your products not only decorate our living space. It is part of our lives and culture.
In the M, I show Ikea furniture in each unit of the apartment. I also included the KL Tower, wau, kancil,
nasi lemak and hibiscus. In Y, I included KLCC, hornbill, durian, Mount Kinabalu, satay, IKEA meatballs
and the IKEA truck which shows product delivery. A visit to IKEA is not just about shopping for
furniture. Sometimes I will visit just for the food and to soak up the IKEA vibes.

By Lim Ai Yoke
Design Concept:
Growing up with IKEA

By Jordan Lee Kin Hang
Design Concept:
The main colors of my design are blue and yellow. These colors represent Ikea. From the background
you can obviously see a huge 25 which means it's Ikea Malaysia's 25th anniversary. Inside the text you
can see a lot of elements which represent our country- Malaysia. The buildings(KLCC and KL Tower),
the first prime minister, food that can we all love(Nasi Lemak), our national flower(hibiscus) and last
but not least, our favourite sports(badminton).

By Wong Si Ting(Joey)
Design Concept:
My design showcases simplicity with batik patterns in blue and red. An addition of the hibiscus flower
gives an extra Malaysian feel to it.

By Chong Ethan (8 years old)
Design Concept:
The four edges are rainbow with a Malaysia flag, to celebrate IKEA Malaysia 25th birthday.
Fireworks at the background is to celebrate this special day.
The MY words is decorated with neon light to make it looks like a birthday party.

By A'isyah Binti Yahya
Design Concept:
The series of designs that tittle, " IKEA is MY ..." MY in here is as a person POV. Here, IKEA is not just a Swedish
store in Malaysia. But it is also an essential place for Malaysians in daily life. Starting from an individual to
group of people as socializing place, IKEA has the heart of Malaysians with its functional and unique design
with a positive vibe around the place.

By Ainaa Sarah Binti Musa
Design Concept:
Food is the signature for Malaysians - Our tradition revolves around food and people. Malaysia is
well known for its variety of food which attracts tourism. Batik around 'MY' signifies our Peninsula
& Borneo tradition.

By Goh Jia Xin
Design Concept:
My design is mainly about a combination of Malaysia and Sweden. And I also hope that IKEA can
continue to develop better. Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA

By Asyl Nurdinova
Design Concept:
I am an international student at INTI University and it was our assignment to create a traditional logo
design for the 25th Anniversary of IKEA. I studied your culture and traditional food to create a design,
and I also decided to add a continent to the background.

By Mokcik Gemok
Design Concept:

My Design Is About Cultural Heritage In Malaysia, No Matter What Races, Religions, We Are
All Malaysian,my Design Show 25 Peoples ,Including The Pets As Representing The Symbolic
Of 25 Years Of Togetherness With Ikea And More To Come.We Love Ikea.

By Sharifah Nur Sabrina Binti Syed Abdul Hamid
Design Concept:
My take on the theme "heritage" is to go back towards the origins of the culture itself,
which is the beautiful people of Malaysia. We all live different lives, with different
cultures, beliefs and religions, but at the end of the day, we interrelate and live
harmoniously with each other, which I believe, makes Malaysia's heritage what it is
today.And to interpret the word "MY", I decided to design and represent myself, along
with these beautiful and colorful women in Malaysia.

By Roseliza Ellyani Abdul Rahman
Design Concept:
The simplicity of Bunga Raya and songket motifs representing Malaysian heritage and
tradition. Well known to everybody.This also symbolized as ikea products in daily life simple, useful and u can find it almost in every home in malaysia
.
The arrangement of the well known buildings in array of concrete jungle representing
the modern diversity of malaysia and symbolized ikea products which is modern, simple
and accepted everywhere.

By Oh Hao Wei
Design Concept:
We all have a dream, an absurd dream that cannot be forgotten. We care your dream
and we protect it from day to night. No matter how tired you are when you come home,
we will always be with you no matter which corner you are. Let's dreams my kids.

By Desmond Chan Jing Khye
Design Concept:
The design is about showcasing the diversity as well as the unity of Malaysia through languages.
The reason behind the concept is due to the fact that language is an essential part of not only
our daily life but also the past, present along with the future of Malaysia. It is a symbol of a
multicultural society. Furthermore, the use of texts in this design is to convey regardless of the
differences, we are still able to co-exist with each other. In addition, the contrasting orientation in
the letter M and Y is to denote the unification of Malaysian despite the different circumstances.
Lastly, the simplicity of this design is to reflect IKEA; how a simple designs can go a long way.

By Lee Rong Yue (7 years old)
Design Concept:
Malaysia flag and harimau stripes forming letter M
And multiple color representing Malaysia colourful culture forming letter Y

By Ng Jun Da
Design Concept:
My main design concept is our service and furniture. As far as I know, IKEA outlets have a good
system and professionally trained staff to facilitate customers to find what they need. Beside
that, we also have an easy-to-use website and fast transportation services. Lastly, we have many
types and different designs of furniture for customers to choose. Customers can design their
own homes through the interior design we show. Of course, customers can also customise by
their own way.

By Ng Jun Da
Design Concept:
My main design concept is our service and furniture. As far as I know, IKEA outlets have a good
system and professionally trained staff to facilitate customers to find what they need. Beside
that, we also have an easy-to-use website and fast transportation services. Lastly, we have many
types and different designs of furniture for customers to choose. Customers can design their
own homes through the interior design we show. Of course, customers can also customise by
their own way.

By Dania Adleena binti Salmi
Design Concept:
My design is combined with some of Malaysia popular landmark, our Malaysia flag and the batik
design which illustrates our appreciation with the culture in our country, Malaysia.

By Putri Nur Aimi Zafira
Design Concept:
Its about rukun negara. The design are descibed as rukun negara & "Perpaduan" . Combination
design of Batik Songket and illustration of people are to descibed "Bebilang Kaum" & "Kesetian"
to Malaysia.

By Muhammad Izzat Mustafa
Design Concept:
I'm trying to illustrate some of the key things that represent Malaysia in the form of IKEA
products, using Scandinavian colours. Can you spot what they are?

By Daniyal Anaqi Bin Mohd Saffiq Fitri (8 years old)

Design Concept:
I'm trying to illustrate some of the key things that represent Malaysia in the form of IKEA
products, using Scandinavian colours. Can you spot what they are?

By Nashvini Rachel
Design Concept:
It's a recreation of the traditional Malaysian batik with a simple hibiscus design illustrated into
the template. I applied the IKEA blue as the main background colour followed by the hibiscus
motif in white outlined in gold to show contrast. There's 25 hibiscus illustrated to commemorate
IKEA's 25th anniversary.

By Neoh Yu Wen

By Chong Poh Hoon
Design Concept:
Malaysia has a variety of races, different festivals, spectacular buildings and beautiful animal.

Design Concept:
Ribbon-Flag: A minimalistic and clean flag-inspired design
represented by a ribbon-style font since life is a gift waiting
to be opened so surround yourself with loving people while
creating a warm and cozy environment with IKEA's furniture.

Design Concept:
Chandelier-inspired: Mainly inspired by IKEA's colour scheme (blue and
yellow). When I think of blue and yellow, I think of royalty and luxury.
Hence, this design is of floral elements which somewhat reminds me of
the gold-coloured chandelier with its detailed and intricate twists you'd
see at IKEA.

By Milya Arisya Binti Mohd Asyraf

Design Concept:
Skyscrapers: I drew inspiration from Kuala Lumpur's city skyline as
well as the Malaysian flag. Moreover, the clouds illustrate the
peace and comfort of snuggling up on a soft sofa. Where would
you find such heart-warming sofas? IKEA of course!!

By Ng Xin Yue
Design Concept:
IKEA-chan and Malaysia-chan as main characters along with a lot of cute BLÅHAJ because...
everyone likes cute sharks right?

By Haikal Bin Hanafi
Design Concept:
IKEA-DEMIC
My design is about remembering IKEA celebrating its 25th anniversary this year during the
COVID-19 pandemic.Throughout these trying times, it is undeniable that IKEA for us.MY design
combined the iconic ikea uniform with a figure wearing a facemask.

By Chan Chi Vyng
Design Concept:
Malaysia kaya dengan kepelbagaian spesies flora yang sesuai dijadikan motif dalam perekaan
perabot. Tema berasaskan bunga dapat mewujudkan suasana yang segar dan mesra alam, tidak
kira dalam rekaan klasik atau moden. IKEA kini sinonim dengan rakyat Malaysia dalam bidang
perabot dan hiasan rumah. Sudah tiba masanya, IKEA mengeluarkan satu barisan produk khas
bertemakan flora Malaysia dan diedarkan kepada semua cawangan IKEA di serata dunia.

By Caleb Lim
Design Concept:
- It is a basic design using Malaysia traditional textile art pattern (batik) as my design.

By Chooi Mun Thye (Marc)
Design Concept:
These stamps encapsulate gratitude from every Malaysian that has gone through the yellow bag
- blue bag - to red klippan sofas from Ikea stores to Malaysian homes. Just like how stamps help
deliver the written letters from person to person; these stamps are a reply to the aesthetic and
functionality necessities that Ikea Sweden has been sending us since the stores first opened in
Malaysia. The 25 cents on every stamp indicates the 25th anniversary that we are celebrating
this year.

By Nuur Naajiah Binti Muhammad
Design Concept:
IKEA Foodict
My design is about the most Malaysian preferred dish when we talked about IKEA which are
IKEA's Meatballs and IKEA's famous Curry Puff.

By Prisha Kumari Ram
Design Concept:
Over the past 25 years, IKEA has created many unique and high quality furniture and products
here for the families of Malaysia. IKEA's 'blank-canvas' designs give Malaysians opportunities to
imprint their Malaysianness on the pieces to express their identities and tastes.

By Sophie Erin Tan (12 years old)
Design Concept:
I created this design because these are some of the things I like about Malaysia, like the flowers,
foods and others. Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA!

By Nor Imanina Hidayah Binti Abdullah
Design Concept:
I choose a motive of kain batik as my design . The reason i choose it because i want to keep it as
a traditional look . As you can see , I choose attractive motive and for color i choose blue and
yellow to represent Malaysia flag and i added some hibiscus flower to make the design looked
more interesting and nice .That's all about my design .

By Chang Meei Yan
Design Concept:
I incorporated the colours of our Malaysian flag into the IKEA 25th Anniversary celebration logo. There are 4
colours in the Jalur Gemilang - Red, White, Blue and Yellow.
Red represents courage and bravery, white symbolises innocence and purity, blue signifies the unity of all
Malaysians while our Royal family is shown with the colour yellow.
I used these colours to create the logo to celebrate IKEA’s long history in Malaysia. As Malaysians we love IKEA
and we hope to see IKEA continue to succeed in our country in the years to come! That’s why I drew some
fireworks! May your company continue to rise and soar to even greater heights!

By Mirza izzati binti shahrulnizam
Design Concept:
For the 25th anniversary celebration, the logo stated by the organizers was filled with a choice of colors of the
glorious stripe flag as the background, symbolizing Malaysia's concern for the multi-racial community in this
country. in the face of all obstacles with sincerity and earnestness.
Meanwhile, for Burung kakak tua, it symbolizes one of the traditional songs for famous children's songs in
Malaysia. Similarly, batik malaysia is the national dress for every level of the general population and therefore, it
reflects the identity of Malaysia. Lastly, the Petronas Twin Towers is a the pride of Malaysia.

By Iszlyn Audra Laily
Design Concept:
My design tells about food in Malaysia. When you sit in a variety of races, there is definitely a variety of
interesting foods. The most interesting thing is that when you are united about food it makes Malaysia in one
heart. It’s not just about the taste but the way the various foods are presented. When you’re at a mamak shop for
example, the most liked thing is “ane roti canai satu” “ane milo ais ikat tepi”. It has become a habit for many
people. Every morning, the Malays must have nasi lemak for breakfast. Now nasi lemak is the symbol of Malaysia
for every morning. It doesn't matter if you are Chinese/ Indian or Malay. It remains everyone's favorite.
I am not a good designer. I joined this contest for fun. Just a hobby. Thanks IKEA MALAYSIA. HAPPY 25th
anniversary

By Kimberly Chong
Design Concept:
TRADITION & STRENGTH
The Dala horse and the tiger – iconic Swedish & Malaysian symbols of national identity. They stand for tradition,
culture and strength, virtues that are also synonymous with Malaysians and IKEA Malaysia.

By Iqlima Yusoff
Design Concept:
Happy 25th anniversary IKEA! As an appreciation on your anniversary, I made this beautiful artwork as a gift.
Firstly, this design uses traditional patterns and elements of batik to present the art of Malaysia. Meanwhile, the
buildings illustrate the pride of development and economic progress in Malaysia.

By Mervyn Ong
Design Concept:
UNITY
Nothing brings people together like good food! From beloved Swedish meatballs to the irresistible local ‘karipap’,
the common love for good food has brought Malaysians together in IKEA restaurants and cafes all over Malaysia
for 25 years now and counting!

By Janet Teh Shu Wei
Design Concept:
The design is to wish Ikea can be the most famous in Malaysia. Malaysia's citizen will always use the product
from Ikea.

By Ng Siew Huei
Design Concept:
What makes Malaysia truly special is the country's natural beauty. You can see wild orangutans in the forest,
bunga raya growing stunningly along the roadsides and greenery everywhere.
As the cuisine is majorly a combination of Malay, Chinese and Indian because of it's geographical location, the
variety of ingredients is very rich and delicious.
We are also fortunate to have frontliners who are ever ready to fight against Covid-19

By Farhanim Mohamad Asri
Design Concept:
Living in a multiracial country like Malaysia, the key to happiness is to find balance. Not only talking about
humans, we also have to find balance between the rapid development and the care for nature.

By Madeline Lee
Design Concept:
MY represents My country; My home
My country, Malaysia is a beautiful country where I was born and grew up.
IKEA makes My home warm and comfortable.

By Raja Myzatul Adelina Raja Makhtar
Design Concept:
The batik design is represent Malaysia country tradisional wear. The map behind my design is represent 13 state
and 3 Wilayah Persekutuan. Last but not least, is the hibiscus represent Malaysia National Flower.

By Fathima Ammara
Design Concept:
Malaysia is the nicest country that inspired me to draw about malaysia. And ikea the best store that I drew an
IKEA man on the side.
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA!

By Adeallea Marrissa
Design Concept:
My design is based on a floral theme.

By Khoo Yi Xuan
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a colourful country blessed with different cultures and traditions. The diversity, ranging from art to
religion, is what makes Malaysia a cultural melting pot, and a land of social harmony. This piece portrays the
multiculturalism in Malaysia and at the same time reminding us to embrace and celebrate our differences.

By Chong Terng Yaw
Design Concept:
This art piece aims to bring out the tropical climate of Malaysia, the diverse cultures of this
beautiful land we call home and also the progress we have achieved together!

By Nur Sabariah Bt Berahim @ Abd Wahab
Design Concept:
Kapas dan kayu merupakan antara sumber asli yang banyak digunakan dalam produk IKEA.
Bahkan kayu juga adalah bahan utama dalam reka bentuk warisan Scandinavian dan warisan
pertukangan kayu tradisional di Malaysia. Justeru, huruf M dan Y telah direka dalam corak kayu
asli bersama sedikit sentuhan bunga kapas. Rekaan asas ini juga dikelilingi dengan simbolik
kepelbagaian budaya di Malaysia, bunga kebangsaan iaitu Bunga Raya, Burung Enggang yang
banyak ditemui di Sarawak, Wau Bulan, harimau Malaya dan juga anak bulan bersama bintang 14
penjuru.

By Julie Sabrina Binti Mohamad Mohta.
Design Concept:
I AM AN EMBROIDERY ARTIST AND ALWAYS INCLUDE ANIMALS IN MY ARTWORK. IN THIS CONTEST , I STITCHED
SOME ELEMENTS ABOUT MALAYSIA JUST LIKE EVERYBODY ELSE BUT WITH MY OWN TOUCH.
IN ALPHABET 'M" , THERE ARE GREAT HORNBILL OF COURSE, YELLOW HIBISCUS, MALAYSIAN FLAG, A CUTE MANGOSTEEN, A
CIPAN , A BEAUTIFUL RAFFLESIA FLOWER AND THOSE FLOWER SEQUINS RESEMBLE BOUGAINVILLEA FLOWERS THAT GROW SO
WELL AND EVERYWHERE IN MALAYSIA.
IN ALPHABET 'Y' , THERE ARE A MASK RESEMBLE ABORIGINAL PEOPLE, A MOON KITE ( WAU BULAN ), AND AGAIN ANOTHER
HIBISCUS BUT PINK IN COLOUR AND A PINCH OF MALAYSIAN FLAG. I HOPE THAT I COULD STITCH MORE ELEMENTS BUT I
GUESS WHAT I INCLUDE IN THIS EMBROIDERY IS ENOUGH TO LET PEOPLE RECOGNIZE IT IS ABOUT MALAYSIA WITHOUT
TELLING IT IS ABOUT MALAYSIA. FEEL FREE TO CHECK MY INSTAGRAM ACCOUNT @JULESM.MOHTA

By Liow Chia Yi
Design Concept:
In this design I want to create awareness of endangered animals because our country is not just
home for the people but also the home to the animals. I used batik's pattern in the word MY to
represent the unique culture of Malaysia, but the difference is the patterns are wildlife in
Malaysia. At the back of the MY is the doodle of buildings and rainforest in our country.From left
to right, it shows the progress of how our country has developed so far. The overall colours are
the colours of the flag of Malaysia, Jalur Gemilang which are red, blue, yellow and white.

By Mohamad Imran Bin Ibrahim
Design Concept:
•The design showcase various type of famous art culture from different races that completing
our beautiful country. Additional some geometric flower from ScandinavianSweden art that
showing we are capable to achieve same goals with other country in the world. Overall concept is
showing that ‘our home’ is complete with multicultural scenes. This same goes to IKEA
completing our home with various type of tools and furniture for a perfect home. Happy 25th
anniversary IKEA Malaysia!

By Ng Zi Xuan
Design Concept:
The word of M is talking about
IKEA provides various styles of furniture, as well as delivery services, so that many families have the
opportunity to buy and enjoy the convenience that IKEA brings to Malaysians.Besides,IKEA allow more families
to create a comfortable and happy life.
The word of Y is talking about IKEA furniture is simple and fashionable. In addition, they are also characterized
by beauty, practicality, safety, and connection to nature.

By Nur Izzati Bt Hussin
Design Concept:
One of Malaysia uniqueness is its variety of food food. Here in Malaysia we can enjoy many different
kind of food, and if given oppoturnity to introduce Malaysia to the world MYFOOD would definitely one
of it. Nasi lemak with banana leaves's aroma pair with teh tarik would be great breakfast to start your
day. Then we also have satay with peanut sauce usually eaten during special ocassion or family
gathering. Abc or cendol to eat during hot days to quench your thirst. We also have kek lapis which
itself is an art, so colourful, interesting and full of flavour. There are many more malaysia food that
people have to explore and i'm sure it is a taste that one never forget once you eat it.❤️MYFOOD❤️

By Chew Yit Wei
Design Concept:
I've hand-drawn this design and painted it with acrylic paint and did the outlines with an inked pen. On the M
block, I've drawn images that mainly depicts the identity of Malaysia with hibiscus, our national flower;
Rhinoceros Hornbill, our national Bird as well as representing the East Malaysia; leaves to illustrate our
beautiful tropical rainforest; wau bulan and ketupat to represent the major race in Malaysia, the Malays. On
the Y block, I've incorporated drawings of the Chinese new year blossoms and the Deepavali peacock, and in
the middle, I've done some flower motif drawings. If you look carefully, you will see the beautiful Swedish
national flowers, the Campanula rotundifolia, which represent the origin of IKEA and with the branches
illustrating the number 25 to represent Ikea's 25th Anniversary. On both blocks, I've added henna motif
drawings, which is a popular blended culture in Malaysia. The background colours of the blocks are the
colours of IKEA's logo.

By Qatratun Nada Alkhairi Akhiar
Design Concept:
A beautiful hibiscus is our national flower. It is one of the Queen of Tropical flowers that more splendid than
the other subspecies.
Using 4 primary color (blue, yellow, red and white) to make it look like our 'Jalur Gemilang' flag.

The KLCC and KL Tower is to show Malaysia's capital.
Happy 25th a Anniversary Ikea!

By Phang Nynx
Design Concept:
The design of ‘MY’ is split into 3 floors. Starting with the ground floor consists of IKEA shops, office, and café. The
1st floor consists of Malaysian cultures and traditional designs and finally the top floor showing multiple rooms
such as living hall, washroom, study room and bedroom. All in all, it does not matter what kind of design it is
about, IKEA can always make that space/room look wonderful.

By Fathima Azka
Design Concept:
To make it simple, I have coloured the letter M in malaysia flag colours and the letter Y in the country which made
IKEA is the sweden flag. Hdappy Anniversary IKEA!

By Mohd Shafiz bin Md Shah
Design Concept:
The "MY IKEA" logo is adorned with the white 'songket' pattern on
the bottom part of the letter ‘M’ and ‘Y’. The term 'songket' comes
from the Malay word, which means "to hook", and it is a luxurious
textile traditionally worn during ceremonial occasions. The idea to
imply this brocade pattern is to convey that everyone can have
various IKEA products regardless of social status, nowadays. The
letters are in an iconic corporate colour of the IKEA and Sweden flag,
blue and yellow. These bold colours, strong patterns, and eyecatching accents create appealing modern comforts and traditional
charms.

Design Concept:
The "MY IKEA" logo is adorned with the white 'songket' pattern on
the bottom part of the letter ‘M’ and ‘Y’. The term 'songket' comes
from the Malay word, which means "to hook", and it is a luxurious
textile traditionally worn during ceremonial occasions. The idea to
imply this brocade pattern is to convey that everyone can have
various IKEA products regardless of social status, nowadays. The
letters are in an iconic corporate colour of the IKEA and Sweden flag,
blue and yellow. These bold colours, strong patterns, and eyecatching accents create appealing modern comforts and traditional
charms.

By Lim Xin Yu
Design Concept:
In my opinion, besides food, I believe that Malaysia's buildings are unique as well, for this reason I
included different buildings in the "M''.
Malaysia is a multi-ethic country with three main races, hence I decided to include the languages
from different races as an outline of the "Y".

By Tey Zhi Qiang
Design Concept:
Don't let the uniqueness of Malaysia get lost from our sight. They are special, and no more.

By Michelle See
Design Concept:
I want to dedicate this design to me and my family. Visiting IKEA has always been the most enjoyable
and the highlight of our family's bi-annual road trips. This includes the scenery of KL along the way as
we were headed to our first IKEA visit in Damansara. To the most recent scenic view of the Penang
Bridge as we drive to the IKEA in Batu Kawan. These memories and nostalgia from the iconic Blue &
Yellow will always be cherished.

By Chan Pei Shan
Design Concept:
Malaysia has many races and different cultures. The three main races are Malay, Chinese, and Indian.
In my design, “Wau" represents Malays. Wau game is one of the traditional games of the Malays since hundreds of years ago. The game contains elements of authentic Malay culture. The most representative
of Malaysia are Wau Bulan, Wau Kucing and Wau Jala Budi. Each pattern is unique and special. Wau appears on the reverse side of the 50 sen coin in the second series published in Malaysia and the RM1
banknote in the third and fourth series.

The Lion Dance represents the Chinese. Lion dance is a form of traditional dance in Chinese culture and other Asian countries in which performers mimic a lion's movements in a lion costume to bring good
luck and fortune. The lion dance is usually performed during the Chinese New Year and other Chinese traditional, cultural and religious festivals. Lion dance is considered to be a mascot to exorcise evil and
avoid evil. Whenever there are festivals or major events, there must be lion dance to help the prosperity.
Mandala represents Indians. A mandala is a spiritual and ritual symbol in Asian cultures. In Hinduism and Buddhism, the belief is that by entering the mandala and proceeding towards its center, you are
guided through the cosmic process of transforming the universe from one of suffering into one of joy and happiness. What we see most often is sand mandala, these intricate designs use a variety of symbols
made from colored sand that represent the impermanence of human life.
Hibiscus is the national flower of Malaysia. The meaning of hibiscus flower is that red represents bravery, strong vitality and rapid reproductive ability, and symbolizes the continuous growth of the country
and people of Malaysia. The five petals represent Malaysia's "principles of the state" (Rukun Negara), that is, "believe in God, be loyal to the monarchy, uphold the constitution, respect the rule of law, and
cultivate virtue." The Malaysian ringgit, whether it is banknotes or coins, is printed with hibiscus flowers.
Hornbill, you will find that the state emblem of Sarawak is a hornbill. This beautiful and colorful bird is a special product of Sarawak. In the eyes of the locals, it is a kind of sacred bird. It is very respected and
loved by the locals and is very noble.
The map of Malaysia, with a total area of 330,345 square kilometers, is divided into two parts: the western half of the Malay Peninsula is divided into eleven states and two federal territories, Kuala Lumpur and
Putrajaya, often called "West Malaysia". The eastern half is located in the northern part of Borneo, the third largest island in the world. It belongs to the two states of Sabah, Sarawak and the Federal Territory
of Labuan. It is often called "East Malaysia". The capital is located in Kuala Lumpur, which is the most densely populated and prosperous area in Malaysia. Every state is indispensable.
The Malaysian flag and batik textile art in Malaysia are used at the bottom. Come from different races, but we are all Malaysians.🇲🇾

By Nurul Hakeem Binti Abd Rani
Design Concept:
I studied in Kota Kinabalu, Sabah for 3 years and to be honest, I was culture shocked during my time there. For your information, I was born and raised in
Kuala Lumpur and since I was young, my circle of friends are originally from Kuala Lumpur and 100% malays because I live in a Malay community. When I
received the offer to further my study in Sabah, I was truly excited but nervous at the same time. I have never been alone and away from my family and
friends so I'm not sure what to expect. It's kind of exciting to go somewhere unfamiliar but I'm really nervous to live alone and to make things worse, I'm
also a terrible cook. But, accepting the offer was the best decision of my life.
I have friends from literally every state in Malaysia so they always cook and teach me how to cook their dishes. It was the first time I tasted Nasi
Dagang, Nasi Kerabu, Mee Kolok, Hinava, Tuhau, it was a long list I could never finish. For me, food brings our people together no matter their races and
religion. As a country that brings together many different cultures, I am very passionate about our Food and its Culture. The reason behind my design is
all about the food in Malaysia and how it unites our fellow Malaysians.

By Siow Wei Hong

By Mohd Azril Bin Azni
Design Concept:
My design about the Malaysian Dream is to fly high and this shows the unity of all ethnicities in
Malaysia. The ribbons of many colors attach to the Wau demonstrate multicultural ethnic attach and
support each other to balance and fly high. The Wau design shows that green Malaysia with many
earth resources.
"Wau" can be pronounced as "wow" shows that Malaysia is great in the world.

By WH Yew
Design Concept:
Some little moments with IKEA

By Low Jia Hui
Design Concept:
Take the advantage of 25th anniversary of Ikea. I would love to show my love towards my country
Malaysia with showing Malysia country flag at the templet. Beside, I had added on with a smiley face
on the flag is to show how Malaysian are passionate to overcome the covid with positive vibe like
how Ikea furniture bring everyone happiness to our home.

By Eve Foong YW
Design Concept:
This one is called: Welcome to the Manglish Family! One of
the things that distinguish us as Malaysians are undeniably
the fusion of different languages that makes up our unique &
special everyday language, aptly named Manglish. This
language is so carefree & fun that I’ve incorporated some
Swedish alphabets into it & it still works! Cun lå!

Design Concept:
Let’s Celebrate! Paper-cutting is a traditional craft done by
many cultures around the world, including the Swedish &
Chinese culture, especially during celebratory days! So
what is better than commemorating IKEA’s 25th
anniversary by portraying a paper cut that mirrors the
iconic landmarks & symbols of Malaysia?

By Teh Hock Siang
Design Concept:
MY represents MY HOME MY COUNTRY to me. IKEA is a renowned ready-to-assemble furniture,
kitchen appliances and home accessories retailer, has many of the households in Malaysia owning its
product. That is the reason why I have decided to feature IKEA products in my line of design for the
logo, intended to highlight the wide variety of IKEA products together with the likes of Malaysians.
The selected products are mainly in red, yellow, blue and white colour which is also representing the
Malaysia flag colours.

By Wong Zheng Yao
Design Concept:
MY words are using black & white batik art background by local artists with a simple Scandinavian style
dark brown sleek frame.
M with Batik background: butterfly, flower & leaf and add 2 symbols of traditional dance and 'Wayang
Kulit" with yellow gold colour (like Ikea yellow colour and also batik colour).
Y background with two men preparing the moon kite: Hornbill, Bunga Raya & green plant to add on
some of our tropical colours to enhance the words

By Chan Min Kang
Design Concept:
Hibiscus - Couldn't be any more proud of our national
flower, what more to celebrate the milestone with the
tropical representation of hibiscus flower and the
recognizable green leaves.

Design Concept:
Meatball & Wings - Malaysian is always about awesome
food. We have nasi lemak for breakfast, all kinds of great
food for lunch, dinner and supper. Malaysia's IKEA is the
only IKEA I know that people actually visit for food
without buying any piece of furniture!

By Liew Chiew Sia
Design Concept:
When night falls, the lights turn on. Home sweet home. Ikea accompanies every family.

By Yip Xu Rane
Design Concept:
In this design, the background colours blue and yellow are derived from IKEA cooperate colours with
two smiley face. The stripe represents the friendly IKEA Staffs with their uniform.
These applied on ‘MY’ which represent IKEA has been established in Malaysia and intergraded with
hibiscus, Orang-Utan, Twin tower and batik print which are the iconic of Malaysia. And the three major
nations Chinese, Malay and India are also represent harmony and peace.

By Choo Min Jing
Design Concept:
Textile is undeniably a crucial staple in every home. Being in Malaysia a country of multiracial, we are fortunate to be
able to witness a diversity of cultures which adds sophistication and unique identity to where we call, our Malaysian
homes. I have chosen a blend of the traditional Malay batik, golden Chinese florals, fascinating Indian motifs and
Linangkit embroidery from our very own Sabah Borneo. All of these signifies what Malaysia is most reknowned for in
the eye of the world, the harmonious marriage of race and cultures.

By Nik Hasni binti Nik Mohd Tabie
Design Concept:
My design is telling a quick story that started with our fallen warriors fighting for our freedom, and
when the time finally came, Tunku Abdul Rahman stood there to announce the Independence Day,
with Dataran Merdeka as the venue where Malayan flag was raised for the first time. Together Sabah
and Sarawak joined us, until now diversed ethnic groups of citizens living peacefully making Malaysia
unique and harmony.

By Zulhilmi Yunus
Design Concept:
Unique combination element modern contemporary of malaysian arts and infrastructures.

By Nurhazwani Bthamdan

By Tan Zhi Teng
Design Concept:
Malaysia is well known as the heritage of delicious food.MY design is all about food that I loved which
are coconut water, kuih bahulu, ketupat,laksa and kuih curry puff. The secret recipe of Malaysian food
is the spices. Onion, garlic and chilli help to make the food even more delicious.

Design Concept:
This design is related batik design.Malaysia
is known for its batik design.Since batik
design is raw and handmade ,this design is
also handmade without using technology .In
M I have mentioned ikea furniture because
in Malaysian people love to visit Ikea .Y
resembles batik designs different forms.And
Malaysia is truly asia .

By Amruta Vaibhav Jain

Design Concept:
This design is combo of national animal ,
rainforest, birds and rafflesia plant .Tapir is
national animal , rafflesia is world largest bloom
, it is the state flower of sabah, and rainforest
have been very important part of Malaysia ,and
all beautiful birds over here ..This is whole hand
drawing and coloring that I have done to keep it
raw.Malaysia is land of vibrant colors so I have
used pink ,green and orange..

Design Concept:
This design shows most of ikea products which
are all time favourite .Ikea has given Malaysia a
high quality furniture but at affordable rate ..
Almost all the houses ,you will find atleast 5
items from ikea.This design is dedication to
ikea stores in Malaysia . Background green
color also resembles ikea color . Maximum kids
product have green color and also green color
resembles forest of Malaysia .This design is
completely hand drawn and colored

By Shah Mohd Irwan
Design Concept:
The design combined Malaysian flag and Ikea colors. This idea to express how much Malaysian love to
visit IKEA since last 25 years.

By Thilip Kumar
Design Concept:
The entire design is inspired from our national currency bank note.

By Jayce Gan Feng ( 2 Years Old )

Design Concept:
My 1st Art Piece & My Curiosity

By Chelsea Joy Vilson
Design Concept:
Nothing screams 'Malaysia' more than food. My design captures Malaysia as the melting pot of various
races, religions and culture
s as well as the one thing that never fails to unite us, food. Representation is crucial in diverse settings
and my design shows food that belongs to more than just the Malays, Chinese and Indians.

By Adam Bin Ahmad Azman

By Carmen Lau
Design Concept:
MY Malaysia and MY favourite home furnishing brand - Marry the both together and an assortment of
some popular IKEA's Swedish product designs become the mosaic for Malaysia's iconic Jalur Gemilang.

Design Concept:
The Design Illustrates Ikea Through The Eyes Of An 8-year Old. Ikea’s
Furniture And Homeware Range Has A Lasting Impact On Her Imagination
As Depicted Throughout The Design. From The Jättelik Dinosaur Soft Toy
To The Potted Plants And The Armchair, Adelia Has Spoken On How She
Wishes To Have (More) Ikea Furniture At Home.
Truly Surprising To Me Is How Much Of “Ikea” Is In Adelia – The Flat Pack
Furniture On The Ikea Shopping Cart And Most Of All – The 3 “Ikea Man”
(As She Calls It) Depicted In The Assembly Instruction Booklets. The
Attention To Detail In This Drawing Is A Manifest Of How Ikea Is More Than
Just A Furniture Store For Adelia – It’s A Playground For Her Imagination.
Thank You For Bringing Such Joy To The Children. Happy 25th Anniversary
Ikea!(Drawn By Adelia, Narrated By Dad)

By Adelia Rania Zehra, 8 Years Old

Design Concept:
This design encompasses how Ikea hop-scotched their way from Sweden
to Malaysia 25 years ago. It has been a colourful 25 years for Malaysia
eversince!

By Cheok Jia Xiang

Design Concept:
Hej! Malaysia is my homeland, and Ikea is completing my dream home. With the iconic blue, yellow,
and embellishment of hibiscus's red, which represent unity and vigour. Plus my personal hope for our
country that will go through the current hard time and usher in a bright future. The designs it's all
about the little details.

By Kaviarasan Chandran

Design Concept:
Malaysia takes pride in calling itself a multiracial country and is sometimes referred to as The Melting
Pot of Asia. My design reflects the rich mix of various festivals that is celebrated by Malaysians of
different ethnicity, religions, and historical influences. Cultural elements that are present in my design
are from festivals such as Chinese New Year, Hari Raya Aidilfitri, Deepavali, Thaipusam, Gawai and
Keamatan Festival (Harvest Day) and Christmas. Not to forget, the festival celebrated by every
Malaysian which is Independence Day is also shown using the Jalur Gemilang (Malaysia flag).

By Lina Insyirah Binti Kamal

Design Concept:
My design for this contest is animals that went extinct and currently endangered species in Malaysia.
Animals on the letter M is the one that can mostly be found in peninsular Malaysia, meanwhile, on the
letter Y is animals that can be found in borneo. These animals is hunted for their fur, eggs, horn and
some were killed due to road accidents. The idea of this design is to spread awareness to protect the
endangered species from becoming extinct just like Iman, our last Sumatran Rhino died on 23
November 2019.

By Jasmine Teo (12 year old)

Design Concept:
My design is to introduce on The Famous Local Fruits in Malaysia.
Durian, rambutan and mangosteen are the most famous seasonal tropical fruits in Malaysia and also
indigenous. The popularity of these fruits as Fruits of Malaysia and liking by majority race in Malaysia.

By Zaina Khan

Design Concept:
My design theme is about the Month of Ramadan, which is a sacred month for Muslims, during the
month of Ramadan we fast for the whole month, and the essence of the month of Ramadan is to be
grateful for what you have and be grateful to God and also to give charity to those in need during the
Month of Ramadan

By Muhammad Nazren bin Mohd Tarmizi

Design Concept:
This design is inspired by Scandinavian style, which summarize Malaysia's national symbols, a food and
a furniture in clean and simple lines designedly.

By Janice Yap Sheu Jun

Design Concept:
Malaysia truly special with nature. Promoting nature as the culture of Malaysia. Nature as the base,
with home inside MY, celebrating life and people. This design shows how life happens in a 'lively'
Home.

By Ainnajla faqiha

Design Concept:
It’s called batiks dragon. I fancy reading about dragons in Malaysian tales and learning about the
making of batik is exciting! I’m proud to be Malaysian!

By Siti Nadiah Binti Aidit

Design Concept:
The MY represent the color of the flag of Malaysia

By Muhammad Amin

By Lian Pei Jun

Design Concept:
I use the 3 elements which are well known in our country which are the Twins Tower, KL tower and
Batik was merged into the Blue color as Background and Yellow color as ombre at front which both
color is the signature color of IKEA.
Of course including our Malaysia Flag into it to brighter the M and Y.

By Annabelle Foo Khye Erne
Design Concept:
This design is inspired by 2 local elements – The Wau and Malaysian Blue Flycatcher Bird which both have
something in common: their wings.Now a dying heritage, the patterns in this design revolve around
the vibrant colours and shapes found on the wings of the Wau or “moon kite” which many of us grew
up with; reflecting how many of us got to grow up with IKEA all these years. The Malaysian Blue
Flycatcher Bird can be seen among the patterns, and its body is made up of blue & yellow feathers
which make up IKEA’s logo colours. A gold overlay can also be seen on its wings as a representation of
the worth and longevity that IKEA has timelessly displayed for 25 years and the time to come.

By Noraini Binti Ahmad
Design Concept:
Thank You Frontliners!

By Samoseng
Design Concept:
The nasi lemak,karipap,rendang, banana leaf and kepak goreng in the logo represents the taste of
Malaysia in ikea.

By Lai Chin Kong

Design Concept:
‘This painting will definitely look gorgeous on the wall of the living room!’
‘I could put this elegant lounge chair in the corner of my bedroom!’
When visiting an IKEA store, the excitement arises when the design of a space starts to take shape in your head and you eagerly sketch
down the overflowing ideas for your home. By demonstrating the conceptual floor plans, the logo intends to evoke the enthusiasm and
allows one to relive the pleasant experience of imagination and creativity running wild when browsing IKEA in-store or online.
The colouring strategy is inspired by the logo of IKEA where the blue fonts (in this case, furniture) are placed on a yellow elliptical plate
(flooring) bounded by a blue rectangular frame (houses’ walls). The hidden Jalur Gemilang connects the houses through a shared garden,
encouraging conversations between of the two houses of ‘M’e and ‘Y’ou and ultimately, the unity among Malaysians.

By Lau Sie Lee
Design Concept:
Surround with iconic floral and animal in Malaysia. Chibi style to add some fun fact. And presenting a joy and harmony
atmosphere.

By Yong Fatt Fui
Design Concept:

The tapestry in yellow represents the majestic royal colour of Malaysia, a traditional symbolism of power, royalty and prosperity.
The “ketupat, kurma,” candle can with lights, and the lion dance represent some of the cultures and festival practices in our country.
Rafflesia, the largest blooming flower, grows in several places on earth. One of them is the tropical rain forest of Borneo (Sabah), which is also the state flower of Sabah.
The Rhinoceros Hornbill is locally known as “Kenyalang,” regarded as a bird of significant importance in Sarawak’s local culture, it is also used as the state emblem in Sarawak and the
country’s National Bird.
Malaysia’s water is home to four of the seven species of turtles in the world, the four species are the Hawksbill Turtle, Green Turtle, Leatherback Turtle, and Olive Ridley Turtle. These
endanger species need to be protected. Urgent conservation efforts are being made to build a future in which humans can live in harmony with nature.
Malaysia is always identified with the art of “Wayang Kulit,” shadow puppets and the puppeteer we call “Tok Dalang”. It was a traditional shadow puppet art performance entertainment
form about 200 to 250 years ago. Traditionally, these puppets are made from water buffalo skin. The characteristics of “Wayang Kulit” can be defined through five main aspects: physical,
story, music, performance, and puppetry.
The Hibiscus rosa-sinensia (Bunga Raya) is known as the “celebratory flower” in Malay. The red colour of the petals symbolises the courage, life and rapid growth of Malaysians. The five
petals represent the five Rukun Negara (National Principles) of Malaysia. The flower stands on the notes and coins of our Malaysian Ringgit. This “Queen of Tropical Flowers” is the
National Flower of Malaysia.
Our flag, also known as the “Stripes of Glory” (Jalur Gemilang) flying high up in the sky, while its crescent and moon shapes reflect specific aspects of Malaysian culture and society.
Sultan Abdul Samad Building, one of the most beautiful and unique architecture that is an iconic historical building, or historical landmark in Kuala Lumpur, built during the British
Colonial era, then constructed and refurbished into the High Court of Malaya, before the Federal Court shifted to Putrajaya.
Then comes the Petronas Towers, or the Twin Towers (Menara Petronas, Menara Berkembar Petronas), once held the ranking of the tallest building in the world, at the staggering height
of 1,483 feet from 1998 to 2004. As such, the twin skyscrapers still stand today as the tallest twin towers in the world. One of Malaysia’s proudest iconic architectural wonders, a distinctive
postmodern style lined with an endless shopping and touring experience.
The "Wau Bulan" is known as the Moon-kite. The name originated from its shape as its lower body is similar to the crescent moon. The Wau Bulan is printed on the Malaysian 50-cent coin
for its signature design. It is also one of the national symbols apart from hibiscus.

By Ashley Tan Wei Chin (5 years old)
Design Concept:
fish in Malaysia :)

By Amera Binti Mohd Yusof
Design Concept:
Batik has always been an iconic symbol towards Malaysia. The multipurposes of batik
reflective to the multiracial harmonies between the members of society within Malaysia.
One (1) country, One (1) nation.

By Saiful Zamani Bin Ismail
Design Concept:
When we talk about Malaysia, the simple things we could relate to is on the goods old time memories
of games and sports. Simple drawing to let others to know and getting excited about the beauty
culture of Malaysia.

By Goh Pheng Yik
Design Concept:
Hibiscus is Malaysia's National flower and also known as the 'Queen of Tropical Flower'. Using hibiscus
as my main design and tropical elements also added in my design to represent Malaysia is a
tropical country. Batik is Malaysia's culture art, I use batik design applied as background to show
Malaysia culture art.

By Leong Mei Liew
Design Concept:
Gabungan gambar bangunan Menara KL Malaysia dan LRT (HURUF M)
Gabungan gambar Gunung Kinabalu & Bunga Rafflesia (HURUF Y)

By Sani Rasid Bin Arshad

Design Concept:
Wanita dan bunga tidak dapat dipisahkan

Design Concept:
Beauty of Malayan Tiger

Design Concept:
Hope. Covid19 makes everybody have a hard life,
go through it, the HOPE will be there once we go
through.

By Tee Ying Jie

Design Concept:
Spirit of Malayan Tiger.

Design Concept:
Beauty of Malaysia .

By Nur Aina Athirah Binti Ashraf
Design Concept:
- My design for IKEA MY was designed based on a combination of Malaysian culture in both Peninsula
and Borneo. The Wau and the blue-toned Batik pattern are from Peninsula were as the Sabah tribal
pattern and the hornbill are from Borneo. Not to miss out, My emblem also features the Malaysian
national flower which is Bunga Raya.

By Lee Joey
Design Concept:
Since IKEA is a furniture store, I decided to use those furniture to create furniture robots. Besides, I also
added some of the soft toys that IKEA had before into my design.

By Aaron Chong Ya Lun ( 5 yrs old)
Design Concept:
I colour it with water colour, and I use the colours red, white, blue, red, just like Malaysian flag. The water
colour flows randomly, no matter how it goes, it's beautiful.

By Aaron Chong Ya Lun ( 5 yrs old)
Design Concept:
Inspired by design behind of Ringgit note from RM1-RM100 which show iconic and unique of Malaysia. Base color of
blue and yellow from logo Ikea and Malaysia flag. Happy 25th anniversary Ikea in Malaysia!

By Jessica De Costa
Design Concept:
Here's what comes in MY thoughts, when I think of how most Malaysian are used to speaks to each other, very comfortably and we
probably called it the Malanglish or perhaps the slangs* that we used to speak to our fellow local Malaysian.
On my black & white designs, there are few of the example how we used to speak in our everyday lives,. Which that makes us stands
out differently, in our very own language, and also in a creative way :p
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA :D

By Karen Teoh
Design Concept:
To show how IKEA has made its way into the everyday lives of Malaysians, the scene depicts an average day in the life — there are
classic IKEA pieces in the background that we can find in so many homes, and dad is putting together another one! The characters are
Malaysian-ised versions of the IKEA man on the manuals as all of us can now be our own furniture installers. The patterns are inspired
by batik print, and colours are based on the IKEA logo and Jalur Gemilang flag.

By Shima Ueki
Design Concept:
Designed by a 7 year old daughter. She loves IKEA and Malaysia. She says she wants to go to IKEA when she gets
out. Please remember that there is a small IKEA's fan!

By Muhamad Syafiq Syazwan Bin Zainon
Design Concept:
IKEA is like a "SECOND HOME" for all Malaysians. It is common for Malaysians to come and visit IKEA on the weekend
with family & friends. No matter what the purpose, whether it is shopping, eating or just sightseeing, IKEA remains
the No.1 choice of Malaysians.

By Lawrence Tan
Design Concept:
Concept mainly using malaysia famous building ,malaysia flag , bunga raya to design M wording and family with
home sweet home concept to design Y Wording.

By Chow Ming Fai
Design Concept:
Intricate traditional wood carving is one of the beautiful heritage Malaysians are proud of. And IKEA allows us to
design our homes within our culture and heritage, bringing modern comfort into our daily living.

By Nur Sabrina Binti Ahmad Fauzan
Design Concept:
Malaysia has one of the most diverse countries in the world which consist of multiple religions, cultures and
languages. One of the places that we can witness the beauty of our differences is a place where we Malaysians would
"lepak" and that is our Mamak Stall. The sound of our language in the air, the different colours of our skin doesn't
matter as long as we can enjoy a good glass of "Teh Tarik".

Design Concept:
This concept brings the famous heritage shophouse
architecture and can be seen in most cities in Malaysia
such as Kuala Lumpur, Melaka, and Penang. Also to
describes that Ikea is the best choice of furnishing brand
for every design and architecture that brings the special
element in it. This concept is focusing on how beautiful
Malaysia's architecture is and it should be maintained for
the next generation. The concept is an outline illustration
with the colour concept is, of course, applying Ikea's
identity colour which is blue and yellow.

Design Concept:
This concept is similar to the first design but with a different
version that using the colour of Malaysia's flag. This design applies
an outline illustration concept with a gradient of blue, red, and
yellow colour with the background of white to represent the
national flag

Design Concept:
These two designs is bringing the memories of beautiful heritage shophouses that can be seen in most cities in
Malaysia. With the special element, an iconic old bicycle is applied there. The use of colours in both designs also is
representing the diversity of culture in Malaysia.

By Nurul Izzati binti Mohd Nawawi

Design Concept:
This concept is highlighting our traditional games which give a lot
of benefits to us physically and intellectually. They could enhance
our creativity and social skills. Every each of the games has its own
history and characteristics but they are still holding the same
uniqueness which always connected with the cultures. This design
also using the gradient colour of the blue, red, and yellow
background which represents our national flag's colours. This
gives the real meaning of harmony. The white in here is applied to
the illustrations of traditional games.

Design Concept:
This concept is highlighting our traditional games which give a lot
Heritage shophouse's architecture is a timeless beauty and should
be kept forever for future generations. For this design, the use of
whitespace with an outline illustration concept apply to gives the
details of the design and minimalist look.

By Michael Lim
Design Concept:
My design is trying to highlight that Malaysia is a multicultural country. Malaysians don't see the differences
between all races. We're one. Malaysians have been living in harmony since many many years ago, and will continue
this uniqueness for many many years to come.

By Adibah binti Rasid

By Sharifah Aina Shamira Sharulmizam
Design Concept:
Hello there, my design represent the malaysian culture
(mostly food) to celebrate our Hari Malaysia

Design Concept:
My design represents the Malaysian flag, the dots and yellow
colour is the moon and stars. the red and white stripes is the jalur
of the flag

By Alison Wong Kuan Rong
Design Concept:
I just wanted to thank everyone that's working hard during this pandemic. I couldn't cover everyone, but I hope
Malaysia recovers quickly and we can all see each other again, safely! Thank you to everyone that made the 1 year of
'stay home, stay safe' bearable for me.

By Mike Tan
Design Concept:
Using modern textile style speaks Malaysia multicultural heritage motifs. Malaysia magnificent rainforests are
extremely rich support a vast diversity of plants and animals. Malaysia is a multi-ethnic, owing to its diverse cultures
through a number of arts, music, architectures, cuisines, languages and activities were made to bring the unique
country. Celebrated with IKEA 25th anniversary, the logo design is bright up with IKEA blue and yellow which is an
emblem to continue to create a better everyday life for Malaysians. MY Malaysia, MY IKEA!
使用现代纺织风格讲述马来西亚多元文化遗产的主题。马来西亚壮观的热带雨林极丰富，括种类繁多植物和动物。马来西亚是
一个多民族的国家，通过多项艺术、音乐、建筑、美食、语言和活动而造就了这个独特的国家。为庆祝宜家成立 25 周年，标
志设计以宜家蓝色和黄色为亮点，象征着继续为马来西亚人创造更美好的日常生活。我的马来西亚，我的宜家!

By Edwynn Lim
Design Concept:
My design was inpired by Malaysia popular batik and things I love from Ikea Damansara. Recently, I got my
workspace upgraded. Working was never the same with recent pandemic. I try to showcase two human working in
their respective home in different country . Working from home will be the new normal for many. Especially, when
you need a cool working space with minimalism design. When, I need to shop for new furniture. First place come to
my mind is Ikea. By using Ikea signature colour blue and yellow to showcase timeless and trendy design. Apart from
well known furniture. I also wish to highlight The food. I love swedish food especially meatball & coffee. I hope Ikea
Malaysia can incorporate batik element in future furniture design.

By Nurul Aida binti Mohamad Salleh
Design Concept:
The design is inspired by my Grandma who loves to wear kain Batik as it is one of her favourite pieces to wear when we are at home.
I believe that a simple kain Batik holds so much value, besides the beauty of the art, is something synonymous to our Malaysia.
In this design, I took elements of the vintage Batik in the letter 'M' and traditional yet classic Songket elements as a background on the letter 'Y'.
I also took inspiration from my childhood memories with other cousins as we used to play traditional games such as 'Gasing' and 'Congkak' at Grandma's home
every weekend.
There are Malaysia's best dishes- Nasi Lemak, and the best dessert to compliment it with;- Cendol.
My Grandma used to cook Nasi Lemak for all of us and I swear it is the best Nasi Lemak I have ever tasted in the whole world. And we usually buy Cendol from a stall
nearby.
Reminiscing the good old days, I include Wau Bulan and Kites. We used to play kites in the middle of a paddy field and competed to see who flew the highest
amongst the cousins. Atok once taught us how to make our own Wau Bulan.
The 'Baju Kebaya', Folding Fan, and 'Beca' are integral parts of our history and heritage. 'Baju Kebaya' is often featured in cultural and national ceremonies.
There are also Letters and Stamps to reminisce about the beautiful childhood memories. Collecting different stamps was one of my hobbies and I hope everyone
does too.
The iconic Petronas Twin Towers, Malaysia flag, adorned with our national flower- Hibiscus, are our pride. May Malaysia forever be a peaceful and harmonious
country.
Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA Malaysia.

By Ahmad Syahmi Bin Ismail
Design Concept:
Power of the people, the backbone of this country. All races, religions, gender, characteristics, music taste, hairstyles,
clothing choices or anything, we are all Malaysian and that is what makes us unique in the eyes of the world. All living
in unity and harmony throughout the years, stronger towards the future.

By Faizah Ramle
Design Concept:
My mind translates our beloved country into a booming floral explosion. Colourful, alive, limitless, full of energy. All
the wonderful things too hard for words to deliver- spoken in colours. I put forth my pride and joy of being a
Malaysian, into something I would love to see hanging on my walls, painted on my sheets, just as how dashes of ikea
arts inspire me. With love I hope this piece fills your heart with joy and happiness as it fills mine.

By Carlson

Design Concept:
Hej! It all started in 1996.
- First Malaysia satellite MEASAT 1 launched
- First Le Tour de Langkawi cycling tour
- KL Tower officially opened
- First IKEA opened
Then followed by amazing milestone of IKEA that popping out in different MY state! With IKEA man looking at past
IKEA man, IKEA man will grow stronger over time.

By Mohd Shahfiq Amirul Mohd Said
Design Concept:
Tema: Tema untuk reka bentuk di atas ialah Permainan Tradisional & Zaman kanak-kanak pada suatu ketika dahulu. Seterusnya, Reka
bentuk ini direka berdasarkan permainan tradisional di Malaysia seperti yang ditunjukkan di atas iaitu Gasing Berembang, Wau Bulan,
Teng-teng, Batu Seremban, Dam Aji, Congkak, Sepak bulu Ayam, Tarik Upih Kelapa, Susun Guli, Galah Panjang, Tarik Tali, Tuju Selipar,
Konda-Kondi, Tuju Tin, Kaki Hantu Kayu, Lompat Gelang Getah dan Lari Dalam Karung Guni.
Warna & Tekstur: Warna yang digunakan ialah warna hijau yang terdapat pada huruf “MY” bermaksud malar segar atau menggamit
nostalgia waktu berada di padang permainan waktu zaman kanak-kanak dahulu.Seterusnya, Warna Biru dilatar belakang reka bentuk di
atas bermaksud damai. Selain itu, Tekstur yang digunakan iaitu garis tiga berwarna coklat yang terdapat didalam huruf “MY” yang
berbeza saiz dan tona warna coklatnya diolah daripada tekstur yang terdapat di Bola Sepak Raga Bulatan. Tambahan Pula, Terdapat
corak tekstur daun kerawang bertangkai warna pada bingkai atas dan bawah diikuti warna hijau dan kuning ditabir belakang bingkai
tersebut. Akhir sekali, Di Slogan IKEA 25th anniversary dan huruf “MY” ditambah sedikit warna kuning disetiap sudut slogan tersebut.

By Megat Radley Bin Megat Ahmad Zaidi
Design Concept:
IKEA is the Home of all ethnicities in Malaysia, the opening of the curtain symbolize the welcoming of all of the
ethnicity inside or outside Malaysia and symbolize the furniture shop so people can explore the diversity. The
transparency of the curtain symbolizes the acceptance of people in Malaysia and create a sense of socialisation. The
pattern inside the letter M and letter Y representing unique motifs of each ethnicity in Malaysia. Blue and yellow
colour is the iconic colour of IKEA while representing unity in our nation.

By Jan Lim
Design Concept:
For this design, I have incorporated the batik design with a modern twist of geometry by using and playing around
with the national colours: red, blue, yellow, and white. I’ve also included some of the national symbols such as the
hibiscus flower, wau bulan, and the KL Twin Towers. If you can spot them, I’ve added in drawings of some of my
favourite IKEA products as well - MAMMUT children's stool, POKAL glass, SMILA BLOMMA wall lamp and the TULLSTA
armchair! Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA!

By Jyn Lim
Design Concept:
This design comprises the well-known national symbols of Malaysia such as the infrastructures, KL tower and KL Twin
towers, the floral and fauna such as the rafflesia and hibiscus flowers, wau bulan, hornbill, the Malaysian tiger and
the Rajah Brooke butterfly. The vibrant leaves represent the natural beauty of this country with the luscious greenery
around us. I’ve also included the Malaysian stamp as stamp collecting was a hobby shared by many Malaysians back
then. The background of the design includes a simple batik design: an appreciation for the intricate Malaysian art.
Besides, the three Malaysians on the top left corner of the design signifies the unity and diversity we have in this
country as well as the celebration of our beautiful country we call home. Thank you IKEA for this opportunity to create
this, and the reminder to appreciate the beauty of our country. Happy 25th anniversary, IKEA Malaysia!

By Insyirah Mohd Fariz (8Y old)
Design Concept:
IKEA and flower emblem represent Malaysia. I love
IKEA Malaysia.

Design Concept:
IKEA fron sweden bring diversity to Malaysia
from the ikea delicious food <3

By Farah Nur Sofiyya Binti Muhamad Fadle
Design Concept:
A Scandinavian line art style along with Sweden's national animal, the Eurasian elk and Malaysia's Bunga Raya that
represents the Malaysian national flower. The color chosen is based on Sweden's flag. Blue color depicts the symbol
of truth, vigilance, perseverance, loyalty and justice. Yellow is the representative of generosity. Ikea has given so many
opportunities in life. Beautiful and well built design for a better home experience for all.

By Ida Syafiza Binti Md Isa
Design Concept:
The bright yellow and blue colours symbolize the joy given by IKEA to Malaysians where all the equipment to create a
dream home is provided. MY refers to Malaysia. Therefore, Hibiscus is chosen as it is the national flower of Malaysia
where the bright red and green colours symbolize the sincerity of love and affection of Malaysians for their country.

By Nor Amni Amirah Bt Abdullah
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a Modern Metropolitan and classic traditional country. Our beautiful Malaysia (MY) is well known for their heritage. My design is illustrated and plays a lot of
cool colors as it becomes the main highlight and bold look so the content inside of the MY font can be clearly seen. Yellow and blue colors applied as the Ikea corporate
value and The Flag of Malaysia.
Font M : I chose to sketch Tunku Abdul Rahman as "Bapa Kemerdekaan Malaysia" and the 2D buildings background sketches symbolize how Malaysia existed. The KLCC on
the top as the Malaysia landmark as well as known. On the other hand, the 3D architectural design means our country is a modern and busiest city. In addition, all the
property that was built to provide a space for people to live and work, IKEA is the best place to furnish home living stuff and inspired us with the contemporary and
minimalist concept of interior and exterior design to make our life more easier.
Font Y : Malaysia is very popular with cultures. As many traditions we could see now and back then that are still famous in our society is wayang kulit. I composed the figure
of wayang kulit and the uniqueness of its emblems show the greatness of skills and creativity of Malaysian communities that can only be found in MY.
Malaysia Flora and Fauna : Hornbill, Rafflesia and Hibiscus.
The Human Standing in the middle of Stairs : Presented as a Malaysian who now pursues life success and happiness in the country and creates a new generation from
time to time.
The art and design concept as displayed was Cubism, Futurism, Fauvism, Geometric Abstraction and Op Art in art movement.

By Leong Kean Hong
Design Concept:
Hibiscus is Malaysia national flower combine with batik style with ikea corporate colour to represent ikea at Malaysia
25 years have improve quality of life and adapt some local culture in their store.

By Seah En Yee
Design Concept:
My design is about Malaysia is a “colourful” country.
For example, different culture, different races, different religion. The words of "MY" has some of the
nasional treasure that represent the most importance of Malaysia. Other than that, The different colours on "MY"
font blend together, which representing the various races of the country blend into one country and live in peace.

By Ayumi Hayy
Design Concept:
Just simple design from messy design like my home. After this, i want buy new Ikea furniture and get some idea from
Ikea Web for design and assemble them nicely. Thank You Ikea for give us nice idea everytime.

By Premnath a/l Balakrishnan
Design Concept:
A simple design with Malaysia and Sweden Flag.
Mentioning the year first IKEA was opened in Malaysia together with the nostalgic IKEA logo.I have also changed the
font , which points out creativity and motto of IKEA, which all should get high quality product for cheaper
price.Changing the font is a symbolic representation of breaking the mindset of higher price and high quality.

By Nurshazriena Binti Azmi
Design Concept:
The folk art of Malaysia mainly focused on the design element of traditional Malaysian painting such as batik where
the textiles are revered as symbols of beauty, power and status.
The fineness of the batik pattern design is based on the culture and heritage of the major races in Malaysia. Motif
Pucuk Rebung, Itik Pulang Petang and Awan Larat are often found in batik and songket representing the
Malay. Peacock feathers symbolize the splendor of Indian culture. Meanwhile, for the Chinese, Pioni flowers adorn
the fabric and Hornbill feathers signaled success as warriors for the Iban. The combination of five colors, namely red,
blue, black, yellow and white, highlights the elements of the Malaysian race.

By Wong Si Ying
Design Concept:
The “MY” die-cut effect acts as a window for people to look into colourful Malaysia. The patterns in “MY” are a
compilation of simplified geometrical patterns found in Malay, Chinese, Indian, Iban and Kadazan cultures to show
the multi-culture in Malaysia. The simplified design patterns that can move around symbolised the design of furniture
in IKEA which is minimalist and easily mixed and matched. The traditional patterns blend well in minimalist form, like
how IKEA products fit well in multicultural households.
The colours used are a mixture of Ikea 25th Anniversary blue colour, Malaysia flag and Sweden flag colours. There’re
numbers “25” and “64” hiding in the patterns, 25th is the Birthday of Ikea, whereas 64th is the anniversary of
Malaysia’s Independence Day this year. This is to mark that Ikea and Malaysia are growing together from time to
time.

By Siti Asmida Binti Abd Wahab

By Yau Yann Ee
Design Concept:
Unity in our multi-ethnic country is essential to maintain harmony. In the
lettering "MY", there are blue V shapes to symbolize peace. As Malaysian
citizens, living harmoniously and peacefully allows us to stay strong together.
When the well-being of foreign nationals is treated with respect, it
strengthens our humanity too.
The 3 main races and the major ethnic group Kadazandusun are represented
by 4 cats that adorn cultural headdresses. I choose cats because the type of
breed does not have any bearing on their ability to form relationships. With
that, I hope that our creed enables us to accept one another.
The national symbols of the 5 major countries which constitute the majority
of foreign nationals in Malaysia are represented by rice heath (Bangladesh
and Indonesia), peacock (India and Myanmar), and rhododendron
(Nepal). Displaying understanding and kindness enables us to show gratitude
and appreciation for their nation-building efforts.

Design Concept:
There is a saying that when the chicken talks to the duck, they won't be able to understand one
another. However, our Bahasa Rojak is something we are inherently proud of. We can convey
meaning and intent in any language we blend, we can adapt to the fluidity of our Malaysian
identity until it all makes sense.
Apart from the tropical flora and fauna that represent our country, I have also included fruits
and insects. This is because a healthy ecosystem, albeit natural and cultural, is highly beneficial
for everyone to thrive. Furthermore, a unique and vibrant ecosystem is the result of
harmonious coexistence.
There are also lanterns that represent the 3 main races and the major ethnic group
Kadazandusun. The lanterns are placed in the middle of the lettering "MY" and there is an olive
vine on each side. This placement symbolizes how peace and enlightenment can be achieved,
even when there are differences.

By Luqman Amran
Design Concept:
"Using none other than the unique icon of 'handyman' from every IKEA's manual book, my design illustrates from the
very first time IKEA makes its mark on Malaysia in 1996 until now with 4 outlets all across the country."

By Alfaldo Riski
Design Concept:
"Endangered Animals in Malaysia
These animals in this artwork are endangered species especially in Malaysia due to deforestation, irresponsible
littering, climate change & others. However, IKEA has encouraged me there is still hope to protect mother earth with
IKEA's eco-friendly principles. Furthermore naming on programs such as sponsoring contribution of planting 3 million
trees in Sabah, collaborating with WWF to organise Eco-School Programs and IKEA's very own 'A Sustainable Everyday'
motive. I wish that by using this platform to encourage people to be more responsible for the environment, wildlife of
living creatures, homes of citizens, & especially our one and only mother earth.

By Lee Liak Mian
Design Concept:
My 'MY IKEA' for 25 anniversary logo is representing from then to now, Kampung (village) to metropolitan, furniture
helps to make a house - a place we call Home. IKEA Cabinets are used to represent the concrete jungle and lamp
being Bird's nest, Hornbill, Moon and Star from Jalur Gemilang. Bunga Raya pattern and colourful Batik background
also represent the traditional craft of Malaysia.

By Pon Mei Chin
Design Concept:
My design includes four colors of the Malaysia flag. The two most iconic buildings in Malaysia are also suitable for
design. In "y", there is a map of Malaysia. At first glance, I knew it was Malaysia.

By Victor Andin
Design Concept:
The idea behind this design is birthed from a love and appreciation for the many different patterns of each culture in
Malaysia. We see these patterns being used so often in various designs around our country but we do not realise
where they come from or the richness of their origin.
Each pattern is beautiful on its own, but when integrated together, they form something uniquely us - uniquely
Malaysian. As the patterns weave harmoniously together in this design, that is how I picture Malaysia to be, a
harmonious body of culture, blending together as a 'Keluarga Malaysia'.

By LAI CHOON CHIEN
Design Concept:
" A smart furniture retailer "
A very honoured and grateful ikea malaysia has been well branding recognised world wide.As malaysian we are
blessing ikea continue success and invention toward sustainable furniture.
Happy anniversary 25th to IKEA!

By Lum Wai Him
Design Concept:
IKEA is one of Malaysia's favorite stores for 25 years. Malaysians love to visit IKEA all year long but it's even greater to
visit it when there are major festive events around the corner. We are truly lucky to be able to share and enjoy these
celebrations with one another in this multi-racial country and IKEA has always been making extra efforts to be a part
of these. Malaysians love IKEA, for their well-thought customer experience - from convenient touchpoints to
products, services, food, commitment towards environmental sustainability and more!
The illustration uses the letter M to show the atmosphere and activities inside of IKEA during different times of the
year, while the letter Y shows the iconic billboard and traffics to and fro IKEA. IKEA plays an important role in
transforming the homes and lifestyles of many Malaysians and therefore the anniversary of IKEA Malaysia is a time to
celebrate!

By Angie Ng Mee Chee
Design Concept:
This design I used mostly are the 3 colors of the 3 major races in Malaysia. Green – Malays , Red –
Chinese and Purple – Indian.
Also, consisted the Blue and Yellow which is for the lovely IKEA. And with the numbers of 25 for the
25th anniversary. Additional with the Blue , Yellow , Red and White is meaning to our Malaysia Flag color.
I added the National flowers in my drawing and the growing plants shown the Growth of IKEA in Malaysia. The
hearts that linked together symbolised the harmony and united races in our country.

By Mohd Amirul Ghanie bin Jaffar
Design Concept:
This design uses the colour concept from IKEA, and a Malaysian take of the IKEA man, showing a 'Malaysian IKEA
family'. The illustration used shows a typical home using IKEA's products.

By Nor Harnizah binti Kasimin
Design Concept:
Rekaan saya memaparkan tentang kebanggaan2 negara Malaysia. Antaranya, dua menara yang gah iaitu Menara
Berkembar Petronas & Menara Kuala Lumpur, bendera Malaysia, Bunga Raya yang merupakan bunga kebangsaan
Malaysia serta corak ukiran/batik/songket yang merupakan tradisi di negara ini. Selain itu, ia juga menggabungkan
makanan kegemaran ramai di Ikea Cafe Malaysia seperti Bebola Daging, Karipap & Rusuk Lembu. Warna latar biru &
kuning dipilih sempena warna rasmi Ikea…

By Lai Ming Yii
Design Concept:
The main design is about the connection between Malaysia and IKEA.
The word M focused on the great outdoors of Malaysia; it has collages of the Petronas Twin Towers and various
symbolic flora and fauna. Red signifies the main colour of Malaysia’s flag and Malaysians’ passion in life.
25th anniversary calls for a great celebration, thus the strings of bright decorative lights which are available in IKEA.
The word Y emphasized IKEA's specialization in furniture and the warm ambience it created at home. Yellow was used
as it’s one of the colours used on IKEA’s logo and also found on the flags of both countries.
The border was inspired by Allen key which was often found in the flat packs and Malaysia’s Batik design. Besides,
Allen keys happened to look like the number 25!
As a whole, the design looks like a stamp which implies that IKEA could be found bringing happiness and the sense of
belonging to homes in different parts of the world.

By Nurain Binti Azmi
Design Concept:
Malaysia is characterized by its great culture and ethnic diversity. The symbol of culture as the expression of Modern
Art Painting.

By Lin Yong
Design Concept:
For 25 years, Ikea has succeeded in its goal to bring a wide range of well-designed and affordable functional home
furnishing products to many Malaysians.
Inspired by Mondrian’s mid-century minimalism, the geometric, color-block paintings affirms the relationship
between simplicity, affordability and innovation.
Here’s to 25 and more! Skål!

By Norzila Binti Mohamad
Design Concept:
IKEA outfit every room in MY- (Malaysian’s home) with options for sofas, armchairs, dining sets, desks, beds, dressers,
accent lights, decor, and more. This is a great place to buy furniture for anyone looking to furnish a home with quality
pieces that won’t break the bank

By Kwan Kah Kuen
Design Concept:
Same objects or furnitures for same purpose but painted with different background and ethnic activities. It offer a
borderless or frameless creativity to the spaces.
Everyone can enjoy and celebrate the seasonal festivals from each ethnic tradition from room to room with
separated walls. The design demostrated same bookshelf, table and pendant light located within the same frame
but divided into 2 background which representing specific cultural and ethnic group. It is to showcase how could an
object fit for more than a purpose and blend in without judging by skin colour.

Design Concept:
I chose to put the reflection of my original character
of anime creation as I imagined they're both visiting
IKEA Damansara's store and looking back through the
sleek mirror of IKEA's selections in Market Hall. I love
to draw anime character and read a lot of manga
books, thus I like to incorporate this idea in my very
first design as I miss to go to IKEA with my family as
we need to lockdown since early last year. As for me,
IKEA represents many unique and versatile furnitures
with lots of brilliant ideas that I like to input my anime
character in this 25th logo as Malaysian kids.

By Nuryn Afiqah Yunaru Binti Mohd Azhar

Design Concept:
I draw my very first impression of IKEA to my life; IKEA
Damansara's huge staircase! Which leads to the IKEA's showroom
entrance and IKEA's restaurant & cafe. I remembered my mother's
told me that I went to IKEA Damansara just after one week of my
birthday! I was born on 9th of March 2007 and it's on 16th of March
2007 as it's my family's first time owning a car, my father brought all
of us there after receiving it from the car's dealer; we went together
with my mother's cradled and nursing me to her lap, my eldest
brother and sister. Since then, my father always brought us to IKEA
Damansara once a month since that memorable day up till early last
year of 2020 when the lockdown happened. As for me, the staircase
resembled the higher order aim & goals and best treatments from
IKEA's staffs that our family received throughout our family's visit to
IKEA. What a wonderful experience! I would like to thank IKEA for
opening your great store in Malaysia. You made my family and I
having so much fun together there and building our humble home
piece by piece.

Design Concept:
I draw Malaysia's flag to commemorate the 25th years of IKEA's 25th
anniversary. It's simple but meaningful for me as Malaysian teens as
it brings so much joy to me and my family to build our home with
IKEA's furnitures and eat lots of wonderful food at IKEA's restaurant
& cafe! I love IKEA's meatballs with lingonberry sauces; it's the BEST!

By Nur Syuhada Zakariya
Design Concept:
Malaysia is rich with uniqueness whether it is flora or fauna. My concept is more to the fauna that make them as
Landmark and Heritage of Malaysia. Rafflesia flower was chosen as the base background of the pattern and followed
by Lotuses and Hibiscus flower as radiant.

By Pihu Srivastava
Design Concept:
My design is a kind of using batik art and it shows the beauty of Malaysian art with some vibrant colours.
"My Vibrant Malaysia"

By Mahfuzah Binti Mohd Idris
Design Concept:
My Sweet Home filled with Love.
It is a beautiful and colourful concept that you can choose and make form IKEA products.

Available in many colour, shape and design to suite your needs and taste.
So you can create a home that's more "you".

By Nabila Raihan binti Towait
Design Concept:
My design shows the unity in multiracial in Malaysia. Where everyone respects each other in terms of religion, culture
and way of life.

By Ng Pei Gee
Design Concept:
It is a layout plan of a compact cozy home with a garden and studio, whereby we are able to get everything in IKEA,
e.g. fit-outs, furniture, home furnishing and decors, home office accessories, kitchenwares, bathroom accessories,
plants and gardening etc.

By Jeffrey Lim
Design Concept:
IKEA has been a big part of our households with its variety of furniture that fits the multi-ethnic culture of Malaysia.
No matter if youre from an Indian, Malay or Chinese background, we all grew up with having at least one of IKEA
furnitures in our house. The few iconic furniture that I would like to highlight is the Kallax shelves and Poang Chair to
celebrate how IKEA will always be a part of our life. I also depict the 2 IKEA characters that is shown in the guidebook
of every IKEA furniture which represents how we dont only bring a piece of item back but also a part of helping hands
with us home. Happy 25th anniversary IKEA!

By Emily Chan
Design Concept:
The letter ‘M’ The letter ‘M’ comprises of dual tones of IKEA Official Logo core colors where the blue tone is at top
section and the yellow tone is at the bottom. The motifs of national flower of Malaysia ‘Hibiscus’ are arranged in
random patterned as a background to blend in with IKEA Official Logo colors which is bringing the corporate identity
of IKEA in Malaysia The letter ‘Y’ the letter ‘Y’ comprises the dual element equally where the Malaysia National Flag on
the left and IKEA Lifestyle on the right which are embraced by the all Malaysians young and old, homeowners are
privileged to furnish their loving home with of Swedish furniture. Thanks to IKEA, the flat-packed furniture with their
logistic services making every homeowners dreams come true, IKEA has become the first home brand of affordable
furniture with elegant design in Malaysia.

By Jaie Ramlee
Design Concept:
Diinspirasikan dari situasi pandemic, segalanya dilakukan dalam norma baharu. Meraikan Ulang tahun IKEA Malaysia
yang ke- 25, dengan penuh sederhana tapi masih bergaya tentunya dengan barangan IKEA yang diterapkan dengan
elemen- elemen Malaysia.

By Predeep
Design Concept:
This plan is about Flowers. I like flowers on the grounds that
a flower is typically its most brilliant part. I plan this for the logo so it looks vivid and great.

By Cherrie Ng
Design Concept:
Simple & better is the best to express my thought to MY IKEA because Love is Love no complexities. Just like the IKEA
design - cherrie ng

By Aqilah Hoesni
Design Concept:
This piece used simple lines to draw faces of the majority races lived in Malaysia: Malay, Chinese and Indian. Each
race is drawn in different colours taken from the Jalur Gemilang: red, blue and yellow. It represents the multi-ethnic
community of Malaysia. Even though we are different from one another, we can still live together in harmony.
Moreover, the inspiration of this piece was from Ikea itself where clean and simple aesthetic are believed to be the
prominent aesthetic of this brand. Happy 25th anniversary Ikea!

By Choi Han Chi
Design Concept:
Consists of our Malaysian Flag and our National Flower, Bunga Raya.

By Cody Song
Design Concept:
Tiles Tiles Tiles across the floor! A take on our local tiles that could mostly be found in any heritage buildings. The
richness of colours and motive designs represent the multicultural harmony among races. It also comes with a
complimentary breakfast of our local favourite Teh Tarik and Half boiled eggs!

By Nor Hafizah Binti Abdul Rahman
Design Concept:
I have always been fascinated with Malaysia's traditional art & cultures of multiracial ethnics, thus I chose "traditional
wooden panel of Malay decorative flowers & leaves" for this purpose as I think it's suitable and fits IKEA's 25th
anniversary due to IKEA's ideas and furnitures are always classy, multifunctional, prolong and save lots of save plus
money wise; a truly Malaysian choice at heart! I made several versions of it with the same theme: black and white to
capture as timepiece, mix black and white to resemble Ying and Yang and the last one with IKEA's logo theme; yellow
and blue.

By Mohd Izzuan Affendi Bin Roslan
Design Concept:
25 years ago, two souls connected to create a
home, and a family was born with the help of
IKEA.

Design Concept:
The design symbolizes 25 years of IKEA bringing
happiness and joy (represented by the rainbow
of color) to the lives of Malaysians (The people
represented by the dots in MY)

By Nur Umairah Athirah Binti Nur Latif Azyze (11 years old)

Design Concept:
Happy Anniversary Ikea for my Ikea 25th anniversary logo I've drawn lot's of flowers that represent the pure heart of
Malaysia. The Hornbill bird that stands on top of M represents the bird that lives in Malaysia. The Hibiscus flower
represents the celebratory flower that is known in Malaysia. The red of the petals symbolizes the courage, life, and
rapid growth of the Malaysian. Lastly, the other flowers are for the beauty of Malaysia.

By Ahmad Shafiq Fiqri Bin Rosnari

Design Concept:
Idea olahan corak batik abstrak bermotifkan bunga raya yang merupakan bunga kebangsaan malaysia. 'My'
berwarna perak (silver) menggambarkan sambutan ulangtahun ke-25 ikea di malaysia yang terus unggul sebagai
destinasi pusat barang kelengkapan perabot rumah dan juga sebagai tempat penyatuan masyarakat berbilang
kaum. Ikea jenama membeli-belah keluarga yang popular dan mengujakan seiring dengan arus pemodenan
malaysia yang pesat membangun.

By Nur Athirah Binti Mohamd Roslan
Design Concept:
My design is about the togetherness of Malaysian people in respecting different cultures and beliefs.

By Chin Wang Jie
Design Concept:
My design is about the togetherness of Malaysian people in respecting different cultures and beliefs.

By Low Suet Cheng
Design Concept:
1. Use of Blue, Read, White & Yellow signifies Malaysian Jalur Gemilang
2. Use of "SMILEY" representation to indicate happiness and Hej is the familiar greeting from IKEA
3. Different sizes of homes and buildings, be it small or big, will enjoy a comfortable space with IKEA products
4. In short, IKEA and team have proven themselves for the past 25 years and they are here to stay and will continue to
create more comfortable and happy homes and offices in Malaysia
Hej IKEA! Happy 25th Anniversary in Malaysia!

By Lim Jia Xin
Design Concept:
The work includes a picture of the national flower, the Petronas Twin Towers, and the colors of the Malaysian flag to
complete. The slogan also represents the 25 years that IKEA has been with Malaysia. Even if it is full of difficulties
now, we will continue to moving on and get well soon together. Thank you and Happy 25th Anniversary!

By Tan Vin Sern
Design Concept:
IKEA's history in Malaysia is portrayed in the M and Y. Rekindled the long-lost memory of IKEA's first store in One
Utama before moving on to its own store in Mutiara Damansara and crowned the largest IKEA store in Asia-Pacific
during that time. 25 years on, Malaysia is the proud home to four IKEA stores in Damansara, Cheras, Tebrau and Batu
Kawan.

By Yap Kee Sheng
Design Concept:
Inspired by rich cultural heritage of wood carving in both nations (Malaysia & Sweden) that convey in modern style
illustration with detail to capture the essence of it. Consist of several elements that represent Malaysia such as our
national flower and bird with a combination of different styles of wood carving from each race. The long piece of
fabric represents our unity and bond that tie us together along with IKEA since the beginning.

By Nurazreena Azha Binti Hashim
Design Concept:
Inpired by the 'Distinctively Malaysia" designs of Third Series of Malaysian coins

By Tan Yen Qee
Design Concept:
It displays the multi-ethnicity and multiculturalism of the Malaysian population.

By Teh Woan Cian
Design Concept:
IKEA has inspired Malaysians to achieve their dream interior home with decent design yet an affordable price. The
design for IKEA MY has embraced the Scandinavian and minimalist concept of IKEA's furniture and fittings such as
lamp, storage and plant pot in every space with different characteristics. The simplicity of these materials , detail and
color has helped Malaysians in achieving a better built-environment. It explained IKEA design suit to every context
and easily blended into every of our homes despite each of us having different cultural backgrounds and
religious celebration.

By Lim Shiang Yee
Design Concept:
Deisgn 1
This design is about the variety of Malaysian Food.
Design 2
This design is about Malaysian heritage shape

By Lee Yok Kuan
Design Concept:
Doodle consisting of various iconic Swedish and Malaysian things laid out in a Malaysian flag

By Regina
Design Concept:
My idea is come from the ‘Logo for Kebangsaan Malaysia Yang ke-64 (2021)’ I would like to take this opportunity to
thank all front-line personnel for their dedication and hope that COVID-19 will come to an end soon and rebuild a
better future for Malaysia.

By Zulaila Binti Zakaria
Design Concept:
Every success story has to start in one place (country). Similarly, IKEA and the winner of the MALAYSIAN OLYMPICS
have achieved success and are even able to be the most successful agent of unity in uniting the people of a country
with IKEA MALAYSIA is no exception like the song STANDING IN THE EYES OF THE WORLD

By Ahmad Faizal Bin Jaffar
Design Concept:
1) Malaysia Map & 4 IKEA Logo Represent 4 Ikea Branches In Malaysia.
2) Yellow Moon & Star Represent Element in National Flag.
3) Red Hibiscus (Bunga Raya) Represent National Flower.
4) Grey Shadow Background Represent Iconic Building In Malaysia.

By Ashley
Design Concept:
Malaysian food & cuisine is known for its rich and diverse flavors. Therefore, my artwork idea adopts several Malaysia
traditional food to express the feeling of harmony from different races and cultures.

By Chan Zi Hui
Design Concept:
This design celebrates the festivals of Malaysia's different ethnicities, with the Hari Raya Aidilfitri, Deepavali, Chinese
New Year and Gawai Dayak festival in the country. The beauty of the hibiscus flower is depicted as the main subject of
this drawing, known as the national flower of Malaysia. To compose the multi-culture in Malaysia, a series of drawings
are created to unite elements of the races with decorations, rituals and blessings. The primary colours used are
inspired by the Jalur Gemilang flag, with red, yellow, blue while the orange black pattern expresses the presence of
the Malayan tiger.
There is this butterfly that is flying through the scene - which can be seen as symbolising how someone of the world
can view the heritage and multi-racial culture about Malaysia. Happy 25th Anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!

By Tan Eu-Gene
Design Concept:
So far yet so near We are 9,400 km apart but we are also 2 km apart So far yet so near We are 16 hours apart but we
are also 7 minutes apart So far yet so near We can only fly to visit but we can also drive to visit The taste of Sweden in
Malaysia: IKEA...

By Hong Yen Teng
Design Concept:
my design is about Malaysia culture and food i have draw a Malaysia flag,KLCC,rambutans, Durian,hibiscus
flower,rafflesia flower,hornbill and Wau.

By Yong Zhen Wei

Design Concept:
Design 1: My design is about the food of malaysia and i love to eat the food on malaysia so i do
more research on this topic and make it inside my design and look like more powerful and
interesting
Design 2:
This design i am research form the (kain batik) form malaysia an make the pattern on this ikia
anniversary design i very love on this design because it can show the more feeling on malaysia, I
hope this design is can make this IKEA MALAYSIA 25th anniversary more interesting.

By Marco Liew

Design Concept:
DESIGN 1
25 years marked a significant achievement for Malaysia. Over the past 25 years, Malaysia has rapidly changed in this burgeoning development.
This logo encapsulates the modern city versus tropical rainforest composition that transcends the beauty of Malaysia.
The design concept incorporates the iconic skyscrapers as urban cityscape representation, with identical buildings that showed on the logo. On
the other hand, not to forget we are unified by our mother nature, wildlife conservation is the practice of protecting plants and animal species,
as well as their habitats. As shown in the logo, we are all connected.
The whole look and feel of the logo uses the weight of lines and different graphics techniques, creating the illusion of depth and movement by
juxtaposing layers of the visuals, and finally the sunlight projected on showing limitless possibilities that brings out the uniqueness of Malaysia.
DESIGN 2
The concept of this logo is Imagination of Colours. In order to illustrate this idea visually, I am using the colour swatches of different shade of
blue that represent the colours in our lives and cultures.
It is definitely 25 years of celebration of transformation, from traditional print media to the digital age. A little detailing of registration marks, a
symbol of print that appears at the four corners of the logo symbolises the print material, such as the IKEA catalogue that allows to tell seasonal
colours trends effectively. Throughout the years of transition, IKEA created a constantly evolving platform to interact with us 24/7, the small
cursor that symbolises the digital age, pointing towards the corporate blue that all Malaysians are familiar with.

By Yagesh Rao S/O Loganathan
Design Concept:
Blooming Flower Pattern Design. This design I choose to make some hope for everyone like nature, so my creativity
feel to do blooming flower design are giving to make suitable for logo and make 3D look to everyone.

By Ambrose Lee
Design Concept:
Porcelain represent tremendous oriental history, the magnificent craftsmanship from one of many races in Malaysia,
Chinese.
The joy & harmony color tone consolidate Malaysia citizen to stay positive, Good days will come eventually.

By Muhammad Falihin Jasmi
Design Concept:
Inspired by the famous delicacy of Bumi Kenyalang which is Kek Lapis Sarawak, this section of mesmerizing cake
shows the vibrant and beautiful layers of Jalur Gemilang. The unity of the layers and intricate details of a crescent
and a 14-point star portray the sense of togetherness among the diversity of culture in Malaysia to celebrate the 25th
Anniversary of IKEA MY.

By SUHAILAH BINTI BAGUSUNG
Design Concept:
it is about under the sea.

By Yin Chor Jou
Design Concept:
Design 1: This design is about the variety of food.

Design 2: This design is about Preserving batik as cultural heritage

By Loh Meng Yik
Design Concept:
Taking inspiration from the colours of the Malaysian flag, my design showcases the wide array of products offered at
IKEA from living room, kitchen, outdoor to children’s toys and of course food! The backdrop of high-rise homes
shows that the design solutions offered by IKEA have empowered Malaysians from all walks of life with great home
improvement ideas for the past 25 years, helping us to create clutter free homes that are more efficient and warm perfect for the whole family!

By Myron
Design Concept:
Polka dot is an endless classic vintage style so does IKEA that has accompanied millions of Malaysian families with its
simple, practical, and design that will never go out of style.

By Min Sia

Design Concept:
What was the most popular bag in 1996? Was it Louis Vutton? Prada? No, it's FRAKTA! It is true that IKEA has given us
many iconic designs and a small window to Scandinavian cuisine. But what is the first thing that you grab in IKEA, to
stuff your SINNLIG, FÄGRIK or perhaps, a fluffy TOFTBO? To me, the FRAKTA is the oft overlooked product whenever
someone thinks about 'the most iconic designs from IKEA'. Described as the most hardworking bag in the world,
anyone who sees the blue or yellow polypropylene carrier associates it immediately with IKEA. My IKEA is represented
with the most popular bag in Malaysia, paired with the most loved animal in Malaysia. And as any cat owner can
attest to it, FRAKTA, coincidentally, is also the most popular bag amongst cats!

By Sun Xuan Yi
Design Concept:
My design is about flora with some batik art. The color palette I choose represents passion and simplicity. I also use
some colors that represent Malaysia such as red, white and blue represents Malaysia as a country belonging to the
Commonwealth. Moreover, yellow represents the Malay Rulers and their roles as leader of the faith in the constituent
states.

By Tham Zhi Lin
Design Concept:
Design 1: The design is about Malaysia batik
Design 2: This design is about the variety of Malaysian food

By Foo Chong Siong
Design Concept:
The tropical rain forests of Malaysia provide the best living environment and quality of the flora and fauna in
Malaysia.
Just like MY IKEA, it also provides the best living environment and quality of Malaysian people.

By Eshrak Mahmud

Design Concept:
A beautiful and lively combination of plants, flowers and fruits Design.

By Foong Kim Wai

Design Concept:
- National animal - The Malayan tiger, shows the courage and strength of Malaysians.
- tropical rainforest in Malaysia, shows rich resources of nation
- Colors similar Malaysia flag color

By Lim En Yie

Design Concept:
Design 1: my ikea design is become the batik
Design 2: my design idea is about various things representing

Malaysia.

By Mohd Azhar Bin Md Zahir
Design Concept:
I used IKEA's tutorials icon as my main theme as in my family, I am always the handy man to build every single IKEA
items that we purchased together at IKEA Damansara since more than a decade ago up till now. My elder son always
solemnly helped me around when I assembling those items, it made me truly proud as he may do it by himself and
even did the drillings too and now all his little sisters may did the same too. The "tutorials icon" as we called it in our
family, represent trust, unity and self reliance that so important which I told to my children. Last but not least, IKEA
brings our family together, as one.

By Kirua Hakimy Bin Mohd Azhar
Design Concept:
I like to help my father to assemble IKEA furnitures and items for our family. I prefer wood elements the most, thus I
selected this theme for my design as wood is deeply useful in our life and I'm very greatful to IKEA team for bring the
best out of our beloved nature. It's sturdy and reliable; just like IKEA!

By Ashyekin Rei Hikaru Binti Mohd Azhar
Design Concept:
I created it just because our family really love and enjoy each food menu and tried all of them from IKEA's Restaurant
& Cafe! It's a special bonding for us as family and my parent always reminded us to clear our own table and eat with
manners as it with help others to enjoy their moment too at IKEA :D IKEA foods truly heals our souls!

By Chee Shiau Thing

Design Concept:
This design is based on the "batik" motif that is one of the unique characteristics of Malaysia. Famous landmarks such
as KLCC, KL Tower and Putrajaya building are surrounded by our national flowers. Alphabet "M" and "Y" as the
Malaysia Peninsular and East Malaysia that are connected by the seawaves. There are Mount Kinabalu, turtles and
rafflesia inserted around as the symbols of East Malaysia. Sun, cloud, fireworks and the greenery are placed to
represent the happiness and strength of unity.

By Hong Yen Teng

Design Concept:
Design 1: my design is about malaysia tradisional batik and heritage
Thank you very much.
Design 2: My design is about Malaysia culture and food I have draw a KLCC,rambutans,durian and Tanglung on 'Y'. i
have draw Malaysia Flag,Wau,habiscus flower,rafflesia flower and Hornbill.

By Nuraffrida Binti Mohamad Taj

Design Concept:
IKEA is a convenient and affordable family furniture store.
Each icon in my design symbolizes the powerful services and amenities available in the IKEA store.

By Daniel Boo Jun Min

Design Concept:
Design concept - hand drawn and coloured by colour pencils.
Using both national flags to represent the people of Malaysia and Sweden.
Here's to celebrating 25 "Swede" years of IKEA in Malaysia.

By Wong Wing Yee

Design Concept:
This design is about Malaysia Batik.

By Damien Isaac Solibun

Design Concept:
- My design focuses on creativity and imagination. It also incorporates a touch of minimalism by keeping the colours
black and white. It targets to bring out everyones inner imagination and creativity to doodle and unleash their
imaginations. I don't have a proper drawing device so I decided to use my usual 0.5 Gel Pen and paper.

By See Zhun Tah

Design Concept:
My design is rather abstract, inside include some Malaysian plants and wood grains, then add some Ikea’s Furniture
design.

By Chin Yoke Fang

Design Concept:
Design concept - drawn and coloured by hand using artline pen.
An abstract description of structures in Malaysia.
IKEA products are found everywhere in Malaysian homes and buildings.
IKEA here,
IKEA there,
IKEA everywhere.

By Ong Chia Yong
Design Concept:
Many good things are not done in one go , we need to do it step by step . Just like an assembly something .Surprises
await us in the process.The same is true in our life.

By Wong Wing Yee
Design Concept:
This design is about the variety of Food. For example, Satay, nasi lemak, Dim Sum, Roti Tissue and all about the
variety food.

By Sonia Soon Nea
Design Concept:
In celebrating IKEA's 25th anniversary in Malaysia, this logo seeks to illustrate Malaysia's passage through time by
featuring some of Malaysia's most well known traditions, cuisines and landmarks that have withstood the test of
time. The kuih loyang and mooncake symbolises the sun and moon respectively, whereas the fisherman is to show
that regardless of who we are, ultimately all we want is the simple comfort of having our tummies' full, after a day's
hard work.

By Reebeka Adne
Design Concept:
‘IKEA, UNDER ONE ROOF’
It is inspired by how IKEA celebrates and accommodates people with the minimalist concept based on what they
need. This design reflects the liveliness happening at home and office which show how IKEA takes place in peoples’
hearts.

By Janice Tan
Design Concept:
The ‘M’ backgrounds uses both of Malaysians’ favourite IKEA furniture namely, the KALLAX and FJÄLLBO series –
which we, a family of four, also have in our humble home.
The ‘Y’ background is none other than our favourite Malaysia flag. Thanks to IKEA which has helped so many
Malaysians to own beautiful and practical furniture with an affordable price.

By Nur Najla Khairiyyah bt Mohammad
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multicultural country with diverse ethnicity and culture. Using IKEA colors, the design features the most
prominent landmarks and symbols of Malaysia that bring unity to our nation regardless of race and religion.

By Hon Yee Lin

Design concept:
Malaysia is a multi-racial country with diverse cultures. This can be clearly seen not only through its food, festivals,
but also in form of art, design and architecture. This IKEA MY design takes inspiration from the various forms of
artwork and handicraft that also can be displayed and add aesthetic appeal to a home. There are the various
designs found in anyaman (traditional weaving), the flower designs found in the sulaman (embroidery work) on the
Nyonya kebaya, and also the traditional designs found in different ethnic groups in Sabah and Sarawak. These
beautiful pieces of art, when complemented with IKEA home furnishing, offers one endless choices of how to
decorate their home to call it their own. The colours used represent the flag colours of both Malaysia and Sweden.

By LalitSai Venkatesan ( 9 Years old )

Design concept:
Men and Women love IKEA in Malaysia, because it is creative
with innovative and most trusted brand.

By Nur Shazwani Binti Raduan
Design concept:
Rekabentuk ini merupakan antara elemen Flora dan Fauna yang terdapat di
Malaysia terutama kehijauan alam serta kemerahan bunga raya dan rafflesia yang
merupakan simbolik flora negara kita. Bendera pula melambangkan sempena
bulan Merdeka dan bersamaan dengan ulangtahun ke-25 ikea.

By Muhammad Kasyfillah bin Ishak
Design concept:
In the MY letter I fill it with Malaysia's Batik and around it I put some flowers and
Malaysia national food. The "batik" represents Malaysian art which has many floral
and fauna themes and Malaysia is popular for the variety of foods. Behind the
"IKEA 25th anniversary" I put some abstract lines based on the colour of Jalur
gemilang. Each colour has a different meaning in Malaysian hearts.

By Hana Sofea bt Muhd Tajul Ariffin
Design concept:
My design resembled the modern and traditional concept which is the blocks with the Woven
mat motif “ ragi beras patah” in IKEA colours, blue and yellow. It is to show that traditional
concepts can be included in our modern industry to preserve its existence for the next
generation. Other than that, each block is combined and becomes the design which
represents all the races and ethnic in Malaysia that have been united by IKEA as their
customer.

By NUSRAT ARA SUSHMITA

Design concept: The design is inspired from IKEA
showroom, made me thinking how the worker work to
create the IKEA showroom space so that visitor can
come and be inspired in creating their own version of
IKEA showroom in their own house.

Design concept: This design would be inspired
from a bookshelf,people who love to read
definitely would not leave space that is filled with
good books.

By Syafika Atikah Ismail

Design concept: The design is inspired from the
sketches for interior design, every design would start
from the scratch, that would mean start from rough
sketch and you would get vision on which direction you
would like to go.

Design concept: This design is inspired from IKEA
Assembly Directions, I split the letter to make it to
be separate parts and so it can mimic
IKEA furniture before they were assembled

Design concept: The design for letter M is
inspired from STORÅ Loft bed frame, on the top is
the bed and the bottom is seating area or it could
be a work space. As for the letter Y, it is
inspired from IKEA BATU KAWAN itself, I made the
letter Y assemble the IKEA entrance.

By Nadiah Faisal
Design concept: The main theme of this design is all about Malaysia, a multi-ethnic country, with a touch
of IKEA iconic colours to celebrate IKEA's 25th anniversary in Malaysia. The identity of Malaysia is woven
together in a form of Batik element.
Top part (blue): the national flower in traditional batik motifs.
Middle part (flora): different types of Malaysian flora such as Rafflesia, Bunga Kertas and Bunga Raya are
woven forming a crown to the logo.
Bottom part (yellow): Few famous Malaysian dishes such as nasi lemak, noodles, roti canai, kuih-muih
and also the must-have IKEA curry puffs are arranged to form a batik pattern to give identity towards the
whole design of this logo.
After all, it is Malaysia we are talking about, can't leave the food behind while designing a batik in a logo.

By Nor Nadhra binti Mohd Rifangei
Design concept: Tell us about your design: simplicity in showing the best
furnitures and housewares store in Malaysia

By Muhammad Halim Bin Milatusamshi
Design concept: The yellow and blue color symbolize IKEA Official colors whereas the cubes
represent joys in celebrating the 25th Anniversary of IKEA. Light bulb reflects the IDEAS that
IKEA always brought up whether it's modern, minimalist or classic and finally the iconic
skyscrapers, flag and hibiscus definitely known as Malaysia identity. Hopefully IKEA will
continue to succeed in Malaysia.

By NAZIHA BINTI MOHAMAD SALLEH
Design concept: To show that Malaysia is a multiracial nation. Language is
instrument of culture. It is an exact reflection of ourselves”

By Kohi
Design concept: "When a rainbow spreads across the sky, it is reminding everyone that
beauty comes in all colours." This is the quote that inspired me, along with our fellow
talented artists representing this competition. Not only does the rainbow represent the
multi-cultural and multi-ethnic society of Malaysia, but also how well we get along towards a
brighter and sustainable future. Taking a closer look at the elements in the letters (Hibiscus,
butterfly, sunshine, greenery, bright blue clouds, IKEA and mangosteen), I wanted to also
emphasize Malaysia's evergreen nature and how we must all protect it.

Design concept : The collage of the Jalur Gembilang(left) resembles
IKEA's 25 years presence in Malaysia. The collage on the right
represents the flag of SWEDEN(the country of origin of IKEA).
Incidentally the blue and yellow colours of SWEDEN's flag are also the
colours of IKEA's logo. Together the collages represent the close ties
between Malaysia and SWEDEN.

By Tang Chee Weng

Design concept : The collage of the Jalur Gembilang(left) and flag of
SWEDEN(right) represent IKEA's 25 years presence in Malaysia.
Incidentally the blue and yellow colours of SWEDEN's flag are also the
colours of IKEA's logo. The "CSR" embossed (left) symbolises the
corporate social responsibility goals centered on 3 key initiatives:1) healthy and sustainable living,
2) climate positive initiatives,
3) social equality and fairness.
The CSR initiatives are equally pursued by Malaysia and SWEDEN.

By Lee Kai Wen
Design concept : As Malaysian, we all celebrate festivals and share the joy
together no matter whatever ethnic or race. We decorate our festive with
symbolic decoration just like IKEA.

By AIN AMIRAH BINTI MOHD ROBI
Design concept : The motif of my design is inspired by the traditional wood carving in
Malaysia. However, I decided to make the design more simplistic and minimalist to suit
the present aesthetic. I want to show that even though times had passed we should still
be reminded of our roots and heritage.

By Alice Lim Poh Hong
Design Concept : IKEA occupies a very important position in the hearts of Malaysians. It
is not easy for a brand to stand firmly in one place for 25 years, not to mention how
happy it is to be loved by Malaysians. My design this time uses the IKEA brand's main
color and our Malaysian flag color both into one, presenting IKEA and Malaysia's diverse
colors, warm hearts, warm and happy home.

By MUHAMAD FAHMI ARIF BIN MD YUSOF
Design concept : Melalui IKEA, rakyat Malaysia dapat mengenali serba sedikit gaya Scandinavian. Oleh
itu, saya ingin mengetengahkan identiti Malaysia melalui design ini. Rekaan ini terhasil dengan
mengambil inspirasi dari motif sulam Tekat dan olahan motif bunga pada Kebaya Peranakan dalam
gaya Batik. Kepelbagaian warna dalam rekaan ini melambangkan keindahan budaya, keharmonian dan
kesejahteraan seluruh rakyat Malaysia.

By Nashuha binti Omar

Design concept : The concept of the letter ‘M’ and ‘Y’ are based on the motifs of
batik, which were focused on flowers and geometrical design. This concept could
be used as reference for future design for IKEA furniture. As for ‘IKEA’ and
‘anniversary’, the colours, blue and yellow, were derived from IKEA logo main
colours itself, and for ‘25th’ were coloured according to our Malaysian flag. The
background of green and blue is to represent the colour of our Malaysia beloved
forest and sea. Hibiscus and KLCC tower are to show Malaysia’s iconic building
and national flower.

By Lew Yue Xi
Design concept : I usually visit the IKEA shop in Damansara.
My design is about unicorns playing flowers and bees.

By Zainonizah binti Abdol Wahap
Concept design : My design is about culture, food, national flowers, animals,
towers of pride and traditional games found in Malaysia.

By Fazliana Zainol
Design concept : Nothing can be more 'right' in connecting people with different
cultural backgrounds than foods. Nasi Lemak, Yong Tau Foo, Roti Canai, and Teh Tarik
that were incorporated in the design are among the most popular Malaysian foods that
are thoroughly enjoyed by all Malaysians from different races and cultural backgrounds.
The colors used were inspired by Malaysia's flag; yellow, blue, red, and white.

By Liew Ching Zhong

Design concept : My design idea is from food. As all person said , the fastest way to know a country is by eating their
traditional food. In my design , it combine a lot of traditional food from malay, indian, chinese and also baba nyonya.
Ketupat ( upper left corner of alphabet M ) and satay (upper right corner of alphabet Y ) is the main represent for malay's
food, nyonya pastry ( middle of alphabet M ) represent for baba nyonya , roti canai and cendol (upper left corner of
alphabet M ) represent for indian and dim sum and prawn ( bottom left of alphabet M ) mee represent for chinese. Ais
kepal ( down of alphabet Y ) is the one of the dessert for old generation, all person would like it not counting in ethnicity.
The tea transfoming to a dragon shows that as i'm Malaysian , the chinese culture from China has bring to Malaysia and
inherited until this era still maintain in intact. For the empty place, I use sky blue to paint it to let the artwork become
relaxing when looking at it. Hope enjoy for watching my design : D

By Nurul Hashima
Design concept : The idea is about how Malaysia is unique in terms of its culture, values and
aesthetic. The tropical climates also let this country to have diverse flora and fauna. I Hope
IKEA Malaysia will always lead to the dynamic ideas and designs which can complement the
taste of Asian culture in the future.

By Maisarah Rahaizat
Design concept : When designing, I didn't think too much about the concept. When I see
MY in the ‘MY IKEA’ I always thought it representing Malaysia. And during this pandemic
in Malaysia, I didn't do anything much at home than eating Nasi Lemak at my Ikea Table.
So I decided to combine Malaysia Flag and Nasi Lemak together in the design.

By Noorulazmih Binti Sirajudin
Design concept : The design about the variety of Malaysia Food.

Design concept:
Title: Play Fun
Ikea's atmosphere always reminds me of nostalgic games
(it always makes me feel like a kid among friends when I
am there because of the warm and fun surroundings).

By Teh Chun Boey

Design concept:
Title: Food Heritage
Just sketches of rindu for the malaysian food.

By Tan Hui Fang ,Angelyn
Design concept:
M - designed with icons of furniture & cookware that you can often find of high
quality and reasonable price from Ikea.
Y - is designed with the Malaysia flag and Y means yes to Ikea's products
Bottom design with some flora /Batik flower is one of the special cultures in Malaysia
and flora means continued growth too.

By CHAM JI JI

Design concept : Malaysia is a beautiful country, having multi races and a
collection of signature heritages such as Malayan tiger, rumah kampung, satay,
etc. We must not forget these precious heritages and their own stories of each
heritage. Being able to embrace them as a Malaysian, it is my honour to be part
of this country. Being able to participate in your contest is my honour. Thank
you. Hope to hear from you soon.

By YUNG SZE MEI
Design concept : My design idea comes from 'patchwork quilt' with batik. It means Malaysia comprises
of many races and we can live together in harmony and peace.

By Chan Siew Fang
Design concept : My design concept come from a relationship between
two countries. Both of them take care each others and stay in Malaysia for
25 years and built up a lot of branches in Malaysia. Malaysian life cannot
without IKEA furniture and products. Cheer!

Design concept : This design totally shows a lot of
elements of Malaysia traditional culture such as foods,
clothing , classic art pattern and there's also a lifestyle
with Malaysia's main symbolism.I've made a simple
combination through modern illustration concept and
inspired by classical modern theme. I do emphasize
the design as I hope Malaysia's tradition will
never fade. Its also could show the unique cultures
and old nostalgia of Malaysia.I wish Happy 25th
Anniversary to Ikea and all the best in future!
By Nur Sabrina Bt Kairuddin

Design concept : I've created this design inspired by multiracial in Malaysia. This design shows the main local foods of
Malaysians from the different races. Otherwise , I've put a
multi-language which shows the unique way of how Malaysians
communicate although they come from different races. Despite
this, I tried to talk about the speciality of languages and
emphasize traditional food culture in Malaysia. On the other
hand, I do use the classical modern concept for the overall
theme. I wish Happy 25th Anniversary to Ikea and all the best in
future!

By Tan Luo Xin
Design concept : My design consists of some soft toys from IKEA store, and I drew the
place where they live, like a shark is living in the sea and the monkey is living in the
forest.

By Muhammad Muzammil Bin Mukhtar
Design concept : My design is the result of the colors of the Malaysian flag.

By Hiew Weih Peng

Design concept : Malaysia consists of the three main races which are the
Malays, Chinese and Indians. These main races represent Malaysia best
with their own cultural celebrations that are always festive and
celebrated together no matter which race we are from.

By Darwisya binti Zulkifli
Design concept : In this design, I chose to focus on architecture in Malaysia such as the National Textile Museum,
templer, to'kong, Masjid Sultan Sulaiman and Malay village house. The factor of choosing heritage architecture in
Malaysia are because I want to maintain the identity of the country and want to point out that Malaysia has many
races and religions that live in harmony and peace with each other.
Although the heritage architecture of buildings in Malaysia are not the same as the architecture of modern
buildings, but the unique features, comfort and safety have been emphasized since time immemorial. Taking into
account cultural factors, local climate, shading, ventilation, lighting, and other basic features and this is very much in
line with Ikea's slogan of “Ikea... Utamakan keunikan, keselesaan dan yang paling penting keselamatan.”
Apart from that, for the side motif, I also made the Kuala Lumpur Convention Centre (KLCC) motif which is also
modern architecture found in Malaysia and also symbolic of the country's strength and also the glorious flag which
means a symbol of leadership, a symbol of honor, dignity and sovereignty of a country.
Next, there are several motifs that are complementary motifs for a design, namely the rickshaw motif, which is the
transportation of Malaysian heritage, Malay dance motifs, motifs of foods found in Malaysia, motifs of a man
wearing traditional Sarawak clothes and motifs of multi-racial and multi-religious faces. Finally, I made batik motifs
available in Malaysia in the background to develop and introduce the handicraft industry to the public.

By NEESA AMEERA MOHAMED SALIM
Design concept : Artwork Title : #stayathome
Inspired by the current pandemic situation, #stayathome reflects the current pandemic situation
and how everyone plays a significant role to control the pandemic by staying at home. The
artwork sends a message that and how by staying at home should be seen as an opportunity for
many positive reasons : to spend time with your loved ones, to learn new skills (e.g., cooking,
gardening, creative projects), to recreate a better space at home (go to IKEA to get some
inspirations!), and maybe to improve upon ourselves in ways we never thought were possible.
Life needs to go on, so try to add some colours, textures and new perspectives during this
challenging times. Paint your home, colour your life and no matter how hard it gets, please let’s
just stay at home and stay safe. Thank you for doing your part. We are all in this
together. #stayathome#happy25thanniversaryIKEA#ikea#Malaysia#home#kitajagakita

Design concept : Design 1: Natural Resources - My design is inspired
by the rich natural resources that Malaysia is blessed with.
The gold/silver M represents the tin, gold, iron, copper, aluminium
ore etc that are commonly found in Malaysia. The
brown/green Y represents Malaysia's never ending rainforests that
millions of animals, birds and insects thrive inside. This design also
coincides with the materials used in making IKEA's products from
large items like Tuffing bed frames to Lisabo tables and small items
like Mopsig cutleries to Mula crane with blocks.
By Lim Hui Shen

Design concept: Design 2: MYxIKEA - My design is inspired by the
colours of the Malaysian flag, also known as Stripes of Glory (or
Jalur Gemilang).

By Muhammad Muzammil Bin Mukhtar
Design concept : My design is a batik fabric pattern that is a favorite for
women in Malaysia. the variety of batik fabric patterns has focused on the
community to wear it in enriching fashion in Malaysia

By Szuey Chin Sook Yee
Design concept: My Dream House.
When I'm was kid, I'm wish I got a doll house.
I'm always imagine how to design, decorate, and DIY "MY" Dream House with "MY"
own style and ideas.
Nows day, with IKEA product can inspiration me freedom to mix and match for "MY"
Dream House.
I'm wish "MY" Reality Dream House can come true one day with "MY" IKEA.

By Juliza Binti Haji Abdul Rashid

Design concept : My praise and pride to the much - LOVED IKEA ❤

By Afiqah Nadzirah
Design concept : As we know, most of Ikea's products are wood based and it reminds
me of Malaysia's carpentry, more specifically traditional woodcarving.
The intricacy and beauty in woodcarving's design amaze me as much as Ikea's
aesthetic and practical design. This an attempt to incorporate the design of traditional
woodcarving and Ikea's modern design.
In conjunction with Ikea's 25th Anniversary, I would like to grab the chance of seeing
how they can fit each other. Hence, this is the final design.

By Tang Wei Ling
Design concept : In my design, I would like to express our gratitude & appreciation to all the frontliners
in Malaysia. The pandemic has been tough to each and everyone of us and it has put significant pressure
on our frontliners especially in the healthcare industry. Nevertheless, they are still working hard and
willing to risk their lives for the benefits of the nation. And because of them, our conditions are
getting better and better. Today, we can hang out at the Ikea store, eating our favourite ice cream cones,
snapping our OOTD shot for instagram and of course getting the latest and trendiest furniture at a
reasonable price! I believe we will win this battle against Covid-19 and one day we will be mask free again!
After the rain, comes the rainbow! Together we can make it happen!

By Syahrini Shawalludin
Design concept : The design is showing the joy of children when going to IKEA
which is all the toys are there to buy and play. The cuteness of the toys gives them
the happiest moment and excitement in IKEA. All the toys are basically from the
inspiration of real toy selling in IKEA.

By LalitSai Venkatesan
Design concept : Malaysia Kids' creativity is always recognized by IKEA .

By Tanussya Jassryn

Design concept : For My design, I decided to incorporate the colours of the
malaysian flag which is the blue,white and red that symbolises the unity of the
malaysian people and the yellow that is the royal colour of our rulers. I then
added in some of Malaysia's favourite cuisines and snacks from the
various cultures in Malaysia that helps unite the citizens through our love for
amazing delicacies.

By Teh Qi Jun

Design concept : My artwork is to draw all kinds of precious animals, plants and
nature in Malaysia as the design theme.

By Mohd aiman haqim bin abdullah
Design concept : SAME INTERESTS AND TASTES BUT DIFFERENT
CULTURES.

By Khairul Anuar Bin Rimlee
Design concept : Pak Belang
ROAR!!!!! The Malayan tiger is our pride and a national symbol for Malaysia.
The Malaysian peoples’ word for tiger is ‘harimau,’ or ‘rimau’ for short. We also refer to this tiger as Pak Belang which translates to Uncle Stripes in English.
The symbol of Malayan tiger is suitable to represent multi ethnic and culture in Malaysia since it is corresponding as each of every Malayan tiger has a pattern of stripes that is
completely unique among others but they all still belong to the same family. It is wise to say that the Malayan tiger are territorial to defend their area where we can similarly be
to defend our lovely land from outsiders. The Malayan tiger appears in various heraldry of Malaysian institutions such as the Royal Malaysia Police, Proton (Malaysia’s first
national car company), Maybank and the Football Association of Malaysia, among others. Even Malaysia’s national football team, the pride of the country, has been given the
nickname ‘Harimau Malaya’ (Malayan tigers). The animal symbolises bravery and strength to all Malaysians. However, loss of habitat due to rapid development, agriculture
expansion and widespread hunting, has caused the population to decline to about 500. This design showed support towards the reservation of our national animal!
Apart from that, the letter 'M' in this design includes symbols of games that our national athletes from various backgrounds have won in both Olympic and Paralympic games
in Tokyo 2021. It is clearly proven that sport unites us all regardless of ethnic, race, culture and religion. This design is to support our athletes and as motivation for every
Malaysian to achieve their dream! The overall yellow colour that majorly covered the entire design showed the sovereignty of His Majesty The King as the Paramount
Ruler. Also Malaysia practices Parliamentary Democracy with Constitutional Monarchy. There are traditional kite, a dancing lady and a traditional lantern that represents every
individual in Malaysia.

By Zura Ismail
Design concept : I learned to draw with watercolor loose floral drawing end of
December 2020. It has become my passion, and I would love to share it with all
Malaysian and IKEA customers. Dahlia has a rich symbolism: the flower stands for
wealth and elegance, and also for love and involvement. The Dahlias painted in
red, yellow and blue with some dark green leaves. These represent Malaysian family
unity and Scandinavian diversity.

By Tan ying jun
Design concept : Over the past 25 years, IKEA has provided us with many
items or furniture that we need in life. From home life to work, IKEA
provides us with a very reasonable price to buy anything we need. So my
design is base on IKEA help malaysian to create the home we dream of . At
work, ikea provides items to pass various challenges.

By Mikoto Suzuki
Design concept : design using various Malaysian dishes. The blue
background represents the Malaysian flag.

By Haizelah Masram
Design concept : The design represents Malaysia as a whole. Full of
diversity just like Ikea.

By Tan Saw Ean (Adeline)
Design concept : The letter ‘M’ is with Malaysia flag as it in a glance &
indicate that IKEA is celebrating its 25th Anniversary with Malaysian. The
bottom of the letter ‘M’ is printed batik, IKEA and Malaysia batik is well
known to the world. The letter ‘Y’ back ground is IKEA’s logo colours with
‘Bunga Raya’ in the middle, this indicates IKEA n Malaysian
togetherness. We love to patronize n make our purchase with IKEA for
its values, choices and services. ‘Bunga Raya’ also represent “nations”
which suits IKEA as IKEA has served customer from all over the world,
holding on to the principle of the founder’s (Ingvar Kamprad)
dreams.The red colour of the ‘Bunga Raya’ also symbolizes courage and
rapid growth, which means IKEA will continue to grow with more outlets
in Malaysia. Congratulations IKEA!

By Cassandra De'cruz

Design concept : A nature combination of two beautiful countries becoming
one in essential services for 25 years around the world.

By Sharmin Leong
Design concept : The design evolves around folklore many Malaysian's are familiar with Mousedeer and The Crocodiles. Once a popular and famous tale that expresses the body
of culture is now almost forgotten. Thus, this contest has presented me with an
opportunity to shed some light on the importance of folklore and how it is merely just a
tale as it also carries historical and evolutionary aspects that signify Malaysia.

By SAMUEL MANICKAM A/L THAVAMANI ARUL
Design concept : This emblem represents Malaysia’s unique heritage. In the letter M, for the background,
Sweden’s national flower the bluebell flowers are beautifully woven in a Batik element. The rock-like
feature represents the unique stalactites formation found in the limestone caves in Malaysia. The
orangutan, local natives of the rainforests in Sabah, is holding a ‘sepak takraw’ ball reflecting a cultural
tradition. Also, corals are visible, and a diver is seen fixing a shelf. This is an adaptation showing the
uniqueness of IKEA, which allows customers to assemble their own shelf at home and also the coral and
diver show Malaysia as a country rich in marine biodiversity. Several other famous local landmarks are
seen for example the Petronas Twin Towers, the KL tower, the cat structure from Sarawak and many
others. The colour options were mainly a blend of both the Malaysian and the Swedish flag. Next in the
letter Y, both the Malaysian and the Swedish flags are painted. The uniqueness of the food, like the
meatballs, binds us together, as does our local traditional food. As seen on top, the three figures reflect
unity in our multiracial country.

By Koh Yim Ngor
Design concept : IKEA has been enriching our homes in Malaysia with
inspirational furniture and home furnishings to create our sanctuary. Every
year in August everyone anticipates its famous catalog. I have been keeping
them for the past decade as fond memories of IKEA. Happy 25th IKEA
Malaysia!

By MUHAMMAD HADI BIN PARMAN
Design concept : Celebrating Diversity
Malaysia is a hugely varied country with a wide range of ethnic groups, dialects,
and religions. People of various ethnicities have mostly maintained their
ancestors' traditional practises. As a result, Malaysian culture is home to a diverse
range of lifestyles, beliefs, and values. I choose De Stijl style because this artwork
strongly symbolise what is Malaysia. The diversity of elements and colours- blue,
red, yellow and white, show the diversity of Malaysia.

By Shobo Sarker

By Mak Ka Yan
Design concept : the design is based on the buildings and natural
scenery in Malaysia.

By Lung Tein Aik

Design concept : Firstly M - is designed to combine 2 parties - Ikea company
and Malaysia. Hold hands together and grow together . Ikea wore a celebration
hat for its 25th anniversary.
Then Y - designed with Ikea products' image. Everyone can grab household
items from Ikea convenience stores. Yellow background is meant for happy
shopping.
Button frame design means joyful & celebrations mood on .

By IJA BINTI MOKHTAR
Design concept : THIS IS A STORY ABOUT MAGICAL SPIRIT
IN 1 KINGDOM OF 20 KINDS OF SPIRITS. FIGHTING TO BE
THE TOP RULER KINGDOM OF ALL SPIRITS IN THIS UNIVERSE

By Hafizudin Bin Zaharudin

Design concept :
I am portraying some of the furniture around 25 years before and later the
transformation after 25 years as IKEA grows in Malaysia. The tradition is still there
but in modern ways. Artwork in vector.

By Loh Chui Yan
Design concept :The illustration shows things that unite Malaysians. With the flag of Malaysia - Jalur
Gemilang as the base, characters from different races are seen happily celebrating the harmony and
interacting with one another. We can see iconic food, king of fruits, national flower, various meaningful
items from Malaysian art and cultural backgrounds, as well as IKEA products, as these are all part of
Malaysians' lifestyles.

By Caroline Tse
Design concept : IKEA furniture unites people, Malaysia peeps who love Ikea interior design &
furniture. Illustrations here bring out a series of story starting from M to Y. Different ethnics
showing respect, happy to care each other. Chinese boy sharing same IKEA furniture design
guide book in Indian girl's friend home. Malay boy expressing his love for Malaysia by showing
energetic street dance in same place different room.
In a nutshell, it is a sequence of story happens in same space of IKEA dream home where
Malaysia neighbour & friends show their love towards Malaysia.

By Rachel Lim Qiu Qhen
Design concept : When IKEA is mentioned, the first thing that comes into my mind is
the iconic "IKEA smell" - pine! I have chosen a beautiful pine forest as a backdrop; that is
the feeling that any IKEA store gives me when I step foot in it. As we continue to be
blessed by lovely Mother Earth, we need to remember to take care of her too!
Sustainability is the priority as we advance in design and of course, that is one of IKEA's
many selling points!

By Aliah Yazid
Design concept : Bunga Raya, KLCC and Menara Petronas are one of the prides of Malaysians.
To make it become unique, I used "Embroidery" technique. ❤

By Abdul Harris Abdul Aziz
Design concept : About people, different races, religions, culture live harmony in one
country like timber grain what make different people love a product.

By Chuah Jia Yun
Design concept:
They are widely use as ingredients of Malaysian's dishes, during celebration of culture
& festival in Malaysia. They can easily spot surrounding IKEA store in Malaysia. 😄

By Nashely Dinesh
Design concept : My design displays the three main races in Malaysia, Malays,
Chinese and Indians. It displays various images describing each race as shown in my
design. The heart in the letter Y that proves that even though we are different from
each other, we are still able to live peacefully, harmoniously and are also able to care
for one another regardless of our differences.

By ABU SAMAH BIN NASIR
Design concept : It shows vital icons represent Malaysia and Sweden via IKEA are very interesting. There
are also 2 flags shows cooperation between these 2 countries since a long time ago. The number 25th in
silver colour shows the IKEA's stability, quality of their products and services in Malaysia. Its shows
us Silver jubilee marks a 25th anniversary, also known as a quadranscentennial anniversary for IKEA
Malaysia. IKEA always inspires and innovate us to create a new ideas better and better.

By Ahmad Danish Bin Ahmad Faizal
Design concept : Every in single being in this IKEA garden plays an important role. Although they look different,
they each have their own specialty and job. An earthworm helps to keep the soil porous, a snail helps to break
down dead leaves and the honeybee is an important pollination agent. We believe everyone has an important
role in this country that we call Malaysia. No matter how different, we all complete one another and we know by
working together we can achieve big things. Our diversity and harmony is the source of strength that makes the
grass greener in this 'garden' we call Malaysia!

By OOI HUI LI
Design concept : My design is base on the most famous thing in IKEA store which is the shark soft
toy and the meat ball. I choose this item become my main element in design is because this two item
is the famous trending item in audience market and I also try to use the main colour of IKEA which is
the blue and yellow to become my background colour and design it become more interesting.

By Angela Chong
Design concept : Making It Our Own
To me, henna art perfectly reflects Malaysia's ability to give every individual and culture a sense of home, regardless of where they
come from. Though henna art has its roots in the deserts of India, Malaysians have incorporated it into Malay weddings and our dayto-day lives.
The way Malaysians readily adopted henna art and made it their own perfectly sums up the spirit of muhibbah - to live together in
harmony by giving everyone (and everything) a sense of home.
Much like henna art, IKEA has also found a place in Malaysian homes since it first reached our shores 25 years ago. The same way
Malaysians made henna our own by using it in Malay weddings, we made IKEA furniture our own - POANG chairs look perfectly at
home in kampung-style houses, and reunion dinners feel more intimate around the SKOGSTA table.
I see parallels in the way IKEA and henna art have both found a home in our country. Therefore, I decided to incorporate both
elements into this piece. This henna design is done in IKEA's brand colors, and features 25 hibiscus flowers to represent the number
of years IKEA has been in Malaysia.
Hibiscus was selected as the main element because it is Malaysia's national flower. However, every other natural element featured in
this piece represents a species of flower or plant that is native to the country, namely: ixora flowers, the rafflesia, the "Lipstick Palm"
tree, and orchid flowers. These native plants represent Malaysia, where anything and anyone will find a home. Welcome home, IKEA.

By Nur Fazlin
Design concept :
batik is a very beautiful and polite malaysian identity, batik is also a formal dress every Thursday and is
applied to look more beautiful and elegant. rafflesia flower is a flower spread in the world and is only
in Malaysia because that is the identity of Malaysia.

By Agustin Flores
Design concept : Malaysia’s floras & fauna with cultural print.

By Khairunnisa Hani Aqilah Bt Khairul Helmi
Design concept : I choose COVID-19 theme because IKEA is together against COVID-19 by ensuring
that SOPs are given priority and adhered to in all its outlets. IKEA also ensures that all outlet are
sanitize regularly and workers are fully vaccinated.

By Mawar Fareeha Binti Faizal
Design concept : Happy and colourful life for love

By Nadiah Faisal
Design concept : The main theme of this design is about multi-ethnic Malaysians, delicious foods and about
commemorating IKEA's 25th anniversary in Malaysia.
The design of the logo is an imitation of the woven batik in the form of Malaysian foods such as nasi lemak, roti
canai, noodles, kuih-muih and the iconic IKEA curry puffs!
As we are aware, foods unite people. Food is an international language on any occasion. Finally, food is the
simplest element in creating memories between us Malaysians.
(p/s: zoom in to see the cute little curry puffs) ;)

By Awis Suhaidi
Design concept : "Ngeteh" - a sketch inspired by favourite Malaysians' hobby, "ngeteh". Ngeteh simply
means tea time, coffee time in the evening. During this pandemic rough times, I'm sure lots of people miss
this hobby.

By Wan Nur Amaleena Binti Wan Mohd Affendi
Design concept : The letter ‘M’ and ‘Y’ made up by small blocks assembled by the ever iconic IKEA tool; the Allen
key, to reveal the national flower motif; Bunga Raya (Hibiscus) depict how the self-assembled IKEA furniture has
become a staple of every Malaysian home, completing our furnishing need. The colour scheme used in the design
are the shades of our national colour; blue, yellow (also IKEA’s color scheme!) and red. The artwork style (line art) is
also resembling the graphic in IKEA instructions manual.

By Loh Chui Ling
Design concept : The painting of the pattern is made out of Malaysia's national flower, the
Hibiscus, with the colours of Malaysia flag.

By Anis Zaid
Design concept : Ikea is always about perfecting your space with the minimalist and modern
design. They have been with us for 25th years and they shall continue to be with us in future.

By Sarah Johar
Design concept : I love the idea of using rattan furniture with what IKEA already has. It works on a
tactile level, rattan furniture and webbing is making a stylish comeback. The natural material and
technique creates a stronger and beautiful combination and pattern. Like we used to have in our
beautiful tikar mengkuang. That's why IKEA is always on top; strong and beautiful. Happy 25th
anniversary IKEA 😊

Design concept :
A story as a tribute to IKEAⓇ. A conversation taking place
between friends, out of which one of them have never
visited IKEAⓇ. It was lunchtime and they are still finding
ways to repair the broken and squeaky cabinet drawer.
Another friend persuaded them to try out IKEAⓇ while
having lunch over there. They have all fell in love with
IKEAⓇ products since then….

Design concept :
The design depicts the processes of assembling a
traditional Tropical Malay house (left) and its orthogonal
projections (right) symbolizing Malaysia meanwhile
corresponding to the assembling processes portrait in
the IKEAⓇ Manual booklet. An homage to IKEAⓇ Malaysia
for bringing easily assemble furniture to all Malaysians
in the last 25 years.

Design concept :
Food. Various types of food collages from IKEAⓇ are
superimposed on Malaysia’s flag. IKEAⓇ Malaysia
employs food as a form of unity bringing and uniting
Malaysians together under one roof, be it having a meal
or a quick bite. Food serves as one of the main driving
forces of unity creating a universal value of forming a
complete and harmonious whole within fellow
Malaysians.

Design concept :
Celebrating 25 years of IKEAⓇ Malaysia as one of
Malaysia’s favourite stores, the number ‘25’ is featured
within the logo made up of two dominant colours of the
IKEAⓇ logo creating an easily recognizable and simplistic
form of joy and happiness to all Malaysian parallel to
IKEA'sⓇ vision.

By Wong Kwok Keng

By NOR HAKIM BIN SULIMAN
Design concept : Penekanan elemen Malaysia, konsep rumah kampung yang sangat menarik ditonjolkan,
kombinasi barangan perabot ikea samaada hiasan dalaman ataupun luaran, menaikkan lagi seri dan menjadi
inspirasi rakyat Malaysia khususnya.

By Ruzaini Roslan
Design concept : Nasi lemak? Meatballs? Both Malaysians favourite!

Design concept : The concept of the design is to show
important key elements that represent Malaysia. Each
element represents certain aspects which makes Malaysia
unique. I wanted to create something that everyone will know
right away that the design represents Malaysia just by looking
at it.

Design concept : The design is to show the beauty of Malaysia's
skyline in a minimal style.
By Francis Tho Khoon Meng

Design concept : The design of this is a combination of 14 states'
flags in Malaysia as well as the Malaysia flag. They're simplified
versions of the flags and they're combined together to form a
unique abstract pattern. It's similar to a batik design but in a
modern manner. The overall layout and feel of the pattern
represents the vibrant diversity of Malaysia.

Design concept :
Watercolour of the plants and pots that you can get from
IKEA. Even the anniversary logo is watercoloured.

By Zahir Junid

Design concept :
I wanted to add some calligraphic flourish to the letters MY.
The mainly black and white design is created in fountain
pen and brush pen, with a touch of IKEA yellow 😀

By Lu Kwang Shan
Design concept : The design is similar to IKEA logo but in Malaysia style. The design is made up of 4 colours:
Blue, Red, White and Yellow which represent Malaysia flag colour. Since year 1996, IKEA have 4 IKEA stores in
Malaysia now. A map of Malaysia shows location of the 4 stores: IKEA Damansara, IKEA Cheras, IKEA Tebrau and
IKEA Batu Kawan. “MY”means Malaysia. It is designed in little 3D style which symbolize that IKEA Malaysia is
moving toward modernization and technology-based operations in this 25 years. The “MY” is also compiled of
part of IKEA product series that complete my current home furnishing. I wish to take this opportunity to show
my support to IKEA products and thank you IKEA for furnishing my dream home. Happy 25th Anniversary to
IKEA Malaysia.

By Lim Jo Anne
Design concept : The yellow mustard represents Ikea's corporate color whilst, the characters "MY" capsulates
the melting pot of different races, cultures, landmarks, animals, flowers, sports, and foods which defined us as
Malaysian. These are our national identity which ingrained and reunite us as Malaysian. Together with Ikea,
let's celebrate our national identity which continues to define us as Malaysian.

By Yang Qing, Ng
Design concept : My design showcases some of the amazing Malaysian handicrafts such as the Wau Bulan,
closeup of Rattan weaving, Pinakol necklace, and the Peranakan Tiles. These Malaysian multicultural design
motifs, material, and craftsmanship of these handicrafts all have been reincarnated into our modern homes in
the form of home decoration and furniture. From wall tiles to rattan baskets, beaded curtains to light fixtures, if
we integrate more Malaysian designs into contemporary furniture like IKEA, we get to keep our Malaysian
identity in our homes and our social media feeds. #MakeMalaysianDesignTrendAgain #ILoveMalaysia #IKEAmy25

By SETOR ZI CHENG
Design concept : I Like To Draw! "Mural, Mural On The Wall!"

By Nurfaezah Hanis Halim
Design concept : IKEA is more than a furniture brand and it develops together with Malaysia. The
colours in my design represent Malaysian flag and our multiracial country. I maintained the vision of
IKEA with simple, unique yet consistent for a betterment day.

By Siti Sarah binti Rosli
Design concept : It’s IKEA malaysia 25years of anniversary! The idea was finding a grey area
between ikea and malaysia. Since the store is known with selling swedish household products, I
wanted to emphasize the Malaysia classic furniture. Reminiscing the old days, colours were
hardly used, most of it is monochrome so for this design I decided to use the black and white for
lines, and yellow background as IKEA signature colour codes.

Design concept : It is designed with some cultures
of Malaysia. It looks simple but very traditional. The
color is also the color of Malaysia. The overall look
is just right and representative.

By Lau Pei Ling

Design concept : Designed with simple cartoon
icons, it is particularly cute and has a taste of
Malaysia. It does not feel so old-fashioned and has
a different feeling. At first glance, "the cartoon-style
Malaysia version is very cute" !

Design concept : My design idea inspiration from
my favorite sunflower. Sunflower for me symbol the
hope and vitality in our life.

By Tan Chee Hon

Design concept : My design idea come from leaf
pattern. The green color leaf's also reflect Malaysia
have wonderful nature forest habitat.

Design concept : This design seems very simple,
but it is very representative. The feeling brought by
"MY" must be "Malaysia", so the most reminiscent
of it is the representative of the national flag!

By Chuah Foo Ann

Design concept : My first impression is definitely
Malaysia. However, there are many representative
things in Malaysia, such as various traditional
buildings, cultures, national flags and so on. So it’s
simple to design, and it makes people feel "Wow,
Malaysia is so beautiful too"!

By Lim Win Nie
Design concept : IKEA Batu Kawan is the one that I often visit together with my family. The main colour
choice of this design is blue, red and yellow, which represents the colours found on the national flag of
Malaysia, Jalur Gemilang, but instead of putting all the colours in a striking state as it originally be, I had
chosen the pastel version of them to create the feeling of warmth and cosy, which is what I usually felt
surrounded with every single time I visit the IKEA store. While for the elements wise, I had gone with the
doodles of furniture as I felt that it is the most representative picture that comes to my mind when IKEA was
mentioned, and it will continue reminding me of how much I felt loved and satisfied when I got my room
decorated with all the furniture bought from IKEA!

By Teo Wei Herng
Design concept : Malaysia is a country with multiracial, multilanguage, multicultural. We Malaysian
are having different skin colour, different religions, different cultures. As we thought "differences" will
split us apart, however, the 'multi' in our Malaysia created a harmony in this special country.

By Nur Athirah Abdullah

Design concept :
Simplicity? It's IKEA!
Stylish design with a casual theme? It's IKEA!
Branding? It's IKEA!

By FAEZAH BINTI BAHARI
Design concept : Food and delicacies have become part of Malaysia culture. It gives major influences in
our life and make our relationship between family and friends become more stronger. MEE REBUS is one
of the famous comfort food in Johor. It has become our routine to prepare this kind of food whenever me
and my family get together. The recipe was given from our great grandmother and will be keep save in
our family’s heart.

By Law Hooi Poh
Design concept : Malaysia is a multi racial country. This design speaks all. The letter M and Y
represent our national flag. The peacock, Tabla, Bharatanatyam symbolizes Indian’s culture
while the Wau, Ketupat, Pelita and Tengkolok stands for the Malays. The dragon, lantern and
traditional calendar represent the Chinese culture. Not to miss that the “Proton” roaring tiger
symbolizes our national pride!

By Koa Li
Design concept : The colors are based on Ikea and Malaysia's Flag red-white stripes.
while trying to mix some doodle style and batik togethe

By Michelle Ng Hui Mei
Design concept : A flag of Sweden and Malaysia

By Arina Adam Litak Binti Adam
Design concept : I went with drawing the Malaysia flag to proudly show the pride I feel for my country.
As well as placing the Malayan Tiger, as a symbol bravery and strength . Along with bringing awareness
to the endangerment of this beautiful animal becoming extinct. With the background of the jungle
trees to allow the tiger to be its main focus.

By AHMAD JURAIMI BIN KADIR
Design concept : THE MOST SYNONYMOUS
PRODUCT 'BROUGHT' IKEA FOR 25 YEARS IN
MALAYSIA

By CHEE LILY

By Muhammad Thariq Al-Ziyad b. Hafiz
Design concept : In this design, i added world’s most iconic buildings, the PETRONAS TWIN
TOWERS and the MALAYAN TIGER is the official national of the country.
Malaysia flag as a main colour for this design.

By Rania Marissa Binti Ramli
Design concept : Rekebentuk bercirikan identiti Malaysia seperti bangunan KLCC dan LRT
disamping kanak-kanak yang begitu gembira dapat hidup di negara yang aman damai dalam
suasana yang muhibbah.

By Aidil Suhana bt Aziz
Design concept : Design saya berkaitan budaya, bangunan, bunga dan perayaan dan makanan adat
melayu yang menjadi kebanggaan rakyat Malaysia. Jalur gemilang mempunyai 14 jalur melambangkan
negeri-negeri di malaysia. Bunga raya adalah bunga rasmi negara Malaysia. Budaya kita seperi batik
menjadi tarikan pelancong dengan keunikan corak pada kain, wau bulan adalah permainan tradisional di
negeri pantai timur. Menara KLCC dan dataran merdeka sentiasa dikunjungi pelancong dan menjadi
kebanggaan negara. Ketupat nasi dan pelita raya ketika hari raya menjadikan suasana riang dan meriah.
Sanggul lintang, cucuk sanggul dan dokoh adalah alat yang digayakan bersama baju kebaya dan pakaian
adat di negeri-negeri melayu. Peta Malaysia penting untuk mengetahui keluasan negeri kita serta
kedudukan di peta dunia dan ibu kota kita adalah Kuala Lumpur.

By Muhammad Syazwan B. Abd Rahim
Design concept:
The characteristic vegetation of Malaysia is dense evergreen rainforest. Rainforest still covers more than twofifths of the peninsula and some twothirds of Sarawak and Sabah.The flora of the Malaysian rainforest is amon
g the richest in the worldThere are several thousand species of vascular plants, including more than 2,000 spec
ies of trees.The forests and scrublands are inhabited by a large variety of animal life.

By Matt Li
Design concept : The logo is inspired by beautiful floor tiles outside heritage building in
Malaysia.

By UMMUL AZKEE BINTI SHAHRUDDIN
Design concept : My Ikea design concept is a combination between malay traditional weaving
pattern, swedish traditional weaving pattern and scandinavian weaving patterns that been used as
one of IKEA design. This two element is a symbolism of IKEA as Malaysia's favourites store that
gave a impact in most of malaysian lifestyle.

By Ong Fei Bi
Design concept : Whilst combining all the States flags together to show unity as one
nation especially in time of fighting against pandemic, messages of current societal
issues is what I wish more Malaysians will be aware of too.

By Soonia a/p Muhunthan
Design concept : This design about colorfull logo with different shapes.

By LOW HUI YEN
Design concept : This design brings out the element of most precious things in
Malaysia. Different cultures in our people, beautiful tropical forest make Malaysia a unique
place in our heart.

By Siti Nur Nabihah Binti Shahrul Nizam
Design concept : Inspired by traditional motifs which are part of our heritage.

By Khavish Logeswaran
Design concept : My design is about Malaysia's well known places and things.There is a
KLCC Tower and KL Tower in the drawing.I have also included satay and nasi lemak as the
traditional food. Rafflesia as the world's largest bloom, penang island, malaysia
flag,monkey, famous cable car and chinese temple.For the background I use a batik
design.

By Zen Ngan
Design concept: MY DREAM
The design inspired by the house floor plan design concept. A country, a company or even a beautiful
family, everything starts with a plan to create and build dreams together.
“All our dreams can come true, we must first have a plan.”
This logo is created based on the idea that IKEA has the creative solution to every corner of every home
regardless of its size and shape. Floor plans are used to form the two key letters in the logo as they are
the elements that illustrate the grand plans for a dream home.
Besides being the two-letter abbreviation for our country, “MY” also represents one’s ownership and self
expression with IKEA to create a personal dream come true - ‘MY IKEA, MY dream home’.
Hence it is an undeniable Malaysian favourite furniture and home accessories store. IKEA 25 years of
journey in Malaysia to realizing the Malaysian dream of designing our homes.

By Nurayuni Binti Rashid
Design concept : Tiger Malaya is the majestic animal that represents Malaysia. We have
Maybank Malaysia using tiger as their official logo trademark. We have Malaysia footbal team
known as Harimau Malaya. Meanwhile, our country is a sovereign country, a king as the leader
of country, "tengkolok" in yellow colour represent that. Bunga Raya is our national flower. Batik
is one of our proudest hereditary heritage.

By Wan muhammad huzaifah bin mohd basir
Design concept : To show the beauty of nature that have in
malaysia using a doodle style in this design making while
applying the colour that has been use in IKEA logo to make it
looks familiar with the IKEA identity.

By Dilina Binti Kamaruddin
Design concept : Inspired by the colours of the official IKEA uniform

By NURAZREENA AZHA BINTI HASHIM
Design concept : Inspired by the beautiful floral and leaves motifs commonly used in
Malaysian batik designs.

By AHMAD ZAHIR BIN RAZI

Design concept : Design saya berkenaan dengan permainan tradisional yang dimainkan oleh
pelbagai kaum di malaysia. Permainan ini dapat merapatkan hubungan kemasyarakatan.

By Aisy Nur Emely
Design concept : Rekaan ini direka berdasarkan Malaysia sebagai sebuah negara
yang membangun disamping mempunyai kepelbagaian etnik. Negara yang harmoni
juga kaya dengan tumbuh-tumbuhan tropika, haiwan yang unik, pantai dan pulaupulau yang cantik serta keindahan alam yang menarik. Rekaan produk-produk IKEA
bersesuaian dengan imej unik Malaysia.

By Fatin Nur Rabiah binti Mohamed Shah
Design concept : I chose the color Gold and Black to show the beauty colour of Sarawak traditional
clothes. Also, I've added some flowers to make it more presentable and pretty. Other than that, I
added Keris to show the world how powerful our weapon was.

By Muhammad Nazmi Syazwan Shamrizal
Design concept : Beritahu kami mengenai reka bentuk anda: Rekabentuk bendera Malaysia dan bangunan
ikonik Malaysia melambangkan kemajuan dan kemakmuran negara yang meningkatkan keyakinan
perniagaan luar negara seperti IKEA untuk terus mengembangkan perniagaan di negara ini.

By Nurhanis Binti Hedzir

Design concept : “M”embesar di Malaysia “Y”ang penuh dengan memori indah cukup warna dan warni
menyempurnakan tiap-tiap hari.
Terdapat 2 makna di dalam karya ini :
1.M - Kampung halaman di Penang.
2.Y - Bunga-Bunga yang mekar di kampung halaman.

Design concept :
My Design is based on the theme of the environment and
surrounding of flats in Malaysia. In this very mixed with
multicultural community and mostly lower class or blue
collars neighbour hood, when one walks pass door by door
you will peek some items from Ikea in the house, for
example a stool a shoes rack and many more.
I illustrate a wau(traditional kite) to represent Malaysia, Nasi
Lemak to represent the very mixed of every ethnic group :
because no matter if one from which ever group of ethnicity
he/she will definitely eat Nasi Lemak. The images of tools
and cutlery are the significant products from Ikea which
means the decades long of faithful company of Ikea's
products to Malaysian households and community, it doesn't
count if one is from which level of society!
By Jenny Yeap Joo Yee

Design concept :
Fun of blend! Forget about segregation!
It's fun to look at the combination and connection of every
items of handy useful tools mixing and blending in
traditional and local items : It will make one starts to relate
their functionality and relationship.

By Tan Hor Chun
Design concept : The Hibiscus symbolizes the courage, life and rapid growth of Malaysian together
with IKEA. KL Tower is one of the iconic landmark that opened in 1996 which is the same year that
IKEA entered Malaysia. Both of them had become the favorite places to be visit in Malaysia.

By NUR RASYIQAH IZZATI BINTI MUHAMMAD RASHDAN
Design concept : Malaysia is a food paradise. Food in Malaysia symbolizes its multi -racial
population. This food originally came from various states and tribes, but has now been prepared as a
common dish in Malaysia. Malaysia is a lucky country because it is inhabited by various races and at
the same time creates a variety of food dishes that are famous among local and international
tourists. I am proud to be a Malaysian.

By Radin Fatihah Syuhadah
Design concept :
When people talk about Ikea, they talk about the furniture and kitchen cabinets. But not to me.
I think IKEA is a representation of Malaysian culture. Well, that bold statement may leave you
thunderstruck, but Ikea is more than just selling furniture and here is what I think about Malaysia.
Malaysian is united through Malaysia’s scrumptious food and IKEA has been part of Malaysian
culture through its seasonal local delicacies that I always look forward to. IKEA restaurant is a
preferred gathering space no matter the racial background. I am proud to see we are enjoying,
sharing Malaysian food and even sharing tables among strangers. That reflects the harmonious
Malaysia that we all know and it all happens in IKEA.
I hope IKEA continues to always be a part of Malaysian culture and my illustration perfectly frames the spirit of Malaysia.

By Norhayati Binti Mohd Ghazali
Design concept:
👉 Bendera Malaysia lambang kemegahan Negara Malaysia
👉 Bunga Raya simbol Bunga Kebangsaan Malaysia
👉 Orang ramai dalam bulatan menunjukkan pelanggan IKEA yang menjaga
penjarakkan sosial semasa membeli belah di IKEA

By Lye Guang Xing
Design concept :
With the colors of the national Stripes of Glory as the base, the minimalistic design intertwined the
characters with eco-friendly greens and celebratory ribbons, all while presented in a lovely
watercolor style.

By Tiow Jia Ern
Design concept:
The colours I use for the ‘MY’ logo are IKEA’s iconic colours which are blue and yellow. I put some
iconic landmarks and elements of Malaysia to represent our country. Meanwhile, the furniture
symbolizes IKEA and the cake is to celebrate IKEA’s 25th anniversary in Malaysia. Besides the fact
that batik is one of the iconic elements of Malaysia, the beautiful pattern of batik can also enrich
the visual effect.

By Chew Wan Yii
Design concept:
IKEA is a shop selling different styles, types, designs of household products and
food. IKEA's style reflects the cultures of all ethnic groups. My design idea is based on
culture of the people of all ethnic groups in Malaysia celebrate together with IKEA 25th
anniversary.

By Nurulshafiza binti Zabri
Design concept:
Design saya adalah berkenaan tempat pelancongan yang menjadi kebanggaan Malaysia.
Malaysia mempunyai pelbagai tempat pelancongan kebudayaan yang meliputi setiap kaum
di Malaysia yang menarik minat pelancong dari dalam dan luar negara

By Muhammad Nazran Syazwan Shamrizal
Design concept :
Pemilihan bendera yang digunakan dalam logo tersebut adalah kerana keluarga saya pernah pergi ke
IKEA di Lembah Kelang, Johor dan Negeri Sembilan; dan selepas ulang tahun ke-25 ini saya berharap IKEA
dapat membuka cawangan di Perak dan Melaka juga supaya saudara-mara saya boleh mengunjungi
IKEA.

By Rannyahasshainy
Design concept:
It was based on National color that includes the national flag, National flower, National development,
National food and Malaysians smile in different color with one heart. IKEA moves us to one home , one
heart and one Nation.

By KAMARUL SHAH BIN BAKAR
Design concept:
My design of IKEA MY reflects Batik Malaysia's rich culture and diversity. The design of batik celebrates both flora
and fauna to convey the characteristic vegetation of Malaysia is dense evergreen rain forest. Batik's purpose in the
past was to protect and bring fortune to the person who wears them. The motif in the emblem contains a
philosophical value, themed education, environment, and contains a moral message. Bunga Raya symbolizes the
courage, life, and rapid growth of the Malaysian people. The peacock is associated with “Quan Yin”, it also shows an
emblem of love, compassionate watchfulness, good-will, nurturing, and kind-heartedness. People wearing batik
conveys symbolic meaning and represents aspects of class, regional origins and ceremonial roles of Malaysian
identity.

By Lee Wenn Ying
Design concept:
I tried to keep my design as simple as possible but without loosing to express the combination of Malaysian
style and IKEA. I didn't make much changes on the letter "M".The Letter M colour remain the same as IKEA
branding colour and I added a Skymningen Pendant Lamp from IKEA and changes its colour to red white strips
as in "Jalur Gemilang" and the light from the lamp is to represent the star and the crescent from the flag.
Therefore, it's like a combination of Malaysia and IKEA.
The next is the letter "Y". In the letter "Y" I included 3 races: Malay, Chinese and Indian. A chinese illustration
character is enjoying the soft serve ice cream from IKEA. I would buy the soft serve ice cream whenever I visit the
IKEA store, it's my favourite. Another illustration character is a Malay guy with the most iconic dishes of Malaysia
which is "Nasi Lemak". The illustration I drew was "Nasi Lemak pandan dengan ayam dan sos telur masin" from
IKEA. Lastly, Is an illustration character of an Indian eating curry puff from IKEA.

By Prisha Rajendran
Design concept:
The design is a 3D design made out of soil, water and plants on paper.
IKEA's signature color, blue, is represented as the sky, symbolizing IKEA flying high on Malaysian soil,
represented by the soil (MY), where plants are growing, signifying the continuous growth of IKEA. This
also represents IKEA's commitment towards a greener earth through sustainability. The water
represents IKEA's commitment towards using water efficiently.

By Simon Yong
Design concept:
The design concept is the characteristic of Malaysia nation with the significant colors of Ikea Logo as
background. As Malaysia is known for our multicultural characteristic. Hence, I aim to brought out the
harmony of our diverse culture.
From the letter M, we are all staying together and together we are growing the country which represented by
Bunga Raya in the middle of M. And yet the action of planting Bunga Raya representing that we are all
growing together and contributing to build and maintain our lovely and harmony country, Malaysia. Whereas
the letter Y, representing our unity in our homeland Malaysia and staying as one together with multi races.
Lastly, the Blue and Yellow color background that extracted from Ikea logo is representing Ikea and growing
in Malaysia with all the nation in the Malaysia throughout these 25 years.

By Ahmad Darwisy Bin Ahmad Faizal
Design concept :
This art represents the freedom to expression. Being able to express oneslef in the form of art, being
boundless and unrestricted. We believe being able to express ans share views is the foundation of a strong
multiracial nation. We believe everyone has something equally as important to express and they have the
right to do so. Being able to entertain and debate different ideas will lead to a more understanding,
tolerable and harmonious society.

By Mohd Nazri bin Murtaaza
Design concept:
The alphabet M & Y are in Malaysian flag colours and featuring the famous icons of several
states in Malaysia.
The tremendous Twin Tower (Kuala Lumpur), phenomenal Penang Bridge (Penang),
awesome A'Famosa (Malacca), wonderful Wau Bulan (Kelantan) and ravishing Rhinoceros
Hornbill (Sarawak)

By Chak Song Yoon
Design concept :
My design is about medical careers and coronavirus characters. Our medical careers protect our
Malaysia and IKEA for fighting COVID-19 until ending in the world. The coronavirus cannot stay any
hidden place in the MY IKEA 25th anniversary as like furniture. Stay at home and stay health.
Happy IKEA 25th Anniversary.

By Chew Wan Xin
Design concept:
IKEA Batu Kawan The three major races celebrate the 25th anniversary of IKEA
together, and we also celebrate with our different cultural typ...

By Muhammad Nazreen Syazwan Shamrizal
Design concept :
Rekabentuk ini menggabungkan ciri-ciri utama yang melambangkan negara Malaysia seperti keris, bunga
raya, bangunan ikonik, tengkolok dan Tugu Negara.

By SHERMAINE LOW WEI YEE
Design concept :
I used Malaysia flag as the design concept.

By Teo Ai Wei
Design concept :
The font of M represents the furniture of IKEA which are the favourite home
furnishing brand for Malaysian. Yellow and blue colour are the iconic colour for
IKEA. Next, the font of Y represents we celebrate the 25th anniversary of IKEA as
well as the colour of the gift box and balloons are inspired by the 'Jalur Gemilang'.
Last but not least, the corak of batik is vital symbolic to the identity of Malaysia's
unique pattern.

By SURIANI BINTI MOHAMAD
Design concept :
25 YEARS IKEA IN MALAYSIA WITH NEVER ENDING EXCITED
select all the dream products to your 'FRAKTA'! 25 years old
who is never boring but always excited. wonderful
experiences at ikea always inspire ...
*FRAKTA just symbolic to brings your dreams

By TAN YONG JIA
Design Concept:
For me, the first impression towards an IKEA store is a large container, full of furniture, and a
lot of IKEA pencils. It's nails build them up. In fact, the nails represent a peribahasa Bahasa
Melayu "sedikit-sedikit, lama-lama menjadi bukit". As we grow, IKEA grows too. Based on the
IKEA signature colour, IKEA today has moved deeper.Yellow becomes gold, and light blue
becomes dark blue. There is something rising up when IKEA is turning 25. What is it? It's the
next 25 years!

By Mohamad Adam Asyraf bin Mahdar Ajuna
Design concept :
I choose IKEA products because they are quality products and have a modern design. IKEA products
can be found in almost 52 countries. If we are abroad we can still decorate our homes with IKEA items.
Easy to get advice and ideas for furniture selection Every time I visit the ikea store.

By Ilangkumaran Sivanadhan
Design concept :
The design is a 3D design made completely out of recyclable items such as straws, inner foil
packaging of food and paper cardboard signifying IKEA's commitment on sustainability and
towards zero waste.

By Wong Jeng Lan
Design concept :
I decided to go with Malaysia tradisional culture.

By Grace Teoh Tong Min

Design concept:
Re-living the Penang Peranakan vibrant tiles pattern with
zentangle; dynamic, organic and rich with its own identity.

By Amy Chin
Design concept :
My design is inspired by the Malaysian tiger stripes and batik. I used the batik pattern to outline
the hibiscus and hornbill as they represent Malaysia.

By Nurul Aini Ramly
Design concept :
Inspired by Malay anyaman art, which quite similar to the shape of yellow bands on Sweden's flag, the
design illustrates the intertwined anyaman strips with the colour of Swedish flag and slowly juxtaposed with
the colours of Jalur Gemilang, while maintaining the traditional pattern of kelarai bunga cempaka. It
symbolises the assimilation of Swedish IKEA into Malaysia's setting after 25 years of IKEA's establishment in
Malaysia.

By Aisya Mohd
Design concept:
When we talk about twin tower,
we will think about Malaysia,
When we talk about furniture,
Yes, none other than Ikea! 😍

By Choong Yan Tat
Design concept :
Malaysian batik is batik textile art in Malaysia.
The most popular motifs are leaves and flowers.
The Malaysian batik is also famous for its geometrical designs, such as spirals.
In line with the Malaysia concept, the Malaysian government is now endorsing Malaysian batik as a
national dress to every level of the general population, by having local designers create new batik
designs which reflect the Malaysia idea.
The idea to assimilate batik into Ikea furniture truly represents Malaysia's signature furniture
turn towards the world.

By Nissa Hashim
Design concept:
I was inspired by our traditional games that are rarely being played anymore. During these
difficult times, seeing how our children nowadays can't go out and play. I wanted to relive
childhood games, batu seremban, ceper, congkak, gasing, layang-layang, guli, sepak takraw and
many more!

By Maryam Moh
Design concept :
The combination of fabric motif from Malaysia's unique and traditional textile, with some of the designated
patterns of fabric used from IKEA textile. Promoting the pattern and culture of both beautiful countries.

By Akqa Riot
Design concept :
From my perspective, that yellow signature bag of IKEA has helped carry so many IKEA products for Malaysians
each time they visit IKEA. Doesn't matter what races and the story behind their visit, the signature yellow bag
has been there to serve all Malaysians for over 25 years. The only humble yellow bag that already heard our
stories but we can only see them as a yellow bag and we need them to help us when we come to IKEA. This
design depicts a part of stories of Malaysians, the ladies are designed as wayang kulit puppets as they
represent a character of the wayang (shadow theater). The yellow bag is there but the real story behind the
ladies visit is only the bag knows.

By Prisha Rajendran

Design concept :
The design is a 3D design made out of cotton cloth and cardboard.
The beautiful blue cotton cloth embroidery design of flowers signifies the beauty of IKEA's
commitment towards sustainable cotton and the cardboard represents IKEA's commitment towards
using renewable, recyclable and recycled products.

By Woo Mei Shan

Design concept :
M stand for many.Many people celebrate the IKEA 25th anniversary with IKEA.Beside that,
Y stand for you. Buying products in IKEA is our
best choice.

By Muhammad Nabil Hilmi Bin Hakamil
Design concept :
My design is about the hot balloon to describe the IKEA product is hot item that if you are not
grab the opportunity than you will not get the product due to the current stock are limited You
have to make fast decision to buy either online or visit the nearest outlet. IKEA products have
wonderful furniture design and style with affordable prices.

By Junita George

By Aisy Darwisy Bin Afanddy

Design concept :
The vibrant colour used in my design to represent how the multiracial and different culture
lived harmony in Malaysia. All the batik patern, Indian motive and Chinese design elements
was represent the multiracial and cultures. All these Malaysian elements include the IKEA
product icons was design in abstract way to depict how 25 years IKEA brings the modern
furniture, decoration and lifestyle to Malaysia.

By Chew Yu Qi
Design concept :
Reka bentuk saya ialah Malaysia mempunyai rakyat yang berbilang kaum. Rakyat Malaysia
berbilang kaum dan agama masing-masing. Marilah bersama menyambut IKEA 25 tahun.

By LEE SHEAN
Design concept :
Malaysia's Culture, Traditions, History and Wildlife in one picture.
I've updated some parts and resubmitted, hope it's okay,

By Muhammad Halim

Design concept :
This design demonstrates the love of every woman's passion on anniversary sales especially at IKEA. Besides being
chic themselves, they also crave for a stylish, bohemian design especially when decorating their house.

By Jong Pei Yen
Design concept :
Malaysia is an incredibly diverse country, containing many different ethnicities, languages and
religions. In this design, It’s include Malaysian counterparts home region, ethnicity and
Malaysian culture. The colour tone of this design reflect the Malaysian society accommodates a
rich variety of lifestyle, beliefs and value.

By Muhammad Al-Fateh b. Hafiz
Design concept:
In this design, i added world’s most iconic buildings, the PETRONAS TWIN TOWERS , the MALAYAN TIGER is the
official national of the country, Wau bulan is Malaysian Moon-kite and Hornbill is The Malaysia bird.
NASI LEMAK is the BREAKFAST dish that binds all the cultures in Malaysia. Durian are the most famous of the
Malaysian fruits and i added Malaysian flag.
Malaysian favourite stuff from IKEA such as pillow, dinosaur toy, bowl, books shelves etc.

By Muhammad Hazim Syahmi Bin Hakamil

Design concept :
My design is about IKEA good product & quality. Suitable for all ages from infant till senior citizen. IKEA products
can strengthen relationships for the local multi racial community in Malaysia. It’s also made people in the family
live happily with the smart home decoration, economical, save residential space & attractive design. When
shopping with the family it will bring joy and happiness for the children.
The product also can be used for office furniture & equipment.

Design concept :
IKEA has given Malaysians the habit of pillow talk for 25
years.
By GOH GEOK SENG

Design concept :
IKEA always value for Ringgit Malaysia along 25 years.

By Muhammad Ayyash Bin Ahmad Marzuki
Design concept :
Beauty is for everyone.
Many art trends have throughout history promotes beauty. Modern art trends specifically have been about artists
trying to share beauty with everyone especially since the Industrial Revolution and how mass manufacturing has
changed how products are produced. To me IKEA successfully allowed everyone to enjoy beauty with their
affordable yet beautiful, and quality products. IKEA constantly being ahead of its time in their designs allows for its
relevance throughout the decades. The elements in this design shows the variety of IKEA's icons and all fits
together where everyone (the hands, and paw) can have a piece of it.

By AMIRUL ABD KARIM
Design concept :
Blue & Orange, both is combination my favourite colour, this design is inspire from batik which is
belived to originate from Asia batik is a way of dyeing fabric using wax to protect certain parts of
fabric.

Design concept :
Taking the idea of an empty wall in a new place,
a new environment. Anywhere. Self-own?
Rental? New house? New room? Imagine
anywhere. Imagine the wall painted - over the
years - growing as you are too. Years of
experience, years of hardship, and celebrations.
Imagine a new painted wall, imagine IKEA
furniture to comfort. Got it? That is just it. IKEA
to comfort you. Always.
By Ahmad Firdaus Mohamed Shuhaimy

Design concept :
In the celebration of the IKEA anniversary on
Malaysia's vibrant colors and geometric
patterns of Scandinavian subtle graphics for the
25th year of excellence! Here to another 100
years more!!!

By Hasienah Roslan

Design concept :
Malaysia is an incredibly diverse country, containing many different races, languages and
religions. One distinctive characteristic of Malaysians has to be the fact that we can speak
in multiple languages or dialects, like English, Malay, Mandarin, Tamil, and Hindi among
others. My design depicts the language that we Malaysians always use and still have
everyone understand us. These are the things that we all relate to and unify us. And I am
proud of it.

By Abdul Muhaimin Bin Mohd
Design concept :
Tell us about your design: Disini saya tunjukkan konsep utama songket sebagai satu
kebanggaan tradisi yang masih kekal sehingga sekarang. YM Raja Permaisuri Agong turut
sama menyokong agar industri pembuatan songket di komersialkan sehingga ke peringkat
antarabangsa. Manakala batik juga salah satu ikon kebangsaan Malaysia. Bunga raya adalah
bunga kebangsaan.
Selamat Ulang Tahun yang ke 25 IKEA MALAYSIA!!

By Siti Hajar Abdul Kadir
Design concept :
My design is as simple as it is. It is from an abstract patent which is coloured with IKEA colour logo
- so that everyone will know that it belongs to IKEA once they see it. The abstract patent is
referring to people of Malaysia which are united and live with harmony even though there are
many races here in Malaysia.

By Rachel Lim Qiu Qhen
Design concept :
Through the IKEA lens: When you look through IKEA products, there is such an iconic and
simplistic look that it gives out a vibe. The “MY” lens that filters the Hibiscus to blue and yellow
symbolises the strong IKEA look that gives all homes a nice (and recognisable) touch when it is
furnished with IKEA products!

By Lim Seng Seong
Design concept :
Get Together
I have placed the dots at “MY IKEA” logo to represent the people,
but the dots from a block which represents our living space.
It is a figurative of camaraderie, belonging and coming together to
form a home.

By Tan Soo Peng
Design concept :
IKEA created a better everyday life for Malaysian in the past 25 years and keeps
moving on as a furniture and home furnishing store. Every different piece of the
furniture is just like the multicultural country of Malaysia that unites together to form a
better place of living.

By Qistina Maisarah Binti Mahdar Ajuna
Design concept :
Songket has a high historical value as a fabric of great heritage. So we have to keep the wear at
the party so that it is not swallowed by time. We must also promote songket weaving inside and
outside the country.

By Wan Athirah Wan Kamal

Design concept :
What is the better way to commemorate the 25th anniversary of IKEA Malaysia than highlighting IKEA
Malaysia’s achievement of opening 4 branches at 4 different states in Malaysia. The four buildings
each represents the landmark of each states namely Selangor, Kuala Lumpur, Penang and Johor.
Menara MBPJ : Selangor - IKEA Damansara
Petronas Twin Towers: Kuala Lumpur - IKEA Cheras
Jambatan Pulau Pinang: Penang - IKEA Batu Kawan
Masjid Sultan Abu Bakar : Johor - IKEA Tebrau
The colours are kept neutral colours with a hint of IKEA corporate colour in the background: blue and
yellow, to celebrate the influence of IKEA in Malaysia over the years.

By Zhi Mei

Design concept :
My idea is to combine the traditional costume from Malaysia and Sweden. I design with a batik pattern
to put into a traditional Swedish costume. Where I wish to show the relationship between Malaysia
and Sweden.

By NURUL FAARYSA BINTI ROSLAN
Design concept : BATIK

By CAROLINE NG MEE LIEN
Design concept :
Ikea has been in Malaysia for 25 years.
Hence M has iconic el Ngements found in Malaysia
Y of course will have Sweden’s Iconic elements.

By MOHD AFENDY BIN MOHD RADZI
Design concept :
Minimalist design with minimal outline floral Batik pattern and several elements such as
Malaysia know-well iconic buildings, Wau Bulan and Malayan Tiger.

By DHYA MIRZA BINTI MOHD FAISAL
Design concept :
My design depicts about traditional food, interesting places in Malaysia. Also the frontliners
that protects us from the covid-19 epidemic.

By SHAMINI DEVI A/P SUGUMARAN
Design concept :
I have displayed the uniqueness of Malaysia inside the ‘M’ letter. Bharatham, Silat, Tarian
Singa depict Indians, Malays and Chinese respectively. Each and every element illustrates
essence of our beautiful country. Then, inside the ‘Y’ letter, the batik design shows us the
distinctive and unique arts and crafts in Malaysia. The colour combination of bl

By Rebekah Choy
Design concept :
I used 3 base colors to recognize the Malaysia flag, my design consists of different basic
elements which also represent the simplicity of a multi-ethnic country and made up of many
different cultures. You can see that the outlines I used to show that in any direction you will
always see the culture being brought together and in rojak a unique way that this has formed
in the streets whenever you go.

By Loshini a/p Vello
Design concept : Malaysia is given a logo and theme, usually a slogan that promotes ethnic unity.
Malaysia has an eclectic mix of Malay, Indian, and Chinese citizens with different cultures,
ideologies, and religions. Building a sense of national unity is a reoccurring theme on Hari
Merdeka. In my design it's show all together until forever with love .

By Wong Yuen Huey
Design concept :
The designer has used most of the previous 'signature' soft toys designed, produced and sold at Ikea-s world
wide as the theme of her design in celebration of the MY Ikea 25th Anniversary. She is a soft toy lover, collector
and she loves all the soft toys produced by Ikea. As a supporter and a huge fan of Ikea's soft toy, her inspiration
was ignited from all the current and previous Ikea soft toy (designs).
WHY?
Because these soft toys represent Ikea in the eyes of a child. To her...THIS IS IKEA!

By Mohamad Hafiz bin Morshidi
Design concept :
1) Title : 4 IKEA Stores & the Next Potential New IKEA Stores in Malaysia
2) Concept: M represents map of peninsular Malaysia & Y represents east Malaysia. List of main cities in
Malaysia including 4 IKEA stores after 25 years IKEA in Malaysia.
3) Color schemes: Blue, Yellow, Red & White are colours used in Malaysia's flag. Blue & Yellow are color
theme for IKEA.
4) 4 IKEA stores are in Blue & Yellow color
5) 14 capital cities are in capital letters with Blue color
6) The rest of potential cities (to have IKEA store in future) are in small letters with red color

Design concept:
Just a doodle of expression/mood of people when visiting
IKEA store.
There are mixed of thrilling , excitement , assuming ,
confusing , be lost in thought , imagining
and daydreaming :)

By Noreen Mq

Design concept:
They have all the home improvement and hardware store
items you would expect under one roof to keep you coming
back time and again.
The place is big and there's a lot of staff on-hand to help you
find what you're looking for. IKEA is my choice.

By Wong Xiu Wei
Design concept :
This design is a playful twist on the letters 'M' and 'Y' where they are formed by silhouettes of people
greeting each other. With 'house visits'/'open house' in mind for occasions such as CNY, Deepavali and Hari
Raya, my design intends to illustrate how different races are able to come together to celebrate happy
occasions, with our kids (the yellow 'Y') learning from example!

By Florence Larrena D/O John Edward
Design concept :
MY HOME , MY MALAYSIA , MY IKEA
I designed MY HOME in the color of MY MALAYSIA for MY IKEA.

By Nicole Yap
Design concept :
A picture of my childhood with IKEA. I can still clearly remember playing in the first Ikea in Malaysia - Ikea One Utama
playland when I was 4/5 years old. It was a small indoor fully wooden play area. We would spend a lot of our weekends there;
my parents went shopping and I played in the playland. I usually get the whole wooden playland to myself, running up and
down. When Småland Ikea Damansara opened, my older brother got to join me as the age limit increased. We would jump in
and out of the ball pit, bury ourselves in the ball pit, climb the spider web rope, hide inside the giant clogs and watch TV
together. I remember the excitement entering Småland - queuing up, filling in my details, getting a TROFAST box to put my
shoes, the sticker on my clothes and finally the number stamp on my hand! As I got older, I wanted to do both, play
in Småland and shop around IKEA. I made sure my parents would pick me up at the back entrance on the ground floor when
they are done shopping around the first floor so I can join them halfway through. I was so sad to turn 11 because that means I
aged out of Småland, back then 10 was the maximum age. I am now 24 years old. IKEA means so much to my family, really
did play a huge part not only in my childhood but also my older and younger siblings.

By Muhammad Al-Farabi b. Hafiz
Design concept :
In this design, i added world’s most iconic buildings, the PETRONAS TWIN TOWERS , TUNKU Abdul
Rahman as national icon, the MALAYAN TIGER is the official national of the country, Wau bulan is
Malaysian Moon-kite and Hornbill is The Malaysia bird. Big Eagle statue, the symbol of Langkawi
island as Malaysian famous holiday island .
NASI LEMAK is the BREAKFAST dish that binds all the cultures in Malaysia. Durian are the
most famous of the Malaysian fruits and BUNGA RAYA AND RAFFLESIA as Malaysian flower, and i
added Malaysian flag.

By ANUAR IBRAHIM
Design concept :
What else can describe the uniqueness of MALAYSIA rather than its incredible diversity. My logo
strongly shows the elements of three major ethnicities in Malaysia which are Malay, Chinese and
Indian races. They are shown in the architecture style of each race by each space that has been
created inside the MY word. The architecture space's concept is been used because it strongly
represented what IKEA is all about, 'Interior Design and Lifestyle'. The background creates the
shape of the Malaysia Flag which is the key to diversity. The furniture inside has been color based
on IKEA's color that shows the nature of their business.

By CHAN KIN MENG
Design concept :
Facing a pandemic is not easy, it needs unity. We are united to push our differences aside
and do the right thing regardless of the races. We will stay strong and celebrating another
25 years together. Happy 25th Birthday Ikea.

By Cindy Tan
Design concept : 4 IKEA stores proudly in Malaysia:
Petronas Twin Towers representing IKEA Cheras and IKEA Damansara,
Dataran Bandaraya Johor Bahru representing IKEA Tebrau,
Kek Lok Si Penang representing IKEA Batu Kawan.
Bunga Raya or Hibiscus as the national flower of Malaysia is also highlighted in
this design. Happy 25th Anniversary!

By Koh Yuan Yin
Design concept : The design concept is inspired by the unique tapestry woven from
Malaysia's social and cultural diversities. For the past 25 years, IKEA has been a part of
Malaysia's everyday lives. From how we purchase home furnishing, assemble it on our own to
how we live with IKEA products at homes or offices. Each of the elements in the design
conveys a different story. The letter M depicts the diverse, warm and comfortable lives at
home, from outdoor to indoor, from traditional to contemporary and from young to old. The
letter Y depicts the shopping experience in IKEA ranging from flat-pack products to
assembling the product. IKEA has shaped our lives by creating better everyday life for the
people.

By Ooi Ying Guat
Design concept : Inspired by beautiful colour spectrum and pattern from Peranakan
porcelain design. I included our national flower hibiscus, national butterfly -Rajah
Brooke’s bird wings and the most common plant that can be seen in Malaysia Bougainvillea aka “Bunga Kertas”. Bunga Kertas is just like IKEA products, simple and
easy to care for, can be seen in every single households.

By Suhana Oazmi
Design concept : It's a super fun IKEA combo!
I’m using KALLAX and BILLY BOOKCASE from IKEA as my based design to create
a Colorful and Iconic IKEA signature with a Fun and Multicultural Malaysia
element.
Happy 25th Anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!

By Liang Kin Wah
Design concept :
Good vibes that IKEA brings to all Malaysians, let's jump and celebrate 25 years
of unique cultures.

Design concept : Mempamerkan corak Harimau
Malaya / Malayan TIger yang merupakan antara haiwan
yang unik yang hanya ada di Malaysia. Penggunaan
corak harimau ini kepada logo IKEA sebagai satu
simbolik dan kesedaran kepada orang awam terhadap
haiwan yang diancam kepupusan ini dan haiwan ini
adalah salah satu daripada lambang jati diri rakyat
Malaysia.

Design concept : Warna-Warna digunakan pada logo
ini dimana terdapat persamaan warna biru dan kuning
pada bendera nefgara Sweeden dan juga Malaysia.
Warna merah dan putih dicantumkan sekali ke dalam
logo MY tersebut. Selain itu, keempat-empat warna ini
boleh didapati hampir semua rekaan warna peralatan
dan perabot IKEA yang menajdi tarikan semua orang di
Malaysia.

Design concept : Reka bentuk geometri petak dan
bergaris-garis adalah diilhamkan daripada kain
sarong yang biasanya dipakai oleh kaum lelaki. Selain
itu, coraknya yang sekata dan selari juga
mempamerkan bahawa reka bentuk dan perabot yang
dihasilkan oleh IKEA adalah kemas, minimalist dan
seragam. Warna Kuning dan biru disesuaikan adalah
mengikut warna IKEA.

By Muhammad Hanafi Bin Haron

By Muhammad Sauqi Hakim Bin Muhaphop ( Akuclever )
Design concept : Sekumpulan kawan yang dari pelbagai bangsa melayu, cina dan
india sedang bergambar didepan cermin untuk meraihkan keseronokan membeli
barangan yang disediakan di Ikea.

Design concept : Decided to have
fun , just like shopping in IKEA in
Malaysia . Happy 25th anniversary .

Design concept : Year 2021 is an
earmark for IKEA 25 th anniversary
and let us celebrate the year!
By Lim Choun Kee

Design concept : I like the wide
ocean and the clarity of water . This
reflect the design of IKEA , and the
ocean background symbolises the
continuous growth and celebrations
without boundary

Design concept : Shopping in IKEA
in Malaysia is exciting and like
expression of ‘WOW ‘ for the last 25
years of shopping . Thanks IKEA for
bringing Sweden to me which I have
enjoyed every moment of my visit to
IKEA

Design concept : Simply and Easy.
This is IKEA colour scheme I like and
we all like

By AIN HASMIZA BINTI SUFFIAN
Design concept :
As a country that is multi-ethnic and made up of many different cultures, the design portrays
a variety types of traditional costume as in Malay, Chinese, Indian and Sarawakian.

By Nur Nadhirah binti Mohammad
Design concept :
Design taken from Songket fabrics and wood carvings which were very popular in ancient times until
now. Songket weaving flourished in Malaysia through intermarriage between the royal family, craft,
which was a common unification strategy around the 15th century until now. in this design is an
arrangement of scattered flowers, and the motif used is a jasmine flower. For the wood carving, it
has a hibiscus motif and is included together with the larat cloud motif. As we know that hibiscus is
the national flower of this country.
The color selection that I use for symbol “Y” background is black, which is the original color of
songket before it was colorful. The blue and yellow for “M” background is the symbol for instant
recognition of the IKEA Brand. Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA!

By Harley Ho
Design concept : Malaysia is a food lover's paradise and shows cultural diversity of
Malay, Chinese, Indian, Indegenous people of Sabah & Sarawak. IKEA is the same as Malaysian
FOOD, special, diverse and unforgettable.
This is my own design by drawing all the FOOD one stroke by one stroke. I am proud of myself
and to be Malaysian, I will continue to stay in this country to enjoy more YUMMY food and enjoy
my shopping in IKEA. I LOVE MALAYSIA & IKEA!!!

By Muhammad Nabil Syazwan Shamrizal
Design concept : The MY logo illustrates the beautiful skyline of Malaysia, with iconic Malaysian buildings,
high rise and houses. Many Malaysian houses and offices are equipped with IKEA furniture after 25 years
of its establishment in Malaysia.

By Catherine Yan Chew Fung
Design concept :
I decided to take part in this contest at the very last minute. So, I gather all my favorite places &
animals in my beautiful land to create this collage design. I am so glad to live in this
multicultural land and wish all people can appreciate & protect this earth peacefully. Lastly, I
want to thank you and credit the owners who own those photographs that I used for this
design.

By NOORISFA DELAILA BINTI ISMAIL
Design concept : My design is all about happiness we can get from spending a day at
IKEA. As Malaysians, IKEA has bring us to a new dimension of building a DIY home sweet
home concept for us to indulge every piece in life. From the food, culture, peoples, I
want to give colourful view to others see and celebrate the 25th Anniversary IKEA in
Malaysia.

By Yan Jing Tian
Design concept :
My design incorporates two iconic Malaysian buildings - the classic, timeless Rumah Gadang
(Minangkabau house) and the stunning Petronas Twin Towers standing tall and proud against
the same blue sky. It signifies how our land has housed us throughout the ages - Malaysia will
always be the home that all of us share regardless of race.

By Vivian Lim
Design Concept : IKEA is famous for its' logo signature with the combination of yellow and blue
appeared. The blue represents trust, loyalty and confidence, while yellow depicts happy, young,
hope and positive.
My design is inspired by IKEA's logo for its' megapopular trademark among the societies

By Syed Muhammad Muqriz Bin Syed Mohammad Mazfira

Design concept : My design represents Malaysian delicacy with a variety of foods from the nation.
The background color of RED, BLUE, YELLOW, and WHITE reflects the MALAYSIAN Flag.
The 3D shape of the MY letter is to show how tasty Malaysian food is, it makes you feel full and
deprive for more.

By Aisyah Nur Putri bt. hafiz
Design concept : I drew Malaysia’s 3 different types of cultural citizen:
Orang melayu (Malaysian): Performing silat, the Malaysia martial arts. She is wearing a silat uniform in action creating the letter ‘Y’
with the hornbill hanging on to the ’pesilat’s foot. The hornbill’s and the silat uniform’s colour are based on the colours of the
Malaysian flag. Along with a tengkolok and a bunga raya as a detail for the tengkolok design.
Silat represents the bravery and strength of Malaysians.
Orang India (Indians) : Who is wearing it’s tradisonal clothes, ‘dhoti’, and pushing aside the ‘IKEA 25th anniversary’ to make way for
the ‘pesilat’ perform in action.
Orang China (Chinese) : Who is wearing it’s tradisional clothes and holding the letter M.
The green ikea table lamp shining and focusing on the tradisional kain batik in the letter M, along with Malaysia’s traditional kite:
‘wau’. Next to it, there is Malaysia’s famous twin tower and the KL tower in the Malaysia’s famous city, Kuala Lumpur.
I also drew Ikea’s white shelf displaying the pesilat’s trophy to represent Malaysia’s achievement and that Malaysia bersatu. With
Ikea’s artificial plant pot and the red box drawer.
The Malaysia flag banner shows The celebration of IKEA 25th anniversary with Malaysia culture.

By SETOR YING ER
Design concept : LADY IN RED IN A BEAUTIFUL MORNING!

By Kwa Wei Choon (Michael Kwa)
Design concept : My design was inspired by the "Family" theme. Family is love, even if love can be
a weird thing. Family is acceptance within diversity.

By ANG XUAN EN
Design concept : IKEA Malaysia has marked down a 25th-anniversary milestone since 1996. After spending a
quarter of a century in Malaysia, IKEA Malaysia also grew with many achievements and challenges. Some of
the IKEA iconic things are also emphasized in the artwork which is for IKEA lovers, we will very familiar with it.

By Nimalesh A/L Athimulan
Design concept :
"Stripes of Glory"
The Mighty Stripes of Glory,
Red, White, Yellow and Blue are the colours,
Flying high up in the skies,
The legacy of all of us Malaysians!

By Julia Hannie binti Zulkifli
Design concept:
Malaysia's unity is best represented in our youth, and the way they pave the path forwards into
the future. Alongside that is the charm and openness to the wild and untamed, while still staying
very resolutely close to our roots; represented by the Malayan tiger. A balance of the future and
our heritage, and by extension what we must protect and nurture.

By Intan Iszana Binti Yusak
Design concept : I love to share the doodling style that represent Malaysia with multiracial and what
we as Malaysia celebrate other culture festive and food. Also I love to put some flora n fauna in my
doodle art.

By Sathia Ramasamy
Design concept : My design represents "Jalur Gemilang" flying high. Nothing represents better
than our Malaysian flag itself to portray unique heritage of our country and it contains blue and
yellow too which also represents Sweden's flag which is IKEA's home country.

By WAN HAFSAH BINTI WAN MUHAMAD SARIDAN
Design concept : file first entry: "MY" IKEA, refers to all IKEA's in Malaysia of which the inhabitants this
multicultural country have grown familiar with. The iconic blue cube building is no stranger to both adults and
kids and is associated with furniture, kitchen utensils and even food to name a few. All these are interwoven
hence the idea for the design with the iconic blue building, Malaysia flag and hibiscus flower and most
importantly several icons of what the citizens of this multicultural county associate IKEA with.
file 2nd entry: The idea behind the design, "M" refers to "multicultural" of which IKEA (the blue building) is suitable
for all as "many" varieties of products are available from toys, furniture, plants and beyond. One must also know
that it is also a go to place not just for home items, why you ask? as it has a variety of "Y" "yummy" food available
to satisfy cravings. From meatballs, curry puffs and rendang etc. Lets hope more is coming soon! :)

By So Kwee Hong

Design concept : With the Malay proverb 'Kulit berlainan warna tapi darah sama merah' in mind,
I designed the 'MY' with a patchwork motif comprising of different skintones/skincolors. The result is
a wooden texture which evokes a 'solid' feeling - we are stronger when we are united. The red heart
in the middle of both 'M' and 'Y' follows the proverb - despite our different appearances, we share the
same vibrant, beating red heart ❤ I love Ikea and Malaysia!

By SITI BILQIS BINTI MOHAMAD EKHBAL
Design concept : Photo collages is the one of my design that represents photo of my memory
that the part of my life that live in Malaysia. But that all is not enough to show what is Malaysia
because Malaysia is represented by each of Malaysian people sprit.

By Kok Meei Ying
Design concept : This design tells the story of a Malaysian who wishes to buy a present for his/her family and
friends, and was looking forward to have multiple gift ideas from IKEA. The furniture and souvenirs in IKEA are
exciting and happy to know about the news because they are getting a new home and meeting new friends! Happy
25th anniversary to IKEA Malaysia!

By Ganesan Thavasimuthu
Design concept : My design represents our country’s uniqueness and heritage. You may find
wayang kulit, iconic buildings, national bird & flowers in my design which shouts out loud our
country’s pride.

By CJ Chew ( Chew Yee Jie )
Design concept : Ikea Man staying safe at home watching fireworks (IKEA s anniversary :D)
whilst overseeing the city scapes portrayed by IKEA range products
I can't fit in my favourite NORDEN gateleg table,
but it's alright... I had fun illustrating this !

By Sofrina ostavia afnan
Design concept : I love visiting and buying IKEA products because of their simple and eco-friendly
products. there is many product they using recycled materials in a way to save environments, never
disappointed of the quality and easy to use and its keep me thinking if it is keep continuing, a lot
nature we could save them. Malaysia is known as the oldest forest in the world. This design could
give awareness to our people to save mother nature. Our forest and animal shown on my design is
one of iconic Malaysia's nature one of most popular in the world.

By SABARISH A/L RAMESH
Design concept : This is my design for MY IKEA design contest. This design is about Malaysia famous place,
food, games, cultures ,malaysian people, malaysia car brand, animals ,flowers, malaysia's states and our
independence father.
1.Place - Istana negara,Batu cave, Klcc and
2.Food - Durian, Nasi lemak, Mee laksa ,apam balik
3.Games -Batu seremban, Wau
4.Cultures-Lion dance
5.Brand -Proton
6.Animals - Malaya tapir ,hornbill ,Orang utan,tiger
7.Flowers -Bunga raya, rafflesia
8.Malaysia 13 states
9.Tunku Abdul Rahman, Former Prime Minister of Malaysia

By Akilan Ilangkumaran
Design concept: This design signifies IKEA's unique, colorful and vibrant furniture for
kids, fulfilling their needs and making them happy with quality and beautiful designs.

By Vicky Yong
Design concept : "MY" Ikea design is the combination of Malaysia and Swedish culture and heritage.
The elements such craft, races and buildings etc will be in my design. Malaysia and Swedish flags are
placed in the background. Moreover, I added 3 figures to represent multi races to show the harmony in
Malaysia

By Woo Wee Wee
Design concept : I feel that this is how I see a reflection of Malaysia and its nature, the abstract
batik background is a symbolism of Malaysia and all its amalgamation of the different cultures
fused together to create a beautiful nation that we know and love.

By Rahimah Binti Muhamad
Design concept : Rekebentuk bercirikan kebebasan dan kegembiraan hidup di Malaysia
serta kebanggaan dapat membeli belah di gedung IKEA tanpa perlu pergi ke lKEA luar negara
dapat juga menjejakkan kaki ke IKEA.

By Sarah Hannah
Design concept : Decided to go for a glossy effect.

By Muhammad Arif Hakimi Bin Hakamil
Design concept : My design is about the IKEA outlets meet to customers' expectations with
clean, healthy, safe, convenient & great layout. IKEA product targets according to the
customer needs and target prospects with a variety of product offerings for home
furnishing, furniture, kitchenware & appliances and so on. The IKEA product can be in
different styles from vintage to modern decoration and will fulfil my dream decoration as
per my expe

By Hafiz b. Ismail

Design concept : In this design, i added world’s most iconic buildings, the
PETRONAS TWIN TOWERS and KUALA LUMPUR TOWER. Malaysia flag as a main
colour asa background refer to multicultures in Malaysia . And bunga raya as
malaysian flower.

By Voon Ping Yih
Design concept : Malaysian favourite's cendol and kuih came into my mind when I first saw the
contest title, and so I tried to present it in this way, hope it fits your taste~ Tasty!

By AIMAN ASYRAN BINTI AZIZUL RAHMAN
Design concept :
- my first design, i try to focus on tropical forest element in malaysia and combine together
-my second design, i try to embrace the aesthetic of tikar mengkuang and make it as a main design for ikea

By CHIA HUEY YEE
Design concept : The design created is based on the development of home furniture design from the Malay
era which is influenced by the local culture of Malaya, China, India and others countries to the development
of the modern design that is more minimalist. There are also textile design that is popular in the past. The
colour used was red, yellow, blue, white which is the colour of Jalur Gemilang.

By Dhia Jasmin
Design concept : simple yet meaningful design that says a lot about malaysia, happy
anniversary! youre older than me!!

By Chia Zhi Yun

Design concept : I wanted to callback to the iconic Lat's Kampung Boy, and remind myself that
for all of Malaysia's faults and fancies, we are our best when we remember to love each other
and have fun! Bonding together in the face of hardship is something that Malaysians can and
will do. I included elements of the ocean and river (otters), as well as fruit trees and the unique
dipterocarp forest leaves.

By FATIN IDOERA BINTI ROSLAN

Design concept : ukiran motif awan larat tradisi melayu Malaysia

By Choong Bee Yee
Design concept : Malaysian cuisine consists of cooking traditions and practices
found in Malaysia, and reflects the multi-ethnic makeup of its population.
It represents truly Malaysian with multi nation races that live together.
Batik, rafflessia and Bunga Raya are part of Malaysian unique symbolize. BLÅHAJ
CELEBRATE IKEA 25TH ANNIVERSARY.

By Chin Wai Mun
Design concept : As Malaysia is a multi-ethnic country, I have expressed the
different cultures that we have via my design. There are traditional games
(eg: congkak, wau), festival (eg: the mooncake festival) and the various food
and beverage that brings all Malaysians together (eg: nasi lemak, teh tarik,
satay, roti canai, mooncake). I have also included our nation landmark and
our national flower (Bunga Raya).

By SABARISH A/L RAMESH
Design concept : This is my design for MY IKEA design contest. This design is symbolize that
our Malaysian athletes are representing Malaysia country and they are role model to our
Malaysian people .Thank you.

By Teh Li Xin
Design concept : Inspired by ikea instruction book

By ROSDEYAH AFIQAH BT MUHAIYUDDIN

By Ariff Imran Mohd ShahiruAkmal
Design concept : The first two things that come to my mind when I think about Malaysia’s unique
heritage is its beautiful traditional games and the array of aromatic dishes from different races that
we Malaysians grew up with and enjoy to this day. The letter ‘M’ of my version of the “MY IKEA” logo
is carefully decorated with simple yet iconic illustrations of traditional Malaysian games; Wau,
Congkak, Gasing, Baling selipar and Guli. The letter ‘Y’ on the other hand displays illustrations of
renowned Malaysian cuisines from different races; Nasi Lemak, Satay, Roti Canai and assorted Kuih.
The colours used for the logo are obtained from the fusion of Malaysia’s Jalur Gemilang and
Sweden’s Sveriges flagga.

By Katrina Khaw Ze Wei
Design concept : Malaysia is charmingly diverse: with her range of delightful fauna and flora,
advancing transportations, iconic architecture and appetising meals. One can bring to mind
the unforgettable Rafflesia, the innovative Proton brand, the towering Twin Towers.
With this design, I have aspired to show what Malaysia has become with the multicoloured
tones. As for the future that will transform her, this is represented by the colourless
constructive elements (i.e. cranes, construction work), for we have greater things in store for
this beloved place. This will require the work and effort of us all: and I believe IKEA's 25 years
have played a part in shaping Malaysia, and will continue to do so. This is shown by the little
people in blue and yellow!

By Law Tze Yong
Design concept : IKEA has essentially shaped the landscape of our
nation through providing spaces filled with liveliness and creativity, the
design concept is an embodiment of how IKEA celebrates people and life.

By Arun Ilangkumaran
Design concept :This is how a 6-year old views IKEA : Colourful,
wonderful, unique.

By Wong Jeng Ru
Design concept : i love this unique tropical Malaysia.

By Beatrice Tan Su En
Design concept : Ikea has made it easier for us Malaysians to create neat and cozy
homes for the past 25 years. My design aims to show some appreciation towards that
by incorporating some of Ikea's best-sellers such as Billy bookcase, Remsta armchair,
Lack coffee table, Brattby bag, Tjena magazine file and their recent Eftertrada T-shirt.
Teh tarik, nasi lemak, roti ais krim and apam balik have been cheekily turned into
lamps and pillows to give the design some Malaysian identity because our food is
definitely the best way to showcase the cultural diversity of our nation. A hibiscus
pattern is also consistently applied onto the walls to make the "home" look even more
Malaysian. I replaced the flowing tea in the teh tarik with a mischievous ginger cat to
show that even our fussy feline friends can roam happily in an Ikea furnished home.
Lastly, I finished the design with some Scandinavian vibes through the use of colours
commonly found on Scandinavian textiles.

By Lee Zu Wei

Design concept : There is something unique about Malaysia's racial unity. Having studied and also travelled
abroad, I noticed that there is a difference in our racial harmony - that we are able to accept each race's
uniqueness and that's not just the good parts, I mean the weird, funny happenings as well. Like Veveonah
Mosibin who to took her exam online on top of a tree, where else in the world would we hear about such
happenings? And not to forget the fact that we did not laugh at her but instead demanded the government to
improve on her situation. There are also random marketing decisions that tickled my heart as well during last
year's pasar ramadhan - the fact that 70% of the stores used the word "Viral", cute but funny and I think we
most likely won't see this in other countries. Lastly, the fact that "Mak Kau Hijau" could be used as an insult in
Malaysia. The women in the kampung house were supposed to be coloured in green, but due to time
constraints I couldn't get to that part. But yeah, I guess these really sum up why racial harmony is stronger in
Malaysia - the acceptance of our collective uniqueness.

By Balqis Musfirah Ishak

Design concept : Ikea and Malaysia: Through The Years

By Hagrid Cheah

Design concept : This design itself has some furniture elements with Jalur
Gemilang's (Malaysian Flag) Colors: Blue, Yellow, Red and white. I think they
come together pretty well as this Logo is able to present what IKEA does with
Malaysia's features. Thank you

By Aisya Zara binti Ahmad Faiz

Design concept : Beritahu kami mengenai reka bentuk anda: Kain batik inspirasi
saya untuk bunga-bunga itu. Tulisan MY itu saya jadikan sebagai Jalur Gemilang
kerana ini 25 th anniversary Ikea MALAYSIA.

By Muhammad Ashraf Idham Bin Hassan
Design concept : The design that I highlight is based on the contour lines of the landform
in Malaysia. Apart from seeing from the culture, race and religion, the shape of the earth in
Malaysia is also an attractive, beautiful and beautiful attraction. I appreciate the contour
lines of the earth's surface in order to appreciate what our country has. Appreciate the
beautiful and gorgeous scenery, also the wealth of resources available in Malaysia. And
then, I put colours that represent the various races in Malaysia and also I wants to
symbolize the peace, prosperity of the people of Malaysia.

By Rebecca Liew
Design concept : MY design concept is the national flag with hibiscus.
IKEA in Malaysia. Malaysia like IKEA & happy that IKEA can be in Malaysia.
Happy 25th anniversary !

By Asmaa Binti Abdul Rashid
Design concept : Rekaan ini ialah lambang kesatuan 14 buah negeri di dalam negara
Malaysia.lambang 1 padu rakayat malaysia dalam menyokong IKEA sejak 25 tahun yang
lepas.
Rakyat Malaysia dari seluruh 14 buah negeri berpusu pusu datang ke IKEA dan menikmati
berbelanja serta duduk makan-makan bersama teman dan keluarga di IKEA.

Design concept: This design is created by four main colors
which is white, red, yellow, and blue. It represents the flag of
Malaysia and the Ikea logo color. Beside that, everything in the
world is created by many basic shapes like a dot, a line, circle
and triangle to build them up.

Design concept: The design with the Malaysia attraction places
and mix culture , rich heritage and beautiful architecture.

Design concept: This design is using variety of oil lamp with the
melting pot of cultures with Malay, Chinese, and Indian and
celebrate 25th Anniversary of Ikea Malaysia.

Design concept: This design is the combination of flora and fauna like
Cute Malayan Tiger, Tapir, Eagle and Hibiscus, tourist attraction like KLCC
and KL Towel, with Borneo traditional warrior clothing accessories.

By Wong Wen Hvi & Wong Wen Ping

By Fatimah Zahra Hamzah
Design concept : Autism Awareness Ribbon.
IKEA always has been my favourite place since i can remember. Those comfort foods and perfect
design in every furniture. And now IKEA bring the same happiness to my little guy. He just got
diagnosed with autism a few months back. And we're quite sad when we can't walk in to IKEA in
past months due to Covid strikes. He can't talk, yet. But you have no idea how happy i am
whenever his eyes lights up when we arrived at IKEA. As if he was saying,"Thank you Mommy." So
thank you IKEA, for always make us and everyone happy and thank you again for making it a place
that friendly for kids with or without autism and people with disabilities in any possible way.

By Wan Zulaikha bt Wan Zulkiply
Design concept :
Latar kuning dan tulisan biru melambangkan warna simbolik bagi IKEA. Di dalam huruf M terdapat
flora dan fauna seperti bunga raya dan harimau Malaya, yang merupakan spesies istimewa di
Malaysia manakala pada huruf Y terdapat bangunan-bangunan istimewa yang terdapat di
Malaysia seperti Klcc dan KL tower, malah terdapat masjid yang merupakan tempat ibadat bagi
masyarakat islam yang merupakan agama rasmi Malaysia.

By Suhana Binti Nor Badrun
Design concept :
My Ikea MY design highlights the blue toned Ikea’s frakta mosaic patterned together with the
colourful Batik element in such a very creative way while both being the most favourite and
precious things among Malaysians.The feature of Kuala Lumpur City woven gives a sense of
urban vibe yet elegant look to the emblem thus complete it in some way.

By Chin Yoke Choo
Design concept :
I love my country heritage symbolic items like Keris, Wau and Batik.
Also Get inspired by Fritilldea & Asyikin Abdullah’s designs celebrating Malaysia’s unique
heritage and then create my own version of the “MY IKEA” logo.

By Nor Farah Iana Binti Samsudin
Design concept :
This logo design I make with a Malaysia flag and KLCC building

By Winnie Hoh Wan Thing
Design concept :
Attached below is my entry for MY IKEA design contest. I usually visit the Mutiara
Damansara IKEA store. My design is inspired by my nieces and nephews’ drawings who
their age around 2 to 10 years old. I like to draw with kids imagination and intuitive style.
My medium is usually 6B pencil or charcoal when I draw using digital art tools. Kids are
the future of our generation so I think Malaysia future generations are all great human
beings with open minds and empathy when living and striving to build our nation.

By Lien Jo-Ey
Design concept :
A tribute to Nasi Lemak, Malaysia's national dish. The colour scheme of my design
includes yellow and blue, which shows a connection to IKEA's classic colour. I apply
monochrome design on the design elements, with the use of different blue tones. The
light yellow background creates contrast with the design too. This layout is a
repetition layout to create a sense of unity and consistency for strengthening the image
of Nasi Lemak to the audience.

By Amru & Uwais

Design concept :
Coloring by 9 & 6 years old boys who love Ikea toys and meatball so much.

Design concept :
IKEA is all about furniture. Furniture is the essential of every home that makes
your life easier. Just like food. People can't live without food.
In my design, you can find various types of traditional cuisines which
significantly represent Malaysia in an extremely colorful way. It reflects the
great diversity of culture in Malaysia which include 3 main groups of ethnics:
Malay, Chinese and Indian. Not to miss out, by blending in a beautifully
painted batik pattern in the background, it enhances the element of unique
heritage in Malaysia. That is what makes Malaysia extraordinary in the world.
We embrace all.

By Ong Xin Qi

Design concept :
For this one, by toning the overall look into the hue of blue, it blends better with
the IKEA color code and creates a sense of unity and harmony to the design itself.
At the same time it allows the mapping shape of Malaysia and Jalur Gemilang to be
emphasized and become the dominant in the entire design.

Design concept :
We are Malaysian despite what race we are, what culture we have,
what religion we do believe, we are Malaysian and we share same
roof, same land and together, we are strong together.

Design concept :
My own watercolor painting shows our tropical forest in Malaysia, that
for me is our responsibility to take care of it, and for this reason, even
big company as Ikea also are now looking forward and started their
campaign of less plastic bags and more on environmental friendly
material usage. Thank you Ikea for being here and teach us with your
successful programs that help Malaysian family being more concern
about our mother nature. Starts here, start now. For our future
children.

By Hidayahjamilah

Design concept :
MY Ikea for me is combination and assimilation in between all cultural
and races in Malaysia. These combination of fabrics we have here in
Malaysia (Batik, Songket, Cheongsam, Saree, Dastar & Pua Kumbu),
showing symbols that we can wear other cultural cloths, even not from
our race, and proud to be Malaysian family.

Design concept :
25th years here in Malaysia, 25th years of design and style of
decoration, simple and affordable. You encourage me and my family to
be part of increasing better lifestyle. And now, as I’m working as
designer, I’m incorporate the design concept with Ikea decorations and
ideas that make all the clients happy and continue to serve for future
more clients and advising them how to decorate with minimal effort but
in great idea for their old or new homes. Now Malaysian can be their
own designer of their house, thanks to Ikea 25th years here in
Malaysian, and looking for more in future. (Images are from my clients
project at Klang Valley)

Design concept :
I incorporated Minecraft into the theme of my design because I
thin just like Minecraft, Ikea is a one stop furniture shop that
allows its customers to design and be as creative as their
imagination would take them in putting together a comfortable
and conducive home. Minecraft is a domain where I like to build
and explore just like how I can spend hours at Ikea roaming the
store to find the most beautiful pieces of furniture.

By Abu Baker Rafeeuddeen

Design concept :
My design is about dungeons, dragons and a mystic place far far
away hidden above the clouds. Just like Ikea, my drawing has a
sense of imagination and playfulness. My design is also about
nature and its beauty which is why we need to support Ikea’s
sustainable furniture line so Mother Earth will flourish for the
future generation to enjoy.

By Lee Ai Nee

Design concept :
Malaysia welcomed IKEA 25 years ago. IKEA has since assimilated well into Malaysia
culture. This design shows Swedish's iconic Dalecarlian Horse ('M') motif meets Malaysia's
Kelarai weaving motif. Shining in their own ways yet complement each other well.

By Jacy Tan

Design concept :
IKEA is my designer, my idea, my future home.

Design concept :
This first design is more contemporary by using elements of modern batik
and traditional Malay carvings. The use of the colours of the Malaysian flag
highlights and symbolizes the authenticity and culture that exists in Malaysia.
The color gold is highlighted to give an element of luxury in the arts and
culture found in Malaysia. When all these elements are combined, it can
further highlight the diversity of races and cultures that exist in Malaysia.
Elegance in every modern detail is highlighted to showcase the uniqueness in
the originality of the culture found in Malaysia.

By YM Tengku Mohd Faizul b Tengku Abdul Kadir

Design concept :
This second design is more about unity, beauty, and also balance in the
harmony of various races and cultures found in Malaysia. The selection of
“mengkuang” mat weaving pattern is made the main element in producing
this design because it is able to bind the close bond of brotherhood between
all races and cultures in Malaysia. The unification of Ikea's corporate colours
of blue and yellow is also highlighted for precise continuity. There are also a
few elements of Malay flower carvings to symbolize the unity and
brotherhood that blooms together in forming a peaceful and harmonious
country.

By Chong Yip Ling

Design concept :
Hope that the next development will be like Malaysia's resources and banknotes, rich
and colorful.

By Uni Jang

Design concept :
We've all been lost in the Ikea showroom before.
The interior of Ikea always reminds me of a maze.
However unlike an actual maze, it is filled with a lot of things to look at, which makes it
much more interesting.
I used Arabesque patterns, traditional to Malaysia(Islam), as my simplified motif, along
with the colours of Ikea to create a fun, game-like maze showroom.

By Intan Syafinas binti Mohamad Roslan

Design concept :
I use combination of anyaman and batik elements in my design. I use anyaman element
in letter 'M' and batik in letter 'Y' to represent heritage of malaysian.

By Sunshine Ng

Design concept :
IKEA makes us feels at home. Even with different religions but yet we can connect and live
harmony together

By George Ho Chung Je
Design concept :
Inspired by IKEA logo's iconic colours (Blue, Yellow, and even Red for the old logo design) which
correspond wonderfully with our Malaysian "Jalur Gemilang", the popular "IKEA man" in furniture's
manuals, and the minimalist elegance of IKEA's furniture designs; the scene shows the warmth of
Malaysian hospitality provided to our "Swedish Friend" (far left) who celebrate his 25th year of arrival in
Malaysia.
The "IKEA people" adorned in 5 major Malaysian ethic groups traditional garbs (Malay, Iban, Chinese,
Indian, and Kadazan) celebrates the multiracial diversity that can be found in Malaysia. While the other
"IKEA man" dressed in Bajau outfit holding a "Dala Horse", represents one of the Malaysian minority
ethic groups that shares the same affection to horses (Bajau Pony) just like our Swedish friend.

By Nur Ain Shaharin
Design concept :
The design is about Malaysia landmark and food culture around Malaysia.
Background show a waving of Jalur Gemilang and decorate by our national flower, Bunga
Raya.

By Nurul Fathiah bt Abd Rahim
Design concept :
Since i was younger my mom will usually bring me to IKEA Cheras. I remember observing almost every single things at the store and one of the most interesting part about IKEA
(other than the designs of the furniture) is the foods!
I love learning about arts especially when it comes to old furnitures or cutlery in Malaysia. For me, appreciating things like that is very important for our next generation in a
modern era.
In my Artwork for this contest, I applied some Buluh Rotan and Ukiran Kayu Jati that usually found in traditional furnitures. Secondly, I applied Tekat Benang Emas that rarely can
be found in this modern era. Next, the the painting that I inspired by Yusof Ghani’s oil painting called ‘Siri Topeng Jerantut’ 1995. Yusof Ghani is one of my favourite local artists.
When I was a kid, I remember walking to my neighbour house at Kampung while bringing some foods in Mangkuk Tingkat to give them. I am 18 years old today but the arts on
mangkuk tingkat never fails to impress me. That is one of the main reasons why I put the illustration of ‘Mangkuk Tingkat Peranakan’ in the artwork.
Next I also applied the pattern of Traditional Tiles that I’m very sure almost every single us recognised this pattern. Next, I also applied the Flora and Fauna patterns of BabaNyonya cutlery and bowls. Last but not least, the art of Tangga Rumah Melaka that never fails to impress me since I was younger.
This artwork represents Malaysia, a country that blessed with different races and cultures. This artwork also telling people about the theme of arts in Malaysian Furnitures
and of course, when we talk about furniture, IKEA is a perfect place for us to go!

By Siti Aishah Jamibollah
Design concept :
" The Hidden Gems " emphasize how people often forget about the Flora and Fauna in
Malaysia that are remarkable and unique. The rare gems that can only be found in
Malaysia, that undergo extinction through years. My design is also focusing on Malaysia
being one of the countries that have amazing biodiversity with tropical forest plants.
While the blue abstracts inside the MY word indicate the river and water along with the
colour Gold yellow indicating Ikea, due to the huge impacts Ikea did towards the
Malaysian society, by producing quality products that mean a lot to the Malaysian
community.

By Nashatul Ain Binti Nasarudin
Design concept :
This design is specially designed to commemorate the states in Malaysia along with their respective state coats of
arms. It is not impossible that one day IKEA will be able to build their own stores in every state in Malaysia as what
Malaysian people want and hope.
14 State Flag means that Malaysia has 14 states.
Coats of Arms means and reminds Malaysia people may be confused for don't knowing coats of arms for each
state.
Malaysia Map to show shape of Malaysia that contain 14 states
People hold hand together with Malaysia Flag means that all Malaysian people together live happily forever.

By Ain Mardhiah
Design concept :
My design focus is everyday people before covid-19. No matter what races and ethnic we are,
we were all in the same boat in coping with the pandemic in order to survive.The suffering was mutual no matter
what skin colour you have. I have always been wondering how far did I value life before the virus outbreak. If there
is no coronavirus, the children might not be missing so much of the worlds of laughter and childhood friends. And
we might get to hear the musicians busking on the street as usual or even enjoying the street foods without masks
today. Today, I believe that Malaysian can be united again to stop the virus.

By Lee Ooi Meng
Design concept :
IKEA create the "home sweet home" for all Malaysian
Each of the items represent how Ikea products have its unique touch and moments
Colour: yellow, red, blue and white represent Malaysia.

By Yong Hui Peng
Design concept :
The things that I like about Ikea is how Ikea creates space for every family member in a house by
mix matching different colours, and also what every user can DIY with their furniture. For my
design, I create a flower pattern that is red in colour, same colour as our national flower
hibiscus and also match with Ikea symbolic colour, the yellow and blue.

Design concept :
This design is specially designed to remind us of the
situation and peace in our hometown or life in the
village. Malaysia is very synonymous with village life like
working as a rice farmer at a paddy field, seeing a
monkey climbing a coconut tree, birds flying everywhere
and many more. I am very sure that during this
pandemic, especially village people will miss this village
moment because for a long time they cannot go back to
their hometown.

Design concept :
This design is specially designed to educate people what is
Covid19, because of it and what is Stand Operating Procedure
(SOP). It's all combined by picture so that all types of people
will understand without reading. So it's suitable to remind us that
25 years of IKEA's anniversary is a pandemic time.

Design concept :
This design is specially designed to remind us of History of
Malaysia. As we know August is the month of Independence Day
and September is Malaysia Day so this design combines
for both special days for Malaysia.
So all historical places are in the design and remind us of success
that's no easy way, that we need sacrifices, work hard and nonstop cooperation.

This is where we are today, independent and feel free to do our
daily routine without hesitation.

By Nashatul Ain Binti Nasarudin

By Wern Xin Wei
Design concept :
My design is about Malaysia's complex multiracial population with diverse cultural backgrounds
and how we are able to learn and experience different ethnic cultures.

By Nelson Tse
Design concept :
Inspired from the one of the malaysia most unique culture - Peranakan culture. Celebrating IKEA
Malaysia's 25th birthday with the authenticity of Baba Nyonya Culture.

By Muhamad Yusuf Bin Abdul Wahab

Design concept: Local foods in Malaysia such as 'Nasi
Lemak', 'Teh Tarik, 'Sate', 'Durian', and 'Ais Batu Campur
(ABC)' had became the greatest food as nobody going to
deny its deliciousness even tourists or visitor will agreed
about this. When the food melted inside the mouth and
happiness came along to celebrate the enjoyment of
eating Malaysian foods. This design is all about the type of
famous local foods in Malaysia. Thank You so much.

Design concept: This design is about Malaysia's flag
that we call it 'Jalur Gemilang'. As a Malaysian, we need
to be proud with our own flag to show our love to
Malaysia. Therefore, I created this design to express my
loyal and love feeling toward Malaysia. Thank You so
much.

Design concept: This design is the combination of
flora and fauna like This design is symbolic to any
popular beaches in Malaysia and River Cruise in
Melaka. The upper part is the beach and the lower
part is a drawing of a cruise on the river. Thank You
so much.

By Nur Fatini Balqis Binti Azmi

Design concept: Before gadget taking over the world,
traditional games such as 'Congkak', 'Wau', 'Batu
Seremban', and 'Gasing' are the most popular games in
Malaysia but somehow these games are nearly forgotten
by young generation nowadays. Therefore, I dedicate
this design to remind everyone including me to keep on
appreciating the value in traditional games and never
forget the happiness when playing those games. Thank
You so much.

Design concept: For this design, I created something
that is related to the buildings that become tourist
attractions when they visit Malaysia. One of them is the
highest building in Malaysia which is Petronas Twin
Tower. Other examples that I included in this design are
'Putrajaya', Taming Sari Tower, Leaning Tower of Teluk
Intan and the last one is Penang Bridge. I also added
some effect to my design which for the upper part is the
morning view of those buildings while the bottom part is
night view. Thank You so much.

By Chong Yi Wen
Design concept :
The main colours in the design are yellow, blue, red and white. These four colours are from Jalur Gemilang - The
National Flag of Malaysia. Each of the colours have their meaning such as red and white represent courage and purity,
blue represents harmony of the people, and yellow the royal colour of Malay rulers. The representative colours are easy
to understand and realise at the first sight about the theme is Malaysia. People nowadays pursue speed, the more
simple, the more attractive for them. They prefer direct convey. Therefore, my design only uses lines to express and
convey. In addition, to celebrate the 25th anniversary, I designed a number 25 made up of geometric figures behind the
letter “MY”. In order to highlight the letters, I added transparency for the number 25 to make them look more orderly
and distanced between the letters and number, not to be confused. The number 25 made up of geometric figures can
also be used as a “small easter egg” (The hidden message, image, or feature) and metaphor for viewers. The
combination of the geometric figures with the main four colours in this design also represent the unity of Malaysian.
Besides that, the geometric figures are also suitable for the main products in IKEA such as furniture.

By Mohammad Fahim Bin Mohd Rasyidi
Design concept :
Malaysia has a lot of different cultures and multi-ethnic country. Based on my design it talks about the moderness and
sophistication. The flower is based on the combination of malaysian flowers which is Hibiscus flower and also Rafflesia
flower. Both are Malaysia's national flowers. Rafflesia is different in size and got the title of the biggest flower in the
world. Stripes also give the vibes of the morderness of malaysia. All this symbolizes the progress and modernity of
Malaysia towards this design. The pattern of the batik is my design to look like any design in mostique or museum. The
closing is the background. The background gives the different vibes to the design, the color is from the Malaysia flag by
using freeform.

By Ng Kai Nee
Design concept :
Between letters M and Y form a shape that represents the houses in Malaysia which we called homes and the silhouettes
of furniture in it represent IKEA furniture which is always favoured by Malaysians. Silhouette of coconut trees is added as
it can be seen in our living environment and it is iconic to the tropical country. The adoption of the traditional patterns
for the letters brings out the unique culture of our country. The use of blue, red, yellow and white colours mimic the
colour of Jalur Gemilang which gives the meaning of unity, courage, royal colour of Malay rulers and purity.
The intention of my design is to keep it simple and meaningful.

By Diana Chan
Design concept :
I grew up with IKEA. My children, too. IKEA's timeless design allows us to embrace
modern living and comfort, yet conserving our architectural heritage and identity. I
love MY IKEA.

By Seet Wei Ching
Design concept :
My design is inspired by Terengganu Songket, one of the exquisite, luxurious and
prestigious traditional fabric intricately patterned with gold or silver threads. An
intangible cultural that worth to be recognized.

By Noor Hassiemah Binti Mohd Halim
Design concept :
My design created based on the uniqueness of Malaysia with its multiracial culture,
heritage and rich in beautiful flora and fauna. Since the first Ikea that start its debut in
Damansara since 1996, this design reminisced about few Ikea’s iconic items that most
beloved by Malaysian such FAMNIG HJÄRTA Cushion, Dala Horse decoration,
STRANDMON Wing chair, Children MAMMUT Chair and the LAPPLJUNG RUTA Rug.
Malaysian loves so much the Ikea product because it’s just suitable to decoration with
any Malaysian local crafts.

By Chong Li Wen
Design concept :
Malaysia is a multiracial country which consists of different types of scrumptious food
and amazing culture cultivated by different ethnics. As Malaysian, we are proud for it
to have all resources given and have an amazing skyscraper, KLCC used to be the top
1 highest building worldwide and many more. Last but not least, wishing IKEA
Malaysia 25th anniversary！Looking forward for the next 25 years being with IKEA
Malaysia.

By Siti Fairuz Binti Ahmad
Design concept :
My design is all about food that we can get from IKEA's well-known restaurant. A
range of food products inspired by Swedish traditions and a combination of Eastern
and Western cuisine that we can enjoy in Malaysia. It is a must place to visit when
visiting any IKEA Store. From Swedish meatballs, Salmon Filet, the famous
currypuff you just name it! Just choose what you want. And of course not to forget
IKEA's famous Soya Ice Cream!

By Afanddy Bin Hushni
Design concept :
This design represent how the 25 years IKEA bring the brilliant ideas of unique
designs, space savvy, 'Do It Yourself' and recyclable furniture items in Malaysia that
help us to sustainable. All this in line with conservation in Malaysia landscape with it's
tropical paradise.

By Natasha Nazan
Design concept :
My artwork goes beyond the icon that resembles a dynamic happy nation. It is
translated through organic & geometry icons which resemble Swedish patterns that
form a bond with everything that reflects our culture. The colour scheme is a tribute
to the IKEA and Malaysian flag, yellow, blue, red and white but with a twist of green:
the power of forested land, the fauna of Malaysia, the urbanisation, the sustainability,
the values and the culture. And this is how our happy nation speaks. Together, all of
these icons turn into a new language that connects with IKEA philosophy; 'To create a
better everyday life for the many people'.

Design concept :
I love galaxy, it represent the dream of becoming an
astronaut. For the lines, it represent how Malysia is build
after many problem and solution to become the
Malaysia today. I used the colour of our Malaysia flag.

By Lim Jia Hui

Design concept :
I love to take picture of the sky, this picture included the
sky and buildings of Malaysia. I choose not to follow the
template because sky means ‘be free and be yourself’
and have your own creativity can means a lot.
Sometimes being ourselves is hard, but we need a
reason to get going, it’s never too late. Much love and
positive vibes.

Design concept :
The background is the template provided, I just added
some line on top of it. I like this blue because it is a
soothing and soft colour, not so sharp just nice for our
eyes. Lines represent many problems faced by
Malaysian, perhaps that’s what make a perfect person.

Design concept :
- HIDDEN HERITAGE This design represent one of our unique ethnic in
Malaysia which is Nyonya Peranakan Melaka. I choose
the flora design from their well-known nyonya kebaya
with "sulam tebuk". It's indicates the finest and
luxurious in each kebaya design.

By Azne Katrina binti Abdul Nasir

Design concept :
- CORAL BLUES I choose the design of coral reef that live in deep blue
sea surrounding our beautiful island along Malaysia.
The combination of blue and yellow representing the
iconic IKEA logo's colours.

By Nurazreena Azha Binti Hashim
Design concept :
Inspired by beautiful intricate Malaysian Batik designs.

Design concept :
- DOODLE HARMONY -

Design concept :
- KELUARGA MALAYSIA -

This design represent our Malaysian people that live in
peace and harmony. Stay together to be strong
forever!

This design represent our multi-ethnic and different
cultures that live up as one big " KELUARGA MALAYSIA
".

By Abdul Thaqif bin Abdul Radzeem

By Pamela Devi
Design concept :
Everyone loves to go to IKEA because
I Know Everything’s Awesome and value for money in IKEA.

By Calvin Leong Weng Hang
Design Concept:
My first design with black and white is line shape and pattern. The second design is
about Malaysian colors. Red, Yellow, Blue, White represent the flag malaysia, blue and
yellow also represent IKEA. There is also a flower pattern to let us enjoy the beauty of
Malaysia, Flora and Fauna.

By Keok Chiew Sheng
Design Concept:
Filled "MY" with Malaysia national flower, hibiscus in it with colours of Malaysia flag red, white, blue and yellow. "25" in "M" symbolizes IKEA in Malaysia for 25 years.

Design concept :
That is the local food of Malaysia

By Lee Jack You

Design concept :
That is using element of malay & chinese and
Indian.

By Woon Zi Zheng
Design Concept:
Embrace what we have for currently

By Mohd Nazri bin Murtaaza
Design Concept:
The pattern inside M is Corak Beragi, one of a pattern in Tenun Pahang (Pahang Weaving Textile).
The pattern inside Y is one of a pattern in Siga', a traditional male headgear of Kadazandusun
ethnic in Sabah.
Sabah is a part of establishment of Malaysia in 16 September 1963.

Design concept :
The colour of red, yellow and blue for the alphabet represent
Malaysia's flag.

Alphabet M: The butterfly and plumeria flowers represent the richness
of Malaysia tropical climate.
The Green Leaves: Represent Daun Pandan, leaves that are always
used in Malaysia Cooking such as nasi lemak.
Plumeria Pink and Blue: Represent population in Malaysia, Male
(Blue) 16.8 million and female (Pink) 15.9 (statistic 2021)
Alphabet Y: Tiger Lily Represent the flora and fauna in Malaysia
Pink Bunga Kantan: Leaves that are always used in Malaysian cooking
Asam Pedas and laksa

By Mazwin Abdul Aziz

Design concept :
Alphabet M and Y: Represent colours of Malaysian Flag - white, red, blue and
yellow
The Red Hibiscus: Malaysia National flower
3 red hibiscus at each of the alphabet: Represent 3 largest community in
Malaysia which is Malay, Chinese and Indian.

By Chen Yu Wen & Chen Hou Xuan
Design Concept:
The concept of this design is using the combination of MALAYSIA and IKEA, and wanted to show a
simple and representative of both. So the characters are building the M & Y block with the features
of Malaysia printed on it. Then, the character is inspired by the classic character that appears in
IKEA instruction books as well as the shark is inspired by Ikea's plush toys. HAPPY 25th
ANNIVERSARY🍾 !!! :3

By Siah Pei Xuen
Design Concept:
I love Malaysia, Malaysia has many race and religion, we respect each other. All of us support IKEA
product due to the unique design.

By Muhamad Mahdi Bin Mahmood
Design Concept:
Kuala Lumpur skyline is the main attraction of Malaysia, with world's well known Petronas Twin
Tower and Menara KL as the main characters, it shows the beauty of multicultural Malaysian with
pink background.

By Siti Nurul Ain Binti Mohd Pakri
Design Concept:
In the MY IKEA design, the elements I included were Bunga Raya, Parrot, musical instruments as well as small
flowers for batik and abstract pattern. In my design, I will focus on the use of colorful colors, so that the design
looks more prominent and looks harmonious with the variety of colors. The first things we see are Bunga Raya,
Parrots, and Musical Instruments. I have mixed 3 different elements in MY IKEA design. We all know that Bunga
Raya is the national flower in Malaysia. The flowers are large, red, hard, but odorless. Apart from that, there are also
other famous flowers in Malaysia such as Rafflesia Flowers, Orchids, Paper Flowers, and many more. Also, my
purpose of putting Parrots in my design is because we can all know that Parrots have beautiful feathers with a
pretty loud squeak. Just like Malaysians who are in harmony with the diversity of races, ethnicities, and religions,
which makes Negara Malaysia Indah in the eyes of the world. We also know that most Malaysians today are made
up of wise, highly educated, intelligent people like the Parrot which is one of the birds with pretty good intelligence.
Next, I include musical instruments is because, in Malaysia we all know, there are various musical instruments that
are played, some are still in use some are just living history placed in museums. Whether traditional or modern
musical instruments. Musical instruments are now the craze of young people in Malaysia.

By Raudah Dania Binti Ahmad Faizal
Design Concept:
This design represents Malaysia’s multiracial and colourful motives. The design and patterns adorned by Malaysians
ought to be celebrated as it is unique, traditional and gorgeous. Not to forget, Authentic ethnic food can be found
all over the country, with fusion dishes unique only to Malaysia. It is my hope that these designs, foods and cultures
become internationally recognised and adored. I am grateful that unity and harmony exists in this great country
Malaysia. Diversity is not adversity. For all these reasons I love and am proud to be Malaysian!

By Syed Muhammad Muqriz Bin Syed Mohammad Mazfira

Design Concept:
My design is presenting Malaysia’s heritage, in my design, it has keris and WAW design. The flowers are actually from waw
design instead of drawing the waw itself. I drew the design in the wau. Since the flowers is like Malaysia’s bunga raya. I
chose the green color for the background because of the Muslim color.

By Chong Yoon Kiat

Design Concept:
MY TASTE is the title of the artwork which was inspired by the Vibrant & Diverse Malaysia. The Blue & Yellow themed
Batik-background is a playful crossover of 2 elements, i.e. The Signature Colour of IKEA and unique Textile Art of
Malaysia.
Moreover, multi–ethnic people were used to portray the diversity of Malaysia. While we come from different cultural
backgrounds, all of us share the love for Ikea Hotdog & Curry Puffs!
Lastly, M & Y is connected through coloured stripes which symbolises the bond and love we have for IKEA MALAYSIA!
Selamat Hari Jadi! Grattis På Födelsedagen! Happy Birthday!

By Chong Yoon Kiat

Design Concept:
“MY”mempunyai dua maksud ,iaitu Malaysia serta saya . Malaysia mempunyai beberapa bangunan yang unik dan
buah-buahan yang lazat serta permainan tradisional yang menarik . IKEA telah bertapak di Malaysia selama 25
tahun. Barangan yang dijual oleh IKEA sangat istimewa .Bukan begitu sahaja,barangan IKEA juga bertahan
lama.Oleh sebab itu, barangan IKEA sangat digemari oleh rakyat Malaysia. Di sini, saya juga mengucapkan “Selamat
Ulang Tahun Ke-25” kepada IKEA Malaysia.

By Siah Pei Zhen

Design Concept:
This logo is about Malaysia and IKEA. We are Malaysian, although we have many race, however all
of us have same taste. We support IKEA because IKEA’s products are customized and able to suit to
each household requirement

By Siti Hawa Binti Jaafar

Design Concept:
Rekebentuk adalah mengambilkira IKEA sebagai Family store memenuhi kehendak atau bertepatan
dengan jiwa rakyat Malaysia. Rekabentuk juga menampilkan watak utama menunjukkan betapa
"MALAYSIA" nya seperti Bendera Malaysia, Rakyat yang berbilang kaum, Menara KLCC, Bunga Raya,
Nasi Lemak, Ketupat dan corak batik. IKEA sangat dekat dihati rakyat Malaysia dari mula IKEA
bertapak di Malaysia sehinggalah ke hari ini. Happy My IkEA 2021

By Maria Ang
Design Concept:
Happy 25th! To celebrate, my design is to thank you for continuously being responsive and with
IKEA’s smart home devices.. IKEA is helping bring smarter and more affordable, homes to people
with different abilities. So it is with Braille Codes.

By George Ang Leon Eng
Design Concept:
IKEA has always been kind to nature, thus, it is the theme of my design. An abundance of life in flowers, enriching
mother nature.
25 hearts represent the true IKEA spirit, 25 years of good times. It is always a happy moment here and at home
with IKEA.

By Nur Ain Shaharin
Design Concept:
The design was inspired by Ikea Furniture that been with Malaysia for 25th years.
IKEA has bring in the new minimalist and modern concept of furniture to Malaysian lifestyle.

By Nur Wahida Binti Hussin
Design Concept:
Potraying the strengths of Malaysia which lie in its vast biodiversity and heritage amidst the continuous
development.

By Alvin Lee
Design Concept:
Malaysia Heritage Nostalgia - Old Town

By Amber Chin Luie Yeng
Design Concept:
Many households in Malaysia have at least one piece of the furniture from IKEA no matter big or small, this proves
how convenient and adaptable the furniture are in our lives. From big Billy shelves to Raskog trolleys, to simpler
items like Mammut stools or Krux lamps, they collaborate together into the letters MY. Also implementing my
childhood favourites from the IPC that I frequented from my youth, the beef meatballs, or meal sets, and
generally strolling around the facility, seeing new and upcoming designs and the dioramas that these furniture
have been put into.

By Zuraidah Binti Ismail
Design Concept:
Malaysia is a multi-ethnic and multi-cultural land with Malays, Chinese and Indians and orang asli
/indigenous people. Malaysian love to celebrate festivals in life. All races also enjoy IKEA shopping
centres that provide products variety tremendous across the ages. It seems like all people enjoy
free time together at the most convenient store.

By Yap Bee Man
Design Concept:
The overall of my “MY IKEA 25th Anniversary” design is to combine Malaysia & IKEA concept. IKEA
has launched a lot of products which suit to Malaysia’s culture & environment such as the furniture,
tool, toys, food & etc. IKEA’s products also make people life better & convenient as it’s provided the
IKEA man in the manual booklet. Thankful to IKEA which always providing the best goods &
services for every customer. Customers are enjoying the awesome shopping feel & delicious food
when even entering the store. My tiger batik in the “M” & Malaysia national flag with Bunga Raya
flower in the “Y” as the background design which to represent the celebration of IKEA 25th
anniversary in Malaysia.

By Eddie Ng
Design Concept:
It is not just paradise beaches that impress in Malaysia, but also nature itself, which is lush and
beautiful in many places. Malaysia is home to some of the world’s oldest tropical rainforests, many
of which have been turned into breathtaking forest reserves that offer an escape from busy city life.

By Hidayah Binti Mohd Raidzoh
Design Concept:
For 25 years now, regardless ahmad, devi or mei ling, IKEA holds a very special place in Malaysian's
heart, Happy 25 IKEA MALAYSIA! and thank you for making our home count for the past 25 years!
Kami suka ikea-lah!

By Ting Wei Ying
Design Concept:
What better way to represent Malaysia other than the Malaysian national flag, the bold and curving
design of the Malaysian flag symbolizes a continuous moment as Ikea Malaysia reaches its 25th
year milestone, it does not stay here, but continues to take Malaysians towards another 25 more
years. Simplicity speaks loudest.

By Lee Shean
Design Concept:
Malaysia's Culture, Traditions, History and Wildlife in one picture.

By Lim Mei Chee
Design Concept:
This design is inspired by the iconic places and landmarks in Malaysia. Different building styles
reflect the unity and harmony that kept us together, despite our varied races and cultures.

By Muhamad Izham Binti Azmi
Design Concept:
The MY represent that the Malaysia as a truly Asia. The unique culture from multiethnic, traditional
game, art, food, flower and heritage building complete with the modern building as a symbolic of
lovely and harmony country.

By Muhammad Suhairi
Design Concept:
Malaysian flag in the background of letters and elements of malaysian society identity such as
congkak, wayang kulit, Klcc, etc to highlight the Malaysian identity.

By Iris
Design Concept:
Under the durian tree, a traditional Malay House filled with Ikea's eco-friendly furnitures. Linking
the past, present and future of Malaysia, reminds us of the importance of our own culture and the
mission towards a sustainable lifestyle.

By Lew Ting Chi
Design Concept:
My design is about soft toys in IKEA, but using my imagination to draw them.

By Nur Natasha Binti Fakri
Design Concept:
Black background and golden hibiscus to show elegance and attractive, as well as red hibiscus to
show the true color of Malaysia's national flower

By Ong Zi Yan
Design Concept:
My son's name is Ong Zi Yan. He is 7 years old and I was asked to paint for the 25th anniversary of
IKEA. He may have a deeper understanding of IKEA. Children are not allowed to enter shopping due
to MCO.

By Michelle Koo
Design Concept:
Wood carving is traditional handcraft Malaysia ,l use pattern design of wood carving and add
furniture element ,wish Ikea happy 25th anniversary!

By Wong Huey Yiing
Design Concept:
25 years of Malaysia local delicacies and IKEA signature foods that shared the same love by all
Malaysian and IKEA furnitures representing Malaysia iconic landmarks and buildings.

Design Concept:
- BATIK CIRCLE This modern batik design represent the flora that can be found
in our jungle, hand - drawn in each circle which are indicate
variety species such as "paku-pakis", "mengkuang", wild orchid,
rafflesia etc.

By Zill Maritza binti Abdul Radzeem

Design Concept:
- LITTLE NYONYA This design represent a piece of kebaya nyonya pair with hand - drawn
batik. I choose flora design that give a sweet as candy look that suits our
little nyonya!

By Nabilatul Huda Binti Abdul Aziz
Design Concept:
Since Malaysia is a multiracial country, Malaysia has been well-positioned as a food paradise. Most
Malay heritage food is influenced by a myriad of cultures, such as Arab, Indian, Chinese, Siamese,
Javanese, Minangkabau, and others. Even though the Malaysian population has different in culture
almost all Malaysian eat and love this food which includes, Nasi Lemak, Mee Goreng, Asam Laksa,
Roti Canai, Cendol, Satay, and more.
The drawing of food is in yellow to synchronize with the color of the IKEA logo which means
happiness, optimism, and imagination.

By Rumanza Zaini
Design Concept:
Malaysia is rich in heritage and wonderful bright colors that it’s perfect for a children’s storybook style illustration!
Everybody’s unique, so what brings them together? IKEA Frakta bags, of course. Can you spot them? There are 10
other IKEA and Malaysia-related easter eggs in this illustration, as well. Can you find them all?
(1. Hej, 2. Socker pot, 3. Efterträda t-shirt, 4. Efterträda tote bag, 5. Frakta trolley, 6. 14-prong star, 7. The year
Malaysia was named, 8. The National flower, 9. Harimau Malaya jersey, 10. Malaysia’s favorite sports)

By Azzatul Husna Binti Abdul Aziz
Design Concept:
My design above shows a different side of Malaysia which is a busy city and a calm rainforest that is full of flora and fauna.
As you can see the busy city which not only in Kuala Lumpur but also a different city in Malaysia where everyone works and do their
best in order to achieve happiness which has a different meaning for each person. You can also see a few landmarks that were included
in the design like KLCC, KL Tower, National Museum Of Malaysia, Christ Church (Melaka), Batu Caves (temple), Masjid Putra, The Putra
Bridge, and Royal Palace (Istana Negara) which are all the tourist attraction. From all the landmarks you can see how diverse Malaysia is
not only in culture but also in religion. Despite that little difference we are able and trying our best to understand each other in order to
live in harmony.
Despite the busy city, most all us would run to the beach, rainforest or maybe back to our village on holiday to get some rest with our
family or loved ones. Our rainforest is full of exotic or rare species of flora and fauna. Some of it is Proboscis Monkey, Orangutan,
Pangolin, Hornbills, Slow Loris, Rafflesia, and also our national flower Hibiscus. All of this flora and fauna that living harmonies in the
same ecosystem despite being different from each other make me think of how all Malaysians were living in harmonies even though
we are different in culture and religion.

By Helen Yow Poh Hooi
Design Concept:
A diamond in the design represents IKEA, which radiates brightly, as a home lamp illuminates every household, every corner, giving the
family a warm feeling. In this 25th anniversary celebration, I designed it as a gift of eternal value to all Malaysian people
Specific design concept:
- The colours of the design is based on Malaysia flag (Jalur Gemilang : red, white,blue and yellow) In addition, blue and yellow are the
primary colours of IKEA too.
- The design is matches with IKEA ideologi which is modern n cozy, simple n stylish.
- The doors and stairs in the design represent each home. The double stairs mean the IKEA progress better in future, raise to another
excellent level, higher n higher !

By Szuey Chin Sook Yee
Design Concept:
Freedom to draw out "MY" style Zentangle. It's letme feel calm and stress release.
This is what the feel I was at IKEA, the feel like you at your dream home feel so calm at relax...

Ideas:
Freehand artline = Calm and relax.
Navy blue + yellow = IKEA.
Red + White = Malaysia
Wave banner and red color words = Celebration IKEA 25 Years in Malaysia!

By Sam Kar Seng
Design Concept:
Hotdog is a Western dish while curry puff is a Malaysian dish.
These two signatures foods in IKEA are my favourites and a good representative of IKEA's love for Malaysian by
featuring the combination of food in locals and overseas.
The family icon meant IKEA is built for family and is in the colours of our Malaysia flag that represent Malaysians.

By Sin Run Hui
Design Concept:
When talking to Malaysia, we know that there are many races, religions, delicious food, heritage buildings, and so on. All of the
characteristics that we know in Malaysia can represent as a symbol of the beauty of Malaysia and also can describe as unity since we
are enjoying all of these. But, another characteristic or spirit that we can show as unity is SPORT. Especially for this year, all Malaysian
are very enjoyable when watching the Tokyo 2020 Olympics at home and support our athletes who join the matches in Japan during
the pandemic.
In my design, I used a news Live program as my background and the residential building in the bottom area. This is because Malaysian
athletes bring us a medal, and also pride. When the athletes win the match, there are many sounds of cheers that come from the
residential building at the moment. This is called solidarity. During the pandemic period, this also brings us a lot of positive to the
person who is in difficulty, temporarily forget the negative emotions.
Hence, through my design, I feel much appreciate all the athletics in Malaysia who always sacrifice themselves to bring Malaysia to a
peak in the sports field.
One minute on the stage needs ten years of practice off stage. Thanks to all Malaysian athletes for their contribution to our country.

By Lilo Jong

Design Concept:
The style of this ‘MY IKEA’ logo is inspired by the nature of Malaysia. Wandering around Kuala Lumpur or Georgetown, you’ll glimpse
the onion domes of mosques, smell incense floating out of Buddhist temples and jasmine from flower garlands outside Hindu temples.
But what makes Malaysia truly special is the country’s natural beauty. From rainforests to crystalline seas, Malaysia offers once-in-alifetime ecotourism experiences.
The hornbill and the Langkawi iconic “Eagle” illustrates the unique fauna and eco-adventure that Malaysia has to offer. The main colour
for the “MY” design is green and blue which represents the abundance of nature in Malaysia. Design also including hibiscus, known as
“bunga raya”, loosely translated to “flower of celebration”, to celebrate IKEA Malaysia is turning 25th!

By Izyan Aziz
Design Concept:
Malaysia dan Ikea Berpisah Tiada.
Butiran :
Huruf M
Merah melambangkan keberanian rakyat Malaysia.
Putih melambangkan kesucian dan keberadaban rakyat Malaysia.
Biru melambangkan perpaduan rakyat Malaysia yang berbilang kaum.
Kuning melambangkan kedaulatan raja yang berperlembagaan di negara Malaysia.
Huruf Y
Biru melambangkan kepercayaan pelanggan Ikea
Kuning melambangkan keseronokkan pelanggan Ikea.

By Arini Nawang Wulan binti Anwar
Design Concept:
Many years back when I first heard about IKEA from a friend, the first thing she told me was about the delicious
meatballs. Honestly, I think most Malaysians visit IKEA (besides for the furniture) because of the delicious and good
food. Therefore, the idea of my design is the famous IKEA meatballs and the chicken wings. I also added the IKEA
'karipap' which is a Malaysian favourite too. I include the IKEA colour, blue and yellow, which is also the colour of the
Sweden flag, the IKEA's country of origin. Lastly, I added a Malaysian flag on the 'karipap'. My design basically shows
food can unite us all. Malaysians, in fact, people around the world love IKEA foods and I wanna thank you IKEA for
the lovely 'karipap' existence. Terima kasih! Tack!

By Chin Yoke Ling
Design Concept:
As an Independent country, Malaysia continues to strive for excellence in all areas, peace, harmony & equality for all
regardless of the race & religion. Malaysia is rich with flora & fauna, tropical jungle & lots to offer in best exotic
destinations! Bunga Raya or Hibiscus Rose is Malaysia's National Flower that symbolises courage, vitality & unity in
Malaysia. IKEA has been the leading furniture & household brand in Malaysia. IKEA has brought home comfort to all
Malaysian and together bring unity despite the things that are happening now. I love you Malaysia!

By Teh Woan Shin
Design Concept:
The use of IKEA signature logo color blue and yellow for the IKEA MY design and simple outline. It means IKEA is
with us as a Malaysian's favorite store despite us coming from different backgrounds.
The use of the Tree of Life which is also known as Pohon Budi placed among 3 different fabric
pattern designs from different races. It represents the balance that was achieved and the effort in design for
Malaysians from home to food . IKEA sends a healing message and love happiness via every single design detail to
people despite the fact that we are in a multiracial country.

By Aty Zatty
Design Concept:
Bunga Raya are our national flower that represent the unity of Malaysia. Besides, they are supported by other
flowers and colours to make it more harmonious like our country Malaysia.

By Esther Tham
Design Concept:
This design depicts the classical elements of Malaysia and IKEA Malaysia.
The all time favourite IKEA curry puff perfectly represents Malaysia’s identity,
while the ‘batik’ motifs blends perfectly with the iconic IKEA textile design.

By Siti Nur Nabila Binti Shahrul Nizam
Design Concept:
I designed it as a postage stamp to bring back those nostalgic memories where we used to send mails to relatives
and friends. For the M & Y alphabet I drew some tiger patterns inspired by 'Harimau Malaya' as the animal
symbolises bravery and strength to all Malaysias. The colour palette is taken from 'Jalur Gemilang' to show our
spirit as Malaysians.

By Amirul Abd Halim
Design Concept:
IKEA is one of Malaysia's favorite places to lepak with friends and our loved ones. From shopping to makan-makan
(even OOTD spots!) IKEA has it all! Now, with more IKEA stores in Malaysia, everyone can enjoy the experience. My
design represents iconic landmarks from the cities where IKEA stores are located. Even though the brand is not
originally from here, we Malaysians with different backgrounds & cultures enjoy our IKEA experience the Malaysian
way!

By Sun Xuan Yi
Design Concept:
This design is about Malaysia national flower and the biggest flower in the world - Hibiscus and Rafflesia.

By Nur Hanim Binti Saleh
Design Concept:
This design is inspire by the traditional Malaysia craft ‘Tikar Mengkuang’.Every weaving of the matt symbolise the
diversity and unity of Malaysia regardless of different religion, culture and race.The red, blue and white colors are
based on Malaysia flag incorporated with IKEA corporate color (yellow and blue).

By Renee Louella Ng
Design Concept:
I made this design by combining all the elements that make Malaysia what it is, I included the Malaysian flag with
the three main races (Malay, Indian, Chinese) holding it up to symbolise the harmony and peace they live in. I added
a tiger because it is Malaysia’s national animal and a hibiscus because it is Malaysia’s national flower. There is also a
rafflesia and a hornbill to show the diverse and unique flora and fauna that Malaysia’s rainforests boast. There is
also a durian which is an iconic Malaysian fruit. All these including IKEA will continue to be a part of Malaysia's
identity.

By Muhamad Firdaus Bin Hj Omar
Design Concept:
This cartoon design shows a multi -racial, multi -cultural and multi - religious family in Malaysia. Our country is
developed in terms of life, economy, education, socio -culture and technology. Live in harmony and happiness.

By Aarvi vaibhay jain (7 years old)
Design Concept:
My design is colorful and cheerful as multicultural people in Malaysia ... All color resembles happiness just like when
people buy the ikea products..
Thanks you so much .

By Tan Ying Wen
Design Concept:
For the past 25 years, IKEA had done its best to satisfy Malaysians’ dreams of luxury, frivolity and exclusive furniture,
but at low prices. A better life at home is defined by the many Malaysian and figured out by IKEA.

By Tan Ying Xuan
Design Concept:
Inspired by traditional paper cutting.
To celebrate IKEA wonderful and amazing 25 years with red color which represents and indicates joyfulness.
Last but not least surrounding with full of love and bless by Malaysia.

By Mohnashini
Design Concept:
Well, i really love the design of Malasyian batik. It is really relaxing and so so so pretty . About this design , so i have
a design of doing batik design then i really deep think about it i drew and colour MY paper . I hope you guys will like
it.

By Sudhi
Design Concept:
They say a picture speaks for itself. And that's what I was achieving with this piece; integrating elements of
Malaysia's multi-ethnicity and roots. There's so much to explore, from the Chinese Dragon, to the Indian Lamp to
the Malaysian Kite and Batik. The colorful approach, batik designs & Rafflesia are influenced by the talented artists,
and the tribal design, along with the feather represents the native Malaysians. Can you spot the hornbill?
p.s. digitally drawn from scratch on samsung note 8, no layering used (single layer art)

By Nor Faizatul Akmar Bt.Mohd Nor

Design Concept:
IKEA was named after the initials of founder Ingvar Kamprad, Elmtaryd (the farm on which he grew up) and
Agunnaryd (the nearby village). In Malaysia, we have 4 IKEA outlets starting from 1 Utama (1996), Mutiara
Damansara (2003), Cheras (2015), Tebrau (2017) & Batu Kawan (2019).
I chose the IKEA blue & yellow color. The lighting bulbs mean IKEA can provide a source of inspiration and brilliant
ideas for Malaysian citizens to decorate and set up a beautiful home. IKEA products & services can be extraordinary
for home decoration as IKEA vision “To create a better everyday life for the many people” with valued price,
practical, stylish, modern, innovative, safety design & good packaging suitable for interior & exterior. We can do
space planning on selecting the product. Apart from that we can try the best food also like meatballs with broccoli,
fresh from the oven, King of curry puffs, fried chicken wings, ice cream & many others. In line with the Government
and current situation, it's better if we buy online and wait for the order to reach at the doorstep safely through IKEA
delivery services. Happy 25th Anniversary IKEA.

By Lim Ern Wei

Design Concept:
My main concept for this design is Malaysian foods because I assumed that food can help us connect with each
other. Thus, I think this is a good idea to put some variety of Malaysian foods into the MY design. As you can see
from the design, I had added a lot of colors to stand out the logo itself because sharp colors will attract the viewer's
eye. Besides that, I also put some significant and important national food like satay, nasi lemak, roti canai, and more
since these are the most popular food in Malaysia. Lastly, for the Y logo, I have seen it as a cup and fill in some of
the well-known local drinks. For instance, the teh tarik, barley juice, sirap bandung and more. I also added an ice
kacang on the top to make the Y logo looked more complete.

By Melissa Neoh Xin Yi

Design Concept:
They say that you never realise what you have until it’s gone. That’s what the lockdown made me realise
(and miss!) - our Malaysian dining experience. Yes, we are all about our food, but it’s so much more
than that!
At the heart of it, it’s the atmosphere, community, memories and ultimately sharing the common love
of food with the ones we love.

By Elliot Serenity Tan

Design Concept:
These multifaceted colors reflect the diverse multiracial society that is Malaysia and the radial
arrangement of the colors show the unity of its constituent parts.

Design Concept:
The artwork is presenting one of the signature foods – “Curry Puff” in
Ikea Malaysia. The user manual of “Curry Puff” is designed to represent
Ikea's Do-It-Yourself concept. “Curry Puff” as a local street food in
Malaysia is affordable for everyone. It could be said that similar to the
vision of Ikea, which is to offer functional home furnishing products at
the economical price, that as many people will be able to afford them.
Therefore, let’s celebrate together with our local food during this 25th
anniversary in Ikea Malaysia!

By Kok Yuen Jing

Design Concept:
The artwork is designed to retrieve the evolution of furniture
throughout the years in Malaysia. By weaving the vintage and
contemporary elements, it represents the varieties of design that are
provided by Ikea. Besides that, from the old Swedish style to the Rattan
tropical furniture, it shows how Ikea blends well with Malaysia.

By Stephanie Choo
Design Concept:
While this pandemic struck us and we're forced to stay within the country border, it leads me
to start exploring and appreciating the beauty of architecture in Malaysia. Not to mention the
Malaysian food we love, which always unite us when we talk about it. Also, by integrating the
significant colour of Ikea, creating the visual that shows diversity of our cultures.

